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Abstract 

There has been a crisis in socialist thought in the post-war era 

and increasing pessimism concerning the political effectiver:ess of the 

working class as a force for change. 

A study is presented of the New Zealand Trade Union leadership frac

tion, comprising the full-time office-holders of unions representing 

wage working interests (largely those registered under the Industrial 

Relations Act 1973) . 

'l'he objectives of the research were to profile (a) the composition 

of the group in terms of its social and career characteristics to ascer

tain the degree of change and permeability, and (b) the ideological orien

tations of the group on issues of historical centrality in class theory. 

Data was collected by a questionnaire and intervie.v survey carried 

out in 1979. l-'...11alysis of results was carried out during 1980 a·t Essex 

University, England and in 1981 and 1982 at Otago University, Dunedin, 

Ne>v Zealand. 

There are many findings on different levels. In general t.erms the 

group lacks strong social or ideological cohesion. There is evidence, in 

fact, of increasing social heterogeneity due to a number of factors - the 

rise of new types of t:r:ade unions as a consequence of 19 36 'compulsory 

unionism' legislation, the recruitnent of ne·w types of trade u.'!ion official 

h.-om non-working class backgrounds and the ahsence of any class-based 

theory of recruitrr.ent which rejects dominant norms of ascendent meritocracy. 

'Ihere is a.lso a marked lack of transformative sentiment in the group 

and no overriding adherence to alternative proJ.etarian explc.nat.ive frame-
.. 



works or ''i'l'eltansc:hCW<.Ln~en .. '. Opposition to capitalism is 'piecemeal' 

and is widespread only in relation to specific dimensions of the regime 

and on specific issues such opposition does not entail the rejection of 

the dominant order. 
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The Leadership Fraction 

This is a study of those men and women who constitute the full-time 

official leaders of New Zealand's trade unions. 

The study examines the distinctive social and ideological character 

of the leadership group of trade unions to illlli~inate the potential poli

tical effectiveness of the working class as a force for change in New 

Zealand's future. 

The officials are viewed as a 'leadership fraction'. The concept 

'fraction' derives from neo-Marxist theories of social structure. It is 

of value in that it suggests the holistic inter-dependence of ;the leader

ship on the institutional sector they represent, i.e. the rela-tedness of 

leadership to other contexts and roles within the working class.
1 

It is assumed in this study that. the leadership fraction of trade 

unions constitutes the most advanced expression of the working class's 

organised capacity. The extent to ';lhich such an expression manifests 

itself as a cohesive social and ideological force and the specific nature 

of its orienta·tion to the structures and values of capitalist socie·ty is, 

we believe, an issu2 of central interest both for an understanding of 

the radical capacity of the working class as a force for change in New 

Zealand societ.y and relatedly in terms of the cc>.pacity of the welfare

capitalist st.ate to persist as an ongoing economic system. 

Union officials are studied as a leadership fraction in terms of the 

significc.nce for trade unionism as a socio-political movement. The concept 

'movement' is defined here, in Bottomore's terms, as a 'collective endeavour 



2 

to promote or resist changes in ·the structures of the society in which 

it forms a part . 

historical action 

as forces which contest the established system of 

By using the concept of 'movement' we do not 

assume or imply a priori any actual homogeneity or substance. It is 

used in this study in an ideal-typical sense to represent sentiments, and 

ideals that have been historically associated with union responses to the 

institutional order. 

The concept 'movement' (with a small 'm') as used in this study refers 

solely to industrial labour, i.e. to the trade union movement, rather than 

to the party political and industrial wings together. l'ihen referring to 

the latter we will refer to the labour Movement (with a capital 'M'). 

Throughout the study we will refer to those trade union officials 

who play an active role in inter-union affairs - in the various organs of 

the Federation of Labour- as 'movement officials'. 

In studying .union officials we are interested in them as incumbents 

occupying roles in a particular institutional-moral sector rather than as 

private individuals. In that they occupy a corrunon institutional role 

they are representatives, and in Hannheim's words 'carriers' of a particu

lar historical tradition - that of the trade union movement constituted 

as a dynamic system of ongoing meanings, understandings, rituals, ideas 

and norms. In this sense, trade union officials are, whether they like 

it or not, custodians of trade unionism's intellectual and moral heritage 

in that they collectively represent and express what labou:>:: 'is' in terms 

of its shared sentiments, ideals, and orientations, and of its social and 

ideological charac'cer at a particular historical ~juncture. Whatever union-

ism represented i.n the past - revolutionary, labourist, syndicalist, 

divided or ui'lified - it is the current crop of officials through which the 



3 

contemporary character of the trade union movement can best be seen. 

We say 'can best be seen' for, of course it is true that the leader-

ship does not represent everything of the socio-political character of 

unionism in welfare capitalism. Obviously studies in union structure, 

constitutional rules, rank and file activities and beliefs, etc. are 

also important. Yet it is the leadership group which, it is argued 

below, best represents the sentiments, style, and form of the relation-

ship of organised labour to the social strm::ture as a whole. It is also 

the union leadership group which has been most neglected in previous 

3 
research. 

Because we are following a social movement perspective we are inter-

ested in union officials as representatives of unions as a collectivity 

or organised aggregate rather than of trade unions as individual units. 

It is the collective effectiveness of organised labour as a 'bloc' and 

the variations across its structures that are of primary concern. 

The significance of leadership for this study can be stated as 

follows. First, union officials are important in thei:::.· own right as 

influential actors who make important decisions. vlhi le they are , on 

paper at. least, the democratic servants of those they represent, their 

function in the institutiona.lised system of collective bargaining and the 

expert knowledge gained and contained as a consequence of this function 

make them a 9roup of powerful actors within New Zealand's social structure. 

Second, and more importcuYtly for this study, however, union officials 

are important as 'spokespeople' in that they express and give significance 

to the union role, defining the terms in which beha.viou.r is rr.obilised and 

given meaning. 
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To place too much emphasis on the first stat.ed sense in which leaders 

are important is to run the risk of exaggerating the role of individuals 

in history and of being criticised for advancing 'great man' interpreta-

tions of society: the latter being an approach which overemphasises the 

personal characteristics of leaders and underemphasises the social forces 

4 
that define the environment in which leade:rship groups behave. s~ch 

interpretations end up, often inadvertently, advancing the view that major 

social change results solely, or predominantly, from the actions and con-

duct of leaders alone. Good examples of writers who can be criticised for 

advancing 'great man' interpretations of history are the early classical 

elite theorists Pareto, Hosea and Michels.
5 

In avoiding 'great man' theories we must also avoid the opposite 

pitfall - of ignoring or underemphasising the importance of leader:::;hip 

altogether. r1a11y early marxist theorists, and those imbued with a strong 

materialist sense of history, object to studies of leadership on the 

grounds that if one wan·ts to understand change, or the possibilities foJC 

change, then one should examine mat.erial life circumstances. As popularly 

expressed, this view holds that to understand change one should not. be 

studying the leadership vie.'ls but· those of the rank and file merwl:)ers. 

The view postulates that change in society springs from the grassroots 

and that consciousness of the need for change will arise when material 

life circumstances dictate. 

The g~fficulty with this view is that such a direct relationship 

between material conditions and consciousness does not hold. Such a view 

is in fact a 'vulgar materialism' which posits, as Bedggood has put· it, 

h !' • t' d J • • • I 6 tat lmnlsera.lon pro uces revo.ULlonary consclousness . Nore sophisti-

cat.ed theorists, bo.th marxis·t and non-marxist., have argued in contrast 
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that economic deprivation is neither necessary nor sufficient to produce 

radical consciousness since extreme deprivation may simply induce fear, 

despondency, submission or even conformity to bourgeois interests. 

It is the realisation that economic experience and conditions have 

no direct influence upon the formation of class consciousness that has 

led to a recent emphasis upon cultural and leadership studies. What must 

be recognised is that change does not occur simply because material con-

di tions are 'ripe' but because such conditions are interpreted as 'grie-· 

vances' and articulated and directed by competent leaders. 

This point has been made forcefully by Goldthorpe.and Lockwood et 

al. in their study The Affluent v·7orker in the Class Structure 

. • . the ,eoten,~ial support for politics of social change is 
evident enough: but whether this potentiality is realized and, 
if so, how,will depend upon the degree and manner in which the 
awareness of deprivation becomes articulated and directed . 
furthermore , we could underline the heuristic value in 
bringing out in this way the role that must be assigned to 
political leadership, that is, to purposive action on the 
part of elites and organisa.tions aimed at giving a specific 
and politically relevant meaning to grievances, demands and 
aspirations \vhich have hitherto been of a sub-political kind ., 
and aimed at mobilizing mass support for a progranune or moveme:nt. 

Furt.her, in the same study, they assert that, 

if the working does in the long run become no more than one 
stratum within a system of 'classless inegalita.rianisrn' offering 
no basis or response t.o radical ini. tiatives then the situation 
will . . . to some degree be also attributable to the fact that 
the political leaders of the working class choose that future 
for it. 8 

'l'he importance of leadership in articulating the interests and 

I 

aspirations of a movem(:mt has also been noted by earlier writers. Thus, 

while Michels exaggerates the importance of leaders as autonomous decision-

makers in Pol~_!:j.c~.l_P~rties, he also makes several oblj_que references to 

this functio.-_ noting that it is 'not t~he simple existence of oppressive 



conditions but the recognition of these conditions by the oppressed 

[emphasis added]' ,
9 

and warning that ' •.• institutions and-social 

classes, are inevitably doomed to destruction from the moment they or 

those that represent them have lost faith in their own future' . 10 

A more theoretically explicit formulation of the role of leadership 

was advanced by Hans Gerth and C. Wright Mills in their book Character 

and Social Structure. Apart from organisational and administrative tasks 

defined by the role, Gerth and Mills stress the cultural role of arti-

culation, 

One task the leader performs for his group is to provide 
official sanction to the definition of the group situation 
in social space and historical time.ll 

In the marxist tradition the importance of cultural leadership, and· 

specifically of articulation and direction, can be seen stressed in the 

works of Antonio Gramsci. 
12 

Gramsci' s stress on leadership vias a reaction 

against overly mechanistic versions of marxism which seek to explain ideo-

logy as 'mere reflection' of economic processes and struggles. With 

Gramsci the attempt to restore ideology to an autonomous realm led him 

to re-examine the cent.ral ambiguity in marxist theory - the relationship 

between base and superstructure - and to place more emphasis on super-

structural processes. His central notion was that cultural phencmena 

including ideas, beliefs, values and attitudes cannot be reduced to mere 

economic e£fects. This view, in fact, is the central notion behind the 

concept oD-' cultural hegemony' which in its most simple sense can be 

defined as 'cultural leadership•
13 

or the mode of articulation by which 

a class assumes its leading role. 

Hegemony thus refers ·to a set of assumptions, theories, practical 
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activities and a miasma of magic-ritual concepts and symbols which 

invoke both negative and positive attitudes and which fQ~ction to sus-

t.ain conditions upon which dominant groups legitimate their rule and 

exert their dominance. Hegemonic beliefs function to interpret experience 

as though this is 'naturally' the 'way things are'. They shape co~uon 

sense and define the limits of controversy between contending groups in· 

the political structure. Hegemonic practice succeeds, as Rachael Sharp 

puts it, when 'it has produced an unquestioned taken for granted at.ti-

tude towards how things are, when subjects identify themselves within 

limits defined by the hegemonic meanings and operate unconsciously via 

their ideological practise within premises which both derive from and 

14 
help to reproduce the status quo'. 

For Gramsci, however, hegemony is never a complete state but always a 

dyna..'Tlic process of struggle a.11d conflict, a 'battle of ideas' by con-

tending groups, each trying to impose and legitimate different defini-

tions of the situation and of what is appropriate. One of t.he central 

tasks of radical leadership is to challenge the dominant hegemony con-

cerning 'how things are'. Union officials i:1 Gra.msci 's vie·w are, like.· 

all other leaders', 'officials of the superstructure; who represent the 

interests and act as spokespeople for· a part.icular 'intellectual moral 

I • • I 'r • 1 d d • • • • I 15 bloc exerclslng tec.mlca an lrectl.ve capacl t:Les . If they are to 

resist incorporation into the dominant hegemony they must be able to hold, 

organise and,disseminate alternative conceptions of the 'v·Jay things are' 

and seek to expose and critically undermine dominant definitions of 'exper-

ience' and manifest alternative conceptions of 'what needs to be done'. 

This is some task. 

In New Zealand's past unions have had a major discernible impact on 
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political development. 'J'he formation of the Labour Party in 1916 was 

itself premised on and made possible by unionists who were not simply 

critical of existing social and economic arrangements but who also held 

visions of a future which they sought to implement and realise. These 

early unionists did not see the role of unions in parochial terms but 

rather they gave it wider and more explicit formulation which transcended 

the particularisms of everyday industrial experience. 

To a large extent today the Labour Party has taken over the political 

direction of 'Labour' (i.e. Labour Movement) yet at the same time it has 

become less of a working class party in both composition and outlook
16 

and it cannot, of course, serve as a generative source of working class 

political aspiration. The extent to which the working class can affect 

politics either via the Labour Party, or independently, through economic 

action '.vill depend upon its own strengths, convictions and ideals, its 

own al)ili ty to penetrate at the party political level and make its pre-

sence felt at the level of industrial tmionism. 

'Iwo Dimensions Studied 

In looking at trade unions as a socio-political movement through its 

leadership fraction this study examines tHo dimensions of leadership 

structure (a) composition and (b) po.li tical and industrial atti t.udes. 

In. examining the composi ti.on of the group we are interested in the 

varieties 9t men and women who lead industrial labour, the extent to 

which they constitute a distinctive class group, the degree of permea-

bility among~:;t it, the extent to which its composition shm<~s signs of 

changing in response to bureaucratic needs and p~essures, and the extent 

to which attitudes towards recruitment djsplay a special class character 



or preference or whether they confonn to meritocratic norms and values 

dominant in the society at large. 

9 

In looking at the political and industrial at.ti tudes Df the fraction we 

are primarily interested in the specific nature of group radicalism and 

the degree of consensus amongst it. Radicalism is a complex phenomenon 

comprising at least three elements (a) opposition to bourgeois struc·tures 

and values (b) adherence t.o alternative class-specific modes of thought 

and (c) an a\vareness of alternative possibilities about how society should 

be organised. 

Cross-cutting these two dimensions we will examine the degree of 

homogeneity or consensus amongst the group and explore variations in 

group response across the various structures of the union movement. 

A study of the composition and political ideology of the trade union 

leadership fraction cannot, of course, enable us to predict union action 

or conduct, or actual changes that could be effected by union radicalism. 

The actuality of change in the future will depend not simply on the pre-· 

paredness and homogeneity of the trade unions but on a variety of social 

and economic conditions, or what Smelser calls 'structural conduciveness' .
17 

A study of the union leadership fraction, thus, can offer only a part.ial 

and incomplete picture; it can only be one factor necessary but not suffi

cient as a condition for working class effectiveness. It will perrni t, 

however, a c~earer understanding of the role of labour .in Nev7 Zealand soc

iety in the future, of the ability of organised labour to survive as an 

independent radical political force, and it will enable some insight into 

how the contemporary union leadership fraction define the role cf organised 

labour and the meanings and significance they attribute to collective union 

action. 
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F'ocus 

I11 studying the union leadership fraction we are, at the empirical 

level, studying a group of individuals whose distinctive common feature 

is that 'chey act roles in a particular institutional sect.or. As indi-

viduals, however, each individual is individually unimportant. What is 

significant is membership of the group. vmile it is true that only indi-

viduals 'think', union officials will be influenced by group norms and 

understandings and, hence, as individuals, with biographies and ideolo-

gies 1 they nmst be comprehended, as Joseph Gusfield has put it, 'in the 

' ' ' 1 ' l ' ' I 18 concrete sett1ng of a h1stor1ca -socla_ s1tuat1on . As union function-

aries, the thought styles of the officials will be responses to certain 

typical situations. 'I'hus, union officials' ideologies cannot be repre-

sen ted simply as 1 individual opinions 1 but c-ts 'structured representations 1
• 

Only in a limited sense could we plausibly maintain that the individual 

creates out of h:i_mself the particular beliefs we att.ribnt:e to him. 'l'he 

'individual' must: be seen, as C. 1;.Jright Mills once said, as a 'socio-

historical creation•.
19 

As a corollary of this it must be seen that the root:s of ideology 

or his/her social biography lie not in the individual but in the social 

g1~oup and the ind.i.. vidual is provided with, ar:d selects patterns of beliefs, 

which are his tor lcally engendered. '!'he theoretical implica·tion of. this is 

that it v.'Ould be unacceptable to us t.c 'reduce' what is· essentially the 

leadership~_fraction of an important instit"l!.t.:i.ona1 sec'cor t_o mere C'..J.riosi-

t:.ies v1i thin the personality systenr of individuals. 1\s kaymond Williams 

has stc,ted we must see the significance of a leadership fraction as a 

cultural . ' 20 and above :.. ts simple empirical p:reseni:at1on . We 

rr.u.st not see i:he individuals· under study simply as indivic1uals but link 
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them to the wider social and historical context. We must see them as 

'historical actors'. It is only through ·this way that we can, through 

the study of leadership, claim to explicate the character of con tempo-

rary trade unionism and of the future of organised labour as a force 

for change in New Zealand society. It is based on the theoretical view, 

already expressed, that the leadership fraction 'express' the goals and 

aspirations as well as revealing structural properties of the group , 

such as homogeneity or heterogeneity, thus revealing its significance 

for the potential of organised labour to survive as a radical force. 

The above exposition of the status of the individual and his place 

in the social structure marks a sharp departure from the canons of 

positivist.ic social science dominant in the post-war era. In positivism, 

the individual is seen simply as an individual and attempts are not made 

to link the individual to the widest kinds of socio--historical phenomena. 

In seeking to correct the psycholog/.St'Y\.. of positivistic social science 

(including the behu.viourism so dominant in American social science) we 

have borrm·Ied ext.ensi vely from marxist, 'neo-marxist; and Mannheimian 

traditions which refuse i.:o recognise the 'autonomous individual' as such 

but see the individual him/herself as a historical product. This position 

is similar to that expressed by C. Wright Mills: Our aim is to promote 

an understanding of the rela·tionship between 'history and biography' and 

to ascertain what varie·ties of men and '.vomen represent unions in this par-

. . . h' h' . . 21 tJ.cular soc1ety and .1.n t lS J.ston.cal per1od. 

In reference to the group, not as an aggregate, but as individuals, 

we will refer to them as 'officic.ls' rather t.han 'leaders' as it is their 

function as spokespeople and as representatives of a role, rather than as 

decision-makers which is of central impo.r·tance. 
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Theory of Social Structure 

Every study carries within it, either explicit or implied, its par-

ticular conception of the social order. The theory of social structure 

internal to this stu.dy is that essentially expounded by Marx: As 

Dahrendorf has stated it, it is one of ,·ubiquitous' (i.e. general) social 

change, social conflict, coercion and the contribution of each element 

in society to its disintegration and change. Thus society is not seen as 

a smoothly functioning organism , a social system, or a st.able fabric, 

and unions are not seen as distinct from, or in isolation from the other 

22 
structures of power. 

Values and Social Research 

No matter hovr one approaches social research i:here will be 1 as many 

social researchers now realise, inbuilt assump·tions. rrhese assumptions 

influence the questions asked, the manner of aski.nq ·t:hem, the concepts 

used, the order of present2.tion, and the mode of ar:alysis itself. In 

this study, we make no pretence at being 'value free' on the grounds that. 

such a position is epistemologically indefensible. The pretence of value 

freedom is, as Alvin Gculdner has pointed out, itself an ideology - the 

ideology of a professional occupational. group trying t.o sell its 'exper-

tise' on a 'free' 
23 

market. In ·that. the sociologist must himself have a 

moral responsibility_for the consequences of his research it should be 

made clear t.hat this st.udy reflects 'che underlying normative corruni.tment 

to an egali~arian social structure. 

Plan of the S·!::udv 
--------------·.---__..;..--~--

This study is di.v-ided into "tlu:ee parts.· Part I includes this chapter 

(The Leadersr1.ip Fraction); Chapter .:. sum:rnarisE:s the theoretical literature 
~ 
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which has influenced and shaped the organisation of the study and given 

rise to the major questions asked; and Chapter 3 explains the major 

methods used to obtain empirical data.. 

Part II examines the social and career composition of the group. 

Chapter 4 examines social background and basic demographic features of 

the group. Chapter 5 examines career pathways into leadership to ascertain 

the degree of class permeability. Chapter 6 examines social background 

and career characteristics of officials who participate in inter-union 

movement roles, comparing them to officials who do not.. Chapter 7 examines 

generational differences in social and career characteristics in an 

attempt to ascertain likely changes in group composition. Chapter 8 exa

mines the nature of the union career, analysing the group's social position 

in terms of the contradictory class location they occupy, and Chapter 9 

exa-'nines the officials' attitudes to meri tocratic norms. 

Part III examines the industrial and political orientations of the 

leadership fraction. Chapter 10 examines t:he officials' orientations ta 

the norms and structures of industrial relations to ascertain the degree 

of support or opposition to institutional practices of collective bar

gaining. Chapter 11 examines their orientations to the political system, 

again seeking to ascertain the degree of support or opposition to specific 

political values, norms and structures. Chapter 12 examines the extent t:o 

which officia.ls adhere to traditional proletarian cultural forms. Chap

ter 13 seeks to ascertain the extent to which t.he group is. committed to 

radical socialist objectives and their beliefs about the future of the 

trade union-Labour Party alliance. Chapter 14 briefly explores the social 

correlates of ·radicalism, and Chapter 15 provides a conclm->ion, expanding 

on, and theoretica.lly clarifyi,ng, ·the significance of the find:i.ngs. 
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Chapter 2. 

Unions in Capitalist Societies 

In the classical and contemporary literature on trade unions in 

capitalist societies Hyman has identified two major perspectives from 

the standpoint of union political effectiveness: optimistic approaches 

which discern significant radical potential in trade union activity and 

pessimistic approaches which argue that trade unions do not facilitate 

(or even that they inhibit) the transformation or change of capitalist 

. 1 
SOClety. 

This chapter reviews the major significant works on the political 

effectiveness of trade unions in terms of the 'optimistic--pessimistic' 

distinction both to create a broad theoretical frame\vork and as a back-

ground to themes and questions that emerge in later chapters. Although 

the concepts 'v.'Orking class' and 'trade unions' will be used inter-

changeably there are, of course, dis·t.inct differences in structural terms 1 

the latter being the 'organised capacity' of the former. 

Theories of Political E:ff(~ctiveness 

The most significant exponents of the optimistic approach were Ma.rx 

and Engels, although as Hyman points out, their optimism was by ::10 means 

unqualified. In his article 'Wages, Price and Profit' Marx wrote 'in its 

merely economic action capital is the strongeJ:: side' and that 'the very 

development of modern industry must progressively turn the scale in favour 

of.the capitalist against the working man' 
2 

In spite of the limited 

economic pm1er of unions, however, Ha.rx and Engels considered that the 

collectivity of org·anised labour had considerable potential in a broader 

political sen'Ce, for in their v.iew unions and combinations of worke:r·s 
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,struck at the very heart of political economy. As Engels put it, 

What gives these unions and the strikes arising from them their 
real importance is this; that they are the first attempt of the 
workers to abolish competition. They imply the recognition of 
the fact that the supremacy of the bourgeoisie is based wholly 
upon the competition of the workers among themselves; i.e. upon 
their want of cohesion. And precisely because the Unions direct 
themselves against the vital nerve of the present social order, 
however, one-sidedly, in however narrow a way, are they so dan
gerous to this social order. The working men cannot attack the 
bourgeoisie, and with it the whole existing order of society, at 
any sorer point than this. If the competition of the workers 
among themselves is destroyed, if all determine not to be fur
ther ex~loited by the bourgeoisie, the rule of property is at 
an end. 

15 

Commenting upon this extract Hyman states that 'such a challenge to 

the rule of property was initially, at least, unconscious and indirect: 

but that Engels saw unionism as preparing workers for a direct onslaught 

of capitalist society•.
4 

Citing Engels again, 

That these unions contribute greatly to nourish the bitter 
hatx:ed of the workers against the property-holding class 
need hardly be said . . . Strikes . . . are the military 
school of the working men 
Unions are unexcelled. 5 

And as schools of war the 

In the PovertL_of Philosophy Marx also notes the importance of unions 

as agents of radical transformation. He observed that workers 

have not stopped at partial combinations which have no other 
objective than a passing strike, and which disappear with it. 
Permanent cornbinations have been formed, trade~. unions which 
serve as ramparts for the workers in their struggles with the 
employeis.B 

Early op:timism died quickly. In their later works both Marx and 

Engels became disillusioned as to the radical potential of trade unions 

blaming much on the ideological corruption of the union leaders 

The leadership of the working class of England has '-'·'holly 
7 

passed into the hands of cor:Lupted leaders of the trade unions. 

Other factors were also stressed, however, one being the growing 



instrumentalism 

The British labour movement is today and for many years has 
been working in a narrow circle of strikes for higher wages 
and shorter hours . • . and not as a means of propaganda and 
organisation but as an ultimat.e aim. The trade unions exclude 
on principle, and by virtue of their statutes, all political 
action and consequently also the participation in the general 
activi·ty of the working class as a class . . . We must not 
pass in silence over the fact that at the present. moment no 
real labour movement, in the continental meaning of the word, 
exists here.B 

Many other early writers have also generally ended on a note of 
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pessimism concerning trade tmion effectiveness, including Lenin, Hichels 

and Trotsky who all believed (advancing complex and different theses for 

sure) that trade unions would be integrated with capitalisrn.
9 

Lenin argued 

that the normal activities of unions as such posed no threat to the stabi-

lity of the capitalist order and argued also that the trade union movement, 

by its own efforts, could only develop 'trade union consciousness' amongst 

10 
the workers. Michels argued that in the trade···union movement, the 

( 

authoritative character of the leaders and their tendency to rul: demo-

cratic organisations on oligarchical lines are even more pronounced than 

h . . 11 h h . in t e party pol1t1cal organisations And Trotsky advanced t.e t es1s 

of the 'incorporation' of unions with capitalism. Jl.s Hyman puts '+ lC 1 

'[while] the analyses of Lenin and Michels focusE.d essentially on the 

unintended consequences for the behaviour of tr.·ade unions of their inter-

nal organisational dynamics and their role within capitalist. society . 

Trotsky, WTiting in a very different social and political context, added 

the perspective of an active and deli_~~-r3t.e strategy by government and 

industry to emasculate the threat inherent in Q~ionism' 12 

Several modern writers have viewed the radical potential of the 

working class with pessimism. One appYoach identifies the growing hetero-
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geneity of the \'larking class at both an ideological and material level. 

Au·thors advancing this thesis have pointed to the emergence of a 

'lab • I 13 • d I t • ,14 • our arlstocracy , lncrease labour segmen atlon and the 

emergence of new categories of 'affluent workers•.
15 

In addition, the thesis of working class incorporation deriving 

from Trotsky and Gramsci·advances the view that the working class has 

been incorporated in a cultural sense, not just in an institutional one. 

As Cousins and Davis have put it, this argument 

••. depends upon the unity of the working class at some 
(unspecified) cultural level. The working class has 
been 'incorporated' , but swallm.;ed whole and perfectly 
intact. The culture of the workers, though all pervasive 
for workers and limited only to them, is a subordinate 
culture. It is 'hermetic' in the sense that it encloses 
the working class; yet it is also 'permeated' by non->vorking 
class norms and insti·tutional nurms and behaviour so that 
this enclosure ensures subordination.l6 

Perhaps the best summary of the working class incorporation thesis 

is provided by Jl..nderson in his essay 'Origins of the Present Crisis' 

'l'he working class fought passionately and unaided against 
the advent of industrial capitalism, its extreme exhaustion 
after successive defeats was 'che measure of its efforts. 
Hencefor.vard, it evolved, separate but subordinate, within 
the apparently unshakable struct.m:·e of British capitalism, 
unable, despite its great numerical superiority to transform 
the fundamental nature of British society ... the power 
structure of English society today c~~ be most accurately 
described as an immensely elastic and all e~bracing hegemonic 
order . . . This imperative order not rnereJ.y sets external 
limits to the actions and aims of the subordinated blqc, it 
structures its intimate vision of itself and the world impo
sing contingent historical facts as the necessa.-ry coordinates 
of social life itself. The hegemonic class is the p1~imary 
determinant of consciousness character and customs throughout 
society.l7 

Other contemporary au·tho:cs have also advanced this view . 

• 



Nairn has \vri tten, again with reference to the English working 

class, that 

••. after the 1840's (it) .•. quickly turned into an 
apparently docile class. It embraced one species of moderate 
reformism after another, became a consciously subordinate part 
of the bourgeois society and has remained wedded to the narrowest 
and gravest of bourgeois ideologies in its principal movements.l8 

Similarly Hichael Mann writes 

It seems rather unlikely that the prole·tariat carries in itself 
the power to be a class for itself.l9 

From an earlier work, Mann advances an explanation 

cohesion is therefore affected by the relative success of 
societies insulation processes as well as by the nature bf 
the values themselves • . . where insulaU.on processes operate 
cohesion resu1ts precisely because there is no common commitment 
to co1·e values . . . Thus, the most common form of manipulative 
socialization by the liberal democratic state does not seek ·to 
change vallles, but rather to perpetuate values that do not aid 
the working class to interpret the :r:ea.li ty it aC'tually exper..,. 
iences . . . For the reason why most working class people do 
not 'accept' (in whatever sense) their lot and do not have con
sistent deviant ideologies we must look back to the hist.orical 
incorporation of working class political and industrial movements 
in the nineteenth and t\ventieth centuries within existing 
structures.20 

Further, Frank Parkin v7rites (albeit with :r:eference to the Labour 

Party) that 

A question-mark is put against the con'cinuation of radical per
ceptions in Britain and other countries where the mass working 
class-party has virtually ceased to disseminate an oppositional 
view s~ the reward system.2l 

In the development of his argument Parkin advances a theory of 

normative structures and meaning systems. He outlines three different 

18 

modal types of mea_ning-system -· the dominant vaJ.ue system, the subordinate 
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value system, and the radical or oppositional value system. Each value 

system has a different social source. The dominant system is located 

amongst ·the groups wielding economic power, the subordinate value system 

is identified with the working class and the radical value system derives 

from a politically active minority of the working class. According to 

Parkin, while the dominant value system is supportive and the radical 

value system opposi tionalof tm status quo, the subordinat.e value system 

is acconunodati ve. 

The generating milieu of this value system is the local working 
class community ... the subordinate value system could be said 
to be essentially accommodative; that is to say its representation 
of the class structure and inequality emphasizes various modes of 
adaptation, rather than either full endorsement of, or opposition 
to the status quo ... it would be misleading to construe the 
subordinate value system as an example of normative opposition 
to the dominant order, least of all perhaps should it be understood 
as exemplifying class consciousness or political radicalism . 
Nor is the pervasive sense of communal solidarity which is typi·
cally found in the underclass milieu to be equated with a class 
outlook on politics and society.22 

'I'he operation of mecming systems operates • • -l I .lnSlGe men s conscious-

ness - the answer will depend on the level of generality at which the 

enquiry is pitched As Cousins and Davis point out, in discussing 

Parkin's work, when seeking answers to abstract questions the worker 

refers to dominant values while in concrete situations he is more likely 

to appeal to class values. 
23 

While, working class incorporation applies generally, in these auti'lC>rs' 

views, to ;t=:he entire workfo:r:ce many authors have noted its s.pecific a.ppli-

cation to leadership. Thus, Michael Hann, in stressing the importar1ce of 

leadership, notes that 

only those actually sl1aring in societal power need develop con
sistent societal values. 24 



While Coates and Topham pu·t the view that: 

Forced to think small and see dark the Labour Movement evolved 
through the late 30's, the style of response which still cramps 
so many of its key leaders. In the political field in particu
lar a succession of moral devaluations has reduced the idea of 
socialism to an abstraction as remote as the Holy Ghost - com
forting in its absence.25 

20 

Frederick H. Harbison, a conservative writing in the American context, 

attributes conservatism amongst the union leaders to the process of 

collective bargaining. 

The process of collective bargaining also absorbs the energies 
and interests of many leaders of the working masses who migh·t 
otherwise direct their energies to the overthrow of the exist
ing economic order. Most students of labour movements would 
agree, I think, that the more a union leader concentrates on 
collective bargaining, the more conservative he is likely to 
become. 26 

Parkin also notes the implications of collective bargaining. 

Coll~C)Ctive bargaining and its attendent strategies imply a 
general acceptance of the rules gover~ing distribution. Orga
nised labour directs its main efforts to"'ards winning a greater 
share of resources for its mel.l'bers - not by challengir1g the 27 
existing framework of rules but by workir:g within t.hose rules. 

In a major book published in 1948,
28 

a study influential in the 

planning of our own research, C. Wright Hills examined ·the social compo-

sition, career pathways and ideological orientations of American Trade 

union leaders, enquiring in·to the extent. of class decomposition and poli-

tical effectiveness. In an article published son1e years later, he con-

eluded that 

. there's nothing, it seems to me, in the make up of the 
current labor leaders, as individua1s and as a group, to lead 
us to believe that they can or will transcend the strategy of 
maximu..m adapta·tion. By this I mean that. t.hey react more than 
they lead and they do so to ret.ain and to expand their position 
in the constellation of power and advantage.2 9 



Parkin believes that the political acculturation and growing social 

heterogeneity of 'underclass' leaders is an important deterrent to the 

political effectiveness of organised labour and contributes to a process 

of social decomposition. He is also clear, however, that the cultural 

incorporation of 'under-class' union leaders cannot be simply seen as a 

single phenomenon but must be viewed in terms of social composition, life-

styles, and political ideologies. As he says, 

Technically it would be quite possible for underclass leaders 
of lowly origin to adopt middle class lifestyles without necess
arily adopting bourgeois political values.30 

In a more recent article Young maintains that unions could be poten-

tial agents of social and economic change bu~ for three factors: (l) the 

lack of any hegemonic ideology based on industrial actions; (2) industrial 

collaboration; and ( 3), the most important in Young's view, 'incorporative 

parliamentarianism' involved in the union relationship v:ith the Labour 

31 
Party. As Cousins and Davis point out, it is unclear precisely what 

Young means by 'incorporative parliamentarianism'. It is unclear, for 

instance, whether ·this refers to the aim of getting into parliament, or 

as would seem more plausible, of cont.inuing to identify with and support 

a political party on 'hal)i tual' or tradi tior:alist grounds, while the Pa:r:ty 

itself has shifted or moved away from a socialist position on ideological 

grounds. 

In a slightly different sense of 'incorporation', it is claimed that 

'normative--pressure operates in a varie~y of ways'. V .L. Allen has pointed 

out that with the institutionalisation of unions to the structures of the 

state apparatus union leaders have. come under pressure te> moderate their 

opposi-tion and to act in a 
33 

'responsible' an.d statesmen like manner. 



Thus, in Parkin's words, 

They will act to safeguard the national interest and not the 
class interests of their members . . This tendency for 
'underclass leaders' to redefine their duty as the protection 
of the national interest obviously undermines their position 
as class representatives.34 

Further, 
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The adoption of this type of outlook is particularly likely when 
underclass leaders are incorporated in the management of the 
state. 'l'his is a common occurrence at the present time· so that 
the political process analysed by Michels has continued at an 
accelerated rate. What is so important about the Michelian anal
ysis of de-radicalisation is its illustration of the fact that 
changing attitudes to inequality on the part of underclass leaders 
are not necessarily determined by the facts of inequality .. 
The clear implication of this is t~hat changing app.roaches to 
inequality are attributable at least as much to social influences 
at work on underclass leadership as to changes in the structure 
of class advantages.35 . 

In his futuristic satire The Rise of the Heritocracy Hichael Young 

notes the process of class decomposition in terms of its social implications 

How then have the unions kept. going at all? 'Ihey he.ve been 
saved by three kinds of adjustment - by the strengthening of 
t.heir appointed staff, simplication of their functions and the 
enhancement of their respect<lbility . . . Very fev-~ university 
graduates have been elected as officials of manual unions but 
increasingly 1 if far too slowly 1 the executive committ.ees, con
scious of the ever growing complexity of the economy, impressed 
by the ever growing prestige of the universities and aware of the 
need to make as good a show as possible v-~i th t:he e.rt1ployers and 
the government have thernselves appointed graduates. 36 

In summarising some of the more significant works which despairof the 

effectiveness of the working class and its organised capacity (the trade 

unions) we have blurred several important differences bet.ween the approa-

ches mentioned above. Some stress the acculturation of working class 

leaders through upward mobility, some stress the absence of cultural auto-

nomy and ·the absence of a coun·ter--hegemonic culture, soma argue in terms 

of 'subordination' (e.g. Parkin), others in terms of 'privatisation 1 of 

• 
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the working class, some in terms of 'class decomposition'. Some are 

within the Marxist tradition and others are outside of it. Simplifying 

the structure of the arguments, most arguments from the 'pessimistic' 

school fit broadly within the contexts of 'class decomposition' which 

pertains to the growing social heterogeneity, and political effectiveness, 

which pertains to the cultural autonomy and radicalism of the working class. 

Both of these are relevant themes in relation to the leadership fraction. 

Not all contemporary writers despair of working class political 

effectiveness, however. Several optimistic views exist. Cousins and 

Davis, in t.heir own view, believe that the pessimistic theses of decornpo-

sition and political ineffectiveness have been exaggerated arguing that 

the 'non-work aspects of working class life are readily relatable to, 

but not reducible to the economic situation of workers (construed less 

' h . . . ' 1 b . ,. 37 narrowly tnan t e confl1ct of cap1tal ana a our) . By this t.hey mean, 

effectively, we presume, that it is possible for action and conduct to be 

viewed at different 'levels' - say, for inste.nce, the fact that unions 

pursue immediate goals and are commi ttcd to them, does not mean t:hey 

cannot also aim to realise long term goals. 

Further it can be pointed out that cormni tment to the norma·ti ve stnJ.c-

tures of collective bargaining does- not necessarily mean tha'c radicalism i.s 

absent. Again it is possible for unionists to act at different levels 

to 'play ball' at the level of collective bargaining and to maintain a 

com.rnitrnent~t.o radical change. 

Hyman is another writer who stresses t.hat the pessimist.ic theories of 

working class effectiveness ignore important counter-tendencies to the 

38 
processes they analyse. He ignores, ho<r7ever, the fact of cultural hege-

mony, the inability of the organised capacity of the working class to 
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articulate its own independent cultural viewpoint. Rather, he cites 

Anderson, in claiming that. the relationship of unions to the capitalist 

state must be seen 'dialectically'. As Anderson puts it, 

trade unions are dialectically both an opposi ti.on to capital ism 
and a component of it. For they both resist the given unequal 
distribution of income within society by their wage demands, 
and ratify the principle of an unequal distribution by their 
exis·tence, which implies as its complimentary opposite that of 
management . . Whatever the degree of collaboration of 
trade union leaders, the very existence of a trade union 
de facto asserts the unbridgeable difference between capital 
and Labour in a market society; it embodies the refusal of 
the working class to become integrated into capitalism on its 
own terms. 

\ihile this constitutes a plausible exposition of the contradictions 

involved in the labour-capital relationship, it fails to analyse in spe-

cific terms the sense in which unions are an opposition to capitalist 

society and whether, if they are both opposition and support to capita-

list structures, these do not cancel each other out. There is a sense,. 

t:oo, in which the nature cf the relati.onship must be viewed, not as a 

single 1 opposition 1 or 1 non-opposition' process, but in te.rms of the 

multifarious senses in terms of which opposition can manifest itself. 

It is possible, for instance, to be critical of specific policies, and 

yet conform on more abstract. issues to dominant norms and values. In a 

similar vein, it is possible to be radical in some respects, but not in 

others. Exploring the nature of radicalism, and for that matter the 

nature of composition and decomposition, is fundamental. to understanding 

the potential political effectiveness of the trade unions in the social 

structure'as a force for change. 

Like Hyman., Westergaard feels that the pessimistic theories 'for all 

their meri·ts show an insufficient sensitivity to the contradictions of 

worki:r,g class consciousness and especially to the nature of the latent 
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potential for change suggested by these contradictions•. 40 Westergaard's 

argument is given in response to three other pessimistic theories con-

cerning the role of the working class and the trade unions, namely t.hose 

of Goldthorpe and Lockwood, referred to in Chapter 1, to the 'relative 

deprivation' thesis of ·Runciman who pointed to the paradox of the concomi-· 

tant facts of continued inequalities and the moderation of the labour 

41 h . f . . 1 h movement, and to the t esls o McKennzle and Sl ver w o were concerned 

with growing heterogeneity amongst the working class, focusing their 

attention on the minority of 'working class tories' - as Westergaard 

puts it, those who were Conservative with a capital •c•. 42 

The nature of the 'contradictions' which Hestergaard identifies 

essentially depend on the argument that 'instrumental orientations', 

'privatization' (i.e. the absence of any collective identity amongs·t 

workers) and 'societal resignation' could easily change into collecti-

vised radical orientations once the 'cash-nexus' [the economic security 

1 ] b ' 1 43 of worKers has een 0ro~en. What this ignores, of course, is the 

fact that, as we have already said in Chapter l, grievances must be arti-

culated and given direction, otherwise they could just as easily turn into 

-even if the 'cash-nexus' is broken - submission and quiescence. Wester-

gaard essentially advances a 'vulgar and materialist' argument, expecting 

that ultimate iFmiseration (the breaking of the cash-nexus in his terss) 

will transform itself into political radicalism of a collective kind. 

This completely ignores the role of leadership. 

Trade Unions in a Welfare-Capitalist State 

The theoretical literai:ure t:hus far considered in this chapter is all 

derived from overseas studies, mostly from English authors. loJhile the 

essential question of optimism or pessimism concernin9 the poLi.t:ical 
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effectiveness of the working class's orga.nised capacity applies, i.e. is 

meaningful, in the New Zealand context, the specificity of the context 

in which our study took place should be noted. 

New Zealand is a small capitalist state. Like Britain and other 

countries dubbed 'capitalist', the economic apparatus is not completely 

in private ownership, approximately a quarter of all economic institut-

ions being publicly owned (although they operate in terms of the logic of 

capital accumulation). Since the days of early European settlement the 

New Zealand economy has largely been 'export orientated' and, as Alf Kirk 

has put it, 

[It] followed the traditional 'colonial. pa~ctern of development, 
importing most manufactured goods in exchange for the export of 
agricultural products . Over this period the economic 
history of New Zealand has been one of alternating boom and 
slump as one export staple has followed anothe!:'' .44 

\IJhile there has been a greater emphasis on manufacturing since the. 

war, and increasing activity by multi-national companies, in terms of 

the overall contribution to export receipts, farming is still the most 

important industry. In 1978 agricultural produce accounted for 83.52% 

of total export receipts whereas manufactured products accounted for only 

45 
15.86%. 

In terms of employment primary prod·u.ction is less important. As in 

the 1976 census, 10.5% of the labour force were engaged in primary produc-

tion, 34.1% in secondary industry, and 55.4% in the services.
46 

From the standpoint of ideological legi tima.tion the dominant beliefs 

and values of New Zealand stress themes of 'egalitarianism' and 'classless-· 

. 47 48 
ness' as noted by Ve1lecoop, and of 'anti-welfaLLsm' as noted by Cvenden. 

Cooperati vism - the need to 'pull together' in the 'nat:ional interest' or . . 
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the need for 'responsibility' in the 'national interest' - is also deeply 

rooted. Other core values promoted by the media are 'individualism', 

resulting in 'privatisation' 1 and the meritocratic values and norms of 

'efficiency', 'expertise' and administrative competence as the cure to 

the nation's ills. Any conflict between labour and capital is effectively 

denied. These values are not all pervasive throughout society. However, 

they are both dominant throughout society and dominant in the sense 

that they are held and disseminated by groups who monopolise control of 

the various cultural apparatuses. As in other western capitalist coun

tries, collectivist and socialist values are effectively excluded from 

dissemination. 
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Chapter 3. 

The Group Under Study 

This study was based on a questionnaire and interview survey of Nev1 

Zealand's full-time union officials carried out between March and August 

1979. This chapter will consider (1) the issues explored; (2) the cri

teria for identifying eligible trade unions and union officials; (3) the 

methodsofgathering information; (4) the location of the officials in 

union structures; (5) the theoretical and practical problems involved in 

survey research; and (6) the role of statistics and the subsequent analy

sis. 

Issues Explored 

Although we are generally interested in the question of optimism or 

pessimism concerning the working cl•ass in Ne,., Zealand, in exploring the 

background composition and attitudes of the leadership fraction, a great 

deal of the information presented will be textual; that is, we will seek 

to outline descriptively the basic compositional and attitudinal features 

of the group and, in doing so, will seek to understand the types of varla

tion, the complexities and nuances of their careers and attitudes, and. 

the paradoxes and ambiguities that exist. In other words, our st.udy will 

go beyond the question of optimism or pessimism, seeking to provide a pro-· 

file of tl!e <proup using both aggregate and anecdotal evidence. 

In addition, we expect to be able to determine 

(a) trw degree of homogeneity in social composition and attitudes: 

(b) the degree of career pe.uneabili ty and variations in social com-

position a.nd careers acr.-oss movement st.ructures; 

(c) the extent 'co which social and career composition J..s changing, 
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although as this is a cross-sectional study at one point in time we will 

simulate change analysis through a comparison of generational cohorts; 

(d) the nature of the union career and the effects of upward mobil-

ity. The contradictory social position of officials will be discussed 

and, to the extent possible, we will explore some Michelian themes; 

(e) The extent to which they reject or support dominant political, 

industrial and social norms and the extent to which they manifest radical 

orientat.ions; 

(f) the extent to which they support or are disillusioned with trade 

union-Labour Party involvement; and 

(g) the relationship betweer, radicalism and social background. 

Identifying the Unions 

Unions included as eligible for this study were those which repre-

sen ted ~1age-workir29_ occupational interests, occupying subordinate rather 

than superordinate positions within the social structure. 

In practical terms, the study was restricted to unions registered 

under the 1973 Industrial Relations Act. plus one formerly registered (but 

de-registered at the time of the study) . 

The total number of unions eligible in terms of this criterion, as 

at 1979, was 280, collectively representing some 508,000 union members.
1 

Overall~ twelve unions had memberships of more than 10,000 members, 

thirteen had meiT~erships between 5,000 and 5,999 1 twenty-five had member-

ships between 2,000 and 4,999 and the rest (230) had memberships of less 

than 2,000. 

Excluded from eligibility were employer unions represent.ing bourgeois 
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interests, public service unions which represent mainly professional or 

semi-professional interests and which have traditionally identified as 

'associations', and professional organisations such as those of doctors', 

lawyers' and accountants'. 

Identifying Union Personnel 

Union personnel were eligible for inclusion if they occupied a full-

time official position within a union according to the criteria given 

for unions above, or a full-time office-holder in the Federation of Labour. 

'Full-time' is defined to include all officials who draw a 'living' 

salary or v1ages from working for unions. This definition excludes all 

officials who spend a proportion of the working week as union officers 

and a proportion in their regular jobs. 

The officials within a union include the President, the Secretary, 

and the Assistant Secretary. By including only union officials v1e effec-

tively excluded from the analysis all those whom organisational theorists 

call 'staff personnel' - 'organisers', 'research assistants' and 'typists' 

etc. - who work for the union but_are not its officially designated repre-

sentatives and thus have little or no policy-making influence. 

'l"'hese criteria of selection may be criticised on a number of grounds. 

In the first place the officials who \vere selected in this way constitute 

an artificially delimited group and it may be objected that many who play 

a direct role in union affairs have been excluded. One irnportant group 

is the union executive. Each union has, by law, an executive management 

committee of from eight to t-'11elve officials whose services are without pay 

and v:ho collectively have t:he responsibility for the overall coordination 

d d . . c . 1' . 2 an lrectlon or unlon po J.Cles. Moreover, the control of the union 
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executive is not merely nominal: full-·time officials cannot in most 

cases effect major decisions concerning their unions without the app~·oval 

of the executive committee. 

Notwithstanding t.'"lis fact, it was considered that full-time tmion 

officials should be the focus of this study. While it is conceded that 

the tmion executive wields considerable influence within the context of 

union affairs, their influence is specifically confined to affairs within 

individual t.rade UJ."""lion organisations. In inter-union affairs and on the 

regional and national levels of the movement (in the FOL national bodies 

and regional trades councils} they have very little influence. Here, it 

is invariably the full-time officials who constitute the main policy makers 

and they are in a sense 'once removed' from the control of individual 

union executives and 'twice removed' from the direct control of the rank 

and file. 'l'hus, although executive councillors constitute a powerful 

group within the cont.ext of individual union organisations 1 in this study 

we are interested in union officials as a power gro_2:P_in~cietx_ and in 

the context of the labour movement as a \·Jhole. 

A second possible criticism relates to the omission of part-time 

union officials who receive remuneration for services J_-endered but not on 

a full-t.ime basis. On ·theoretical grounds this criticism has some weight 

for part-t.ime officials play an important role in movement. affairs. Con-

straints of both time and money necessi ta·ted a more limited study, however, 

and, thusr·-it was decided to limit the attention of t.'1is study to full-time 

union officials only. It is the 'full--timers' who occupy the most impor-

tant roles both in individual unions and in inter--: . .mion movement positions. 

In that part-time officials rep:r:esent smaller unions which cannot afford 

tt.. pa.y full-time salaries, by excluding them this study has a bias in the 
• 
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selection of union personnel towards the larger unions. 

Methods of the Study 

Before undertaking the fieldwork we sought the approval and backing 

of the Federation of Labour's National Executive. 
3 

In July 1977 the 

Executive 'morally blessed' the project 'empowering their research depart

ment to provide all the help and assistance possible' .
4 

The fieldwork 

for the study 'was carried out between March and August 1979. At the start 

of the fieldwork period the FOL published an article in The Bulletin, a 

journal distributed to all affiliated trade unions, favourably publicising 

the study and encouraging participation.
5 

The main methods of obtaining data were through the use of a ques

tionnaire and intervievr schedule. VJe aimed to obtain completed question

naires from the full enumeration of full-time officials in N. z. trade 

unions according to the criteria of eligibilit:y previously discussed, 

and to interview a smaller saiT~le of officials in depth. 

The questionnaire was developed in 1978. It is reproduced in 

Appendix l. 

The Questionnaires 

Prior to this study no adequate list of full-time union officials 

existed. _In c_reating a master lis·t several sources were used. These corn-

prised: 

(a) The Department of Labour's Names of Secretaries and Addresses 

of Registered Offices of ALL Industrial Unions and Associations (1977) 

(Amendment No. 2, 1978); 

(b) The Official Trade Onion Direct.ory of the Ne>v Zealand Federation 

of Labour, (1978), (1979); 
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(c) Personal enquiries with individual trade unions, union journals 

and magazines, and the N.Z. Post Office general Telephone Directories. 

In all the final master list comprised 173 names of officials esta

blished as being full-time. Within the limits of accuracy provided by 

our sources this list comprises a complete enumeration of full-time 

officials (excluding organisers and stipendiary personnel) as of March 

1979. The 'full-time' status of the officials was established by personal 

communication in the field and a check was provided by question 1 of 

the questionnaire (Are you a full-time or a part-time union official?). 

A description of the fieldwork process, and of the means by which the 

master list was created is provided in i\.ppendix 2. 

In all 133 completed questionnaires were received, constituting 

76.88% of the total master list. 'Ihis meant then that q·uestionnal.res 

were not received from forty officials who had been established as being 

full-time. Each of these forty was personally followed up. Ten of the:tn 

promised to complete it and send it in but didn't, v.rhile ·thirty refused. 

For each refusal we endeavoured to discover the reasons for non-participa

tion and did so in all but. t'..JO cases: a majority gave id4"osyncratic 

reasons; hence one told us tha·t he 'refused all questionnaires as a mat·ter 

of principle'; several were annoyed at previous university research stu

dies; a few maintained strong 'anti-academic' beliefs; one who had just 

taken up his position told us that he could not possibly answer until he 

had had 'a-t ·least six months' experience' ; another considered that such 

a project 'could only further tarnish the already tarnished image of union 

officials'; while t.he remaining five refused because they considered the 

questionnaire politically or personally sensitive, a matter to which we 

will turn to further belovJ. 
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It is possible to compare officials who completed questionnaires 

with those v1ho did not complete questionnaires in relation to two varia

bles - the geographical distribution of the group (i.e. the area in 

which officials were resident) and the industrial sector of e1e unions 

they represented. 

As regards geographical distribution officials were approached 

throughout the entire country. Those in the Otago, Southland district 

were most successfully surveyed, 87.1% of officials on the master list 

in that area completing and returning questionnaires. For the Ch:cist

church, Westland, Marlborough region 78. 89o of ~che officials on the master 

list completed and returned questionnaires; for the Wellington, Central 

North Island region 82.8% completed and returned questionnair•.'::!s c:md for 

the Auckland, North Auckland area 62.7% completed and returned questionnaires. 

T'nus, the Auckland, North Auckland region is sljghtly under-represented 

cor:~pared to the distribution of successfully completed questionnaires in 

other areas [Table 3.1]. 

Union Officials and Unions 

Identifying or linking an official with a specific trade union is 

not in all cases straightforward. In Question 2 of the questionnaire 

we asked :respondents to state how many different. unions they acted as offi

cials for. 1/Tnile two-t.hirds of the group (8'9 officials, 66. 9%) served. 

only one un i,on, t.he remaining third acted for more than one: 2 2. 6% ( 30 

officials) acted for two unions; 6.0 9o (8 officials) acted for three 

unions; 3.8% (5 officials) acted for seven unions, and 0.89..; (1 officj.al) 

acted for nine unions (N 133). 

Multiple union office holding nv:;kes it rJ.ifficult. to classify the 



Table 3.1 Geographical Distribution of Full-Time Officials, 

Number of Names Selected, Numl1er of 

Geographical 
region 

Otago, Southland 

Canterbury, Westland, 
Marlborough 

Wellington, Central 
North Island 

Auckland, North 
Auckland 

(totals 

Questionnaires Received 

A B 
Number of full- Number of 
time officials questionnaires 

approached received 

31 27 

33 26 

58 48 

51 32 

173 133) 

35 

B as a 
9o of A 

87.1 

78.8 

82.8 

62.7 
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officials in terms of the characteristics of their unions, for if they 

serve two or more unions, which represent different types of worker, then 

the procedure for classification of the officials according to the type 

of union they represent is rendered problematic. 

This difficulty was solved by asking officials to name their 'main 

union' .
6 

In all, the 133 officials listed 77 main unions. The 77 main 

unions represented include all union federations and Ne\•1 Zealand-wide 

unions with more than 2,000 members and many unions with less than 2,000 

members as i.vell. 

Because of the unconditional guarantee of anonymity given to the FOL 

and to each individual participant, it is not possible to link officials 

directly to individual trade unions. In addition it vmuld be inappro

priate to specify the full union title as union titles contain specific 

locational references 
7 

[e.g. Carterton (5 mile radius) Bacon Workers] 

\.,rhich would in many cases make the identity of the official apparent. 

What we can do, however, is presen·t a list of the main unionised occ<::pa-

tional groups represented. This list is presented in Appendix 3 and 

effectively constitutes a complete list of all 77 main unions specified 

with the locational references of the union title omitted. 

The fact that the1:e are more officials than main unions reflects the 

fact that. larger unions are represented by more than one official. In 

all eight unions were represented by more than four officials (one by as 

many as twelve); five unions were represented by three oficials; five 

unions by two officials; and the remaining sixty unions by one official. 

Classified in tenns of size, 46 officials were from the twelve unions 

with more than 10,000 members; 2 7 officials \veY:e f:t:om ·the thi:cteen unions 
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with between 5, 000 -- 9, 999 members; 33 officials were from twenty-five 

unions with between 2,000 and 4,999 members; and 30 officials were from 

twenty-seven unions with less than 2,000 members. 

Table 3.2 presents the characteristics of officials according to 

the industrial sector that their main union was in. (For a full listir.g 

of unionised occupations by industrial sector, see Appendix 4.) As is 

shovm in the table, 20. 3% served unions in the 'transport and com.rnunication' 

sector; 12.0% served unions in the commerce sector (banking, insurance, 

wholesale and retail trade); 22.6% served unions in the clerical and ser

vice sector; 9.2% served unions in the non-durable manufacturing sector 

(i.e. manufacture or processing of foods); 18.0% served unions in the 

durable manufacturing sector (i.e. manufacture of non-perishable goods); 

9.2% served unions in the building and construction sector; and 10.5% 

served unions .in forestry, agriculture and general labour. 

Also apparent in the table are the numbers and percentages of offi

cials approached in each sector and the total nurnber of members (as of 

December 1979) represented by 'main unions' coded in each category. While 

the total numbers of officials in each category who completed question·

naires is roughly similar to the total number approached, the proportion 

of officials does not parallel very closely the number of members repre

sented. This is especially so in relation to 'transport and communication' 

and 'building and construction'. It i.s not entirely surprising, however, 

for factors such as geographic spread of t.he membership, the nature of the 

work situation, and historical factors associated with the development~ and 

organisation of the union all affect the ratio of full-time officials to 

members. 

• 



Table 3.2 Distribution of Full-Time Union Officials by Industrial Sector 

of Main Union Represented. Number of Members Represented, 

Number of Full-Time Officials Approached, 

Number of Questionnaires Received. 

Union members Number of officials 
represented1 approached 

N "- N % -o 

Transport. and Communication 4 71344 10.9 34 19.6 

Commerce (banking, insurance, wholesale 
49,019 11.3 25 14.4 

and retail trade) 

Clerical and Service (including 
126,471 29.1 36 20.8 

entertainment) 

Manufacturing (non-durable) 47,542 11.0 16 9.2 

r1anufacturing (durable) 92,249 21.3 27 15.6 

Building and Construction 25,393 5.8 16 9.2 

Forestry, Agriculture and General Labour 45,830 10.6 19 11.0 

'rotal 433,848 100.0 173 99.8 

1 
NuiPbers represent memberships of main unions represented in study only. 

Number of 
questionnaires 

received 

N % 

27 20.3 

16 12.0 

29 21.8 

14 10.5 

21 15.8 

12 9.0 

14 10.5 

133 99.8 

w 
OJ 
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Additional Characteristics 

Colour-':i'ype: Black and Blue Union Officials 

In terms of the type of occupational interests represented we coded 

unions covering predominantly working class interests as 'blue collar' 

and those covering lower middle class interests (viz. shop assistants, 

clerical employees, local body officers, insurance workers etc.) as 

'black coated' unions. The term 'black-coated' comes from David Lockvwod' s 

The Black Coated Worker: A Study in Class Consciousness. 8 In our view 

such a label is more fitting a.s a descriptive signifier for lower middle 

class employees than is the label 'white collar' which is often used. 

While lower middle class employees are certainly not 'blue collar' workers, 

and frequently identify as being 'middle class' they are distinguished 

from white collar 'professionals' in that they possess little in the way 

of skills or formal training. Many, in fact, possess considerably fewer 

skills tha11 many manual blue collar workers (cf shop employee or insurance 

worker with a carpenter, plumber, or even crane driver or truck driver). 

The coding of officials according to whether t.heir unions represented 

black or blue members was relatively straightforward and wa.s consistent 

with the general scale of occupational ranking used in this study as pre-

sen ted in Appendix 5. In all some seven-i:enths of the group (69. 9%) 

were officials in unions represent.ing blue union interests and three-

t.enths (30 .1%) were in unions representing black union interests [Table 

3. 3]. 

Also noteworthy with respect to blue and black unions is that while 

we have made the dist.inct.ion for analytical reasons to facilit.ate qua.nt.i-

tative analysis in later chapters, the distinction also parallels historical 
• 
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patterns of union development, t.he black unions emerging more recently 

than the blue, most as a result of the 1936 Compulsory Unionism legisla

tion. 

Private-Public Sector Representation 

Most officials served in unions representing private sector inter-

ests (Q. 6) . Some seven-tenths (69.9%) indicated representing exclu-

sively private sector interests, 15.8% indicated representing 'mixed' 

public and private sector interests and 14. 39o indicated representing pub

lic sector interests. This latter group comprised the officials of unions 

representing blue collar occupational groups such as railway workers, 

local body labourers, and Ministry of Works labourers organised in unions 

registered under the IR Act 1973 and affiliated to the main 'private 

sector' union organisation, the Federation of Labour (FOL) [Table 3.3]. 

Affiliations 

All except seven of the officials represented unions affiliated to 

the Federation of Labour, although fifteen officials were in unions which 

were affiliated to both the FOL and the main public sector umbrella union 

organisations, the CSU (Corr~ined State Unions) [Table 3.3]. 

National Level and Branch Level Officials 

Some officials serve unions at the national level of unions, some 

at the reg~onal level, some at branch level and some act for unions occu-· 

pying a specific district. The position that the official occupies 

within a union depends upon t~he type of organisational structure that the 

union has. Within New Zealand trade unions there are the following types 

of organisational structure: 
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(1) New Zealand-wide unions with a structure of branches and sub

branches throughout the country; 

(2) Federated Associations of unions comprising unions covering 

the whole country or several industrial districts; 

(3) Unions operating in a specific industrial district or districts; 

(4) Unions operating in a specific factory or industry. 

While not wishing to do violence to the complexity of union organi

sational structures, for purely analytic purposes we distinguished (1) 

national level officials from (2) branch and district level officials. 

National level officials included officials at the head offices of New 

Zealand-wide unions or officials in the head offices of National Federated 

Associations of unions. Branch and district officials included all others: 

those serving at branch or regional level of N.Z.-wide unions, section 

officials of federated unions and officials of independent district or 

factory unions. In all 35.3% v.·ere national level officials and 64.6% 

\-Jere branch or district level officials [Tal)le 3. 3] . 

Official Title 

The officials of a union are the President, the Secretary, the Assis-

tant Secretary and the Treasurer. In New Zealand most of the full-time 

union officials are in fact Secretaries and Assistant Secretaries. In many 

cases too the roles of Secretary and Treasurer are both occupied by one 

person and myst of the smaller unions wi·th full-time officials do not 

have a full-time Assistant Secretary. Amongst the group under study there 

were only 14 Presidents, constituting 10.5% of all the officials in the 

group. On the other hand there were 89 Secretaries, constituting 66.9% 

of the group, and there were 30 l~ssistan'c Secretaries, constituting 22. 6 9o 

of the group [Table 3.3]. 
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Table 3.3 Composition of_Leadership Fraction by 

Union-Related Factors 

N % 

Colour-Type 

Black 41 30.8 

Blue 92 69.2 

( Total 133 100.0 

Private/public sector 

Private enterprise 93 69.9 

Mixed, private - public 21 15.8 

Public sector 19 1.4.3 

( Total 133 100.0 

Affiliation 

FOL 112 84.2 

FOL - csu 14 10.5 

Independent 7 5.3 

( Total 133 100.0 

Level in union 

National level 47 35.3 

Branch - district level 86 64.6 

( Total l33 ~ci.'i )_ 

Official ti·tle 

President 14 10.5 

Secretary 89 66.9 

Assista~~ 'secretary 30 22.6 

( 'l'ota.l 133 100.0 
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The Interviews 

To supplement the questionnaire information thirty interviews were 

9 
conducted with a randomly selected sample. The composition of the sam-

ple in relat.ion to the geographical and structural variables considered 

above in this chapter is presented in Table 3.4 .. 

No official was interviewed within a month of having completed the 

questionnaire, a measure taken in an attempt to 'de-sensitise' the 

respondents to the original questions asked. The strategy was to 're-

cover' specific areas of the questionnaire in order that such data would 

serve as a check on the reliability and validity of questionnaire data 

and t.o illuminate the aggregate data (that much of this study will be 

concerned with) by providing an in-depth perspective. Interviews v;ere 

thus unstructured with the exception of the few specific questions (lis-

ted in Appendix 6) . Frequently if time permitted v-.re allowed the respon-

dei1t to 'wander' and discuss issues of particular interesJc to him/herself, 

a procedure which had the effect of creating a more info:cma1 framework 

d . f k d . c . d . . 10 and one more con uclve to an open, ran an l.n.Lormatlve lscuss;_on. 

Twenty-nine of the thirty intervievJs were taped, only one interviewee 

refusing our request to tape, preferring that we took notes. 

Wnether the use of a tape recorder affects the quality of the in·ter-

view is a moot. point and one that must be taken seriously. Before we 

started we were somewhat reticeni:, in spite of our awareness that research 

overseas indica·tes 'chat it has no significant effect. In his book Inter-

viewing, Raymond L. Gordon points out that recent studies of this method 

have tended to discount earlier fears about the inhibiting effects of 

the recorder
11 

and in his s·tudy of Br.i tish and Italian Politicians, 

.. 



Table 3.4 Composition of the Interview Sample by 

Geographical Distribution and Selected 

Structural Factors 

Geographical Area 

Otago, Southland 

Canterbury, Westland, Marlborough 

Wellington, Central North Island 

Auckland, North Auckland 

Industrial Sector 

Transport, Communication 

Commerce 

Clerical Service 

Hanufacturing (non--durable) 

Manufacturing (durable) 

Building and Construction 

N 

7 

8 

7 

8 

( 'l'otal 30 

4 

5 

3 

4 

6 

4 

Forestry, Agriculture, general labour 4 

Colour-type of Union 

Black 

Blue 

Level in Union 

National 

Branch - District 

Affiliation 

FOL 

Independent 

( 'l.'otal 30 

5 

25 

( Total 30 

20 

10 

( Total 30 

29 

1 

( rrotal 30 

% 

23.3 

26.7 

23.3 

26.7 

100.0 

13.3 

16.7 

10.0 

13.3 

20.0 

13.3 

13.3 

99.9 

16.7 

83.3 

100.0 

66.6 

96.7 

3.3 

100.0 

44 

1 
I.R. 

0.62 

1. 37 

0.62 

1.15 

0.66 

1.39 

0.46 

1.27 

1.27 

1.48 

1.27 

0.56 

1.22 

1.92 

0.52 

1.15 

0.62 

-------------·-----

1 
I. R. = Index of Representation cornpaxes percentage of in·terviewees with 
percentage of total group in equivalent categories, expressed as a ratio 
(e.g. 1.37 = over-represented by 37.0%). 
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Robert Putnam has this to say: 

In the interview our introduction of the [tape recorder] as 
'standard operating procedure' and the physical inconspicuous
ness of the equipment led in most cases to an almost audible 
forgetting of the recorder several minutes into the interview. 
The conversational style that a tape recorder allows an inter-
viewer to maintain tends to lead the respondent into an "engaged" 
discussion which lowers the probability that he will precensor 
his reponses . But the most convincing argument in favour 
of the technique is that few respondents would reveal in an 
interview of this sort without a tape recorder beliefs that they 
would conceal in the presence of a recorder _ . respondents 
who hesitate to express a certain view with the recorder on would 
in all likelihood hesitate to express that view to the interviewer 
wi~1out the recorder on. In other words the effect of the recorder 
on validity and veracity is simply part of the broader problem 
of frankness in elite interviews.l2 

From the actual experiences of carrying out the interviews as far 

as \ve could tell the tape made no difference. Officials who swore v1hen 

the tape was off swore when it was on; officials who talked about others 

when it was off continued to talk about them when it was on; and officials 

of a cautious disposition remained cautious. In addition, many prefaced 

their comments. by such remarks as 'I would never say this in public' or 

'in confidence'. 

Problems of Survey Analysis 

Various theoretical and practical objections are often raised in 

relation to survey research and some of these are of particular relevance 

to this study. In that a small minority refused to fill out t:he ques-

tionnaire for reasons of personal or political sensitivity of the instru-

ment, i'c can be asked to what extent those vlho did complete i·t were influ-

enced to moderate or modify their responses due to the various consequences, 

imagined or re3.l, from giving an honest reply. The problem is, of course, 

not specific to this questionnaire but is a problem for all survey research. 

Yet in questionnaires where some questions are obviously political it is 
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no doubt a more severe problem. One official who refused to fill it out 

and wrote to tell us why listed these charges in a r.·ather forceful way: 

Dear (Research Assistant) , 

Thank you for your letter inquiring about the union officials 
questionnaire . \v'hile I do not wish to be uncooperative 
about the research you are conducting I must say that there 
are some questions which I do not. think it appropriate for a 
union official to answer. In many instances the questions are 
of such a sensitive nature that they either require a dangerous 
response or invite a dishonest response. For that reason I 
have not completed the questionnaire. 

Only two other officials explicitly refused to complete the ques-

tionnaire on grounds of political sensitivity. But there '"e:r:e complaints 

that there were too many 'personal' questions concerning such issues as 

'income', 'religion', 'education', 'group memberships' etc., and this 

was the major ground on which officials criticised the questionnaire. 

The possibility that some questions would encourage dishonest r2f>pon-

ses was firmly in our minds before start:Lng. It was essentially for this 

reason that FOL support .,.;as initially sought and obtained, 'tlhy anonymity 

was guaranteed, and why officials were not asked to sign their question-

naires. In addition, vle conducted a nwnber: of independent tests. One 

method was by gathering reputational information on where union officials 

stood on issues. Another was to compare the answers qiven by tbe thirty 

interview·ees with the answers given on their questionnaires. 

Although as regards the first method our information was frequent~ly 

ob'cained from 'off the cuff' comments and 'general knowledge' amongst 

those inside the movement, in comparing some eighteen officials' quest.ion-

naires with our reputationa1 notes we could not. find evidence of any 

difference. 
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The same is true for the interviewees, as a comparison of interview 

tapes and notes a..'ld questionnaires revealed no discrepancies either, 

something which would be likely to exist if dishonest responses were 

initially given. In addition to these comparisons the overwhelming 

impression that we gained was that the vast majority of officials were 

forthright and open and enjoyed the experience of both the questionnaire 

and the interview. Obviously there were also cases at the other extreme 

where some appeared cautious and closed but these were generally exceptions 

to the rule, a fact which receives some indirect support from the fact 

that the average time for the completion of interviews ivas two and a half 

hours: seven lasted for four hours or more; nine for two hours; and 

only one less than an hour. These times become even more significant 

when one considers that i:1terviews were arranged on the basis that theY' 

should take no longer than one.hour to complete. 

In the various stages of planning and coding the survey data we 

also sought to avoid various other pitfalls of survey research. Several 

of these were related to \vhat Robert Putnam has called 'the phenomenon of 

• • • '1 • I 13 1nter-1tem ass1m1 atlon . One problem here concerns the tendency for 

the respondent ·to reply in falsely consistent ways when he perceives tv1o 

questions of a similar nature. A similar problem (the 'halo' effect) 

'· may also affect coding int:ervimv data or open-ended questionnaire items 

where the coder's judgement on one variable is influenced by his judge-

ment on anot.'<ler. We attempted to deal with the fi.r:st by simply separating 

similar questions as far apart as possible in ·the prepc-:ration of the · 

questionnaire. Our method of dealing with the latter was to code all 

open-ended responses on a question by question basis (i.e. coding one 

question for the entire gx:oup before star·ting to code t.he next) rather 

than on a questionnaire by questionnaire basis. In this way the possibility 
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of unconsciously seeking to force several answers in a single question

naire into a 'consistency mould' did not arise.
14 

One final problem of questionnaire surveys is the competence of 

respondents to provide answers, for as has been noted frequently, if 

they are not. competent, they are likely to respond anyway. While we 

believe that this is a problem that may affect mass surveys,in dealing 

with leadership groups it is an altogether different matter for as has 

been found time and again, the latter show much greater competence and 

. 15 . . h const:r:aJ.nt than the former. In addi·tlon t.o thJ.s, however, most of t e 

questions asked were either compatible with the 'ideological orbit' of 

the officials or simply sought factual responses of a demographi~ kind.
16 

The Period as an Extraneous Influence 

One of the factors which may influence the responses 9iven by the 

officials will be the political and economic context and the events that 

took place before and during the fieldwork period. 

In Harch 19 79 when we started our fieldwork, the Nat.ional Party was 

just starting its second consccuti ve three-year term in off:Lce, follmv-

ing the defeat of the third Labour Government (1972-1975). Tne general 

economic situation was viewed by all sides as 'deteriorating', partly as 

a consequence of the sharp increase in oil prices. Inflation, by general 

consent, was running too high (in double figures) and p1:oving difficult to 

control; redundancies had become an almost daily occurrence; and ur-Jem_?loy-

ment had reached a new post-depression high. (The official figure in 

Harch 1979 was 23,734 and some unofficial estimat~es placed it as 'three 

17 
times that. amount.) 

Faced with these difficult.ies the government ernbarkcd on policies 
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which were generally unpopular with working people. (In February 1979 

electricity prices were increased 46.0%. In March the end of price con

trols over the private sector was announced.) 

Relations between the government and the unions were also at a low 

ebb when our research started, and even·ts such as a threatened d2regis

tration by the government of the PSA, the government prosecutions against 

Southland Freezing Workers, the government refusal to re-register the 

de-registered ~'!ellington Boilermakers' Union, as well as the inclusion of 

new penal clauses in the Industrial Relactions Act and the enforced 

balloting by unions of their members on the issue of compulsory union 

membership, continued to ensure that they remained so. Shortly after our 

research had finished, in fact, the Federation of Labour announced a 

one day General Strike as a mark of protest at government policies. 

In theory, this situation of a det.eriorat.ing economic situation, a 

high level of government intervention in industrial rela.tior,s and a ruling 

national party should serve to enhance the radicalism of the union offi

cials and, to the extent that it did, it undoubtedly i::1fluenc~s t.he type 

of responses they will give especially in relation to attitudes and beliefs. 

Yet, in that this is the case, it can be turned, partially, at least, to 

our advantage, for in that our consideration of the officials' political 

attitudes in later chapters of this study are structured broadly around 

the cleavage of opposition or accommodation to dominant norms, values and 

institutions, given that these conditions are optimal for opposition, 

what becomes interesting is the extent to which supportive orientations 

continue to be maintained. 

In addition to this, although we •11ill be interested in the g:r:oup' s 

attitudes on •various issue-topics, .,_1e will also (and for the most part:.) 
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be interested in more fundamental beliefs and attitudes (such as their 

orientations to the class structure, their opposition to bourgeois cul-

tural forms and their adherence to 'traditional' proletarian symbols 

and imagery) and while the situational con~ext may well influence the 

former (i.e. at.ti tudes to issues) it is 1 \1/e believe 1 less likely to influ-

ence the latter. Evidence from previous studies suggests that 'core 

beliefs' -both cognitive predispositions and 'operative ideals', as 

Robert Putnam calls them, remain remarkably consistent no matter what 

the objective situation, although their significance for actual behaviour 

will vary depending upon the actor's 'perception of the situation' and 

his rating (together with the ratings of group peers) as to the efficacy 

h
. . 18 

of ac 1ev1ng goals. 

. 'I'he. Code Book 

Information from the questionnaires used in this study was analysed 

by computer and the Code Bcok used is presented in Jl.ppendix 7. \<Jhile 

when referring to questions used in the questionnaire we will refer to 

the original question number, some variables analysed in this study 

resulted not from direct answers to questions but were derived indirectly. 

For ins·tance, one variable coded was the number of times officials used 

certain words or phrases (those indicating a proletarian ideological 

stance) in their responses to open~ended questions within the question-· 

naire 1 thus while we have a variable containing this info:t.-mation it was 

not derived from a specific question put to the officials. When our analy-

sis concerns variables of this type for which no questionnaire question 

exists we will refer the reader to the Code Book. 

r1ea.suring Hornogenei ty 

One theoretical task in this study is to ascertain the degree of 
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homogeneity in social characteristics. While the significance of what 

constitutes homogeneity in a group may differ according to the character-

istic being looked at, as a general guide we will operationalise homo-

geneity as follows: if 75.0% or more (vs 25.0% or less) share a similar 

characteristic U1is will be taken to constitute strong homogeneity; if 

between 61.0?6 and 74.0% (vs 26.0%- 39.0%) share a similar characteris-

tic 'moderate homogeneity'; and if 60.0% or less (vs 40.0% or more) share 

a similar characteristic this will be taken to constitute 'heterogeneity'. 
19 

Measuring Consensus 

With regard to attitudinal orientations we will refer to consensus 

and dis sensus rat.her Jchan homogeneity and heterogeneity. The opera tiona-

lisation will be ilie same however: 75.0% or more (vs 25% or less) equals 

'strong consensus'; 61.0 9<>- 74.0% (vs 26.0%- 39.0%) equals moderate 

consensus;and 60.0% or less (vs 40.0% or more) equals dissensus. 

The Role of Statistics 

As the group of questionnaire respondenL3 technically constitutes 

an enumeration rather than a sample, the main task of analysis in this 

study is simply to report 'what is the case'. F.t the same time, hov..rever, 

the smaller interview group does constitute a sample and technically the 

laws of sta.tistical sampling apply. In this study, hov:ever, interview 

material is used to illuminate, rather than as an alternative source of 

evidence. 

I·t may be argued that in that all of those approached did not com-· 

plete qi.lestionnaires, it is presurnpJcuous to treat the group as an enume:ca-

t:ion. v~hile t.here is some point t.o this object.ion to treat the group as 

a san~ple would raise similar problems in ~eve::rse for our g~.:-oup const.i t.utes 
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at least four tj_mes · the necessary number to constitute a. sarnole. In 

addition, of course, it would have to be argued that all studies are 

based on samples if t.hey fail to include every theoretically eligible 

member in the population. Not even the national census conforms to 

such a rigid model! 

Treating the group as an enumeration rather than a sample makes no 

difference to the statistical methods we would use in this study. If 

the group was treated as a sample we would proceed statistically in the 

same way as we intend to now, rejecting significance tests as a viable 

tool of inferential statistics. While those conducting research on 'che 

basis of samples have traditionally used (i.f not actually understood) 

such tasks, there is mounting opinion that t.hey are theoretically flawed 

and of little practical value to those doing social research.
20 

In spite of the fact that the group is small we will be able to use 

moderately sophisticated statistical tools when required. Occasionally 

as we seek to look at the group in more detail we \vill encounter the 

problem of "vanishing respondents" and in such inst;ances rather than 

simply retreat we will proffer partial analysis. 

The usefulness of statistics for this study lies essentially in the 

fact that. it provides an authoritative independent test of the streTJgth 

and direction of association between variables. Social science correla-

tions are rarely high, however, and almost. never perfect. Although we 

seek to simplify in order to make complex phenomena intelliglble and to 

identify regularities and patterns, the world i tt=~elf never bends com-· 

pletely to these purposes and sta·tistical analysis reflects this fac-t. A 

correlation of 0. 62 (garmna) for instance would no:cmally be taken a.s b:L·]h 

and in many cases authors exclaim su1~prise at gamma coefficients of 0. 2 
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to 0. 3?
1 

To some extent it depends on the situation and the argument. 

For the most part, however, t.'lis study will only use statistical coeffi-

cients in support of concrete analysis; we will not simply state claims 

on the basis of statistical reasoning alone. 

The main statistics of association used in this study are (l) gamma, 

a coefficient appropriate for summarising relationships between variables 

which are ordinal in character; and (2) eta, a coefficient applicable 

where the dependentvariable is measured either at the interval level or 

. d' h 22 1.s a J..C ,otomy. Eta is used exclusively in relation to multi-variate 

analysis as part and parcel of Nultiple Classificat.ion Analysis (MCA) . 

This technique is discussed in Appendix B.A. Also discussed in Appendix 

8 are r_,ikert-type attitudinal index creation (Jl.ppendix 8. B) ar1d the Alpha 

inter-item reliability coefficient (Appendix S.C). 

Any appearance of precision that statistical rr.ethods may give in 

popular discourse is, of course, illusory, at least in the sense that it 

is only a tool and not a m':;thod of analysis. In studying important leader-

ship groups, as in studying other dimensions of social structure, we must, 

as an old student of politics once said, 'be content to indicate tr.e 

truth roughly and in outline and in speaking about things which are 

' • • 1,.. h . ' 23 only for tl:le most part true . . • reacn conclus1.ons vT1llC' are no Detter·. 

In this area, there has been no marked advance,and in this study it 

is all v1e claim to do . 

.. 
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Chapter 4. 

Social and Demographic Characteristics 

The task in this chapter is to provide a profile of the group's 

social and demographic characteristics. The first aim is to introduce 

the reader to the group under study and provide a basic demographic out-

line of its composition. 

Where possible in this chapter we will compare union officials to 

the New Zealand labour force, or if labour force data is unavailable, 

1 
to the population at large. While such comparisons contribute to a 

more complete profile in the sense of helping us to locate the group 

within the social structure, in many cases comparisons will not be 

possible. 

Race and Sex 

The union officials are predominantly european and predominantly 

male. Only 4 of the 133 officials were maori O!: part-maori and tte 

Pacific Island cornrnuni ty was not represented at all. One maori sat 

on ·the FOL National Council and one was active in trades CCJUncil affairs. 

Three of the four Here under forty years of age and had taken up ·their 

positions since 1973. 

There_ were twelve women trade union officials constituting 9.0% of 

the group -~s a. whole. While this number suggests that trade unionism is 

still largely a male preserve it can be expected that female representa-

tion will increase over the next decade in line with a shift in societal 

norms affecting sexual work-roles and the increased numbers of women in 

the workforce. 
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The mean average age is 46 years which makes the typical union 

official [typical is used here to represent simply an average calculated 

on the mean] only an infant at the depression [one year old, 1934], a 

teenager at World War II [thirteen years old, 1946] and still not tvlenty 

by the time of the 1951 waterfront dispute. 

Table 4.1 compares the age of officials to the age structure of the 

labour force as a whole and provides a statistical index of representa

tion. 
2 

As can be seen from the table where union officials are most.ly 

over-represented is in the 50-54 age_ group: 18 .29o of officials fit i::1to 

this grouping, and there are more than twice as many, proportionately, 

in the union leadership ranks as there are in t.he labour force as a whole. 

Turning to the younger age groups, the 30-34 grouping is to all intents 

and purposes equally represented, but belov; thirty the officials are, as 

would be expected, substantially under-represenT-ed compared to the num

bers of under thirty-year-olds in the workfo:r:·ce as a whole. Apart frorr• 

the two youngest categories, then, the officials are over-represented 

in each main age group - but most markedly in ·the 45-60 age ranqe. At 

the same time this should not obscure the fact. t:hat 61% of the group 

were under fifty years of age. 

National Origins 

The bulk of the officials studied were born in New Zealand (70.7%), 

one in five (20.3%) were born in the United Kingdom and nearly one in ten 

(9.0%) were born elsewhere [Table 4.2]. 

Compa.red to the m:rrnber of U .K.-born workers in the labo·u.:r: force, 

union officials born in the U.K. were over-represented amongst the ]_eader-



Table 4.1 

Age 

Under 25 

25 - 29 

30 - 34 

35 - 39 

40 - 44 

45 - 49 

50 - 54 

55 - 59 

60 - 64 

65 or. over 

Total 

Age: Union Officials and N.Z. Labour 

1 
Force (1976) 

Union officials N.Z. labour force 

N % N % 

3 2.3 358,960 28.13 

10 7.8 168,630 13.21 

14 10.6 132,040 10.35 

18 13.6 126,190 9.89 

17 12.9 112,720 8.83 

19 14.4 120,600 9.45 

24 18.2 108,000 8:46 

15 11.4 81,730 6.40 

8 6.0 43,940 3.44 

4 3.0 23,310 1.83 

133 100.2 1,276,120 99.8 
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I.R. 
2 

.08 

.59 

1.02 

1.38 

1.46 

1.52 

2.15 

l. 78 

l. 74 

1.64 

1 Source: Report on Family Statistics i.n New Zealand: Statistical 
tl.ppendix, Department of Statistics, \'/ellington, Feb. 1978, Cat. No. 
04,303, p.69. 

2 Index of over representation (I.R.) 



Table 4.2 National Origins: Trade Union Officials 

1 
Compared to N.Z. Labour Force {1976) 

[Information on national origins of officials obtained from Q.39] 

National origin Union officials N.Z. labour force 

N % N % 

Born in N.Z. 94 70.7 1,004.656 79.0 

Born in U.K. 27 20.3 141,398 11.1 

Born elsewhere 12 9.0 126,329 9.9 

Total 133 100.0 1,272,333 100.0 

1 
So'urce: New Zealand Census of Population and Dwellings, 1976, 
Birth places and Ethnic origin, Vol. 7, Dept of Stat.istics, 
Wellington, p.42. 
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I.R. 

.9 

1.83 

.91 
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ship group, New Zea·land born officials were slightly under-representative 

of N.Z.-born workers and officials born 'elsewhere' (i.e. outside New 

Zealand but not in the U.K.] also slightly under-represented the corres

ponding proportions of those in the labour force as a whole [Table 4.2]. 

It is possible, of course, that the proportion of U.K.-born residents 

in the manual labour force is higher than in the labour force as a whole. 

Through government policies ever since the 1870's various 'assisted' 

and 'free' passenger schemes have brought hundreds of thousands of 

skilled tradespeople from the United Kingdom. Between 1947 and 1955, 

for instance, some 26,442 recruits were brought out on either 'assisted' 

or 'free' schemes and in the three years between 1950 and 1953 assis·ted 

or free immigrants numbered 72,570. 

Having said this, however, we are confident that a comparison 

between union officials and the manual \>Jorkforce, if the appropriate 

figures \</ere available, would still leave the U.K.-born union officials 

over-represented. We do knmv, for ins·l:ance, from census material, that 

the U.K. -born proportion of those working in transport is 11.8%, of 

3 
those in construction 13.23%, and of those in metal fabricating 16.75%. 

Y>lhile these proportions are slightly higher ·than the proportion of 

U.K. -born New Zealand residents in the labour force as a • . .;hole (11.1%), 

what is also clear is that they are somewhat lower than the proportion 

of the U.K.-born New Zealand residents in union leadership (20.09o). 

Offic1als whose count.ry of origin is listed as 1 elsewhere' in Table 

2 all came from developed western nations- Australia (5), North America 

(4) and Western Europe (3). 
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Fathers and Sons 

The pattern of inter-generational mobility supplements the picture 

provided above of the officials' national origins. Over half (57%) 

were s2cond generation New Zealanders, and 13% were first generation 

with fathers born outside Nev1 Zealand. Of these first generation New 

Zealanders 7.6% had fathers born in the U.K. while 5.3% had fathers 

born 'elsewhere'. In addition, some 28.2% of the entire group have 

some U.K. connection, one generation removed, a fact that reflects the 

historical origin and emergence of unionism in New Zealand and the 

importance of British roots in the formation of New Zealand society in 

general [Table 4.3]. 

Dtrration of Residence 

Another factor in considering the national origins of union officials 

is the age of migration and length of residence in New Zealand. In this 

context., the picture, as presented in Table 4. 3, is somewhat qualified. 

Table 4.4 compares foreign-born union officials and New Zealand's foreign-

born population in terms of the duration of residence in New Zealand. 

Here we see not only that the vast majority of officials have resided in 

New Zealand for more than fifteen years (som2 79.0% of the foreign-born 

sub-group) but that where over-representa·tion occurs, it does so only 

for officials who have been here lonqer than fifteen years. lilhereas 

some 43.4% of the foreign-born. population have lived in New Zea.land less 

than ten y-ears, nearly 90.0% of foreign-born union officials have lived 

here for longer t;han that period. i\mongst those having resided in New 

Zealand between five and nine years and t.en and fourt.een years, although 

there are proportiona:tely a slightly greater number of irr.rnigrants in U1G 

population than there are in union lea.dership, differences between union 



Table 4.3 National Origins: Fathers and Sons 

Compared 

{Question on fathers' national origins - Q.39] 

Origin of father Origin of son N 

Born in N.Z. Born in N.Z. 75 

Born in U.K. Born in N.Z. 10 

Born in U.K. Born in U.K. 27 

Born elsewhere Born in N.Z. 7 

Born elsewhere Born elsewhere 12 

•rotal 131 

Nlli~er of missing observations = 2 

60 

% 

57.3 

7.6 

20.6 

5.3 

9.2 

100.0 
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Table 4.4 Duration of Residence in New Zealand: 

Union Officials and All New Zealand 

. 1 
Immigrants ~ompared 

[Information on duration of residence of officials - Q.41] 

Number of years All New Zealand 
residence in N.Z. 

Union officials 
immigra.nts (1976) 

N % N % 

0 - 4 1 2.6 31.6 

5 - 9 4 10.3 11.8 

10 - 14 4 10.3 12.5 

15 - 19 5 1.2. 8 9.8 

20 + 25 64.1 34.3 

'l'otal 39 100.1 100.0 

l 
Sou.rce: New Zealand Census of Population and Dv;ellings, (1976), 
Birthplaces and Et.hni.c Origins. Vol. 7, p. 5. 
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officials and the immigrant population for these ffiiddle categories are 

not marked. The overall picture to emerge is that the new immigrant 

population are substantially under-represented in union leadership ranks 

and old immigrants are substantially over-represented. 

Data was also obtained on the age at which foreign-born officials 

arrived in New Zealand. The mean age for arrival was twenty-three years: 

only two (5% of the foreign-born sub-group) arrived at younger than five 

years of age; six (15%) before ten years of age; eight (20.5%) before 

twenty years of age; b7enty-three (59%) before twenty-five years of age; 

and thirty-one (80%) before thirty years of age. These figures show 

that the majority of this sub-group were not only born outside New 

Zealand, but that they would have experienced their educational and 

early socialization experiences outside New Zealand as well. 

Fathers' Occupations 

Another indicator of early social milieu is suggested by the occu-

pations of the officials' fathers nonnally taken to denote the class 

origin of a group in terms of its specific relationship to the means of 

production and its position in the division of labour in society. 

Question 40 asked: ·~'lhat was your father's main occupation in his 

vlorking career?' 

The question can be criticized on two counts. Firstly, by asking 

for their--father's main occupation an element of impr~~cision is intro-

duced in that respondents may differ in terms of what they understand 

by the term. Also, given that our respondents' fathers were likely to 

be mostly in working class jobs, the extent to which their fathers had 

one job which cot<ld be callecf a main occupation as opposed to a succes-
• 
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sian of jobs none· of which could be called 'main' in relation to each 

other - is a distinct possibility. 

Any alternative question, however, raises similar difficulties. 

We could have asked, as some authors have done, for officials to state 

what their father's occupation was when they were 12, or 15 or 20 years 

of age and we could, no doubt, justify this by saying that adolescence 

is the most crucial period of political socialization. To have put the 

question in this alternative way, hm.;ever, would not close the loopholes 

in that some respondents may well have had fathers who were in temporary 

or transitory types of employment at the time specified, and which in 

no sense could be called their 'main' occupation. 

Respondents whose fathers had a series of jobs rather than a 'main.' 

occupation did not constitute a problem in practice since all responses 

t.o this question were coded into broad categories which represented a 

general socio-economic level. vfuere officials listed more than one 

occupation the coding policy was to code the response in terms of the 

highest ranking occupation listed.
4 

The question we asked may also be criticised for neglecting the 

occupat.ion of mothers. In relation to this point, hm.;ever, the fact 

of low post-\var female work part.icipation together with the dominance 

of chauvinistic norms effectively means that as an indicator of class 

position and, of objective life chances the occupation of the father 

is the better indicator. 

Officials' responses were coded in terms of an Index of Occupational 

Standing presented in Appendix 5 [Table A. 5 .. 1] . The rationale for the 

scale is also presented in the appendix. Occupations are classified 



into manual and non-manual and with upper and lower categories given 

within each group. 
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To suggest the sense in which father's occupation serves as an 

indicator of class origin we will treat non-manual occupations as being 

equivalent wit.h 'middle class' and manual occupations as being equiva

lent with 'working class' (upper and lower in each case). 

On occasion, depending on the analysis we will collapse categories 

even further referring simply to 'manual' and 'non-manual'. 

There is a marked lack of homogeneity in terms of the group's occu

pational origins. Only 57.3% were from manual origins: 36.4% having 

fathers in semi- or unskilled work, and 20. 99.; having fathers employed 

in skilled work. 42.7% were from non-manual origins: 14.0% having 

fathers in professional or semi-professional occupations and 28.7% in 

clerical or highly skilled occupations [Table 4.5]. 

In addition to the information provided above we also coded the 

specific details of the officials' occupations. Of the eighteen offi-

cials with fathers in professional and semi-professional occupations, 

eleven of them were in professional and seven were in semi-professional 

occupations [see Appendix 5, Table A.S.l]. Of the thirty-sever. in 

clerical and highly skilled occupations ·there was considerable diversity 

in the oc~upational fields: fifteen were involved in clerical, sales 

or service type occupations; fourteen (10.5% of the group) were farmers; 

and eight (6.0% of the group) were small managers, or foremen, or in 

some supervisory role. 

Parents in Politics 

Another aspect on early family life on which vle sought information 
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Table 4.5 Father's Hain Occupation 

and Corresponding Class Location 

[Father's occupation 
see text above] 

Q.40. For information regarding class origin 

Father's occupational 
Class location level 

Upper non-manual Upper middle class 

Lo~;er non-manual Lower middle class 

Upper manual Upper working class 

· Lower manual I,ower working class 

-------------------
Total 

Number of missing obse1~vations 4 

.. 

N % 

18 14. 0) 
) 

37 28.7) 

27 20.9) 

) 

47 36.4) 

129 100.0 

(42. 7) 

(57. 3) 

Classi
fication 

Strong 

hetero-

geneity 
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was the extent to which officials came from politically active back-

grounds. We asked the officials two questions: (l) 'Was your father/ 

mother ever active in trade union affairs?' (Q.37) and (2) 'Was your 

father/mother ever active in politics?' (Q.38). For each question we 

asked the officials to list the type of activity and where it was {in a 

geographical sense) that they were active. 

The reason for seeking information on 'mothers' in this context 

but not in relation to the question on occupational origin relates to 

the different rationales behind the questions. ~vith respect to occupa

tional origins we adopted the view, prevalent in stratification studies, 

that father's occupation by itself serves adequately as a 'proxy' indica

tor, indicating the general class location of the family unit within the 

social structure (and the reasons we adopted this procedure are given 

in Appendix 5). With relation to 'political ac·tivity' [i>l. either trade 

union or party politics] we were more specifically interested in the par

ticular quality of home life and the forms of activity that have a 

socializing effect. 

In all, some forty-five officials (34.49s of the group) answered that 

one or both of their parents were actively involved in either union or 

party politics: sixteen officials indicated that ·they had a parent active 

in both; twenty-two active in QDions only, and seven active in party 

politics only. 

Of ·the twenty-three officials active in party politics a solid majo

rity (19) were in the Labour Party. Two officials had parents active 

in the National Party and two in non-party local government. Of the 

officials interviewed ten :Lndicat:ed that one or both of their parents 

were actively involved and eight of these desc:ribc::d the effect.s as 
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'pervasive•.
6 

In an extreme case, one official told us that 'politics 

was the very heart and soul of his family' and he added the rider 

'until I was about seven I thought [that] the union and the Labour Party 

were the same thing' • 

Comparing parental activity fin both unions and party politics com

bined] by country of birth a higher proportion of foreign-born officials 

indicated active parental involvement than did New Zealand-born offi

cials. Whereas 47.4% of foreign-born officials had one or both parents 

active in politics onJ.y 29.0% of New Zealand-born officials did so 

['I'able 4.6]. 

There was also a relationship between parental activity and occupa

tional origins, although not as marked as that between parental activity 

and national origin. Officials \vith fa·thers in manual occupations were 

more likely to have parents who were act.ive. W'nereas nearly hal£(47. 7%) 

of those from lower manual origins had active parents, only one third 

(33.3%) of those from upper manual origins, one quarter (24.3%) of those 

from lower non-manual origins and 27.8% of those from upper non-manual 

origins had active parents [Table 4.7]. 

The Officials' Pre-Union Occupations 

There is a modera.te working class homogeneity in terms of the sorts 

of occupations the officials were in before becoming full-time trade 

union officials. As expected, nearly seven out of ten (69. 7%.) ~vere engaged 

in wage-working types of employment; 25.8% wel.-e engaged in skilled work; 

22.0% in clerical or highly skilled positions; and 8.3% in professional

type occupations [Table 4.8]. 

The variation tha·t exists in the pre-union occupat.ions parallels to 



Table 4.6 Parents' Activity in Politics [Unions 

or Party ~olitics] by National Origins 

[Q.37 and Q.38 ascertained parental political activity] 

Parental activity N.Z.-born Foreign-born 

Active 

Not active 

Total 

Ganuna 0.375 

Table 4.7 

Parental 
activit.y 

Active 

No.t active 

N % N % 

27 29.0 18 47.4 

66 71.0 20 52.6 

93 100.0 38 100.0 

Nurr~er of missing observations 2 

Parents' Ac~jvity in Politic~Unions 

or Party Politics-, by_ Occupat~onal Origi~~ 

Upper Lov<er r.,ower 
non-manual non-manual 

Upper 
manual manual 

5 27.8 9 24.3 9 38.3 21 44.7 

l3 72.2 28 75.7 18 66.7 26 55.3 

N 

45 

86 

131 

44 

86 

68 

Total 

% 

34.4 

65.6 

100.0 

Total 

33.8 

66.2 

Total 18 100.0 37 100.0 27 100.0 47 100.0 130 100.0 

Gamma 0.25 Nu...TJlber of missing observations 3 

.. 
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Table 4.8 Officials' Own Pre-Union Occupation and 

Corresponding Class Location 

[Question: 'If full-time, what was your major occupation before you 
became a trade union officer?' - Q.l4] 

Pre-u11ion occupa
tional level 

Upper non-manual 

Lower non-manual 

Upper manual 

Lo•.ver manual 

'rotals 

Class location 

Upper middle class 

Lower middle class 

Upper working class 

Lower working class 

Number of missing observations l 

N % Classification 

11 8. 3) moderate 
) (30.3) 

29 22. 0) working 

34 25 .8) 
class 

) (69.7) homogeneity 
58 43. 9) 

132 100.0 

Note: in coding occupations four students were coded as clerical, highly 
skilled, lower middle class based on Erik Olin Wright's notion 
that their class position must bs seen as a part of a traject.ory. 
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a large extent the ·different occupational groups in the unions repre-

sented in the study. In unions representing 'blue collar' wage working 

interests 88.0% of the officials were previously in manual wage working 

occupations and 12% were previously in non-manual occupations. In 

unions representing lower non-manual interests, 72% of the officials were 

previously in non-manual occupations and 28% were previously in manual 

occupations. This data would suggest that there is a basic congruency 

between the leadership fraction and the union sectors represented although 

such congruency is not perfect, and is higher in blue unions 

which represent \,rage \vorking interests than it is in black unions 

representing the 'dirty v1hi te collar' [i.e. those in the unskilled lower 

middle class, e.g. shop assistants, clerical workers etc.]. 

Fathers and Sons 

One way to sui<nnarise the occupational backgrounds of the officials 

is to look at their m-m pre-union occupations in relation to the main 

occupations of their fathers. While this gives us an overall picture 

of the respo:.Ldents' beginnings it should be pointed out that v.;e are not 

comparing· fathers and sons at equivalent points in their respective 

careers and, hence, any claims about downward and upward mobility must 

be viewed in this rather restricted sense. 

About half ( 49.2%) of the officials were manual 'tmge 1:,-;orkers them-

selves befor,e taking on their professional union careers and had fathers 

who •.vere also wage workers [Table 4. 9], 

Between one fifth and one quarter (22. 7%) were in non-manual ·t.ype 

jobs and had fat.hers 1,vho were also in non-manual occupations [Table 4.9]. 



Table 4.9 

Father 

Non-manual 

Non-manual 

Hanual 

Manual 

-----

Total 

Number of 

Fathers' Main Occupational Level and 

Sons'/Daughters' Pre-Union Occupational 

Level Compared - for Group and bv 

Colour-Type of Union 

Son/Daughter Blue Black 

N % N % 

Non-manual 7 8.0 21 53.8 

Ma.nual 23 26.4 2 5.1 

Non-manual 4 4.6 7 17.9 

Manual 53 60.9 9 23.1 

87 99.9 39 99.9 

missing observations 5 

• 

71 

Total 

N % 

29 22.7 

25 19.5 

11 8.6 

63 49.2 

----

128 100.0 

----
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Betv;een these extremes less than one tenth of the officials were 

in non-manual types of job but had fathers v1ho were manual wage workers. 

They appear to have been 'moving up' prior to becoming full-time union 

officials. 

In addition, one in every five officials was in a manual wage-working 

job but had fathers who were in non-manual employment. They v.rere working 

at a lower level in their pre-union jobs than the main field of employ

ment occupied by their fathers [Table 4.9]. 

Further analysis shows that a large proportion of those officials 

working [in their pre-union occupation] at a lower level than their father's 

main occupation were the children of self-employed farmers or of farm 

managers. 10.5% of the total group were, as noted earlier, from faming 

frullilies. Of these, one took a professional degree and became a lawyer, 

three went into lower middle class occupations - two as clerks and one 

as a conunercial traveller, two beca.l!e skilled tradesmen, and eight 

joined the unskilled or semi-skiJ.led workforce. 

One other sub-group whose children [i.e. the officials] entered the 

lower reaches of the workforce were the small managers, foremen and 

supervisors. In this category there were eight (6.0%) and of these 

five went: into unskilled v1ork and one into skilled work. The remaining 

two were both women officials who occupied clerical jobs prior to 

becoming tull-time officials. 

·Taking all officials whose pre-union job was at a lower level than 

their father's main occupation, further analysis reveals that twenty of 

the twenty-five were vJorking two or more occupational levels below the 

level of the father's main occupation: ·of the twenty, seven officials 
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were working in lower manual (semi- or unskilled jobs) and had fathers 

in 'upper' non-manual [professional and semi-professional] occupat.ions. 

The remaining thirt.een officials were also ¥Jerking in lower manual 

working class [semi- and unskilled] occupations and had fathers who were 

working in lower non-manual middle class positions [eight as farmers and 

five as small managers etc.]. 

Table 4.9 also shows interesting differences between officials in 

black and blue unions. Notable in this regard is that of those offi-

cials from non-manual origins who took positions in blue unions, all 

bar seven did so via a path of significant do\vnward rnobili ty. By con-

trast, most of the officials who remained in the non-manual >•7ork sector 

by virtue of their own occupation took up positions in black unions, 

as would be expected. Of the eleven manual 'upward mobiles' four went 

into blue unions, the remaining seven taking positions in black unions. 

The solid core, however, carne from '.vage working families, stayed in 

wage \vorking jobs and took up positions in blue unions, serving ;,rage 

v1orking interests. 

Education 

Over half of the group (55.6%) held no formal academic qualification, 

less than one in six (14.3%) held school certificate, less than one in 

five held university entrance, and approximately one in eight (12.0%) 

held a degree [Table 4.10]. 

Comparing the respondents with the labour force, Table 4.10 also 

shows that they are generally more highly educa·ted. As can be seen 

from the table, this is so for all major educational qua1ifica 1cions: 

comparing those holding school certificate union officials are over-· 



Table 4.10 

Qualifications 

Educational Qualifications of 

Officials Compared to New Zealand 

1 
Labour Force 

Officials 

N % 

N.Z. labour 

N 

No formal qualification 74 56.1 867,603 

School certificate 19 14.4 118,393 

University entrance 23 17.4 87,061 

. University degree 16 12.1 45,778 

--·a--

Totals 132 100.0 1,118,835 

··---

Number of missing observa·tions: officials = 1 
labour force 73,954 

74 

force I.R. 

% 

77.5 o. 72 

10.6 l. 36 

7.8 2.23 

4.1 2.95 

100.0 

1 
Source: Ne\·7 Zeala.nd Census of Population and D.velJing, Vol. 4, 1971. 
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represented by one third (I.R. 1.36); for those vJith university entrance 

it is more than double the proportion (2.64); and for those with degrees 

it is four times the proportion (3.9). The higher the level of education 

the higher the degree of over-representation amongst the leadership 

fraction. 

If we compare officials to the labour force not in terms of qualifi-

cations attained but in terms of the level of education attended, not 

only can we use 1976 census data but a new perspective on these differ-

ences emerges [Table 4 .11]. vfuereas 14.0% of the labour fo:r:ce attended 

primary school only, amongst union officials the figure is slightly higher 

at 17.3%, but whereas 76% of the labour force had no tertiary education 

58.0% of union officials were in this category. A more marked difference 

emerges if we compare attendance at university; for v1hereas only 10% of 

those in the labour force have attended, some 25% of union officials 

have. [Not all attended as a result of an orderly progression through 

the earlier educational stages, however, and those who attended but did 

not obtain a degree cannot in all cases be defined as university 'fail-

ures • - five v1ho had attended university had failed to obt.ain school 

certificate and four gave no indication of having att.ended secondary 

school at all. A few officials returned to university 'off their own 

bat', and in some cases they were motivated by problems and issues 

related specifically t.o the tasks of union administration.] 

Yet another measure of education difficult to fit within the hier-

arch~: of formal academic qualifications, and yet traditionally important 

for the cvorking class • +- • communl._y, J.s the attainment of a trade or tech-

nical qualification. Approximately one in every four officials (26.3%) 

ir,dicated holding such a qualification. Taking comparative data for the 



'!'able 4 .11 Level of Educational Attendance: Union 

Officials Compared to N;z. Labour Force 

. (1976) 1 

Level attended Union officials Labour force I.R. 

N % N % 

Primary only 23 17.3 178,500 14.0 1.24 

Primary and 
77 57.9 967,500 76.0 • 76 

secondary only 

University 33 24.8 127,273 10.0 2.5 

Tota1 133 100.0 1,272,733 100.0 

1 
Source: Ne,..1 Zealand Census of Population and Dwellings, Vol. 4, 
1971. 

76 
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labour force, however, only 14.7% are reported in the 1971 census to 

hold a trade, or t.echnical or vocational certificate. In addition to 

this, given that the vast majority of the officials who held sue~ a 

qualification held 'trade' certificates (as opposed to 'technical' or 

'vocational' certificates) it is perhaps more pertinent to note that 

qualified trades-people in the labour force constituted only 7.9% in 

1971. A significant number of the officials, then, come from the more 

qualified sectors of the workforce and, whichever of the figures above 

are used for comparison, the officials appear to be substantially over

representative of those with such qualifications in the workforce as a 

whole. 

If both formal academic and trade qualifications are taken together, 

the overall count for the group is as follo·w-s: 40. 9>'o of the group 

(54/132 officials) hold no qualifications at all; 15.0% (20/132) hold 

only a trade or t.echilical certificate; 11.3% (15/132) hold both a. t.rade 

or technical qualification and school certificate corrbined; and a further 

3.3% (4/132) hold school certificate by itself. The remainder stands 

as was reported in Table 4.10: 17.4% hold university entrance, and 

12.1% degrees. 

Political. Party Membership 

Thus far, nearly all of the characteristics we have presented 

information on have concerned social aspects of the group's background 

prior ·to their becoming full-time union officials and, in fact-:, the only 

factor -vJhich does not. completely conform in this regard is education, as 

one or two of the officials attained degrees., and a fevl more attended 

university, after attaining office. 
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vhth regard to political party membership we are unable to say whe

ther this refers to a characteristic of the group prior to or subsequent 

to their elevation to full-time leadership. While many doubtless \vould 

have been members of a political party before taking up their union 

offices, others may have become members afterwards. 

We asked the officials 'Which party, if any, do you belong to?' and 

presented six options [1. None 2. Labour 3. National 4. Social Credit 

5. Values 6. Other] for their responses (Q.63). Of the group eighty

five officials (64.0%) indicated mewbership of a political party. The 

vast majority of these [68 officials constituting 51.1% of the entire 

group] were members of the Labour Party. A few were members of one of 

the three main communist part . .ies, although as the 'communist option' was 

not included in our questionnaire for reasons of sensitivity we are 

unable to state t.he precise number. Eight officials (6.0%), hm·Tever, 

stated one of the communist parties on their questionnaire, anda further 

five (3.89.;) refused to ansv1er. In addition, two (1.5%) indicated that 

they were members of the Social Credit Political League and two (l.59s) 

of the National Party (N 133) .
5 

Political party membership is related to occupational origin. Those 

officials with fathers in manual occupa·tions were more likely to be party 

members than those who were in non-manual jobs. Of those from lower 

manual origins more than three quarters (77.3%} were party members; of 

those from upper manual origins more than two thirds (69.2 9<>) were; of 

those from lower non-manual origins slightly over half (51.4 9<>) were, and 

of those from upper non-manual origins 44.4% were [Table 4.12] . 

• 
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Table 4.12 ?olitical Party Membership by 

Occupational Origins 

Party upper lower Upper Lower l 
Membership non-manual non-manual manual manual 

Total 

N % N % N % N % N % 

Not member 10 55.6 18 48.6 8 30.8 10 22.7 47 37.0 

Member 8 44.4 19 51.4 18 69.2 34 77.3 80 63.0 

Total 18 100.0 37 100.0 26 100.0 44 100.0 12) 100.0 

Gamma 0.38 Number of missing observations 

1 'Total' category here represer.ts simply the totals of all columns 
to the left. It should not be taken as, or confused with the 'total 
group' figures cited in the text. In this sense 'total' category 
cited above simply records the total number of respondent.s represented 
in the cross-tabulation. The numbers are lower than the 'total group' 
num.'bers because 6 cases missing from one of the variables 1,vere excluded 
from the analysis. 
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Religious Affiliation 

The religious affiliations of the officials are presented in Table 

4.13. Nearly four out of ten (38.8%) indicated having no religion. One 

in five were Roman Catholics; one in five (20.2%) were Anglican; and the 

rest (21.8%) were spread across Presbyterian, Methodist, Mormon and 

'Other'. 

Unfortunately the only census data available for religious affilia-

tions which is adequate for our purposes is for the New Zealand population 

as a whole and not the labour force. Comparing the officials to the 

population three groups were over-represented. These are (1) those with 

no religion or who profess to be atheists or agnostics (I.R. 7.92), 

(2) Roman Catholics [or catholic undefined] who constitute 20.2% of the 

leadership group and only 18.0% of the population (I.R. l.J2),and 

(3) Hormons who constitute 2.3% of the leadership group and only 1.4% of 

the population (I.R. 1.64). 

All other groups, including Anglicans, Presbyterians, Methodists 

and 'Others' \•lere under-represented amongst the officials [compared to 

their nWRbers in the population at large] [Table 4.13]. 

Although we checked the occupational origins of those v;;ho professed 

different religious affiliations therewerenc significant differences to 

report. There were some differences in the distribution of religious 

affiliations by geographical area, howeve~-. Those with 'no religion' 

tend to be more concent.rated in Wellington, cent.ral North Island. Roman 

C th 1 . . . ' H • ' I 1 ' t [''7 J 1 • .... , a _ o lCS are more numerous J.n ·cne "oren s ana cen res .. e __ ,_lng"t .. on ana 

Auckland] t.han in the two main Sout.h Island centres [Christchurch, 

Duned.:i.n], seventeen of the twenty-six Catholics being in the North Island. 



Table 4.13 

Religion 

No religion 

Roman Catholic 

Anglican 

Presbyterian 

Methodist 

Mormon 

Other 

~eligious Affiliation: Union Officials 

Compared to Nev1 Zealand Population (1976) 
1 

Officials N.Z. population 

N % N % 

50 38.8 129,630 4.9
2 

26 20.2 478,530 18.0
3 

25 19.4 915,202 34.5 

10 7.8 566,569 21.4 

5 3.9 173,526 6.5 

3 2.3 36,130 1.4 

l1 
10 7.8 351,905 13.3. 

------------------
Total 128 100.0 2,651,492 100.0 

Number of missing observations: officials = 4 
r: 

N.Z. population - 477891~ 

81 

I.R. 

7.92 

1.12 

0.56 

0.36 

0.6 

1.64 

0.59 

l 
Source: New Zealand Census of Population and Dwellings, 1976, Vol. 3, 
p. 4, 

2 
Category includes those listed in the census as 'atheist', 'agnostic' 
as well as 'no religion'. 

3 
Includes 'Catholic undefined'. 

4 
Includes Christian n.o.d. (not otherwise defined) and all other 
religious categories in census including minor religions. 

5 
Includes- 'not specified' and 'object. to state'. Figures under 'object 
to state' represent those persons availing themselves of the special 
statutory right of objecting to answer a question on the subject of 
religion. 

• 
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Anglicans are more numerous in Otago, Southland and in Auckland, North 

Auckland than they are in Canterbury, Westland, Marlborough and Wellington 

Central North Island. Six of the ten Presbyterians reside in Wellington, 

while the three Mormons in the group reside in Auckland [Table 4.14] .
6 

Conclusion 

This chapter has presented a social and demographic profile of the 

union leadership group. The officials are not a strongly homogeneous 

group in terms of most of the categories we have considered. As defined 

in chapter 3, 75.0% or more of the group sharing a broadly similar 

characteristic or trait would constitute 'strong homogeneity' and between 

60-74% would constitute 'moderate homogeneity'. On this criteria they 

are a tightly knit cohesive group in terms of racial makeup and sex but 

·not in terms of any other trait. 

However, there is a moderate degree of homogeneity in terms of 

national origin (70.7% born in New Zealand); their pre-union occupations 

[69.7% in manual wage-working jobs]; party membership (64.0% members); 

and religious affiliation (61.2% affiliated to a religion). 

On other fact.ors there were varying degrees of heterogeneit.y. In 

terms of their occupational origins [father's occupation] slightly more 

than half the group (57.3%) were working class and just under half (43.7%) 

were middle class. In terms of education slightly more than half of the 

group heldrn.o formal academic qualification. 

In a number of respects 'che character of t.he group varies from the 

character of the labour force as a whole. 'l'here is a higher ratio of 

foreign-born ifnmigrants amongsi: the officials than in the labour force. 

In terms of their pre--union occupations the officials were concentrated 
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•rable 4.14 Religious Affili~tion by Geographical Area 

[Religious Affiliation - Q.34; Geographical Area - Q.5] 

No Roman 
Anglican Presbyterian Methodist Geographical area religion Catholic 

--·--· ----
N % N % N % N % N % 

Ota.go, Southland 5 10.0 4 15.4 8 32.0 3 30.0 2 40.0 

Canterbury, Westland, 
12 24.0 5 19.2 3 12.0 0 0.0 1 20.0 Marlborough 

Wellington, Central 
21 42.0 9 34.6 5 20.0 6 60.0 0 0.0 North Island 

Auckland, 
12 ?.4.0 8 30.8 9 36.0 1 10.0 2 40.0 North Auckland 

-------

•rotal 50 100.0 26 100.0 25 100.0 10 100.0 5 100.0 

Number of missing ·observations = 4 

Mormon Other 

N % N % 

0 0.0 2 20.0 

0 0.0 4 40.0 

0 0.0 0 0.0 

3 100.0 4 40.0 

3 100.0 10 100.0 

Total 

N 

24 

25 

41 

39 

129 

% 

18.6 

19.4 

31.8 

30.2 

100.0 

00 
w 
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more in manual wage-working types of jobs than was true, proport.ionately, 

for the labour force. While this in a sense makes them more 'working 

class' than the labour force as a whole, in relation to education they 

are also better qualified both in terms of technical and trade or formal 

academic qualifications. Of especial importance is the m11-nber of trade 

qualifications suggesting that even amongst those in wage-working pre-union 

occupations, it is the more highly qualified wage-workers who gained 

access to full-time leadership positions. In terms of religious affilia

tion there is a higher proportion of officials who do not profess affilia

tion than is true for the adult population. 

It would also appear that politics is s·till an important credential 

in the opportunity structure of unionism, for 1:wo thirds of the group 

indicated membership,and the fact that one third of the group indicated 

that their parents wen:~ involved in either unions or party polit:ics 

suggests the importance of early socialization to political roles. 

In the next chapter we will examine the career pathways of the offi

cials and attempt to trace the progression of their careers from the time 

at which they first became active in unions to the positions they occu-

pied at the time our study was undertaken . 

• 
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Chapter 5. 

Career Pathways 

Irrespective of their humble beginnings, on becoming full-time, 

union officials enter a different world. It is a world in which the office 

and the briefcase have replaced the old tools of the trade and where, for 

most, the old skills of employment are of little use. Having examined 

social and demographic characteristics in the last chapter, the central 

aim in this chapter is to examine the career characteristics of the offi

cials in order to explore the processes through which group composi t.ion 

changes. 

A career, says Eulau, is 'a more or less typical sequence of events, 

a pattern in the life histories of men moving into positions' 
1 

He points 

out that. it should not be inferred that incumbents of offices strive to 

attain their positions or that they are motivated by personal ambition. 

This does not mean that we cannot distinguish between 'higher' and 'lower' 

union offices, or speak of officials 'getting' to a particular post at a 

particular point in time. vJhat it does mean, however, is that we cannot 

assume any particular motivation as to why the official ended up in a par

ticular office. V.ihile some officials undoubtedly do strive for union posi

tions out of personal ambi'cion, ot.hers may take a posit.ion out of a sense 

of duty or out of commitment to a .moral or political viewpoint. 

One of --the chief difficulties in examining union career patterns is 

the lack of organisational unifor:rni ty between ur.ions. l'>.mongst the unions 

from which the group v1ere drawn there were organisations of widely differing 

sizes, with differing organisational structures and with different methods 

of selecting officials. There is also a general absence of uniformity in 
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the existence of rules governing shifts from one full-time union position 

to another and in the fact that many positions within the union career 

structure are accessible from a variety of starting points. In examining 

the group's career characteristics, then, we formulated the questions that 

we wanted answers to at a fairly general level looking for uniformities 

and differences within the group. Thus we sought information concerning 

whether the officials had been active in voluntary non-paid union activity 

prior to their taking up full~time positions, and on main types of career 

route into full-time positions. In addition some background career charac-· 

teristics are provided. 

In seeking this information we are interested in the extent that 

career patterns vary across different organisational sectors within the 

union movement. The rr~in task in this chapter, however, is not to examine 

the structure of union organisations or the constib2tional rules v:hich 

affect union recruitment but ra.ther to examine the career characteristics 

of the group under study. We will be looking backwards seeking to examine 

salient aspects of the careers they have taken. Comparisons across orga

nisational sectors will thus be presented to the extent that they help in 

explaining differences v1ithin the group. 

Another fa·::tor which needs clarification before we can examine the 

career characteristics of the group relates to multiple union office

holding. Because many officials hold more than one office we will refer 

to the concept of 'paid union position' (or simply 'position,·) defined as 

the organisational role occupancy to ilhich remuneration is attached, and 

which may represen·t any number of individual union offices (i.e. one or 

more). Hence, we can say that the officials who constitute t.he enumera-

tion under study represent 133 full-time paid positions but a considerably 

greater number of union offices. 
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Positions at Time of Study 

The officials studied in 1979 had on average been in full-time posi

tions for ten years, the median year in which they became full-time was 

1972. Nearly a quarter of the group (24.2%) had been in their positions 

for less than four years and nearly three fifths (59.3%) had been full

time for less than ten y~ars. In addition, only eight officials had been 

full-time for more than twenty-five years [Table 5.1]. 

Career Progression 

The mean age for officials on taking up their first full-time post 

was 35.6. Only fifteen officials (11.7%) had taken up full-time positions 

before they were 25 years old, a~d 69.5% before they were 40 .years old 

[Table 5.2]. 

Nearly all officials (85.6%) had spent some time as active unionists 

before taking up a full-time position. The mean number of years bebveen 

their first-ever union position and their first full-time union position 

was 8.3. For eighteen officials there was no difference as their first

ever position was full-time [Table 5.3]. 

Volun~ary Background 

To ascertain v1hether officials had a background in voluntary (i.e. 

unpaid) unlon activity before becoming full-time officials we asked them 

'What was the first post that you ever held in any trades union?' (Q.l5). 

Responses were coded in terms of whet.her the post held was voluntary, 

part·-time or full-time and according to the nature of the position. 

~vi thin New Zealand tra.de unions there are t.wo main t.ypes of voluntary 

position: 
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Table 5.1 Number of Years as Full-Time Official 

at Time of Study (August 1979) 

Number of years N % 
Cumulative 

% 

Less than 4 31 24.2 24.2 

4 -- 6 24 18.7 42.9 

7 - 9 21 16.4 59.3 

10 - 12 15 11.7 71.0 

13 - 15 10 7.8 78.8 

16 - 18 7 5.5 84.3 

19 - 21 7 5.5 89.8 

22 - 24 3 2.3 92.1 

25 - 27 5 3.9 96.0 

28 - 30 2 1.6 97.6 

31 or more 3 2.3 99.9 

Total 128 ' 99.9 99.9 

Numbex: of missing observations 5 

mean for group: 10 years 

median: 7 years (1972) 



Table 5.2: 

Age 

Before 25 

Before 30 

Before 35 

Before 40 

Before 45 

Before 50 

Before 55 

Before 60 

----

Total 

Nurnbe::~ of missing 

mean for group: 

median: 35 

Age on Start.ing First Full-Time 

Post [Q.l8] 

N % 

15 11.7 

14 10.9 

32 25.0 

28 21.9 

16 12.5 

12 9.4 

9 7.0 

2 1.6 

128 100.0 

observations 5 

35.6 

Cumulative 
N 

15 

29 

61 

89 

105 

117 

126 

128 

128 

89 

Cumulative 
% 

11.7 

22.7 

47.7 

69.5 

82.0 

91.4 

98.4 

100.0 

100.0 



Table 5.3 

Years 

Less tl1an 3 

4 - 6 

7 - 9. 

10 - 12 

13 - 15 

16 ·- 18 

19 - 21 

22 - 24 

24 or more 

2 
None 

Number of Years Between First-Ever 

Union Position and First Full-Time 

N 

14 

26 

21 

11 

13 

5 

6 

6 

5 

18 

1 
Union Post 

% 

11.2 

20.8 

16.8 

8.8 

10.4 

4.0 

4.8 

4.8 

4.0 

14.4 

Cumulative 
N 

14 

40 

61 

72 

85 

90 

96 

102 

107 

125 

90 

Cumulative 
% 

11.2 

32.0 

48.8 

57.6 

68.0 

72.0 

76.8 

81.6 

85.6 

100.0 

--------------
Total 125 100.0 125 100.0 

Number of missing observations 8 

1 
Figures calculated by subt.rac·ting Age at First-Ever Post fron Age 
at First Full-Time Post [Q's 16 and 18]. 

2 For t.hese Gfficials the first-ever post was the first full time post. 

mean for group: 8.3. 
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1. member of a union management com~ittee, usually referred to as 

the executive. The management committee consists of the officials of 

the union, including the President, Vice President and Secretary Treasurer., 

together with a number of other merrbers. As its name implies the exe

cutive is responsible for the execution of union policy pertaining to 

the administration, negotiation and transaction of daily business. 

2. representative of the union in the place of work, normally 

referred to as the 'job delegate' or 'shop steward', but also known 

variously as 'union delegate', 'shop delegate', 'union agent' or 'union 

representative'. [In the Printing Trades Union, workplace representation 

is carried out by the chapel, usually comprising t.hree members.] Regard

less of the name, the workplace representative is largely concerned in 

New Zealand trade unions with collecting union dues and handling grie-

vances. 

Other positions - these of Orgar.iser or field officer, clerical or 

research assistant - are normally full-time or part-time positions. 

Hore than three-quarters of the group (77.8%) indicated having had 

some experience in a voluntary (i.e. unpaid) union position either as a 

delegate (42.7%) or as executive members of union management co~~ittees 

(35.1%). Only eighteen officials (13.5%) indicated that they had never.: 

served in a voluntary union position; thirteen of these were, at the 

time of the ~tudy, officials in black unions [Table 5.4]. In terms of 

their present positions, then, {i.e. those occupied a·t the t.ime of the 

study) the vast majority of officials were up from the 'rank and file' 

and served at least some apprenticeship in the grassroots of the union 

o:r:gunisat:i.on. 
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Table 5.4 First-Ever Union Position Held 

[Q.lS] 

------· 
Black Blue Total group 

N % N % N % 

Voluntary delegate, 
11 27.5 45 49.5 56 42.7 , 

shop steward" 

Executive member 
2 

12 30.0 34 37.4 46 35.1 

Part-time officials 4 10.0 7 7.7 11 8.4 

No voluntary experience 13 32.5 5 5.5 18 13.7 

· Total 40 100.0 91 100.1 131 99.9 

-----·-----------

Number of missing observations = 2 

1 
includes 'union representatives' and all other non-paid workplace 
representatives 

2 
includes Presidents, if not full-time 

.. 
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Of the 46 who served on union executives only five actually stated 

that they had been a 'president' or 'vice president' of a union. 

[Because the question asked called for an open-ended response we cannot 

be absolutely sure that some who simply stated 'executive member' were 

not also the 'president' or 'vice president' of a unionJ 

The Nature of the First Full-Time Post 

To ascertain the full-time posts most frequently used by officials 

en route to the positions they held at the time of the study, we looked 

at the types of first full-time position that were held. 

The first full-time position may be either in the staff or the line 

of the union organisation. 'Staff' positions include those of organiser 

(or field officer), researcher or clerical assistant, while 'line' 

positions include the official positions within the union. The main 

distinction between staff and line posi·tions is in terms of their formal 

status within the union organisation. Staff personnel are technically 

employees of the union while line personnel serve as its officially 

designated representatives. 

A ma:1ority (62. 3, 80 officials) began their full-time careers in an 

official position. lv'iore than half this number (37. 7, 52 officials) 

started as 'assistant secretaries'. Thirty were still 'assistant secre-

taries' at the time of the study. The remaining eighteen had become 

full 'offrcials', thus moving to that position from 'assistant secretary'. 

A subsidiary ca:r:eer path of some irnportance, however, can be seen in 

that slightly more than one-third of all officials (37.7%) took their 

first full-time positions in the staff and, wi·th ·the exception of t.'tlO 

clerical assistants and two research assistants, all of these held posts 
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as organisers. 

Officials in black unions more frequently started their full-time 

careers in staff positions than did officials in blue unions. Whereas 

half (509.s) of t.hose in black unions held their first full-time position 

in the staff, just under one-third (32.2%) of officials in blue unions 

did [Table 5.5]. This may be a consequence of differences in union 

recruitment policy, of differences in the types of official that are 

recruit.ed, or simply of the different distribution of staff offices in 

blue and black union organisations. As we lack information as to the 

actual number of staff posts available to be filled, a more detailed 

analysis is not possible. 

Mode of Entry to First Full-Time Position 

In seeking to ascertain how officials came into their first fu.ll

time positions \ve distinguished two modes of entry - vertical and lateral. 

Vertical entry defines the career route whereby the officials·. are. 

recruited from the Tank and file in the union in which they take their 

first full-time position. Lateral entry, on the other hand, defines that 

career route whereby officials come to their first full-time post 'side-

wa.ys' from outside the union. 

The fact that most of the group had been active at some stage in 

voluntary ur,'ion \vork is no indicator, of course, of which of these routes 

they took. Many of those ,,,ho indicated having been active in voluntary 

union work had been so in a. differen·t union to the one in which they took 

their first full-ti.rl\e posit.:ion. Some, too, it transpired, who indicated 

having held a voluntary post had not held it immediately prior t.o their 

taking the.ir first full--time position. In one extreme case an official 
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indicated that she had held her first--ever V~)luntary union job some 20 

years before she eventually became a full--time official, and the volun

tary activity had been with a different union and in a different occupa

tional sector. 

Officials were classified as verticals or laterals on the basis of 

occupational sector compatability. Each official was coded acco~ding to 

whether their own occupational background v.'as consistent with the occupa

tions represented in the union in which he/she was an official. Thus, 

for example, a mechanic as secretary of the Shop Assistants, a plumber 

as secretary of the Drivers' Union or a lawyer as secretary of the 

Clerical Workers' Union were all coded as 'lateral ent::cants', while 

engineers in the Engineers' Union or b1..rtchers or slaughtermen 1.-1ho were · 

Meat Freezing Workers' officials were coded as vertical entrants.
2 

Over two-thirds of the group ( 68. 6%) were vert·.ir::al ent.rants, having 

come t.o their positions from w;i. thin the ranks of the union in which they 

took their first full-time position. The balance {37.4%) were lateral, 

entrants who came in by a sideways shift (N ""' 131) . 

Three-quarters of the vertical entrants (constituting 44. 59o of the 

entire group) had spent their entir:·e union careers inside a single union 

becoming members within five years of leaving school. The remaining 

quarter had held voluntary posts in several unions paralleling occupa

tional shifts in their early working careers. Irrespective of the differ

ence, however, all of these officials had been occupationally employed in 

the secto:r· their unions represented before taking their first full-time 

union positions. 

The ability to enter a fu.ll-·time tmion position lat:e:cally or vert.:i-



Table 5.5 Nature of First Full-Time Position 

by Colour-Type of Union 

[Officials coded as 'staff' or 'line' according to their responses to 
Q~ 18] 

Black Blue Total 

N % N % N % 

Staff 20 50.0 29 32.2 49 37.7 

Line 20 50.0 61 67.8 81 62.3 

Total 40 100.0 90 100.0 130 100.0 

Garruna 0.35 Number of missing observations 3 

• 
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cally depends both on the type of union and on the nature of the position. 

While staff positions (organiser, researcher or clerical assistant) 

are theoretically open to entry by either route in all unions repre

sented in this study, lateral entry to full-time official positions 

(Secretaries, Assistant Secretaries and Presidents) is effectively pro

hibited in many unions by the inclusion of a 'prior membership' clause 

in union rule books. The 'prior membership' clause relates to the 

selection of officers and stipulates that the aspirant for office must 

have been a member of the union for a certain specified period prior to 

standing for that office. The nor.mal period in most unions is three 

months. In some, however, a longer period is required, and in others 

executive experience is also required. 

The unions with 'prior membership rules' are mostly blue collar 

unions. In an independent survey of 69 union rule books, 26 unions 

included a 'prior membership rule' - nineteen being blue unions and 

seven black unions.
3 

Thirty-seven unions possessed no such rule - nineteen of these 

being blue and eighteen black unions. 

The fact that fewer black unions have prior membership rules than 

blue unions is related to the processes by which officials are selected 

-black unions more frequently 'appoint' secretaries whereas in blue 

unions the process is by democratic means {i.e. election of secretaries) • 

As we did not code information as to v1hich unions maintain 'prior 

membership' rules and which do not, we are unable t.o ascertain the numbe:c 

of positions in different: ·types of union which are theoretically open to 

lateral entry. In the absence of such information the comparison between 



officials in blue ·unions and black unions simply reflects 

the differences in constitutional provisions and in the ideological 

orientation to democratic norms. In spite of this, the comparison 

between officials in black and blue uhions is. useful for, 
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whatever the difference in union rules and orientations which constitute 

reasons, why lateralism is more of a common phenomenon in some unions 

than others, it is clear that more of the officials in black unions 

came into their first full-time positions via lateral career routes than 

did officials in blue unions. Whereas 60.0% of officials in black unions 

entered laterally, just over one-quarter (25.8%) of officials in blue 

unions did. And whereas nearly three-quarters (73.3%) of officials in 

blue unions entered vertically, only 40.0% of officials in black unions 

did [Table 5.6]. 

Irrespective of which unions laterals come in through, the fact 

that this career route constitutes a major subsidiary channel of entry 

also has important consequences in inter-union affairs. For while prior 

membership clauses may serve to prohibit lateralism at the level of t.he 

individual union, once officials are 'in' ( irrespec·tive of where they 

are 'in'), they are all eligible to contest the various elected positions 

at the inter-union level. 

There is some suggestion, too, that laterals are more active in con

testing movement positions. As positions for the FOL executive and 

trades council executives are all elected positions and, as·all bar seven 

officials (whose unions were not af~iliated to the FOL) were theoretically 

eligible to stand for these positions, those who ·took dominant. and sub·

ordina.t:e career routes all have an equal chance t.o stand. 
4 

Comparing 

laterals and verticaJ.s, there was a slight tendency for laterals to con-



Table 5.6: Mode of Entry by Colour-Txpe 

of Union 

Mode of entry Black Blue 

N N % 

Vertical 16 40.0 66 73.3 

Lateral 24 60.0 24 26.7 

Total 40 100.0 90 100.0 

----------------------·-------

Gam.rna 0.61 Number of missing observations 

N 

82 

48 

130 

3 

1 
Total 

% 

63.1 

36.9 

100.0 

1 
'Total' does not necessarily correspond to 'total group' figures 
as missing observations on colour-type variable results in 
different N. 

99 
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test movement positions more, offering some support for an hypothesis 

that laterals are more aggressively orientated to the union career at. 

the movement level. Whereas 51.8% of laterals had contested a position 

for an executive seat on a trades council, only 34.l?o of verticals had; 

and whereas 20.4% of laterals had contested an election for a position 

on the FOL executive, only 11.0% of verticals had [Table 5.7]. 

In addition to this, lateral entrants were more likely to be poli-

tical party members than were vertical entrants. Whereas 72.9% of laterals 

were party members, only 56.4% of verticals v1ere [Table 5.8]. They were 

also somewhat more competitive in seeking party political positions. In 

the same question that we asked officials to state the n~~er of union 

elections contested (Q.24) they were also asked to state the nLmilier of 

times they had sought a political party post either by (1) seeking 

nomination as a parliamentary candidate, (2) contesting an election for 

parliament or (3) seeking an administrative post vlithin a polit.ical party. 

The difference is not marked but the tendency is the same - more laterals 

(34. 7%) than verticals (22.09o) had contested 'one or more' political 

party elections. In this sense it serves both as a confirmatory correla-

ting validate, and sets the more competitive stance that lateral entr.:mts 

take in terms of an overriding political context. 

To conclude this chapter, we will illustrate these modes of entry 

further wi_th some examples of each type of entrant. In general this is 

' easier to _O,o ·for vertical entrants for their career histories shmv greater 

similari·ty than do those of lateral entrants. One vertical entrant ·told 

us that he had 'come into the indusi.:ry 32 years ago' after leaving school 

and had taken a job as an unskilled hand. Although he had been a union 

member from the start 1 it. had taken him eight years to become invo1 ved. 
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Table 5.7 Numbers of Lateral and Vertical 

Entrants Contesting Labour 

Movement Elections 

[Labour movement elections contested: 
contested an election for any of the 
followed which included options 'for 
national FOL post') - Q.24] 

'Hov1 many times have you ever 
following posts: (list of posts 
a trades council post'; 'for a 

A. 

. B. 

1 
Contested trades council post 

2 
Contested FOL post 

Gammas (l:>;) 0.3; (B) 0.48 

1 

Laterals (N=49) Verticals (N=82) 

25 51.8 28 34.1 

10 20.4 9 11.0 

Included any election for executive of a trades co1mcil. 

Included any election for the executive of the FOL. 
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'I'able 5. 8 Node of Entry and Party Political 

Membership 

Party Membership Laterals Verticals Total 

N % N % N % 

Member 35 72.9 44 56.4 79 62.7 

Non-member 13 27.1 34 43.6 47 37.3 

Total 48 100.0 78 100.0 126 100.0 

Gamma = 0.35 N~~er of missing observations 7 

. '!'able 5. 9 Mode of Entrv and Political 

[Political Competition. Q.24 options: 'For a seat in Parliament'; 
'For a nomination as Candidate for a political party'; 'For an adminis,, 
trative or official post within a Political Party'] 

Laterals_ Verticals Total 

No elections 33 65.3 60 78.0 93 73.8 

One or more elections 15 34.7 18 22.0 33 26.2 

Total 48 100.0 78 100.0 126 100.0 

Gamma 0.22 Nurnber of missing observations 7 
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I Before that I, he explained, I I didn It know what a union was for I. His 

first involvement, as was the case for many verticals, came after he had 

been involved in a grievance dispute. Twelve years later he became a 

full-time official, and subsequently has held two further full-time 

positions at higher levels within the same union. 

Another vertical entrant had been elected as a full-time official 

from being an ordinary member without ever having been active in a volun-

tary capacity. This case, however, was a fairly rare exception and elec-

tion to office was the result of a split in the union where a group of 

previously inactive members (including the official) decided, and v1ere 

successful, in challenging the then existing leadership. 

Lateral entry represents a subsidiary, although. r.'.ore complex, career 

route. In many cases the initial career move by the lateral entrant 

sets the pattern for the entire career v:hich has a distinct 'union-hopping' 

quality as sideways shifts are made at opportune moments. 

One lateral entrant explained in detail how he had come to be act"ive 

and eventually obtained his full-time position. Coming from a strong 

' 

Labour Party background in an i.solated rural area he had attended uni-

versity and, after becoming 1 disillusi.oned 1 '"'i th what he described as 

'irrelevant academic studies 1
, he left university, after one year of atten-

dance and worked, first as a farm labourer and then as an unskilled 

labourer, in an engineering works. While in the second job he became 

active as a delegate to the local trades council, and it was through this 

that he was informed of a vacancy as an organiser in the branch of a large 

black collar union. 'I applied fo1: it . . . and as it turned out the 

Secretary had heard of me through the Labour Pa2~ty, E~o I got t}le job 1 
• 

On the retirement of the Secretary a year later he :raoved from his position 
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as organiser to take up t,he vacant position, and a grad1;1ate in arts was 

appointed to his old position. 

Another lateral entrant applied for his first post as union organiser 

while studying at university and, upon being successful, left to take up 

the post without completing his degree. After two years he applied for 

the secretaryship of a.!).other union and after several more years he 

applied for the secretaryship at the national level. In both cases he 

was successful. 

Although not a serving trade union official at the time of the sur

vey, the career of Sir Tom Skinner also typifies that of the lateral 

entrant. After having to sell his plumbing business as a result of a 

motorcycle accident, and working as a taxj_ driver, salesman and milkman, 

he contested the secretaryship of the Plumbers' Union (an occupa·tion 

with which he had, at an earlier time, been professionally associated, 

of course) and shortly after that he took charge of the black-coated • 

Auckland Husicians' Union, then the New Zealand Musicians' Union, later 

the Shipwrights' and later still, another black union, the Airline 

Hostesses~ all of which were necessary, as Sir Tom put it, 'to make a 

living'. This need to 'make a living' is one of the major factors con

tributing to multiple union office holding
5 

[as discussed in chapter 3 

and at the start of this chapter]. 

Like Sir Tom, some lateral entrants became full-time officials after 

what appeared to be a 'crisis point' in their lives. One applied for 

his· position af'cer suffering a heart attack which brought his career as 

a carpenter to an end. Another employed as a mechanic explained that he 

had become 'bored' and had 'started a,pplying for various unusual jobs' 

including thr- union position he occupied at the time of the study. 
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Lateral entrants, thel)., are those officials nm::mally appointed to 

their union positions; they are more likely to be in black unions which 

provide a platform for access to inter-,union 'movement' positions. 

The union career structure can hardly be defined as closed and 

impermeable. Although most officials came up from within the ranks of 

the union, a substantial minority came into full-time leadership posi

tions from outside. Those that came in from the outside were perhaps 

more aggressively orientated to the union career at the movement level 

and we suspect that they will prove to be dominant over time. 
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Chapter 6. 

Social Background and Careers of 

Movement Office-Holders 

This chapter examines the social characteristics and careers of the 

officials according to their participatory role in movement affairs. 

The phrase 'participatory role' refers to office-holding on committees 

at either the national or regional level of the Federation of Labour. 

In this chapter, the central task is to compare the characteristics of 

officials in different roles, both to each other, and to the group pro-

file as a whole. 

As explained in Chapter l, the concept 'movement', as used in this 

study, refers to inter-union issues and activities which transcend the 

level of individual trade unions. In Ner.v Zealand the Federation of 

Labour (FOL) is the institutional and organisational embodiment of the 

union movement. Through its various national and regional agencies 

expresses and art.iculates movement goals and aspirat.ions and symbolises 

the unity and solidarity of organised labour as a whole. 

This chapter is concerned with twq main tasks: (1) to examine the 

structure of the FOL in New Zealand, and (2) to compare 'movement' offi-

cials (i.e. those active in FOL roles) with non-movement officials (those 

not active) in terms of both social background and career factors. 

There are a number of questions which this chapter will seek to 

answer. 'Are officials who hold positions on the national and regional 

organs of the Federation of Labour more homogeneous than officials who 

don't hold such positions in ·terms of t.he ir social and career cha:r:acter-

istic;:>?' Arid, 'Do they diffe;~ in impcrtar:.t respec·ts from the group as a 
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whole?' In relation to studies on leadership groups in capitalist socie-

ties Putnam has claimed that officials who occupy the most authorit.ative 

roles in any leadership group will be a far more cohesive sub-group in 

terms of their social and demographic characteristics and will differ 

in terms of these characteristics, in significant respects, from the 

1 
group as a whole. 

The Structure of the Federation of Labour 

The Nev.; Zealand Federation of Labour was formed in 1937 to provide 

a united organisation representing workers' interests at the national and 

regional levels. The supreme authority of the Federation is its National 

Conference and behveen conferences the major business of the Federation is 

carried out by the National Council and the National Executive. l,t the 

local level there are Trades Councils or Trade Union Committ.ees which 

constitute subsidiary bodies [Figure 6.1}. 

The National Conference is held annually, is attended by more than 

200 delegates from individual unions and Trades Councils, approves the 

annual report, elects officers for the incoming year and discusses remits 

submitted by affiliations. While it is constitutionally the 'head autho-

rity' it is the two bodies which rule between the conferences - the FOL 

National Council and the FOL Executive -- ,,,hich, in all practical senses, 

constitute the most important nat:.ional organs of the Federation. At 

the time of ·the study, the FOL Executive comprised nine officials con-

sisting of the President, Vice-President, Secretary-Treasurer, and six 

othm: members. 'l'he National Council comprises the members of the National 

Executive and. one representative elected. by each Trades Council from among 

2 
its c1ele<Ja.tes . 

.. 
After 1937, as Roth poin·ts out, t.he National Council v:as, in betweeP. 
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conferences, the main body of control in respect to all movement issues 

and the National Executive was authorised to deal merely with matters 

requiring inL.'tlediate attention 'subject to the control of the National 

Council and the decisions of the Annual Conference'. After 1951, with 

the defeat of the militants, the status of the council was do~1graded. 

In the Constitution of 1951, it was the National Executiv8 which came to 

exercise the functions of the Federation.
3 

The same provisions still 

existed in the 1978 Constitution in force at the time of this study. It 

is the Executive which is to carry out Conference policy 'in conjunction 

with the National Council'. Even in matters of national importance the 

Executive is required only to 'consult' with the National Council, 'when 

4 
necessary' • 

The National Council of the FOL meets at least once. every six months 

and the Executive meets about fortnightly. In addition to regular meet-

ings participants at·tend innumerable special meetings with government, 

employers and u..r1ion bodies. 

Trades or District Councils and Trade Union Cormni t.tees exist to 

represent FOL interests and carry out FOL policy at the regional level. 

'l'rades Councils operate in areas where the combined union membership com-

prises over 3000, while Trade Union Committees operate if the combined 

membership is under 3000 but over 1000. At the 'cime of this study there 

were twenty Trades Councils and two Trade Union Comrnittees.
5 

Each Trades 

Council or rCommi·ttee is managed by an Executive comprising a· President:, 
' 

Vice-President, Secretary and several additional members elected locally 

1 b 
. . 6 on an annua_ asls or as vacanc1.es occur. 

Elections within the Federation at. both the national and regional 

levels have never been on a strict card-vo'ce sy!:.;·tem '"hereby delegates vote 
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according to the number of members represented. Elect.ions, rather, 

are based on the system of delegate rep.resentation where each union can 

send different numbers of delegates depending upon the size of the union 

organisation (i.e. the number of registered members). In the past, the 

system was weighted in favour of smaller unions by the placing of a limit 

on the total number of delegates a union could send. Thus, as Roth points 

out, in 1943 the upper limit was ten and, in 1966, twenty. During the 

1970's the upper limit \vas done away with altogether, effectively meaning 

that a union with 30,000 members can send as many as 32 delegates to the 

7 
Annual Conference. 

As stated in Chapter 3, nearly all the officials studied were eligible 

for positions wit.~in the regional and national organs of the POL by 

virtue of the fact that they held office in unions affiliat.ed to t:he 

Federation of Labour. Seven officials were not eligible on this criteria. 

Of these, four were in blue UJJ.ions and three were in black unions. 

Within movement affairs there are only two full-time sala.ried 

officials, those of the President and Secretary of the Federation. All 

the other positions are honorary (i.e. unpaid). 

Although many unionists on Trades Council executives are not full-

time salaried t!:ade union officers, the full-time officials we studied 

occupy nearly all of the positions on the Trades Councils in -the major 

urban centres and on the national con~ittees of the Federation. They 

effect.ively 'rule the roost' within Federation of Labour affairs. 

In classifying officials according to participatory role in movement 

affairs, we defined 'movement office-ho1de.:t:s' as having at some stage held 

• 
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office on the National Council or on a Trades Council Executive of the 

Federation of Labour. 

Officials were coded as 'FOL National Councillors' if they had 

served on the FOL National Council irrespective of ~vhether they had been 

also active in Trades Council affairs. They were coded as 'Trades Coun

cillors' if they had been active on the executive of a regional trades 

council but not on the National Council, and they were coded as 'non

movement officials' if they had never served in a movement role. 

Twenty-two officials (16.5% of the groupj indicated having served on 

the National Council of the FOL.
8 

Eighteen were presently serving offi

cials and four had served in the past. 

Forty-seven (35.3% of the group) had served on the Executive of a 

regional Trades Council only, thirty-eight being presently serving offi

cials at the time of the study and nine having served in the past. 

The remaining 63 officials {47.4% of the group) had never served in 

a movement role. 

Part_~-~patory Role and Colou:---Type 

Union officials in blue collar unions are more represented in movement 

roles than are officials from black-coated unions: 81% of FOL National 

Councillor:;; (from now on often simply referred to as 'FOL Councillors', or 

even 'FOL'ers') were full-time officials j_n blue unions, whereas 19.0% 

were officials in black unions. 

Of officials on Trades Council Executives (in future, often simply 

referred to as 'Trades Councillors') 73.9% held office in blue unions and 

26.1% in black unions. Of officials who did not participat-e in the movement 
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roles specified above (from now on often simply called 'non-movement' 

officials) 63.5% held office in blue unions compared to 36.5% who held 

office in black unions [Table 6.1]. 

Social and Demographic Characteristics 

Analysis of social characteristics according to participatory role 

in movement affairs of the types specified above showed the following 

differences. 

1. Age. The mean age of officials on the POL was 52 years. This 

was somewhat older than the mean age of the group as a whole (45 years) ; 

than those on Trades Councils (43 .5 years); or than non--movement officials 

(43.7 years). 

2. National origins. More than three-quarters (77.3%) of those 

on the FOL Council were born in New Zealand. Compared to this, some 

68.1% of Trades Cou."lcillors, 71.4% of 'non-movement officials, and 68.2 9~ 

of the group as a v.'hole were born in New Zealand. The POL National 

Council is, in t.his sense, slightly more 'New Zealand' in composition 

than the group as a v1llole. 

Those born in the United Kingdom are almost evenly represented across 

all major participatory roles. The POL comprises no officials 'born else

where', however, these bein9 confined to the 'I'rades Councils and non

movement spheres [Table 6.2]. 

3. Occupati9.nal origins. Officials in FOL Council roles were more 

likely to come from families where the father was in wage-vJOrking manual 

employment than the total group. More than half (52.4%) of FOL'ers, in 

fact, had fat.hers employed in lower manual occupd.tions (semi- and unskilled 

work) compared to slightly more than a third (36. 7%) of 'che total group. 
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'I'able 6.1 Colour-Type of Union by Participatory 

Role in Hovement Affairs 

Colour-type FOL Council Trades Council Non-movement Total 

N % N % N % N % 

Black 4 19.0 12 26.1 23 36.5 39 30.0 

Blue 17 81.0 34 73.9 40 63.5 91 70.0 

Total 21 100.0 46 100.0 63 100.0 130 100.0 

Number of missing observations = 3 

rr·able 6.2 National Origins by Participatory 

Role in Movement A.ffairs 

National origins FOL Council Trades Council Non-move:;:nent Total 

N % N % N % N % 

Born in N.Z. 17 77.3 32 68.1 45 71.4 94 71.2 
,_ 

Born in U.K. 5 22.7 10 21.3 12 19.0 27 20.5 

Born elsewhere 0 0.0 5 10.6 6 9.5 11 8.3 

Total 22 100.0 47 100.0 63 99.9 132 100.0 

Number of missing observations 1 
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In addition nearly 29% of FOL'ers had fathers in upper manual occupations 

[skilled work] (compared to 20.3% of the 'total') but only 14.3% (3) had 

fathers in lower non-manual [clerical and highly skilled] type occupa-· 

tions (compared to 28.9% of the 'total') and only one (4.5%) of the FOL 

Councillors had a father in upper non-manual (professional or semi-

professional) type occupations (compared to 13.8% of the 'total' group) 

[Table 6.3]. 

Those in Trades Council Executive positions showed much less devia-

tion from the total group profile, although there were fewer who had 

fathers in skilled wage-working occupations (10.0%) and a marginally 

greater number who had fathers in unskilled or semi-skilled work (43.5%) 

['I'able 6.3]. 

I 
4. Pre-Union Occu.pat.ions. More marked differences exist in terms 

of the officials' ovr.1. pre-union occupations [i.e. the occupations that 

officials were in prior to becoming full-time officials]. Sligh·tly more 

than 7 out of every 10 (71.4%) of officials on the FOL Council were pre-

viou.sly in lower working class (semi- or unskilled) type occupations 

prior to becoming full-time union officials. This compares to 41.8% of 

'rrades Councillol.-s, 33.3% of non-movement officials and 44.3% of the 

total group. In comparison to any of these sub-groups, or to the total 

group, then, FOL'ers were more frequently in semi- and unskilled work, 

111hile Tra.des Councillors were approximately on a par -v-~i.th those no·t in 

movement positions and with the figures for the total group [Table 6.4]. 

Whilerthis pa:r:tly reflects the fact. that the FOL has been largely 

dominated in the past by blue colla.r unions, the fact that the officials 

were so overwhelmingly in unskilled and semi-skilled occupat.ions rather 

than skilled occupat.ions was ~not. expected. Only 19. 09o of FOL 'ers were 

previously in skilled i.;rork compe.rec to 23.4% of those on 'I'rades Councils, 
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Ta.ble 6.3 Occ·upational Origin by Participatory Role 

in Movement Affairs 

Occupational 
FOL Council 

Trades Non-
Total brigin Council movement 

N % N % N % N % 

Upper non--manual l 4.8 6 13.0 ll 18.0 18 14.1 

Lower non-manual 3 14.3 15 32.6 19 31.1 37 28.9 

Upper manual 6 28.6 5 10.9 15 24.6 26 20.3 

Lower manual 11 52.4 20 43.5 16 26.2 47 36.7 

Total 21 100.Q 46 100.0 61 99.9 128 100.0 

Number of missing observations 5 

Table 6.4 Officials' Pre-Union Occ:_~pation by Partici~_!:ory 

Role in Hovement Affairs 

Pre-Union 
Council 

Trades Non- Total 
occupation FOL 

Council movement 
---

N % N % N % N % 

Upper non-manual 0 o.o 2 4.3 8 12.7 10 7.6 

Lower non-manual 2 9.5 12 25.5 15 23.8 29 22.1 

Upper manual. 4 19.0 11 23.4 19 30.2 34 26.0 

Lower manual 15 71.4 22 46.8 21 33.3 58 44.3 

---------------------------~------ ---~--------

'l'otal 21 99.9 47 100.0 63 100.0 131 100.0 

Number of missing observations 2 
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30.2% of non-movement officials, and 26.0% of the total group [Table 6.4]. 

It would seem that those previously at the lower reaches of the occupa

tional hierarchy are those who are presently active at t.he national level 

of movement affairs. 

5. Education. Predictably, given their pre-union occupations 

and their fathers' occupations, FOL'ers are less likely to have formal 

academic qualifications. Of those -v;i th no formal qualification 81.8% 

vmre FOL'ers, 59.6% were Trades Councillors, and 45.2% were non-movement 

officials [total group figures 56.5%]. Of those with a formal academic 

qualification the FOL Councillors are numerically the least represented 

in each category, and those officials who are not in movement positions 

are most represented in each. Whereas no FOL'ers hold School Certificate, 

14.9% of Trades Councillors and 19.4% of non-movement officials do [total 

group 14.5%]. lihereas 13.5% of FOL'ers hold University Entrance, 19.1% 

of Trades Councillors and 17.7% of non-movement officials do, and whereas 

4.5% of FOL'ers hold a degree, 6.4% (3) Trades Councillors and 17.7% of 

non-movement officials do. In other words, at the most senior level of 

union movement affairs a group who have relatively few formal educational 

qualifications preside over a gro~p with far more [Table 6.5]. 

6. Parents in Politics. Movement officials, regardless of whether. 

they hold positions on the National Council or a regional 'l'rades Council 

executive more frequently came from politically active families than did 

officials .who held no positions in movement affairs. Nearly half. (4 7. 6%) 

of FOL'ers, 46.8% of Trades CouncillOl.-s, and only 2l.09o of non-movement 

officials (34.6% of total group) came from politically active families 

[Table 6.6] . 

.. 
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Table 6 . .5 Educational Qualification by Participatory 

Role in I•1ovement Affairs 

Qualification FOL Council 
Trades Non-

Total 
Council movement 

N % N % N % N % 

No qualification 18 81.8 28 59.6 28 45.2 74 56.5 

School certificate 0 0.0 7 14.9 12 19.4 19 14.5 

University entrance 3 13.6 9 19.1 11 17.7 23 17.6 

Degree l 4.5 3 6.4 ll 17.7 15 ll. 5 

Total 22 99.9 47 100.0 62 100.0 131 100.1 

Number of missing observations 2 

Table 6.6 Parents' Activity in Politics . fun ions _..£E. 

_?art.x Politics] by Participatory Role 

in Hovement Affairs 

Parental 
Council 

Trades Non- Total 
' activity 

FOL 
Council movement 

N % N % N % N % 

Active 10 47.6 22 46.8 13 21.0 45 34.6 

Non--active ll 52.4 25 53.2 49 79.0 85 65.4 

Total 21 100.0 47 100.0 62 100.0 130 100.0 

----·--------------· 
Number of missing observations = 3 
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7. Politicai Party Hembership. Movement participant:s were more 

likely to be political party members than movement non-participants and 

officials on the FOL Council were more likely to be party members than 

Trades Councillors. Whereas 81.8% of FOL Councillors were members of 

a political party, 71.1% of Trades Council~_ors, and 50.0?.s of 'non-movement' 

officials were [Table 6.7]. 

8. Religious Affiliation. Fewer movement participants indicated 

affiliation to a religious profession. More than half (57.i%) of FOL 

Cotmcillors checked the category 'no religion' compared to 38.3% of 

Trades Councillors and less than one-third (31.7%) of non-movement offi-

cials [Table 6.8]. 

Careers 

Do officials who differ in participatory role in movement affairs 

also differ accordins to the actual types of careers taken? Analysis of 

the career patterns of officials in different participatory roles revealed 

the following characteristics. 

1. Mode of Entry to Full-'l'ime Position. Based on a simple bm-way 

cross-tabulation officials in different participatory roles did not differ 

--, sig-nificantly in terms of the mode of entry to their positions in their 

individual trade unions. Of FOL'ers, 36.4% came in laterally and 63.6% 

verticall~; of Trades Councillors, 41.3% came in laterally and 58.7% verti-

cally; and--of 'non-movement' officials a third (33.9%) came in laterally 

and two-thirds (66.1%) vertically [Table 6.9]. 

Because FOL Council officials were somewhat older than the mean for 

the group as a vJhole and also disproportionately .in blue collar unions, we 

'contJ::ol1ed' for these factors comparing FOL, 'rrades Council and no:::1-
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Table 6.7 Political Party Membership by Participatory 

Role in Hovement Affairs 

~----

Party 
FOL Council 

Trades Non-
Total 

membership Council movement 

N % N % N % N % 

Not member 4 18.2 13 28.9 30 50.0 47 37.0 

Member 18 81.8 32 71.1 30 50.0 80 63.0 

Total 22 100.0 45 100.0 60 100.0 127 100.0 

Number of missing observations = 6 

Table 6.8 Reli9ious Affil~~t~~~ by Participatory 

Role in Movement Affairs 

---
Religion FOL Council 

Trades Non-· 
Total 

Council movement ... ___________ 
N % N % N ?o N o, 

·o 

No religion 12 57.1 18 38.3 19 31.7 49 38.3 

' ReHgion 9 42.9 29 61.7 41 68.3 79 61.7 

Total 21 100.0 47 100.0 60 100.0 128 100.0 

Number of missing observations 5 
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Table 6.9: Mode of Entry to Full-time Position 

~y Participatory Role in 

Movement Affairs 

Node of en'cry FOL Council 
Trades Non-

Total 
Council movement 

N % N % N % N % 

Vertical 14 63.6 27 58.7 41 66.1 82 63.1 

Lateral 8 36.4 19 41.3 21 33.9 48 36.9 

Total 22 100.0 46 100.0 62 100.0 130 100.0 

·----:-·------

Number of missing observations 3 
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movement officials to those like them in terms of age and colour-type of 

union, but who \vere not participating in movement roles. Haking this 

comparison, controlling for age and colour-type, a gx·eater difference is 

evident in terms of the use of lateral and vertical career routes. The 

'correction' is performed by a multiple classification analysis. It 

suggests that on the basis of controls for age and type of union, FOL 

and Trades Council officials used lateral routes into their full-time 

positions relatively more, and non-movement officials used the lateral 

route relatively less. Thus, a 'corrected' reading would adjust the per

centage for FOL officials up 5.1 percentage points from the mean for the 

group, adjust the percentage of Trades Council officials using lateral 

routes up 4.1 points and would lower the percentage of non-movement offi

cials using the lateral route do•,m 6. 9 points [•rable 6.10]. 

In less technical language ·this means that if FOL Council officials 

are compared to other officials of a similar age and in similartypes of 

unions not on the FOL then there was a greater proportion of the former 

than the latter using the lateral route, and to a lesser extent the same 

is true for officials serving on Trades Council Executives. At the same 

time, even with controls exercised and taken into account, the difference 

between officials at the FOL and Trades Council levels in te:r·ms of the 

career routes taken is clearly not marked. 

2. Career progression. There were some differences in the rate of 

career progression by the participatory role in movement affairs. Corn

paring the mean ages of officials for starting their first-ever union 

position, their first full-·time union position, and the difference in years 

betv;een entering the workforce and thei!~ first-ever post, FOL' ers started 

their first-ever post some 2. 4 years younger than the ·typical off:Lcial fo:r_· 

the group as a. whole, three years younger t~han those on the 'l'rades Council 



Table 6.10: 

FOL Council 

Trades Council 

Non-·movement 

Multiple Classification Analysis: Use of 

Lateral Career Route by Participatory Role in 

Movement Affairs [controlling for Age 

N 

21 

46 

62 

and Colour-type of Union] 

Eta Beta 

0.08 0.11 

Adjustments from mean 
deviation 

+0.051 (42.0%) 

+0.041 (41. 0%) 

-0.069 (30.0%) 

Number of missing observations 4 

Group mean = 36.9 
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Executives and four years younger than non-movement participants. At 

the same time, the age at which officials started their first full-time 

positions is broadly similar in all groups, as is the difference in years 

between entering the workforce and becoming actively involved (i.e. 

taking their first-ever positions) [Table 6.11]. 

Controlling for age and colour-type of union these differences 

become more marked. On this comparison FOL Council officials were typi

cally 3.5 years younger (rather than 2.4 years) on taking their first

ever position. They were also some 3 years younger on taking their first 

full-time positions and there was less time (in years) between entering 

t.he workforce and taking their first-ever position [Table 6.12]. Compared 

to officials of a similar age and in similar types of union, then, those 

in movement affairs differed in a number of respects related to career 

progression. 

Conclusion 

In terms of the degree of homogeneity or cohesion of officials in 

different roles in movement affairs, the greatest is amongst National FOL 

Councillors. This sub-group manifests strong homogeneity in relation to 

their country of birth (77.3% New Zealand-born), in relation to their 

occupational origins (81% of working class origins, if bot.h upper and 

lower manual sub-groups are combined) , in relation to their pre-·union 

occupati.oRs (94 .0% in manual jobs, again cornbining the two manual sub

groups) , in relation to their formal academic educational qualifications 

(81.8% having no qualifications), and in terms of their level of political 

party membership (81. 8% being party members) • They were hete:cogeneous :Ln 

terms of two social characteristics - parental political activity and reli

gious affiliation, although in relation to the latter, a clear majority 



Table 6.11 

Age first-ever post 

Age first full-time 

Stages in Career Progression by 

Participatory Role in Hovement 

post 

Affairs: Hean Ages 

FOL 
Council 

25.0 

35.0 

Trades 
Council 

28.0 

34.0 

Number years between 
entering workforce and 11.0 11.0 
first-ever post 

----------· 

.. 

Non
movement 

29.0 

36.0 

12.0 
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Total 

27.4 

35.0 

11.6 
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Table 6.12 Multi.J2le Classification Analysis: Stages 

in Career Progression by Participatory 

Role in Movement Affairs [Adjusted_ 

Mean Ages controlling for Age and 

Colour-type of Union] 

Adjustments from mean: 
Eta Beta 

Deviation Age 

Age first--ever (group mean = 27 .4) 
post 0.12 0.22 

FOL Council -3.4 (24.0) 

Trades Council -0.4 (27. 0) 

Non-movement +1.5 (28.9) 

Age first full- (group mean 35. 0) 
time post 0.14 0.22 

POL Council -3.1 (31. 9) 

Trades Council -1.1 (33.9) 

Non-movement. +1.9 (36.9) 

Nurnber years (group mean 11.6) 
between entering 

0.06 0.19 Council --3.2 (8 .1) 
workforce and FOL 

first-ever post Trades Council -0.3 (11. 3) 

Non-movement +1.3 (12.9) 

------
." 
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(57.1%) had 'no religion'. 

Compared to this Trades. Councillors were less cohesive in terms of 

social composition. As a sub-group they were only moderately cohesive 

in terms of their country of birth (68.1% New Zealand-born), in terms of 

their pre-union occupations (70.2% in working-class employment), in terms 

of their educational qualifications (59. 69o having no formal qualifica

tion), in terms of their political party membership (71.1% being party 

members), and in terras of religious affiliation (61.7% belonging to a 

religious profession). They were divided in terms of their occupational 

origins (54.4% from manual origins and 45.6% from non-manual origins), 

and in terms of the political activity (in unions or in party politics) 

of their parents (53.2% having parents non-active). 

Officials who were neither National Councillors nor Trades Councillors 

were, in general, less cohesive than either of the movement sub-groups. 

They were moderately cohesive in terms of their country of birth (71.4% 

New Zealand-born) , in terms of their pre-union occupat.ions ( 63.5% of 

working-class origins) and in terms of their affi15ation to a particular 

religious profession ( 68.3% checking a I"Bligious affiliation) . 'I'hey were 

heterogeneous in terms of their occupational origins (50.8% being from 

manual work families and 49.1% from non-manual families), in tenr'$ of 

their formal educational qualifications (45.2% holding no qualification), 

and in terms of their political party membership (50% being party memJJers) 

In addition,· the vast majority (a s·trong homogeneity) did not have parents 

active in politics. 

To compare the degree of homo.;eneity amongst these S'J.b-groups 2n 

ter:ms of their relationship to each othe;: and to i:he tot.al g1:oup, Table 

6.13 presents a summary based on dat.a already presented in this chapter. 



Table 6.13 

• 

Variable 

National origin 

Occupational origin 

Pre-union occupation 

Educational qualifi
cation 

Parents in politics 

Political party 
membership 

Religious affiliation 

/ 

Homogeneity and Heterogeneity in Social Characteristics of Movement 

Particioants in Relation to Total Group 

FOL Council Trades Council Non-movement 

strong homogeneity moderate homogeneity moderate homogeneity 
/ 

strong homogeneity heterogeneity heterogeneity 

strong homogeneity moderate ho!nogeneity moderate homogeneity 

strong homogeneity moderate homogeneity heterogeneity 

heterogeneity heterogeneity strong homogeneity 

strong homogeneity modera:te homogeneity heterogeneity 

heterogeneity moderate homogeneity moderate homogeneity 

Total group 

moderate homogeneity 

heterogeneity 

moderate homogeneity 

heterogeneity 

moderate ho!nogeneity 

moderate homogeneity 

moderate homogeneity 

f-' 
N 
--.) 



The summary highlights the far greater homogeneity amongst those who 

represent unions in national level movement affairs. 
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If the union movement is considered as a hierarchy with those who 

represent labour on the National Council as more authoritative by virtue 

of their positions on that body, then the movement leadership group as a 

whole is a gerontocracy for at the 'top' in the National Council of the 

FOL, older, less educated officials preside over younger, more educated 

ones. 

In relation to careers, the evidence suggests that a slightly higher 

proportion of FOL Councillors followed subsidiary career paths through 

lateral routes into union office. In addition there were slight, yet 

consistent, differences in the average rate of career progression. 

If the characteristics that the National Councillors and Trades 

Councillors possess are taken as being indicative of eligibility in the 

informal opportunity structure of the trade union career, then, clearly, 

formal skills and qualifications are not as impor-tant as political party 

membership, and working-class origins and experience. The extent to which 

this will change will depend upon the type of unions that the Federaticm 

of Labour represents in the future and a variety of informal factors that 

affect eligibility. One such factor is party politics and maintaining the 

1 right' political orieni:ation to union activity. Another factor is the 

willingness of aspirants to seek movement positions. In this respect 

there is a hint that change may take place in t.he composition of the move-· 

ment personnel, although the Nat:ional Council is likely to remain consi.dera-

bly less permeable 'chan t.he 'L'ra.des Councils in the foreseeable future. 

I-lany of those contest.ing positions for movement posts most actively, 
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however, are, as we saw in the last chapter, officials who have come in 

via lateral career routes and those appointed to positions in black 

coated unions. 
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Chapter 7. 

Speculations on 'I'he Future Co~posi tion of The Union Leadership 

Fraction: an Exploration of Generational Differences 

in Social Characteristics and Careers 

Having presented a profile of union officials in Chapters 4 and 5, 

and looked more particularly at the characteristics of the officials in 

inter-union movement affairs in the last chapter, this chapter seeks to 

provide speculative insights into changes taking place in the group's 

social composition. 

'l'hat a process of change \vould characterise unionism and ultimately 

transform the character of its officer corps is not a new thesis. It 

was propounded by Robert Michels in his classic study Political Parties,
1 

2 
by C. Wright Mills in his study of American union leaders, and more 

recently by Alvin Gouldner
3 

and Hichael Young.
4 

Such changes would arise, 

they held, as a result of a number of factors. For Michels, the impetus 

would come from unions themselves. Faced with increasingly complex 

organisational and administrative tasks, unions vmuld have to take o:n 

new types of recruit. This process would be accelerated, thought. 

Michels, in the 'post-organising phase' of unionism
5 

(a phase reached in 

New Zealand, we might add, rather abruptly in 1936). For Gouldner, the 

impet:us for change would come, not. from the unions alone, but from pres-

sures in the .outside social structure as '\•Jell: as unions became more 

stable and--secure, and as options in traditional areas of employment 

declined, a career in trade unionism would become more attractive for 

t.he •Ttore career-minded aspirants from the middle class. 
6 

The obvious method of examining change amongst groups in the social 

.. 
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structure is to compare samples drawn from different periods of' time. 

Unfortunately there is no systematic survey data on union officials of 

earlier periods and hence we do not know what union officials 40 years 

ago were like. 

We can, however, compare different age groups in our leadershlp 

fraction, looking for change across successive 'generations'. In this 

sense, differences in age-cohorts in data gathered at a single point in 

time, while not ideal, can provide an alternative method for exploring 

likely changes in the group's composition. The method has recently been 

used by Jean Kirkpatrick in her study of American politicians.
7 

It has 

also been used in relation to attitudes and beliefs by Robert Putnam in 

his study of the belief systems of British and Italian politicians.
8 

We '.vould argue that cohort analysis is a more valid method of 

detecting change in relation to social and career characteristics than 

in relation to attitudes and ideologies. To find out that yoQ~ger people 

think differently from older people may simply reflect a life-cycle 

phenomenon in that-younger people may change their attitudes as they 

age. But, of course, social and career characteristics do not age, for 

once a person has attained a certain qualification, or any other social 

'attribute' he has these characteristics for life. 9 

Comparing officials of different ages and finding that they differ 

in terms of important characteristics cannot enable us to predict 

recruitment practices. To find that officials of different ages differ 

in terms of a particular charac-teristic \>Jould only enable us to predict 

changes in recruitment if unions appointed consistently in rela·tion to 

age. In p:r:actice, of course, a union may appoint a sixty-year-old in 

preference to a fifty-year-old, or a forty-year-old in preference to a 
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thirty-year-old. 

As an indicator of future group composition, however, there is an 

unavoidable and necessary sense in which a positive relationship between 

age and group composition must assert itself based simply on the biologi

cal inevitability of ageing,·and in the final analysis death. In other 

words it is inevitable that younger people will replace older people 

both in the social structure and in any single institutional sector 

simply as a consequence of the passage of time. In the long tenn, then, 

any significant differences between age-cohorts is likely to be reflected 

in change in the group as a whole as the older unionists ret.ire or die. 

A problem \•lith age-cohort analysis relates to the possibility of 

selective attrition which could conceivably either exaggerate or totally 

confound any implications of change. It may be that even should we find 

generational differences amongst the group, the younger officials with 

the emergent characteristics will leave at a faster rate than younger 

officials who don't possess such characteristics. As this depends to 

some extent. upon the magnitude and nature of the generational differences 

found, as well as the factors in unionism or the social structure which 

could cause some, but not other, officials to leave their posts, we will 

postpone discussion on this issue until after having presented the 

empirical data. Let us just add that, although we will discuss this 

issue in detail later, we can not vouchsafe that selective attritior: 

will not have some effect. For that matter, we cannot vouchsafe that 

unions will even exist in 1990. In this sense, all we claim j_s to offer 

specul_~tion~ on the future composition of the group. While it would bs 

cumbersome to repeat this every time we use the word 'cha.nge' , hopefu.ll2' 

our claims will be taken in this spirit:. 
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To look at successive generations the group 111as divided into three 

age-cohorts of roughly equal size, a younger cohort comprising officials 

39 years of age and younger, a middle cohort comprising those aged between 

40 and 51 years and an older cohort comprising those 52 years of age and 

older. The comparison of age ranges in the middle and older cohorts 

reflects the overall youthfulness of the group. If we had defined this 

cohort to include persons over 60, as is frequently done, the inequality 

in terms of cell frequencies may have caused severe distortion.
10 

The younger cohort is, in terms of their early childhood socializa-

tion, essentially a post-war cohort. Although the older officials in 

this cohort would have been born at the start of the second world war, 

the mean year of birth for this cohort as a whole was 1947. The mean 

age for this cohort is 32. 

The typical middle cohort official is some 13 years older than the 

typical younger official (mean age 45 years) . 'rhose in this group were 

born during the depression (mean year of birth 1933) and typically 

teenagers during the war. 

'l'he mean age of the older cohort officials is 60.2 years. Typically 

they were born in 1918 and were teenagers during the depression. 

The mean year in which members of each cohort took their first 

f 1 1 t . ,' . .._ . f1 . th . u~ - 1me y._n1on poSl<-lon re _eeL-s . elr age. The Pearson correlation 

coefficient (r) between age and year of recruitrnent is 0. 65. The mean 

year in which the younger cohort officials became full-time was 1975; 

the mean year for the middle cohort was 1968; and the mean for the older 

cohort was 1963 . 

• 
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~ational o;igins 

Cohort differences in national origins are substantial. Whereas 

almost 42.0% of older cohort officials were born in the United Kingdom, 

18.0% of the middle cohort and only 2.2% (1) of the younger cohort were 

[Table 7.1]. 

While U.K.-born officials are relatively absent amongst the younger 

cohort, the proportion of immigrants from elsewhere (i.e. outside the 

U.K. and not N.Z.'ers) is comparatively greater. While only one (2.3%) 

of the older officials and three (6.8%) of the middle officials were 'born 

elsewhere', some eight (17.4%) of the ycunger officials were. 

In overall terms, however, more younger cohort officials were born 

in. N.Z. than were middle or older cohort officials. The major difference 

here is between the older and younger cohort. Whereas 80.4% of the 

younger officials were N.Z.-born, 75.0% of the middle cohort were, and 

55.8% of the older officials were. 

Do these differences reflect generational changes which are specific 

to tmionism, or are they simply a reflection of_changes between genera

tions in the New Zealand social structure? 

The most recent comparative data by which a comparison could be drawn 

was Table 8 of Volume 7 of the 1976 census. Because the census age 

groupings.do not match the age cohort groupings used in this analysis 

we . reco0.~9- the age catego:cies of the officiaJ.s to permit a ·comparison .. 

The analysis used da·ta for males only. The comparison presented in 

Table 7. 2 shows quite dramatically that the •;;enerational differences 

amongst the officia.ls do not simply mirror differences in the adult popu-

lation. While the proportion of U.K. im.rnigrants rsctuces slightl~{ from 
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Table 7.1 Union Officials' National Origins by 

Age Cohort 

Nat.ional od.gins 
Younger Middle Older 

(<40) (40-51) (>52) 

N % N % N % 

Born in N.Z. 37 80.4 33 75.0 24 55.8 

Born in U.K. 1 2.2 8 18.2 18 41.9 

Bo:tn Elsewhere 8 17.4 3 6.8 1 2.3 

---· 

Total 46 100.0 44 100.0 43 100.0 

Crauuners v • 0.31 Number of missing observations = 0. 

.. 
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Table 7.2 

Nat iw.al ' I 

/ 
National Origins of Male Union Officials nnd Male Adult 

Population (1976) by Age Cohort1 

25 - 44 years '•5 - 54 ye,trs 55 years and over 

Origins Union officials Adult pop'..llation (IR/ Union officials Adult pop'..llntion (IR) Union officials Adult population 

.N % N '/. N % N % N '1. N '1. 

Born in N.Z. '+3 79.6 302358 76.7 (1.04) 25 62.5 119088 73.3 (0. 85) 15 57.7 181040 73.5 

Eom in U.K. 3 5.6 1+8790 12.1+ (0.45) 13 32.5 25113 15.5 (2.1) 10 38.5 45215 1!3.3 

: 
Born else~obere 8 14.8 42983 10.9 (1. 36) , 5.0 18126 11.2 (0.45) 1 3.8 20208 8.2 <. 

Total 51+ 100.0 3%131 100.0 40 100.0 162327 100.0 26 100.0 246463 100.0 

1 Source: C€1'\sus of Population and Dwelling, (1976), Vol. 7, Birthplaces and Et1mic origi.'1, pp. 33-35. 

2 IR = Incle..x of Representation 

"t-."urrt>er of missing observations 1 (12 ~..uren excluded 11s 'i.'ell) 

(IR) 

(0. 79) 

(2.1) 

(0.46) 

1-' 
w 
{)\ 
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older to younger age groups the degree of generational change is much 

greater amongst union officials. What the table shows is that while the 

proportion of U.K.-born officials in the middle [45-54 years] and older: 

[55 years and over] age groupings are substantially over-represented com

pared to U.K. immigrants in the adult population [both with an I.R. of 

2.1], those in the younger [25-44 years] age grouping are substantially 

under-represent.ed. Taking those 55 years of age and over, 38. 5% of the 

union officials compared to 18.3% of the adult population were U.K.-born. 

Taking the 45-54 year age grouping, 32.5% of the officials compared to 

15.5% of the adult population were U.K.-born. For those in the 25-44 

year grouping, only 5.6% of the officials, compared to 12.4% of the adult 

population, are U.K.-born. 

A number of different explanations may account for this pattern. 

It may be simply that U.K.-born im.'nig-rants are not coming forward for 

union positions; it may be that unions, consciously or unconsciously, 

prefer to appoint. N. z. 1 ers where possible in response to the popular 

stereotypes concerning 'Pommie Stirrers' and 'Clydeside union leaders'; 

it may be that N.Z.-born aspirants a.ra now competing for positions more 

aggressively; or it may be a combination of all or some of these factors. 

It would seem, however, that even if selective attrition exaggerates 

this 'putative' trend, some change v1ould seem likely. 

Occupations;1l Origins 

Cohort.. differences are also apparent in relation to the officials' 

occupational origins, although not to the same extent as is the case with 

national origins. The gamma coefficient of 0.29 indicates a moderate to 

small relationship indicating that more younger officials come from non

manual origins than do older officials. Hherea.s one in four of younger 
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cohort officials had fathers employed in upper non-manual occupations, 

one in fourteen of the middle cohort officials and one in ten of the 

older cohort officials did [Table 7.3]. 

To compare officials to the occupational distribution of the labour 

force the distribut.ion of occupations of their fathers is compared v1ith 

the distribution of occupations in the male labour force a generation 

earlier: taking each revised age bracket of our officials in turn, 

their fathers' occupations are compared with the distribution of occupa

tions in that age bracket some twenty-five years earlier. For this 

purpose the census of 1956 is used. Individual occupational groupings 

in this census were reclassified according to the manual/non-manual 

occupational categorisation used in this study (see Appendix 5). Again 

we had to recla.ssify the age cohort boundaries used for most purposes 

in this study to make the comparison. 

'!'able 7.4 shows that the cohort differences between union officials 

are greater than the differences between similar cohorts in the 1956 

male labour force, again suggesting that the pattern of generational 

change is not simply a function of labour force trends. 

'l'aking those in the '.55 years and over' group, union officials are 

more working class than the labour force: whereas 66.7% of the offi

cials had fathers in manual jobs, 57 .49<> of the 1956 male labour force 

were in manual employment. 

The middle cohort (45-54 years) is also slightly over-representative 

of the manual v1orkforce, 61. 5% of t:he officials corning from manual work 

families compared to 57.6% of the 1956 male labour force being in mam!al 

employment. 
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Table 7.3 Occupational Origin by Age Cohort 

Occupational Younger Middle Older 
origin (<40) (40-51) (>52) 

N % N % N % 

Upper non-manual 11 24.4 3 7.0 4 9.8 

Lower nori.:.manual 14 31.1 13 30.2 10 24.4 

Upper manual 9 20.0 11 25.6 7 17.1 

Lower manual 11 24.4 16 37.2 20 48.8 

----

Total 45 99 .9 43 100.0 41 100o l 

gamma 0.29 Number of missing observations 4 

' \ 



Table 7.4 

.. 

2 
Non-Manual 
(middle class) 

Ma.nual 
(working class) 

Total 

/ 

Occupational Origins (Father's Occupation) of Male Uni?n Officials Compared 

to Occupational Distribution of Hale Labour Force (1956) by Age Cohort
1 

Union 
of-". • 1 o_.clcla ... s 

N 96 

26 48.1 

28 51.9 

25 - 44 years 

Labour 
force 

N % 

115485 39.3 

178266 60.7 

54 100.0 293751 100.0 

(IR) 

(1.22) 

(0.86} 

45 - 54 years 

Union 
officials 

N % 

15 38.5 

24 61.5 

Labour 
force 

N 96 

49941 42.4 

67938 57.6 

39 100.0 117879 100.0 

55 years and over 

(IR) 
Unj,on 

officials 

N 96 

(0.91) 8 33.3 

(1.07) 16 66.7 

N 

Labour 
force 

% 

37888 42.6 

50974 57.4 

24 100.0 88862 100.0 

1 
Source: New Zealand Census of Population and Dwellings (1956), Industries and Occupations, Wellington, 
Department of Statistics, Vol. IV., pp.91-ll3. 

2 
Minor census categories reassigned as 'manual' or 'non-manual' [see Appendix 5] • 

(IR) 

( 0. 78) 

( 1.16) 

f-' 
.!:> 
0 
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Turning to the younger· cohort. (25-44 years) it is clear that their 

origins are less working class than \vas the composition of the 1956 male 

labour force. Only just over half (51.9%) of the younger officials are 

from manual work families whereas 60.7% of the 1956 labour force was in 

manual employrnent [Table 7 .4]. 

Parents in Politics 

A more marked difference between young and old exists in relation to 

parental political activity: youi"lger officials were markedly less likely 

to have had parents active in either party politics or trade union affairs. 

vvhereas 42.5% of older cohort officials and 45.2% of middle cohort offi-

cials had parents active in politics or unions, only 15.6% of younger 

cohort officials did [Table 7.5]. 

As the census does not collect information on the political activity 

of the labour force we have no real way of telling the extent to which 

t:his difference simply reflects generational differences in the· social 

structure or the extent to which it is specific to unionism. There is 

one sense, however, in \·rhich each generat:ion must fill a rninimu.r:l number 

of positions depending upon the number of positions in poli·tical party 

branches or in individual trade unions and, in this respect, we can find 

no information to suggest any major change. Irrespective of this, how-

ever, what is clearly unequivoc:al, here, is the substantial degree of 

change between cohorts on t.his dimension. 

Pre-Union Occupations 

The occupational sector that officials were in prior to becoming 

full-time officials also differs between younger and older cohorts. The 

main difference, here, however, is whether officials come from manual or 

non--manual occupational sectors. Prior to becoming full-t:ime unionists, 
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Table 7.5 Parents' Activity in Politics 

by Age Cohort 

Parental Younger Middle Older 
act:i_vity (<40) (40-51) (>51) 

N % N % N % 

Active 7 15.6 19 45.2 17 42.5 

Not Act.ive 38 84.4 23 54.8 23 57.$ 

Total 45 100.0 42 100.0 40 100.0 

Ga.rnma = 0. 33 Number of missing observations 6 
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45.7% of the younger cohort, 27.3% of the middle cohort, and only 16.7% 

of the older cohort were working in non-manual occupations. Conversely, 

54.3% of younger officials, 72.7% of middle officials ~nd 83.3% of older 

officials were in manual work occupations [Table 7.6]. 

Comparing union cohorts to equivalent age groupings for the 1976 male 

labour force the union officials are over-representative of the manual 

work sector in each cohort. There are mnjor differences in the degree of 

over-representation, however. 

For those 55 years and over, whereas almost 81.0% of union officials 

were, prior to taking their first full time union position, in a manual 

working class occupation, only 44.3% of the 1976 male labour force were 

engaged in manual work ['rable 7 . 7] • 

f 
For those aged between 40 - 54, whereas 83.0% of officials were from 

manual work, only 47.8% of the 1976 male labour force were [Table 7.7]. 

For those under 40 years, however, the degree of over-represEmtation 

is much less. \'Jhereas 58.5% of officials were previously in manual work, 

the manual work sector of the 1976 male labour force constituted 51.1% 

['rable 7. 7] . 

Younger officials v:ithin the unitm leadership group have clearly had 

a different type of work experience prior to becoming union officials 

than have middle cohort and older cohort officials. 

Education 

Not surprisingly, given their higher class origins, their different 

pre-union work experience and better educational· opport.unities in the 

post-·war era, younger officials also ha.v,:? more formal education. The 



Table 7.6 

Non- ~·1anual 

Manual 

Total 

Gamma -· 0. 45 

'·. 

Younger 
(<40) 

N % 

21 45.7 

25 54.3 

46 100.0 

Pre-Union Occupations 

by Age Cohort 

N 

12 

32 

44 

Middle 
(40-51) 

% 

27.3 

72.7 

100.0 

N 

7 

35 

42 

Older 
(>52) 

% 

16.7 

83.3 

100.0 

Number of missing observations -· 1 

144 

Total 

N % 

40 30.3 

92 69.7 

132 100.0 
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Table 7.7 Male Union Officials' Pre-Union Occupation Compared to Occupational 

Distribution of Male Labour Force (1976) by Age Cohort
1 

25 - 39 years 40 - 54 years 55 years and above 
--

Union Labour 
(IR) 

Union Labour 
(IR) 

Union Labour 
(IR) 

officials force officials force officials force 

N % N % N sc , N % N % N 96 

2 
Non-Nanual 17 41.5 149429 48.9 (0.85) 9 17.0 120007 52.2 (0.33) 5 19.2 62788 55.7 ( 0. 34) 

.!-1anual 24 58.5 156277 51.1 ( 1.14) 44 83.0 109913 47.8 (1. 74) 21 80.8 49939 44.3 (1.82) 

Total 41 100.0 305706 100.0 53 100.0 229920 100.0 26 100.0 112727 100.0 

1 
Source: New Zealand Census of Occupations and Dwellings, (1976). 
Statistics, Vol. 4, pp.l35-165. 

Labour Force, Wellington, Department of 

2 Hinor census categories assi9ned as 'non-manual' or'manual1 according to classification of census minor groupings 
in l\.ppendix 5. 

Numbe:c of missing observations: union officials == 1 (and 12 women) 

1-' 
.j::, 
Ln 
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ga.rnrna coefficient between education and age is 0. 5 1 which indicates a 

moderately strong relationship. h~ereas only one (2.3%) of the older 

cohort held a university degree, those with degrees in the middle cohort 

constituted 11.4% and in the younger cohort 22. 2%. At the other ext:r:erne 1 

whereas 81.4% of the older cohort officials held no formal qualifications, 

59.1% of the middle cohort officials and only 28.9% of the younger cohort 

officials held none. Further analysis showed a consistent proportional 

increase between older, middle and younger cohorts for officials with 

school certificate and university entrance [Table 7.8]. 

If we consider officials who hold a trade or technical qualification 

we find that they constitute a considerably smaller proportion of the 

younger cohort than they do of the middle and older cohorts. While only 

seven officials, or 15% of the younger cohort held such a qualificatior1, 

seventeen or 38% of the middle cohort, and eleven or 25.6% of the older 

cohort did (N == 132). Also noteworthy, here, is that while amongst the 

middle and older cohort officials those "'ith trade qualifications consti-

tuted the second most numerous group behind those with no qualifications, 

in the younger cohort they rank fourth, i.e. they constitute a smaller pro-

portion of this cohort than those who hold school certificate, university 

entrance or degrees. In the younger cohort, then, officials with different 

amounts of formal education are much more equally represented. In marked 

contrast to this in the middle and older cohorts, those ~;ith formal quali-

fications constitute only a small minority and those with no qualifica-

tions and trades or technical certificates predominate. 

'£here is some need for caution in the interpretation of the·se data, 

however. It would appea:r:, at least in relation to Table 7. 8, t;hat the 

gamma of -0.5 is influenced more by the sha:r:p difference between those 

• 
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Table 7.8 Educational Qualifications by 

Age Cohort 

. Qualification 
Younger Middle Older 

Total 
(<40) (40-51) (>51) 

N % N % N % N % 

No qualification 13 28.9 26 59.1 35 81.4 74 56.1 

School certificate 10 22.2 5 11.4 4 9.3 19 14.4 

University entrance 12 26.7 8 18.2 3 7.0 23 17.4 

Degree 10 22.2 5 11.4 1 2.3 16 12.1 

Total 45 100.0 44 100.1 43 100.0 132 100 .. 0 

Gamma 0.5 Number of missing observations 1 
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without qualifications than it is by the comparatively small differences 

between those with higher level qualifications. 'I'o some extent, though, 

Table 7.8 understates the importance of higher level education. If we 

look back at the level of educational attendance, rather than the quali

fications attained, as is presented in Table 7.9, a greater insight is 

provided as to the importance of university attendance amongst younger 

cohort officials. As is shown in this te>.ble, some 40% of this cohort 

have attended university,which is twice the proportion of officials who 

attended in the middle cohort, and three times the proportion who attended 

in the older cohort. 

A major difference also exists between cohorts in tenns of the pro

portion who have attended primary school only, the vast majority being 

amongst the older cohort (only one official in the younger cohort had:no 

secondary education). In marked contrast to this, those who attended~, 

secondary school as their highest level of attendance constitute roughly 

equal proportions in each cohort. Hence, while it may be predictable, 

given New Zealand's system of free and compulsory education, to find 

that those who attended 'primary school only' consti·tuted a small pro

portion of the younger officials, the more surprising evidence of Table 

7.9 is that the 'emergent' group within the union leadership fraction 

are those who have attended university. It is this group of younger 

cohort officials who ha.ve increased their proportions compared to the 

other cohorts· .. 

It may be considered obvious, of course, that you.r:tger officials 

would have more education than older officials. Given the growing post-

war ease of access to post-primary education, the statistical chances 

are that twenty to forty year-olds are likely to have more formal educa-
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Table 7.9 Educational Level of Attendance 

!?.1 Age Cohort 

Level of Younger Middle Older 
attendance (<40) (40-51) (>51) 

N % N % N % 

Primary only 1 2.2 7 15.9 15 34.9 

Secondary 28 57.8 28 63.6 22 51.2 

University 18 40.0 9 20.5 6 14.0 

Total 45 100.0 44 100.0 43 100.]; 

Garmna -0.52 Nu.rnber of missing observations 1 
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tion than are those over fifty. The appropriate comparison here is with 

matched cohorts of the labour force and, while we lack the relevant 

comparative data on this point, Table 7.10 provides a comparison between 

male union officials and the male adult population over the age of 25 

years in terms of the levels of attendance at primary, secondary and 

university levels. To make the figures comparable with census data, age 

categories were once again reclassified. 

What analysis of the figures given in Table 7 .10 shows is that, 

although there is a comparable change between old and young in the adult 

male population in the proportions who have attended primary school only, 

with respect to attendance at university younger union officials are 

more ove:c-represented than are o:::=ficials in the middle and older cohorts. 

Whereas older officials ·.vho attended university over-represent those in 

the male labour fo:-:ce of a similar age by 1.85, and middle cohort offi

cials by 2.15, the degree of over-representation in the younger cohort 

is 3.6. 

lv11at. is clear from the data is that generational differences amongst 

union officials do not simply reflect generationa.l differences and trends 

in the aclul t population as a •t~hole. Likewise, the greater nmnbers of 

officials who have attended university is not simply a function of mo:r:e 

general changes, vis a vis education, in New Zealand society. 

The younger officials recruited in the late 1970's are in many senses 

a different breed to older officials recruited in the 1960's and before. 

They also have been taking different routes into full-t.ime union positions. 

Whereas c;mongst the older cohort officials one oui.: of every fcur entered 

lat.erally, am<ingst the middle cohort, it was one out of every threce, and 



Table 7.10 Educational Level of Attendance of Male Union Officials 

and Male Adult Population (1976) by Age Coho~t1 

25 - 39 years 40 - 54 years 55 years and over 
Level of 

a·ttendance 
Union Adult 

(IR) 
Union Adult 

(IR) 
Union Adult 

(IR) 
officials population officials population officials population 

N % N % N % N % N 90 N % 

Primary only 1 2.4 8915 2.5 (0.96) 13 24.5 65395 25.2 (0.97) 9 34.6 133905 51.8 (0.67) 

Secondary 22 53.7 306944 85.3' (0.63) 30 56.6 171499 66.0 (0.86) 14 53.8 108435 42.0 (l. 28) 

University 18 43.9 44093 12.2 (3. 6) 10 18.9 22933 8.8 { 2 .15) 3 11.5 16083 6.2 ( 1. 85) 

Total 41 100.0 359952 100.0 53 100.0 259827 100.0 26 99.9 258423 100.0 

1 
Source: New Zealand Census of Popula·tion and Dwellings, ( 1976) , Bulletin 20, Education and Training, Wellington, 
Department of Statistics, Cat. No. 02.120, p.l2. 

Ntl..'nber of missing observations: union officials = 1 (and 12 \olOmen) 

f-' 
U1 
1-' 
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amongst the younger cohort it was one out of every two [Table 7.11]. 

Lateral entry is more marked amongst younger officials in both 

black and blue unions and hence this phenomenon cannot be simply accounted 

for by reference to the growth of black unions after 1935. In addition, 

it would suggest that rule book regulations as discussed in chapter 5 

do n:ot effectively 'standardize• or control eligibility for union office. 

As well as a significant number of blue unions who appoint their officials, 

the possibility of getting around the 'prior membership' rule is a major 

factor here: officials are frequently appointed initially t.o a staff 

position (as either organiser or researcher or even in an 'advisory capa-

city') and, after serving out the statutory time (usually 3 months), 

required under the prior membership rule, they then become eligible to 

contest an official position. Having stated this, however, as can be 

seen in Table 7.11 the extent of lateral entry amongst officials·in black 

unions is much smaller than it is amongst of-ficials in blue unions. 

Hence, changes in the nature of union structure and representation must 

be seen as a major contributing factor to the pattern of generat.ional 

differences in union leadership composition. 

The Nature of the First Full-Time Post 

Exploring cohort. differences in the prevalence of the staff post a.s 

the first-ever full-time post, the picture that emerges is not im .. rnediately 

clearcut in that there is no consistent increase from older t.o middle to 

younger cohort officials. Instead, there is a major cleava_ge between 

older cohort officials on the one hand, and middle cohort and younger 

cohort officials on the other, a fact that tends to suggest that the s·taff 

post has been of major importance as a first full-·time posi'cion for a 

considerable period 
r -
Lrrahl.e 7 .. 12 J. 

• 



Table 7.11 

Ivlode of entry 

-----

Lateral 

Vertical 

Totals 

(N) 

Gamma 

Younger 

63.6 

36.4 

100.0 

( 2 2) 

zero order ~ -0.35 

cond. black = 0.21 

cond. blue = 0.32 

Mode of Entrv by Age Cohort by Colour-:EYpe 

of Union 

Black Blue 

Middle Older Younger Middle Older 

66.7 44.4 39.1 26.5 18.2 

33.3 55.6 60.9 73.5 81.8 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(9) (9) ( 23) (34) (33) 

Number of missing observations = 3 

Total 

Younger Middle 

51.3 33.3 

48.7 66.7 

100.0 100.0 

(45) (43) 

Older 

25.6 

74.4 

100.0 

(42) 

f--' 
(Jl 

w 
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Table 7.12 Nature of First Full-Time Post 

by Age Cohort 

Nature of Iirst 
Younger Middle Older 

full-t:ime post 

N % N % N % 

Staff 20 43.5 20 47.6 9 21.4 

Line 26 56.5 22 52.4 33 78.6 

Totals 46 100.0 42 100.0 42 100.0 

·-----------------

Garmna = 0. 32 NQ~ber of missing observations 3 
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A much more marked difference between younger, middle and older 

cohort officials is present if we explore the relationship between use 

of the staff post and the mode of entry into full-time union positions. 

Our analysis, here, revealed that for the younger officials the staff 

post is performing a distinctly different function than it did for middle 

or older cohort officials - it is permitting entry for lateral entrants 

to the union career. 

Whereas 70.0'% of presently serving younger cohort officials who began 

in staff posts have come in via a lateral shift, in the middle cohort 

only 35% did, and in the older cohort, the corresponding figure is 33.3%. 

This can also be shown in relation to the conditional gamma coefficients; 

the coefficient for the younger cohort being marked, and much stronger 

t.han the coefficients for either the middle or older cohorts. These data 

support the vie•~; then that the disproportionate use of the staff post by 

late:r·al entrants holds only for the younger cohort and not fer the middle 

and older cohorts [Table 7.13]. 

Changes in the Rate of Career Proqression 

Another dimension of the union career to show marked cohort. variation 

is the rate at v1hich officials' careers pro,:rress: the younger the 

respondent, the younger the age at which they became actively involved 

and the younqer the age at which ·they took their first full-time position. 

Taking ~he age at which they first became actively involved (i.e, 

took 'cheir first-ever union position, either paid or unpaid), the younger 

cohort officials {aged 39 and less) were on average only 23 years old, 

those in the middle cohor'c (40··51 years) were on ave:L-age 28 years and 

those in the older cohort (52 years c.nd. over) v<E:'l'c on averag·e 30 years,. 



Table 7.13 Hade of Entry by Natu:r:e of First Full-Time 

Post by Age Cohort 

t-1ode of 

:entry 

Lateral 

vertical 

Totals % 

(N) 

Younger 

Staff 

70.0 

30.0 

100.0 

(20) 

Line 

36.0 

64.0 

100.0 

( 25) 

Conditional gammas -0.67 

Number of missing observations 3 

.. 

Middle 

Staff 

35.0 

65.0 

100.0 

(20) 

Line 

31.8 

68.2 

100.0 

(22) 

-0.07 

Older 

Staff 

33.3 

66.7 

100.0 

(9) 

-0.23 

156 

Line 

23.5 

76.5 

100.0 

(34) 
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Taking t.he length of time spent in voluntary union activity a 

similar difference exists. Length of time spent in voluntary activity 

is defined here as the duration (in years) that exists between the 

first-ever post held and the first full-time post held. Taking the means 

for each cohort, younger officials spent 4.4 years, middle cohort offi

cials spent 10.2 years, and older cohort officials 12.4 years. 

And taking the age of the officials on reaching their first full

time union posts, younger officials were on average 28 years, middle 

cohort officials 37 years, and older cohort officials 41~ years. 

In that age differences are so marked in relation to career pro

gression it is pertinent to ask to what extent they spuriously reflect 

the effect of other factors. Conceivably, factors such as education or. 

class origin, both of which we have seen are important components of 

the informal opportunity structure of unionism amongst younger cohort 

officials, have an effect. In that they de, they may bolster (i.e. 

spuriously influence} the relationship between career progression and 

age. Conceivably too, factors such as 'the mode of entry' and 'the 

nature of tha first full-time post' also influence career progression 

and rnay themselves contribute to the process of change in leadership 

careers and social composition. 

Figure 7.1 presents a multi-variate path analysis which shows quite 

clearly that of the eight variablesconsidered, age has by far the major 

effect accounting for more than half of the variance explained and more 

in fact than all of the other varia.bles combined. 
11 

Nevertheless, while 

this analysis may suggest that age is the only important variable, such 

a conclusion \vould be· hasty: for while each of the others has only a 

small impact,. a more det.ailed consideration shows that several are of 



·, 

0.56 

Path Analysis: Factors Assumed to 

Effect the Rate of Career Proaression 

RATE OF 
CAREER 

/ ~~~~~~~;~~~ ~ 

/ / """"' \ ~ 

MODE OF 
ENTRY 

NATURE OF 
FIRST FULL· 
TIME POST 

COLOUR TYPE 
OF UNION 

ORIGIN OCCUPATiON POLITICS OIJALIF!CAT!OJN 

I -J 

I [ L LJ ~-17~ . rj--oJst ~ J ::J 0.41- . 
0.18 ---

----0.16-------.____________ 0.46 ----

Correlations 

Nature Parents Occupa-
Age t'irst Colour Mode in t.iona1 

Pre-union Educ-
F.T. -type Entry Politics Origin 

Occupation at ion 
~ost. 

Age 0.29 0.25 0.24 ··0.16 0.185 0.184 -0.46 

NatureFirstF.T. Post 0.29 0.16 

Colc:Jr-type of union 0.25 0,16 

Mode of entry 0.24 -0.2 -o. 35 

Parents in politics 0.16 0.00 0.1:1 0.12 

occupational origin 0.18 -0.10 0.27 0.02 0.17 

Pre-union occupdtion 0.18 0.09 0.55 0.29 0.02 0.3-;9 

:education 0.46 -0.07 0.36 0.13 0.13 0.41 0.)8 

Age lst Full-tim<> Post 0.66 0,34 0,2&" 0.11 0.19 0.02 0. I l o .. 1~ 

2 
R = tl. 52 
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particular interest.· Such a consideration is presented in Table 7.14 

which presents a Multiple Classification Analysis showing the actual devia

tion for each stili-category on a particular variable (e.g. degree-holders, 

officials with parents active in politics) from the mean for the group as a 

whole in relation to the dependent variable - the age at ;,vhich ofEcials 

took up their first full-time positions. ~mat the table shows, in effect, 

is that the factors of education, the mode of entry, the nature of the first 

full-time post, whether the official 1 s parents are, or were, actively engag·ed 

in politics (party political or trade union activity) as well as the colour 

·type of union the official was in, all have some effect on the rate of career 

progression. l>,s regards education, U .E. and degree holders arrived in their 

first full-time posts at a sli9htly younger age. As regards 'parental 

political activity', officials with parents actively involved arrived in 

. their full-time posts nearly four years younger than officials with parents 

v1ho were not active. There were a1so 1 savings' of one and a half years · 

for lateral ent1.·ants and considerably more for those who took staff posi.,-

tions (almost 4 years) . This Jatter finding is qualified ·to the extent that 

for this sub-group, the first full-time post was a staff post, and hence 

they were in a different type of job. While officials of black unions made 

some five years on officials in blue unions, it is also interesting to note 

that once other factors are controlled for, much of this difference dis

appears. Still, Table 7.14 supports the view that officials who move into 

black uniops get there at a younger age thili! do officials who move i.nto blL:.e 

t.mions. Ip_ that all of these factors conceivably interact with age and with 

each other, they may well increase the likelihood of change in the career 

structure of the trade union movement. 

In that age is important in relation ·to career progression, it clearly 

implies chanqes in the o:rganisat:ion a.nd s·tructure of unionism 



Table 7.14 Multiple Classification Analysis: Age of 

First Full-Time Post __ by Selected Social 

· Background and Structur~l Factors 

(mean for group 35.48) 

Variable N 
Unadjusted Adjusted 

Age 

Younger (<40) 

Middle (40-51) 

Older (>51) 

44 

42 

39 

d . l l'f' . l E ucat1ona qua 1. 1cat1ons 

No qualification 

School Certificate 

U.E. 

Degree 

0 1 0 0 2 Occupatlona 0 or1g1n 

Non-manual 

Manual 

0 10 0 3 Parents 1n po ltlCS 

Active 

Non-active 

4 
Colour-type 

Black 

Blue 

5 
Mode of entry 

Lateral 

Vertical 

70 

19 

22 

16 

54 

7l 

44 

83 

40 

90 

47 

80 

6 
Nature of first full-time post 

Staff 

Line 

49 

81 

% % 

-7.07 

+1.62 

+6.24 

+2.42 

-0.37 

-3.98 

-5.34 

-;1.33 

+1.01 

-

0 0.29 

+0.15 

-3.49 

+1.51 

-2.49 

.+1.57 

-3.43 

+2.14 

-6.75 

+1.62 

+5.87 

+0'.55 

+1.49 

-1. 76. 

-2.02 

+0.27 

-0.21 

-2.47 

+l. 31 

-1.12 

+0.48 

-1.03 

+0.64 

-2.16 

+1..34 

Eta 

0.64 

0.35 

0.13 

0.02 

0.27 

0.23 

0.31 
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Beta 

0.61 

0.14 

0.03 

0.21 

0.09 

0.09 

0.2 
·-----0--------------

1 controlled for age,. occupat.ional origin, paren·ts in politics, colour-type 
of union. 2 controlled for age, educaU.on, parents in politics, colour--type 

3 of union. cor,trolJ ed for age, education, colour-type of union, occupa-
0 - 0 0 ,, 0 11 ' .c 1 .... 0 ' 0 10 0 ° d t:1ona1 OL'Lgln. "corn:ro ea 1.or age, e.cucac.J.on, parenc.s 1n po l.tlcs, moe 

of entrv, nature of first full-time cost. 5 controlled for age, education, 
parents~ in polJ..t:ics, nature of full-time post. 6 controlled for age., educa
tion, parents in polit.ics, colour-type of union, mode of entry. 
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within New Zealand society and is consistent v1ith the vie\v that a more 

formal 'bureaucratic' career structure is developing; that is, to para

phrase Max Weber, that union politics is becoming a 'vocation' rather 

than simply a missionary corn.llli tment. Host of the other generationo.l 

differences are also broadly consistent with this hypothesis and even 

should selective attrition exaggerate the extent that these differences 

support a putative trend, many are clearly great enough to i•mrrant 

checking out at some future date. 

Generational Differences in Social and Career Characteristics ~~on~ 

Movement and Non-Hovernent Officials 

Although cohort differences have been found, it might be that while 

such differences are apparent \vhen considering all officials as a single 

group, they would be most marked amongst those officials who are not 

active in movement positions and least marked, or not present at all, 

amongst those who are active. It might be that the differences vle have 

found simply reflect the growing heterogeneity of trade unionism and t.he 

addition of unions which are relatively uninvolved and isolated from 

mainstream movement institutions. While this was something about which 

we wondered ourselves, such a counter-argument does not prove correct. 

In analysing the extent to which the cohort differences reported above 

existed amongst those officials active in movement positions we found 

that, on most variables, the differences were just as great, or greater, 

amongst movement officials as amongst non-movement officials. 

Gamma coefficients which indicate the strength of relationship 

between ordinal level variables can be used to summarize the relationships 

that exist for most of the variables considered in this chapter. 



In relation to the occupational origins of the officials, the 

differences betvleen cohorts are sharper amongst the movement sub-group 

(gamma = 0.38) than amongst non-movement officials (gamma = 0.19) 

[Table 7 .15] • 
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In relation to the national origins of the officials there is a 

marked difference amongst both movement and non-movement sub-groups, 

although it is slightly stronger amongst non-movement officials than 

amongst movement officials. Quite clearly younger officials in both 

movement and non-movement positions are more likely to be New Zealanders 

12 
[Table 7.16]. 

In relation to parental political involvement the relationship with 

age is much more marked amongst the movement sub-group (gamma 0 .. 51) 

than it is for the group as a whole (compare the zero order ga:rmna of 

0. 38) and almost non-existent for the non-movement sub-group ( garmna 

0.01) [Table 7.17]. 

In relation to the pre-union occupational sector of the officials 

the differences betv;een cohorts are substantially sharper amongst the 

movement sub-gro'.lp (gamma = 0.64) than amongst the non-movement sub-group 

(gam.ma == 0.18), although the relationship holds amongst both movement 

and non-movement officials i.e. younger officials are more likely to 

come from non-manual occupat.ional sectors [Table 7 .18]. 

In re) ... ation to the level of educational attendance the differences 

between cohorts are roughly equivalent. The gamma relationship between 

age and educational attendance for movement officials is 0.50 and for 

non-movement officials 0.49 [Table 7.19] . 

• 
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'l'able 7 .15 Occupational Origin ~f Movement and Non-

Movement Officials by Age Cohort 

Movement officials Non-movement officials 

Occupational 
origin 

Non-manual 

Hanual 

Total (N) 

% 

Younger 
(<40) 

% 

55.0 

45.0 

(20) 

100.0 

Hiddle Older 
(40-51) (>51) 

% 9.; 

33.3 26.9 

66.7 73.1 

(21) (26) 

100.0 100.0 

Conditional gamma: Movement officials = 0.38 

Younger 
(<40) 

% 

58.3 

41.7 

(24) 

100.0 

Conditional gamma: Non-movement officials 0.19 

Zero order- g·amma = 0. 30 Partial gamma 0.28 

Number of missing observations = 5. 

•rable 7.16 National Origins of .trovement and Non-

Movement Officials by Age Cohort 

Middle Older 
(40-51) (>51) 

% % 

40.9 46.7 

59.1 53.3 

(22) (15) 

100.0 100.0 

~lovement officials Non-movement officials 
------National Younger Hiddle Older Younger Middle Older 

origin (<40) {40-·51) (>51) (<40) (40-51 (>51) 
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------
% % % % % % 

Born in N.Z. 85.0 71.4 60.7 80.0 78.3 46.7 

Born in U.K.; 0.0 23.8 35.7 4.0 13.0 53.3 

Born elsewhere 15.0 4.8 3.6 16.0 8.7 0.0 

Total (N) (20) (21) (28) ( 25) ( 2 3) (15) 

% 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Nt1mber of missing observations - 1 



Table 7.17 Parental Political Activity of r-1ovement 

and Non-Movement Officials by Age Cohort 

l-1ovement officials Non-movement officials 
Parental 
activity 

Active 

Not active 

Total (N) 

% 

Younger 
(<40) 

% 

15.0 

85.0 

( 20) 

100.0 

Middle Older 
(40-51) (>51) 

% ~6 

61.9 59.3 

38.1 40.7 

(21) (27) 

100.0 100.0 

Conditional ga~ua: movement officials = 0.51 

Conditional gamrna: non-movement officials 

Younger 
(<40) 

% 

16.7 

83.3 

(24) 

100.0 

0.01 

Zero order gamma = 0.38 Partial ganm1a = 0. 34 

Number of missing observations = 3 

Middle 
(40-51) 

% 

30.4 

69.6 

( 2 3) 

100.0 

Table 7.18 Pre-Union Occupat.ional ~ector_ of Movement_ 

and Non-Novement Officials by Aqe Cohort 

------

Older 
(>51) 

% 

13.3 

86.7 

(15) 

100.0 

Pre-union 
l1ovement officials Non-movement officials 

------
occupational Younger Middle Older Younger Middle Older 
sector (<40) (40-51) (>51) (<40) (40-51) (>51) 

% % % % % % 

Non-manual 45.0 23.8 7.4 44.0 30.4 33.3 

Hanual 55.0 76.2 92.6 56.0 69.6 66.7 
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----· ·-------
Total (N) (20) (21) (27) 

% 100.0 1.00.0 100.0 
-----------------· 

Conditional gamma: movement officials = 0.64 

Condit.:ional gamma: Non-movement officials 

Zero order gan~a = 0.43 Partial ganu"na 

Number of missing observations = 2 

(25) 

100.0 

0,18 

0.41 

( 23) (15) 

100.0 100.0 
----·-· 
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Table 7,19 Educational Level of Attendance of 

Movement and Non-Hovement 

Officials by Age Cohort 

Movement officials Non-movement officials 
Level of 
attendance Younger Hiddle Older Younger Hiddle Older 

(<40) (40-51) (>51) (<40) (40-51) (>51) 

% % % % % % 

Primary only 5.0 23.8 46.4 o.o 8.7 13.3 

Primary and 
60.0 57.1 39.3 58.3 69.6 73.3 

Secondary only 

University 35.0 19.0 14.3 41.7 21.7 13.3 

-------~---· 

Total (N) (20) ( 21) (28) (24) (23) (15) 

% 100.0 99.9 100.0 100.0 100.0 99.9 

Conditional g&-rtma: l-lovement officials = 0. 50 

Conditional gamma: Non·-movement officials 0.49 

Zero order gamma == 0.51 Partial gamma 0.50 

Number of missing observations == 2 

.. 
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In relation to generational differences in career characteristics 

again our analysis shows that younger officials in both movement and 

non-movement roles used lateral career routes more than middle and older 

cohort officials did. There is a slightly sharper difference between 

the cohorts amongst non-movement (gamma = 0.44) ·than amongst movement 

officials, however (gamma 0.30) [Table 7.20]. 

In relation to the nature of the first full-time post the overall 

pattern amongst. both movement and non-movement sub-groups is similar to 

the distribution for the group as a vvhole, the major cleava;ge being 

between younger and middle cohort officials on the one hand and older 

cohort officials on the other. The difference is sharper between cohorts, 

however, amongst non--movement officials (gam.'tla 0. 41) than amongst move

ment officials (gamma 0.26). This reflects the fact that relatively more 

older cohort movement officials used the staff post as a first full-time 

union position compared to non-movement officials {28.696 compared to 

6.7%) [Table 7.21}. 

Finally, differences between the cohorts in relation to career pro-

gression are also present in both movement and non-movement sub-groups. 

In relation to the age of starting the first-ever union post, ru"'Tiongst 

movement officials younger cohort officials had a mea.n age of 23.4, middle 

cohort officials 27.9 and older cohort officials 27.6. The difference 

was greater amonqst non-movement officials, younger officials being, on 

average, 2~:ff, middle cohort officials 28.7 and older cohort officials 

35. •raking the duration of time spent in voluntary activity the differ

ence between the cohori:s in movemen·t and non-movement roles is roughly 

similar, younger cohort~ officials spending substantially less time t.han 

either middle cohort or older cohort officials. Amongst movemen·t offi-



Table 7.20 Mode of Entry to Full-Time Position of 

Movement and Non-Novement Officials 

by Age Cohort 

Movement officials Non-movement officials 
Mode of 
entry 

vertical 

Lateral 

Total (N) 

% 

Younger 
(<40) 

% 

45.0 

55.0 

(20) 

100.0 

Hiddle 
(40-51) 

% 

65.0 

35.0 

(20) 

100.0 

Older 
(>51) 

% 

67.9 

32.1 

(28) 

100.0 

Conditional gamma: Movement officials == 0.30 

Conditional gamna: Non-movement officials 

Younger 
(<40) 

% 

54.2 

45.8 

(24) 

100.0 

0.44 

Zero order gamua == 0.34 Partial gamma -· 0. 36 

Nurr~er of missing observations ~ 3 

t-1iddle 
(40-51) 

% 

65.2 

34.8 

(23) 

100.0 

Table 7.21 Nature of First Full-Time Post of Movement 

and Non-Movement Officials by Age Cohort 

Older 
(>51) 

% 

86.7 

13.3 

(15) 

100.0 

Nature of first Movement officials Non-movement officials 
-----~---------- -·--·----------

full-time .Younger Middle Older Younger Middle Older 
post (<40) (40-51) (>51) (<40) (40-51) (>51) 
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---------- ---.. ~~-

Staff 

Line 

1'otal {N) 

% 

% 

45.0 

55.0 

( 20) 

100.0 
--------------

% 

50.0 

50.0 

(20) 

100.0 

9o 

28.6 

71.4 

(28) 

100.0 

Conditional gamrna: Movement~ officials = 0. 26 

Conditional gamc-rta: Non-movement offic:Lals 

Zero order gamma == 0.32 Partial gamma 

Nmuber of missing observations == 2 

% % % 

44.0 47.8 6.7 

56.0 52.2 93.3 

··----· 

(25} (23) {15) 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

0.41 

0.33 
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cials the youwJer cohort spen·t 3. 3 years, the middle cohort 8. 9 years 

and the older cohort 12.5 years. Amongst non-movement officials the younger 

cohort spent 5.5 years, the middle 8.6 years and the older 11.4 years. 

In relation to the age at taking up their first full-time posts, amongst 

movement officials younger cohort officials were, on average, 26.9 years, 

middle cohort officials were 36.8 years and older cohort officials were 

38.8 years. Amongst non-movement officials, younger officials were 29.6 

years, middle officials 37.7 years and older officials 46.4 years. While 

marked generational differences exist in relation to both sub-groups, 

the slight difference between movement and non-movement officials, as 

discussed in the last chapter, is also apparent [Table 7.22]. 

Age Cohort Differences and Change in Group Composition 

Clear differences are seen between the three age cohor1:s: HovJ 

indicative are they of future changes in the composition of the trade 

union leadership fraction? 

The extent that age cohort differences do_ reveal changing trends 

will largely depend upon the degree of selective attrition amongst the 

group and the actual recruitment policies adopted at prese:n·t and in the 

future. 

'l'o nullify the likelihood of change in social composition attrition 

would have to result in sufficient younger cohort officials leaving ·their 

positions .s_o ··as to leave the proportions within the group in terms of 

the qualities \ve have looked at, the same as the proportions presently 

existing within d1e older cohort. 

In rel.at~ion to some of the variables considc1:ed, a·ttrition may con-

ceivably 1:est.pre the balance of charac:terisi:ics among the younger cohort 
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Table 7.22 Factors Concerned with the Rate of 

Career P~ogression for Hovement and 

Non-Hovement Officials by Age 

Cohort 

Hovement officials Non-movement officials 
Rate of career 
progression Younger Hiddle Older Younger Hiddle Older 

(<40} (40-51) (>51) (<40) (40-51) (>51) 

(mean ages) 

Age of first-ever 
23.4 27.9 27.6 23.8 28.7 35.0 

union post 

Duration in volun-
3.3 8.9 12.5 5.5 8.6 11.4 

tary activity 

Age at fh:st. full-
26.9 36.8 38.8 29.6 37.7 46.4 

time post 

Total (N) (20) (21) (26) ( 23) ( 22) ( 15) 

---------------------

Number of missing observations 6 
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to the same level as they exist within the older cohort. In relation to 

class origins, for instance, about 25.0% of younger cohort officials from 

non-manual origins would have to leave vlhile the proportion of officials 

from manual origins remained cons~ant. 

In relation to educa·tional attendance approximately two·-thirds of 

the younger cohort officials who hold degrees would need to leave to 

restore the balance to that presently existing amongst the older cohort 

while t.he proportion of 'non-university at tenders 1 would have to remain 

the same. 

In relation to parents in politics, some half of all younger offi

cials who did not have parents active in politics would have to leave 

while the propor.tions who had parents active remained constant. 

And in relation to national origins, concerning ·the proportions 

born in the U.K. nearly 95% (at least 34 of the 37) of the New Zealand

born officials would have to leave while the proportions of U.K.-born 

in the younger cohort remained constant. 

These calculations on what rate of selective attrition would be 

necessary all essentially mean that the proportions of younger cohort 

officials possessing emergent quali t.ies would need to decline while 

those who do not possess such characteristics -o;,vould need to remain con

stant. 

What might cause such selective at.trition? It could be conjectured 

that those who are more edu.ca'ced, more middle class, more N .Z. -born, and 

less from poli·tically active families will all 'grow tired 1 of union >·10rk 

once they 'mature' (i.e. adopt 'reasonable' middle class expectations) 

and decide to get·new jobs while those from more humble origins with 
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fewer formal skills etc. will stay put. In a related sense, it might be 

conjectured that those with some formal education, simply on the basis 

of this, would be more easily able to get a different job. Or, perhaps, 

the characteristics they possess make them less con~itted, or less able, 

to >vithstand the pressures of union leadership? 

The extent to '.Vhic:Q att:r:i(tion will function in this selective way 

will depend upon a number of factors. One will be the extent to which 

union leadership is seen as, or serves as, a 'stepping stone' to 'higher', 

or 'better', things, or, as a permanent career. This, in turn, will be 

affected by the stability and security of employ-ment afforded by the 

union career and by the availability of employment opportunities else

where in the social structure. 

In this context, it is noteworthy that in the post .. -war era there 

have been major changes in union organisation, vJith a major shift from 

the days when, as Doug Webber has noted, 'union officials were very poorly 

paid and very poorly treated•.
13 

Largely as a consequence of the state 

protected environment in which they have existed, of the more complex 

administrative and organisational tasks with which they have had to deal, 

and of internal pressures for a rationalization of union administration, 

unions have developed more stable and secure organisational bases. 

Government legislation along the way has helped. The 1936 compulsory 

unionism legislation effectively increased the pool of fee-paying union 

members. A further amendment to t.he IC & A Act in 1961 which trans-

fered the responsibility for ensuring union membership from ·the Department 

of Labour to the unions resulted in many unions upgrading t.heir organisa-

tions to ensure that mernbers were registered and fees collected" These 

developments, cmd the fact tha.t the vast majority of unions operate a 

• 
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'check-off' system whereby members' fees are collected by an automatic 

deduction from their wages, would seem to se-t the pattern for larger, 

more financial, more bureaucratic, union organisational structures. 

While selective attrition may have some effect on changes in social 

composition it is difficult to see how it could nullify the implications 

of the sharp cohort differences found in career patterns for these 

characteristics refer not so much to personal 'qualities' of the offi

cials but to structural features of the union career. No matter who, 

or how many, officials left their positions, it would not alter the fact 

that many of the younger officials who were recruited post 1975 differed 

in their career characteristics from the majority of older officials, 

a fact which indicates st.ructural changes in the nature of the union 

career, both in the types of pathways taken to full-time leadership 

positions and in tenns of the age at which officials are being recruited. 

In addition to selective attrition various other factors could influ

ence the extent to "dhich cohort differences are indicat.ive of trends. 

If unions started appointing older recruits it may hold up the rate of 

change, although only for a time. As we not.ed earlier in this chapter 

there is a necessary and inevitable relationship between age and future 

group composition in any 'on-going' institution or instutional sector. 

While unions rnay, in theory, appoint 50- or 60-year olds, in twenty years 

time these_officials will be 70 and 80! In addition to this, of course, 

our eviden_c.e; present.ed above, shows that unions are increasingly tending 

to appoint officials at a younger, rather than at an older, age. 

The only other factors \'lhich could conceivably affect these changes 

taking place would be some majol." crisis in social struc·ture or in rela-

tion to the trade union organisation. In the final analysis, of cour:se, 
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the only foolproof way to ascertain whether the union leadership fraction 

changes significantly in terms of its social composition would be t.o con

duct a further study at some future date and, in this sense, the infer

ences drawn from data in this chapter must, to repeat, remain speculative. 

Conclusion 

The cohort differences reported imply a number of developments 

\vithin the social structure and within trade unionism. One factor 

relates to changes within the occupational nature of the labour force. 

In the post...;war period there has been a decline in the proportion of t'!1e 

labour force engaged in manual work, especially amongst the semi- and 

unskilled, and a corresponding increase in the proportion engaged in 

lower non-manual vmrk. In addition, as already observed, there has been 

a gradual increase in the educational levels of the workforce in terms 

of years of schooling and qualifications and it was because of these 

changes that we compared union officials to different age groupings in 

the labour force or adult population. 

Yet, our comparisons showed that the generational differences 

amongst the officials were !lot simply a function of changes in the 

social structure. \\1J:1ile younger people in tbe labour force differed in 

certain respects to olde:r.· people, the differences amongst. the officials 

were more pronounced. 

This ~uggests certain other factors are being reflected as well. 

One possibility is that unions are selecting different .::.orts of 

officials out of a need for expertise and administrative competence. 

A related possibility is that~ ·the cax:eer st.ructure has become m::n~e com-· 

petitive and that career-minded individuals with a political bent are 
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becoming more interested in union positions, as a consequence, perhaps, 

of declining opportunities in other sectors, and of the fact that most 

unions now pay reasonable salaries and have bearable conditions of 

emploJ:'ltlent. This fact was supported by a cormnent made by one official 

in the context of an interview. 'Things', he said, 'have become much 

more competitive over the last ten years ••• you can see this by the 

number of applications received for full-time positions'. 

An increasingly competitive career structure is likely to increase 

the importance of qualities such as formal education as a credential in 

recruitment as a means of distinguishing between aspirants who in all 

other senses may be equally eligible. At the same time, in that any 

change in educational characteristics also means change in other social 

characteristics (on the basis of the relationship between education, 

occupational origin, pre-union occupation, and parental political acti.-· 

vity) it Hould seem that access to leadership positions for vlOrk.ing 

class children is likely to become more difficult. While the idea is 

somewhat ironic it may be, in fact, that working class children are 

being progressively excluded from one of the few organisations that, 

historically, they have been able to 'call their ovm'. 

Yet another factor effecting change in the composition of the union 

leadership group is the rise of black unions post 1936 as a consequence 

of compulsory unionism. As we have already noted in chapter 5, black 

unions pe~~nit easier access to full-time leadership positions of aspi

rants from outside the workforce served by the union. 

It is not only through latera]. en·t:ry into the leadership positions 

that younger cohort officials with different characteristics are obtain-

ing position~. Many also come up vertically t.hrough the r·anks. One 
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official who held a university degree in 'History' took a semi--skilled 

job after finishing his studies, became active in union affairs, and 

became secretary of the union within a year. Nany others, who had 

attended university, proceeded to their positions in a similar vJay, 

a.l though usuq_lly not as fast. 

While changes in union organisation and structure are clearly 

important in accounting for chang·es in the composition of the leader-· 

ship group, such changes must be seen in relation to the others we have 

mentioned above as well as to changes in the norms of recruitment in 

society,to growing demands for expertise and administrative skills, to 

declining opportunities elsewhere in the social structure, and to 

increased competition for union leadership positions. 
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Chapter 8. 

Heights Gained: The Nature of the Union Career 

'The work of the union secretary', says N.S. Woods (former Secret-

ary of Labour) 'could hardly be defined as an attractive career'. It 

is mainly unimaginative work lacking in opportunity for creative achieve-

ment, and devoid of 'box office appeal' for the patrons'. Woods goes on 

to describe the union secretary's role as 'perfonning negotiations•, 

appearing before various wage fixing authorities, 'policing a\vards and 

agreements' and 'attempting to solve personal grievances for members'. 

'There is a small element of truth' he concludes, 'that the only way a 

trade union secretary can steal the limelight is by becoming the centre 

1 of trouble • . 

These remarks are specifically directed to the situation that 

existed, and 'tied' unions to the old Industrial Conciliation and 

Arbitration Act: whether life for the union official would be any less 

boring under the Industrial Relations Act, 1973, is somewhat debatable 

although clearly it does not signal a radical shift in the relationship 

between unions and the state. Conceivably then, if h'oods wished to 

change his argument, it would be a shift of emphasis rather than a 

complete withdrawal. 

To wrrichever period they apply, however, such remarks are an over-

simplification on at least two counts. The first objection' is that: this 

description artificially 'constricts' the role of the union official 

and casts it within a narrovJ 'indust.rial' framework. Very few officials 

would conform to such a model for most also play a role in the wider 

union movement and many in the 'even wider' La.'Jour l•lovement as a whole. 
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The second objection concerns the 1'lack of box---office appeal'· for 

whatever appeal the career may nave will depend upon the motives and 

interests the officials hold. For some it may simply be a boring job 

although officials in this category would number only a few. For the 

politically committed it \vill represent a meaningful political activity. 

For ''upward mobiles' or 'climbers 1' it may represent a 'perch of success' 

and for the politically ambitious it may represent a stepping stone to 

higher things or simply a political platform. 

Any evaluation of the union career must also take into account the 

fact that the vast majority of officials are from :r~elatively hwnble 

origins and in contrast to the level of origin there is a sense in which 

leadership of a union constitutes an 'old fashioned success story•. 

Union officials may not want to see it as such yet whether they do or do 

not, the leadership role effects a major change in the ''branch of employ-· 

ment' and for most 1 as Michels once noted, 'an elevation above the class 

. 2 
to >-Ihich (they) previously belonged'. Wnile their occupational posi-

tions have been 'elevated', however, it is not simply from a 'working'· 

to 'middle' class position. It is perhaps more accurate to invoke 

Erik Olin Wright's notion of a 'contradictory class location' for the 

union officials have left the workforce in order to serve its collective 

. 3 1.nterest. rrhe shift is somewhat paradoxical for in doing so they move 

from a 'dependent' occupational role to what Labour Segmentation theor

ists call an 'independent' one.
4 Independent workers a.re engaged in 

professional, technical and manage:uial occupations characterized by a 

high level of initiative, a recognisable setof internalized professional 

attitudes and greater autonomy and control over the '\'lork situation . 

Dependent .,.,orkers, in contrast, are more closely supervised, are more 

responsive to . .' externally set goals' and have little autonomy, or room 
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for initiative_. Such a c~nge. is likely to create t.ensions and con--

flicts for officials between t.he historically engendered egalitarian 

norms of.the movement and the.norms.of the larger societ.y concerning· 

employment related values and practices (income, job security, status, 

lifestyles, etc.) which normally apply to independent occupational 

roles. Our purpose in this chapter is to simply document several 

salient features of the union career in order to clarify the compleic

ities, ambiguities and nuances of the role and to show in a general 

sense, to where the pathways, considered in Chapter 5, lead. 

The Personal Meaning of the Job 

In spite of Noel Woods' 'bureau·-centric ~ view of the union offic-

ial's career, if asked if they wanted to leave, the vast majority of 

officials •·muld respond as Sir Tom Skinner responded to Archbishop 

Liston: 'The job is not for sale'. 
5 

Ne did not seek to ascertain 

whether their jobs were 'for sale' but. did ask the officials 'Have you 

ever thought seriously about entering a new and different type of occu-

pation?'. Just over three fifths of the group said that they 'never' 

or 'hardly ever' contemplate leaving, whereas 34.6% do so 'once in a 

while' and only 4. 69o do so frequently [Table 8 .1] . 

This was also the impression we got from the interviews. The vast 

majority of the officials interviewed were clearly committed to their 

jobs in terms of the intrinsic satisfaction derived or the social/poUt-

ical importance of the work. In that they were, their work orientations 

also differed from the typical orien·tations of the working class. Gold

thorpe and Lockwood are one group of many researchers v<ho ha.ve confirmed 

that the. typical orientation of wage >·mrb"rs to their employment is 

'··instrumental', emphasizing \to a rather marked degree accord.ing to most 

researche;:s) the material rewar·ds which the job brings. 
6 
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Union officials' orientations confo~m more to \vhai.:. Goldtho:z:pe 

and Lockwood et al. have called tintrinsic' orientations or 'solidar-

istic' orientations. 'Intrinsic' orientations stress the personal 

satisfact.ion derived from the work ;.vhile 'solidaristic 1 orientations 

obviate the distinction between 'personal' and 'occupational' spheres 

treating 'work' as a 'hobby' or a 'way of life'. 'l'hese hvo orienta-

tions are not mutually exclusive but represeEt an 'emphasis' or 'prior·-

ity'. In addition, presumably, the 'solidaristic' orientation incor-

porates the 'intrinsic' orientation on the grounds that someone -v1ho is 

committed to their job as a 'way of life' is also intrinsically motivated 

in terms of 'personal satisfaction'. 

Our data does not enable us to accurately distinguish officials' 

v10rk orientations in terms of intrinsic/solidaristic orientations (partly 

because the notions are conceptually inter-related). It was clear in 

the interviews, however, that a majority reflect both types although 

some were clearly more 'solidaristic' than others, as one official told 

us. 

My job is really just an extension of my life. I've neve:r-
counted the hours I work. I work v7henever there's a need, 
all hours, any day, all the time. 

Yet, another gave a qualified response, suggesting that family 

commitments may temper a 'whole of life! commitment. 

A f~\'l years ago I spent a lot. more time with the union than 
I do now. I get a lot of satisfaction doing it, but unless 
you're careful the job gets away on you. It's not diff icul·t 
to overdo it and neglect t.he wife and kids. 

In an att.empt to gain a representative view of officials' work 

orientations, a question was included in the questionnaire which asked 

'If you had a son, would you be pleased if he became a. full-time trade 
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Table 8.1: Officials' Responses to the Question: 

'Have you ever thought se~iously abC?_ut entering 

a new and different type of occupation?' [Q. 31] 

N % 

---·--·----------------

Very often 6 4. 6) 
) {39.2) 

Once in a while 45 34.6) moderate 
consensus 

Hardly ever 28 21.5) 
. ) (60.7) 

Never 51 39.2) 

Total 130 99.9 

Number of missing observations - 3 

.. 
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union official?' JQ. 27J. The question was a forced-item choice 

··(Yes/No) with an opportunity for open-ended explanation giving the 

reasons for the answer. Its rationale was based on the assumption 

that parentsttransfer' their OWi1 aspirations to their children and 

\<lould not envisage a future for them that did not 'echo 1 their own 

aspirations. As it turned out the question was only partially success-

ful in that some 22 officials (18%) did not ru1swer. The replies of 

t.hose that did, however, support the view that the vast majority are 

orientated to their jobs in terms of 'meaningful social activity' and 

other typically middle-class orientations, such as the intrinsic grati-

fica.tions it affords. 

Of those who answered 82. o~., answered affinnatively, the remaining 

18.0% answering 'no'. 

Of those who said 'no', several reasons were given. 12% of offi-

cials indicated that the 'strain of the job was too much'. Typical 

of their responses were: 

Because the strain of working in the trade union movement 
is such that there is no opportunity for c~other sort of 
life. 'l'here is also far too great a strain on family life. 

Again, 

Because of work pressures and lack of family life. Such 
pressures do not exist even in parliament. They are beyond 
any rea:;onable level. 

Six officials referred to the levE~l of appreciation from public 

and/or members. As one put it: 

The public a·tti tude towards l.."inionism is such that I would 
wa~t better respect for him. 
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Several officials referred to both the strain of the job and the 

low level of appreciation together: 

The job at times results in much stress and strain without 
a great deal of job satisfaction, with much abuse from pub
lic and ntembers. 

Another simply stated: 

The job requires too much effort, given the p<:!rsonal abuse 
and thanklessness of it. 

Three officials made it clear that they had 'other plans' for 

their children. One said 'My son, I hope, would have a better start 

in life 1
, while another said 'My aspirations are for him to receive 

a degree in law'. 
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Finally, two officials gave answers which suggested that they had 

()_ost faith' in the future of unionism. One suggested that 'unionism 

is a dying cause', while another stated: 'No·t the way they are org·an-

ised at present'. 

While these responses present insights int..:o the social constraints 

of working in a hostile environment, the vast majority answered the 

question affirmatively. Twenty-three officials ansv<ered 'yes', but. 

provided qualificat.ions. Some qualified their answers in tenus of 

role strain: 

Yes I r,I I d be proud if he was. 
reasons. 

No, for his family and social 

Would agree yes p:t'ovided he had no family comrnitments and if 
married, his wife was in full suppo:r-t: otherwise no. 

Others qualified it. in terms of commit.ment: 



Yes if he is committed to the working class cause. 
he''s not. 

Not if 

Officials who answered 'yes 1 without qualification pointed to 

either the 'intrinsic satisfactions' of the job or to the fact that 
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it is an 'important job which needs to be done'. Many drew attention 

to.both these factors, variously referring to the 'stimulating and 

varied work' and to the 'scope for improving the living standards of 

working people'. Many also stressed 'commitment to the working class 

cause'. Thus, as one official put it: 

Unionism is a wonderful way to assist low income earners ~~d 
the only way to learn the truth about the political, social 
and industrial problems facing the country: facts not fiction. 

Others put it in 'strong' political terms stressing the need, as 

one put it, 'to ensure the continuation of >·lorking class s·truggle'. 

Another would be pleased, 

only to the extent that he (his son) lea.rnt the respect a11.d 
trust of working people. There is no greater priYilege than 
to strive to organize working people and to attain positive 
gains in winning respect, dignity and recognition for the 
role played by working people in our society. 

'i'able 8. 2 summarises the answers and reasons officials gaYe. 

Although we explored differences betv.'een officials, very few existed 

in terms of those who answered 'yes' and 'no', and those that did were 

not strong. IT able 8. 3]. The one exception here was parental .E>Oliti-

cal or uni.on activity: officials who answered 'no' invariably had 

parents .£?t active in politics, a factor which is consistent. >vith the 

view that socialization to political roles is an important factor in 

reducing role strain. Those that answered 'no' also tended to be older 

(more than half being in t.he older cohort) 1 slightly more in blue collar 
• 

unions; and slightly more on the FOL. Officials on the FOL also 



Table 8;2: Reasons Officials Stated for Their 

Answers to the Question· '·If you had a son, would 
~ -~ 

you· be· pleased if he became ·a full-time union official?'· 

Answer·· 

Yes - job satisfaction 

\'lorthwhile/important job 

~ politically necessary 

.,.. other 

Yes - qualified in terms of 

No 

- the strain of the job 

- the type of commitment 

other 

- too much strain, hardship 

- lack of appreciation by public/ 
members 

-want a better 'start' for my son 

lack of efficacy in unionism 

- other 

No response to question 

No reason given 

Nl 2 
%·· 

28 25.2 

32 28.8 

.l2 ~0.8 

l 0.9 

12 5.4 

9 8.1 

2 1.8 

12 10.8 

6 5.4 

3 2.4 

2 1.8 

0 0.0 

22 16.5 

14 10.5 
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61.0 

21.0 

18.0 

Total 100.0 

1 Refers to number of 'reasons' given. As some officials gave more than 

2 

3 

one, numbers add up to more than ~total group' and percentages add up 
to more than lQO%. 

Percentages based only on respondents who ans\vered question, including 
those who did not give a re.a.son (N = ]_lll. 

%. of officials i11 each suh-.<;rroup, 



Table 8.3: ~ultiple Classification ill1alysis of 

Responses to Question: 'If you had a son, would 

you be pleased if he became a full-time union official?' 

Independent 

Variable 

Colour-type 

Black 

Blue 

Age 

Younger [ <40] 

Middle [ 40-SiJ 

Older [>51] 

Node of entry 

Lateral 

Vertical 

Pre-·t.1nion occupation 

Upper-non-manual 

Lower-non-manual 

Upper-manual 

Lmver-manual 

Occupational origin 

Upper-· non-manual 

Lower-non-manual 

Upper-manual 

Lower-manual 

Parents in politics 

Active 

Non-active 

Educational qualification 

Degree 

U.E. 

School Cert. 

No qualification 

Participation in 
rno vernent o.ffairs 

FOL Council 

'frades ,_C::ounci1 

Non -·movement 

Group mean = 1.9. 0?" 

N 

39 

89 

45 

42 

42 

47 

80 

11 

29 

34 

58 

18 

37 

26 

46 

42 

85 

~5 

23 

19 

70 

19 

42 

52 

Percenta~ ansv:ering 1 No • 

Unadjusted % 

~2.0 

22.0 

16.0 

11.0 

32.0 

23.0 

17.0 

12.0 

4.0 

17.0 

26.0 

7.0 

10.0 

25.0 

.. 24.0 

3.0 

26.0 

0.0 

10.0 

7.0 

27.0 

31.0 

1.6.0 

15.0 

Adjusted % 

9.0 

23.0 

16.0 

10.0 

33.0 

26.0 

15.0 

23.0 

14.0 

11.0 

23.0 

10.0 

10.0 

26.0 

23.0 

0.0 

28.0 

2.0 

13.0 

6.0 

26.0 

30.0 

18.0 

13.0 

Eta 

0.11 

0.22 

0.07 

0.23 

0.21 

0.28 

0.28 

0 .. 15 

R 2 
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Beta. 

0.16 

0.25 

0.14 

0,.19 

0. 38 

0.25 

0.15 

0.31 
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differed from the rest in that a number of those who answered negatively 

emphasized the factor of infra..,.leadership conflict. Thus, one refer-

red to the fact that there 'were too many personalities involved'. 

Another maintained that, 

it is a frustrating, insecure position. You have to accept 
arguments from everyone, members included. 

And yet another maintained, 

it's a filthy, dirty business. Every one of us is under 
attack. Our characters are slandered from both inside and 
outside the trade union movement. 

While these comnents indicate that union leadership is not a career 

for the timid, it is also clear, as Table 8.3 suggests, that whichever 

sub-group we take, those who would not recornn1end the job for their 

children constitute a small minority. At the same time their cow~ents 

point to the fact that the constraints on officials, exercised through 

the hegemony of the dominailt culture (as mediated via "the wife', the 

'school' and the 'system of communication') take their toll on some, 

and test coiTmitment to the m1ion career. 

Incomes 

Although there is a popular view that union officials a.re paid 

enormous salaries nothing could be further from the truth. The vast 

majority r-ec'eive salaries 'pegged' to the salaries received by ·their 

highest paid members and many officials adhere strongly to the norma-

tive conviction that salaries should be 'limited'. V.lhile this con-

viction appeared to be less strongly held among black union 

officials our comparison of black and blue union .officials in 
• 

terms of the ~:alaries they reported failed to show up any major 
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differences. There was no difference either between officials at 

national or branch union level( or between officials at different levels 

of the movement hierarchy. What was clear, in addition, was that com

pared to politicians, businessmen, or others in independent occupations, 

union officials were a poorly paid group. Only 3.1 (4) indicated 

receiving salaries of above $19,000 and only 6.3% (8) indicated receiv-

ing between $16,000 and $19,000. The vast majority of officials were 

being paid between $7,000 and $13,000. Although no exact median can 

be calculated, it is possible to tell that it is slightly less than 

$11,000, as 55.1% of the group indicated receiving less than this 

figure [Table 8.4]. 

To be meaningful, of course, these salaries must be related to 

comparable salaries for other groups during the research period. 

Unfortunately 1 because of the way the question was asked, strict 

comparisons are not possible, yet information does exist which makes a 

cru.~ comparison possible and enables us to view the group's incomes in 

context. The average (mean) of all wages and salaries for the first 

six months of 1979 \,;as $7,995 
7 

and clearly, in comparison to this, the 

officials' salaries would be higher, but not by a great deal.
8 

Equally 

clearly, however, union officials get much smaller salaries than others 

in either leadership or professional jobs: during the research period 

lecturers in New Zealand universities were on bet:ween $13,700 and 

$16,861; ·professors ranged from $27,500 to $34,455;
9 

ordinary mewbers 

of parliairieni:. were on $21,132 and cabinet ministeJ:s \vere on $36,400.
10 

In adc1it.ion 1 lavryers received on average $30,600, doctors $341200 and 

dentists $25 1 750. 

The point o.f these comparisons ~s no·t to suggest that union o£fi·-

cials should be paid more than their members, but to highlight tbe 
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Table 8.4: Officials' Gross ..§_alaries (19791 

Dollars Black Blue 'l'otal Group 

N % N 90 N % Cum. % 

5- 6,999. 2 5.0 9 10.5 11 8.6 8.6 

7- 8,9.99. 8 20 .• 0 18 20.9 26 20.5 29.1 

9-10,999 9. 22.5 23 26.7 33 26.0 55.1 

11-12,999 8 20.0 21 24.4 29 22.8 77.9 

13-15,999 "i 17.5 9 ~0.5 16 12.6 90.5 , 

16-18,999 3 7.5 5 5.8 8 6.3 96.8 

19,000+ 3 7,5 1 1.2 4 3.1 100.0 

-------- -----·----------· 
Total 40 100.0 86 100.0 127 99.9 100.0 

------- --·-~---------·-------

Note: Six officials refused to respond. None received incomes 
under $5,000. 
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'-contradic-tion' in their occupational position as revealed by the 

incomes they receive. They are, in a very real sense, to adopt Wright.' s 

phrase again , in a (contradictory class location' , 12 and this 

contradiction is apparent in relation to income: on the one hand, as 

representatives of the working class they are under pressure to sub-

scribe to 'salary limitations' and to live the lifestyle of the work-

force. On the other, their positions fit them with skills that in any 

other walk of life would entitle them to more. This inevitably causes 

some tensions and conflicts within the group for >vhile the 'logic of 

unionism' demands the former, the 'logic of the bourgeois centre' demands 

the la·tter. The chances are too, given that union leadership fits them 

with skills in demand in other institutional sectors, that should they 

leave, their financial security will improve. Officials realize this 

only too well, and for those who have been offered outside jobs (in 

industry, for example) tolerating rela·tively low incomes is a factor 

that 'tests' cornmit..rnent. As one official put it, 'It doesn't take you 

long to work out that they pay a hell of a lot more for what we're 

doing on the other side'. 

The difficulty of assessing income or salary levels by questionnaire 

is that the respondents are prone to understate them, and it could be 

argued that_ given the strong normative sanctions against 'high' salaries 

in union circles this ~cendency may be even more marked. In an a tt:.empt 

to overcome,this, we repeated the question to our smaller interview 

sample an'd although the actual figures were no·t in all cases the same 

there were no differences in the overall 'brackets' initially identi-

fied. 13 As a more general 'hedge' against this possibility we initially 

set income brackets fairly wide apart. vi'hile a fe\v may wish to under·-

estimate Cor conceivably over--estimate) we considered that they would be 
• 

less likely to do so across categories which would involve under- or 
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over-stating by several thousands of dollars. 

Ultimately 1 there is no fool~proof check, although such a check 

is largely unnecessary. It was clear during our research. from the 

various infonnal discussions held with officials, research officers, 

and union staff personnel, that officials' salaries are not large: 

the point is in fact widely known and recognised as a reason for offi-

cials giving up their j·obs. 

One traditional means of increasing the level of income has been 

for officials to hold multiple union positions. Frequently, as Tom 

14 Skinner has said, this has been necessary 'to make ends meet'. For 

some, hmvever 1 'union grabbing 1 has become a 'sport' . During the field 

work one official referred to another as 'that bastard who took the (X) 

v<orkers off me', Another told us tha·t he regularly gives advice to 

rich professional groups on questions of av1ard preparation and negot.ia-

tion. 'There's st:ill a lot (of money) to be made in organizing some 

of these groups ... even small groups who are technically unionized 

sometimes lack the resources or just can't be bothered supporting a 

union staff. Y and I, used to make a. killing on preparing all their 

papers.' 

Very few officials take such an openly expedient line. The open 

concern about 'making a. killing' for personal gain is anathema to the 

vast majority of the group. It is worth pointing out too, ·that these 

unionis-ts .are not 'militants': they are normally too busy 'feathering 

their ovm nests' to worry rauch about membership goals or aspirations. 

Perhaps, however 1 (and this might be supported from the type of union-· 

ized groups they represent) their mernbers do not have any industrial 

goals or aspirations, and it may be that. unions, like business, '9et ·the 

., 
t.ype of leadership they deserve~. 
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Participation 

Technically, in a cross-sectional study, the ability to assess the 

extent to which the leadership role has affected the lifestyle of the 

incumbents is problematic, for we lack empirical data about their life-

styles prior to their taking the leadership role. It is possible to 

make the reasonable assumption, however, that there are certain forms 

of social activity, and certain social attitudes, which are only poss-

ible after the assumption of leadership. One question we asked the 

officials invited them to indicate their activity in 'non-voluntary' 

agencies and committees [Q. 36]. By 'non-voluntary' here we mean agen-

cies not easily accessible to ordinary people, such as statutory commit-

tees, seats on the boards of public corporations, city council or local 

body positions on hospital; harbour or catchment hoards or in private 

. 15 
compan1es. 

Unfortunately, we lack both comparative data as to the activity of 

other elite sectors and time-series data which would enable us to 

ascertain whether activity here had increased or declined. Undoubtedly, 

however, given the recent historical growth of the group as a profes-

sional leadership fraction and their legal 'incorporation' to the cor-

porate structure of the sta.te it would be surprising indeed i£ it had 

not. 

In all, 42% of the group indicated. activity on one or more 'non-

voluntary' co~~ittee . Almost one in every three sat on a statutory 

board or cormni ttee. While twenty ( 15%) held city council positions, 

and seven were active on the boards of public corporations. [In addi-

tion, thirteen officials lisJced themselves as ccmpany directors, 

although all bar one, in this case, sat on the boards of trade union 

companies (such as the stevedoring companies on the wharves) or in 
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Table 8. 5: ~ulti~ Classification Analysis: 

~ctivity of Officials in Non~Voluntary Agencies [Q~ ~6] 

by Participatory Role in Movement Affairs, Age, 

and Level of Representation _in Union Hierarchy 

f% participating] 

Independent Variable N Unadjusted % Adjusted % Eta Beta 

Participation in 
Movement 

POL Council 21 81.0 79.0 

Trades Council 46 46.0 48.0 

Non-i''lovement 63 26.0 25.0 0.4 0.39 

Age 

Younger [<40] 45 27.0 32.0. 

Middle [ 40-51] 43 47.0 52.0 

Older [>51] 42 53.0 43.0 0.22 0.17 

Union Hierarchy 

National 45 54.0 55.0 
•,, 

Branch 85 36.0 35.0 0.17 0.19 

' Group I1ean~.= 42.0 
2 

R = 0. 22 

.. 



Table 8.6: 

Type of Membership 

Veterans - RSA 

PTA (School 
Organisation) 

Lodge, Fraternal 
Society 

Service Club 

Charitable 
Organization 

Sports Club 

Ethnic Club 

Workingmen's 
Association 

Church Group 

R.atepayers' 
Association 

Cultural Club, 
Association 

Hobby 

Org. with Political 
or Social Aims 

Political Party 

Professional 
Association 

Types of Participation 

Amongst Union Officials [Q~ 3~ 

Member ·Active Member Official 

N % N % N % 

16 12.0 0 0.0 2 1.5 

1 0.8 2 1.5 17 12.8 

8 6.0 3 2.3 2 1.5 

4 3.0 2 1. 5 0 0.0 

14 10.5 5 3.8 5 3.8 

16 ~2.0 13.5 14 10 .. 5 

6 4.5 2 1.5 0 0.0 

28 21.1 4 3.0 1 0.8 

6 4.5 6 4.5 7 5.3 

5 3.8 0 0.0 1 0.8 

12 9 .• 0 7 5~3 2 1.5 

13 9..8 7 5.3 4 3.0 

16 12.0 5.3 7 5.3 

35 26.3 14.3 24 18.1 

3 2,3 0 0.0 0 o.o 
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Total 

N % 

18 13.5 

20 15.0 

13 9.8 

6 4.5 

24 18.0 

48 36.1 

8 6.0 

33 24.8 

10 _, 14.3 

6 4.5 

21 15.8 

24 18.0 

30 22.6 

78 58.6 

3 2.3 

No·te: Numbers and percentages not mut.ually exclusive as most officials 
belonged to more than one type of organisation (see 'I'able 8. 7). 
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Table 8.7: 

~Organisations Amongst Union Officials 

No. of Memberships Members Active Hembers Officials Total 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 or more 

Total 

Table 8.8: 

35 26.3 30 22.6 39 29.3 25 

25 .18.8 l6 12.0 4 3.0 33 

17 12.8 3 2.3 8 6.0 31 

4 3.0 l 0.8 3 2.3 11 

5 3.8 l 0.8 1 0.8 22 

86 64.7 51 38.35 55 41.3 122 

Comparison Beh:een Union Officials an~ 

Executive Class Administrators Be1o_!1ging t~ 

Types of Organisation [Selected_ casc.:?_
1

] 

18.8 

24.8 

23.3 

8.3 

10.5 

91.7 

Union officials Exec. Class Administrators 

Sports Chili 48 36.1 67 56.3 

Church Group l9 l4.3 58 48.7 

Political Party 78 58.6 15 12.6 

1 
Source: Smith, (1974), p.44. No other categories strictly 

comparable. 
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companies established for the limited purpose of administering an 

office complex, such as the Trade Union Centre in Christchurch.] 

Table 8.5 shows that activity on 'important' committees differs 

markedly according to the participatory role of the officials in move-

ment affairs - some 81.0% of FOL'ers being involved, whereas only 26.0% 

of those not active in movement affairs. The table shows, in additicn, 

that national level officials were more active than branch officials 

and that, independent of participatory role, age is also of some impor·t-

ance. At the same time, social background factors proved to be totally 

tmimportaiJ.t. The fact is hardly, surprising, however, for activity here 

depends upon 'recognised status' and is the direct consequence of hold-

ing an important leadership position. 

Some data were also gathered on other memberships that officials 

held (Table 8.6). In all 41% of the group heJ.d an official position 

"V-Ti thin one or more of the org anizat.ions listed in the table. In addi-

tion, 38% indicated 'active' membership and 65'& indicated one or more 

'ordinary' memberships. Only 8% did not belo11g to any organisai:ion 

and only l99o belonged to only one organization simply as an ordinary 

member (Table 8.7). 

Comparison of the officials' rates of pa:cticipat.ion with the part:i-

cipation of Execut.ive Class l;dministrato:::s as reported by Smith in his 

Table 8. 8 and perrni ts a better appreciation of ·the group's 'stake' in 

t.he community. Not surprising-ly the officials are clearly more active 

in political party life a.nd somewhat ltoSS active in sports or church 

groups. .:Z\lt.hough it is not po.ssiblc t.o cocc1.pa.re act:Lvi t2·· in organiza-

tions with charitable, social m~· political 2..:Lms, we would expect un:Lo.:-1 
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officials to be more actiye than Executive Class Administrators here 

as well. 

Th? modal number of memberships for the group was two, whereas Smith 

reports a mode for Bureaucrats of three.
17 

He includes here r hmvever, 

the fact that all of his sample were members of the Public Service Asso-

ciation Ian activity which for obvious reasons we did not ask]. If_we sub-

tract one menmership for all executives, the mode works out the same and 

the overall distribution much more similar as well. 

Although no data exist which \Wuld enable us to compare the rates 

of participatio~ amongst officials with the labour force as a whole, in 

sununarising research in Tokoroa, Pitt reports that 60% of residents 

belonged to some form of voluntary association m1d concluded that 'a 

high rate of associational affiliation has been a key fea·t:ure of post-·war 

18 
New Zealand' . At the same time, Pitt notes that in urban areas parti-

cipation is not as high and cites the studies of Robb and Carr in Porirua19 

and Vandenburg et al. in Hamilton. I·t may be that, if tov.'Yl and country 

were taken together, overall rates would even out to presen~ a similar 

picture to that presented in the Unit:ed States (50%) m.· Canada (51%), 

although, in Pitt's view, it would be higher than rates for Britain (33%) 

20 
Germany (34%) or Italy (25%). 

Even taking 1 60%' as an 1 outside limit. 1 , however, it is clear ·that 

this is well.,below the 91. 79c. 'overall' rate for officials. From our 

data, too, as regards 'active memberships' and 'official posts' in volun-

tary associations, the union officials vlO'Jld be even more over-represented 

and this would apply to its greatest: extent in organisations with a. social 

or political purpose. 
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Amongst officials with no memberships some indicated an intention 

to join several and provided an excus·e for not already being members. 

Thus one pointed out that he had just taken up his position - but 

intended joining seven. !<lany also 'complained' that they \'lOuld like 

to participate more, but were not able to do so because of the 'pressure 

of work'· This did not bear out on the checks we made, ho\'lever. There 

was no relationship between the rate of participation and the self-

reported 'hours of work'· . And checking participation by participat.ion 

in movement affairs, FOL'ers also tended to be more active in these 

activities as well, If we excluded all those organizations \vith a 

political or social purpose, however, they tended to be slightly less 

active in 'neighbourhood--type' associations such as 'ratepayer', 'PTA', 

'hobby', 'cultural' or •ethnic' organizations. 

In some British unions at the turn of the century and before, union 

officials were occasionally 'cast out. 1 for what some te:r.1ned the 'bour-

geois embrace' - joining class incongruent clubs a.1.J organizations. 
21 

Even in Nm'l Zealand, complaints -v;ere occasionally heard in the more mili-

tant unions, although we know of no actual case where removal was effec-

ted on this ground. It is noteworthy in this context, however, that only 

small numbers of officials hold memberships that could be classed in t.his 

c..ategory. Only six were members of 'service' organizations such as 

Lions, Jaycees, or of organizations such as 'ratepayers' .or Rotary. 

Many were mewbers of organizations which could be classed as non-partisan 

in cl.ass terms, such as cult11ral., hobby 1 ethnic or parent-t.eacher associa·· 

tions, and as we have noted 1 proportions increased subst.an tial.ly in 

2" 
organizations with a 'leftist' poli t.ical or social purpose·-.:> [see Table 

8.6]. 

• 
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It cannot be assumed in relation to participation in ordinary 

clubs and associations that officials· have joined as a consequence of 

assuming office. Many obviously would have maintained memberships 

before becoming involved in unions, and it may be that all officials 

are 'joining types' , a fact that may partially explain the rise to 

,_/ leadership itself. At the same time, although we lack evidence on when 

officials became members, it \vas clear from the interviews conducted 

that the 'pressure' to participate increases as a consequence of the 

positions they hold, as does the likelihood that they will assume 

official posts. More than one noted that they frequently get 

'invited' to join various organizations. The pressure is especially 

marked from those groups that see themselves as labour's ideologi·cal 

allies, but is not simply confined to these groups: even in schools 

or church groups, the union official is a person to be 1 roped in 1 • 

The shift from a dependent to an independent occupational position 

and the consequent elevation in status also conceivably alters social 

values and perceptions of status. Being in command and demand offers 

a new sense of worth of the importance of the officials to the social 

system. In their socio-economic stat.us scale for New Zeal;;md, Elley 

. 24 
and Irvine listed the 'l'rade Unlon Secretary in Category 3. Any such 

categorisation is contentious, however, for more than any other o-;;cupa-

tional group, union officials lack a clearly defined s·tat:us. 

To gain an insight into the group's perceptions of their own 

social standing, we asked them where they would place their 'own post' 

on a list of 30 occupations ranked 1 to 6 according to the g.enerally 

accepted view of socio-economic status. In all, 21. officials did not 

. d h . 25 respond, and some ob]ecte to t _e quest.lon. Of those that answered, 

the vast majority placed ·themselves :l.n the same bracket: as the businessmen 
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they bargain with, rather than alongside their fo:t:mer occupations f or 

the occupational group of their members, For the group 1 more than 

three-quarters (77%} placed themselves in categories 1. or 2, only 17% 

in categories 3 or 4, and only 6 9.; in categories 5 or 6. In t.he movement, 

FOL'ers tended to place themselves slightly higher. Although the differ-

ences are not marked, the significance is increased slightly in that 

officials on the FOL were disproportionately from the unskilled and semi

skilled sectors in terms of both their ovm and their fathers' occupations 

[Table 8. 9]. 

Self-appraisal scales which seek a subjective evaluation of social 

standing have been criticised on the grounds that respondents may have 

different ideas about what is meant by the concep-t of social standing.
26 

From the perspective of stratification theory, it is normally defined as 

'social estimation or prestige' and alth01.1gh it is highly correla.ted wi.th 

class, it is not synonymous. Union officials may no·t see it this v1ay, 

hov1ever. In anticipation of this, attempts ·were made in the interviews 

to clarify the 'meaning' they gave i-t. Most defined it in 'functional' 

terms 1 stressing the 'worth' or 'importa.'"1ce' of the leadership role, 

while some emphasized the degree of 'skill' or 'competence' involved. 

It was also notevJOrt.hy here, however, that no officials equated the notion 

directly with prestige itself. In this sense i·t would appear that their 

ans>vers to the questions represent. their mm vie>v of the importance of 

their role. 

Supporting the view that their self ranking reflects a general sense 

of efficacy in their own value, is the fact that answers here correlated 

wi·th their ansv1ers to ·the question concerning their sons becorn.ing union 

officials ( Gmmna 0. 45) • Offica1s who scored themselves lo''' on 'sociaJ_ 

standing' were also much less likely t.o be favourably disposed to their 

sons becoming full-t:ime union officials. 
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Table 8.9: Officials'· Conceptions of Their OWn 

· ·~ocial Standing by Participatory Role 

in Hovement Affairs and for Total Group 

(Conceptions of own Social Standing assessed by Question 42: 
'By stating the appropri-ate number in the box opposite, where on the 
list would you place your own post?') 

Socioeconomic FOL Trades Non·· 

Category Council Council Movement Total Group 

N % N % N % N % Cum. 

l 6 37.5 5 13.2 7 12.1 18 16.1 16.1 

2 8 50.0 23 60.5 37 63.8 68 60.7 76.8 

3 1 6.3 4 10.5 8 13.8 13 11.6 88.4 

4 0 0.0 4 10.5 2 3.4 6 5,4 93.8 

5 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 93.8 

6 1 6.3 2 5.3 4 6.9 7 6.3 100.0 

rrota1s 16 100.1 38 100.0 58 100.0 112 100.1 100.0 

-----·-----
Gamma: 0.1 Nurrber of missing observations = 21 

• 

% 
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The new~found status of the union leadership role and t.he physical 

segregation of officials from the. rank and file is a major potential 

source of conflict in the union career. It is closely related to the 

'role ambiguity' and ~confusion •· attached to the leadership role and 

the inherent conflict between the status of the officials and those they 

represent. In many senses the officials face a 'status dilen@a 1 for 

/r-- in that they negotiate relationships between proletarian and bourgeois 

groups, and are themselves physically separated from the rank c;md file, 

they will be exposed to and may internalize norms and values which are 

in conflict t,.;ith the egalitarian aspirations of the movement. 

In this sense the contradictory class location of the group has 

its social equivalent in marginality. The concept: of 'marginality • 

was first used by Park in 1950 to refer to a person or group who 's·trad-

?7 
dles t'lm or more sub-cultures but is not fully part of one or the other 1 

• ~ 

Park defines the marginal roan as one whom fate has condemned to live in 

two not merely different but antagonistic cultures. Although he was 

referring to nat.ional cultures, Newton has observed that 1 it is possible 

to straddle two sub~cultures of the same society ... a man may be both 

working class. and middle class if he came from the working class and has 

, , I 28 
moved lnto the mlddle class . In this sense, the marginality of 

union officials exists not simply in that. they are 1 insulated within a 

fringe position of the social structure' but that they mediat.e relation-

ships at the j1mcture where labour and capital meet. 

Marginality poses several dilemmas: should the officials act 

differently when meeting management t.han v..·hen :meeting the menmers? Hmv 

should te seek to manage his impression'? 

'Skinner explains how he had to 'switch ties' 1 swapping his red J-' 
L-1.8 for 

a green and white spott.::ed one in order to meet Mayor VJagner of New York. 
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In the sai1le book Skinner recounts how Knox would not lrisk \ climbi_ng 

into a chauffeur driven ministerial car at FOL headquarters, preferring 

that it collect him 200 yards down the road, 
29 

In the interviews \ve 

conducted one official apologised for the way he \\'as dressed 1 excusing 

himself on the grounds that he had been involved in award negotiations, 

adding the rider 'I don't normally come to work like this'. 

\mile these examples illustrate the social ambiguities inherent in 

the leadership position the precise mode of 'adaptation' will depend 

upon how the officials perceive and evaluate their position. Some 

become adep·t at 's>V'itching ties'; others abandon the ':r~ed' tie alto-· 

get.her and yet others wear it all the time. In general, radical leaders 

seemed to experience these ambiguities less, defi!1ing their. mode of 

operation in terms of a.'1 orientation which divided life between 'us' 

and 'them'. 

The physical segregation of the officials from the ran}~ and file 

affects their personal, work, and social activities on and off the job. 

One noticeable feature of union officials' 'work orbit' .::..s that t.hey 

frequen·tly become 'enclosed within a circle of officiaJ s' ., As we 

travelled the country visiting 1 office after office', interviews ~tlere 

frequently interrupted as oth.::;r officials 'popped in'. After work 

officials frequently drank together and were sometimes joined by lay 

1..1.nionists -and others \vi th similar interests and outlooks. In some 

senses this leads to increased cooperation and prevents the ·gl:·o'l'l'th of 

1 inward looking' unions concerned exclusively wit.h their 'own 1 affairs. 

In others it leads to a si i:uation where the membership themselves beco:ne 

an 'out_' 9roup and where '·cosy arrangements 1 take place. Just as ,John 

Hillar 1 c;.rranged 1 for his 'rum and ca;~cds mat.e' Bill Belcher to succeed 

him as Secret.a:r:y of t.be Seam~n in .1894 1 when Nilla:l~ en·tered parliament, 
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so others make similar arrangements. In some senses this is inevitable 

and is the result of a genuine appreciation by the c1epartee of 'who 

would be best for the job •·. :r.n others it is the consequence of personal 

. . . f. d' 30 r1valry or polit1cal 1n- eu 1ng. 

A further consequence of the leadership role is psychological -

officials inevitably adopt a 'leadership perspective•. In some cases 

. ..-r-
this is 'democratic' but in many cases it bears a close resemblance to 

a 'master-servant' appreciation of their role. The leadership perspec-

tive permeates their view of the rru>k and file and in the interviews 

conducted it was clear that some saw the rank and file as a 'problem'. 

'An independent study of our members showed that they have a reading 

age of seven', said one, while another from the branch of a large black 

union, commented that 'most of our members think they are professionals'. 

In the intervievls too 1 many defined their role as 'dispassiona-te arbi t-· 

ers' between management and employees, and one told us tha·t 1 from his 

experience (in personal grievance disputes) management is nearly always 

right'! 

In that a 'pro-worke:c' ideology is an occupat.ional necessity for 

union officials 1 in public' 1 the empirical assessment of leadership at'ci-· 

tudes towards the rank and file is difficult and likely to be invalid. 

Yet, in one sense, this makes the responses given in 'I' able 8. 10 ever. 

more significant, for nearly two thirds of the entire group (63.6%) 

either 'agreed-' or were 1 not sure 1 
, with the blunt proposition (that.) 

1 most workers don' ·t know their own real interests ·today' . Some 3.9% 

'agreed strongly', almost half the group simply 'agreed', 10.1% were 

'not sure', almost one third (32.6%) 'disagreed' and 3,9% ~disagreed 

strongly'" The group are clearly fra.gmeni.:ed (overall group dissensus) 
• 

on i:his issue [Table 8.10]. 
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Amongst movement participants t.he distribution of responses is 

somewhat different. Amongst POL National Councillors there is a 

moderate consensus who agreed 1 that most \vorkers don't know their own 

real interests today'. In all 71.5% either agreed or agreed strongly 

with the proposition. If we include those who were 'not sure', then 

we can say that 81.0% did not 'disagree' [Table 8.10]. 

Amongst those active in Trades Councils the overall distribution is 

broadly similar to that of the group as a whole, the overall pattern 

being one of dissensus. Some 46.6 'agreed' or 'agreed strongly', 8.9% 

>'>~'ere 'not sure' and 44.4% 'disagreed' (Table 8.10]. 

Could this tendency for more POL Council officials to agree with 

this proposition be a function of the fact that they are somewhat older 

than officials active in t.he Trades Councils and those not active in 

movement affairs? To check this out we carried out a Multiple Classi-

fication Analysis to show the net worth of t.he variable while holding age 

constant. The analysis also controlled for polour-type of 

union in case this had a residual effect. The analysis adjusted the 

percentage of FOL councillors agreeing with the proposition down slightly 

(from 71.5 9o to 66.0%)as a consequence of con-trolling for age and type of 

union. Wha.t is clear, however! is that there is st.iJ.l, even on the 

adjusted Beta percentage, a moderate consensus amongst the sub-group. 

\Vhat shou~d also be noted, however, i.s that the overall difference is 

not large,,_as indicated by lov1 Beta coefficient ['.rable 8.11]. 

Also shown in Table 8.11 is t:bat officials 1 attit.udes to the p:copo·-

sition differ according to their age; whereas 61. 0% of older cohort 

officials agreed \•Jith the proposition, 52.0% of the middle cohort and 

only 45.0% of the younger cohort officials did. 'This is not a 1arge 



Table 8.10: Officials' Answers to the Question: 

'Most workers don't know their ovm r~al_ interests today\ fQ.88. 76] 

Agree strongly 

Agree 

Not sure 

Disagree 

Disagree strongly 

Total 

FOL 
Council 

l 4.8 

14 66.7 

2 9.5 

4 19 .. 0 

0 0 0 

21 100.0 

Trades 
Council 

1 2.2 

20 44.4 

4 8.9 

18 <W. 0 

2 4.4 

45 99.9 

Non
Movement 

3 4.8 

30 47.6 

7 11.1 

20 31.7 

3 4.8 

Total 

5 3.9 

64 49.6 

13 10.1 

42 32.6 

5 3.9 

·----------
63 100.0 129 100.1 
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Gamma: 0.1 
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Table 8.11: Multiple Classification Analysis: 

Officials' Responses to Questio21: 'Most workers don't know 

their own real interests today' by Age, Participatory Role in 

Movement Affairs, and collar-type of union 
----------------~------~~~~-:-~----------

[%agreeing: group mean 52.0%] 

Variable N Unadjusted % Adjusted % Eta 

Age 

Younger (<40) 45' 44.0 45.0 

Middle (40-51) 42 52.0 52.0 

Older (>51) 42 64.0 61.0 0.16 

Colour-type 

Black 39 47.0 50.0 

Blue 89 56.0 50.0 0.08 

Participatory Role 

FOL Council 21 71.5 66.0 

Trades Council 45 46.6 46.0 

Non-movement 6:3 52.4 53.0 0.13 

.. 
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Beta 

0.13 : 

0.04 

0.13 
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Table 8.12: Multiple Classification Analysis: 

Answers to the Question: 'Most l'iorkers Don't Know 

Their Own Real Interests 'roday' (Q.88. 76) by Age, Parental 

Political Activity; Class Origin and Level of Educational Attendance 

l% agreeing: group mean 48.0] 

Variable N Unadjusted % Adjusted % Eta Beta 

Age 

Younger [ <40] 45 44.0 41.0 

Middle [40-51] 41 52.0 51.0 

Older [>51] 41 64.0 65.0 0.17 0.20 

Parents in politics 

l\,cti ve 42 52.0 49.0 

Not Active 85 52.0 53.0 0.01 0.04 

Occupational origin 

Upper non-manual 18 39.0 39.0 

Lower non-manual 37 51.0 50.0 

Upper man ua 1 26 54.0 54.0 

' 
Lower manual 46 57.0 57.0 0.11 0.12 

Education: Level of 
attendanee 

Primary only 20 50.0 39.0 

Secondary 76 54.0 54.0 

University 31 48.0 56.0 0.05 0.12 

--------------------



difference JBeta 0 .13J but it is b.ig enough to warrant some further 

enquiry. 

Conceivably the relationship with. age could reflect two things. 
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It could indicate a 'life--cycle' phenomenon. As briefly men·tioned in 

the last chapter, age differences in attitudes do not necessarily mean 

change will come about as the younger generation replaces the older 

generation. It may simply be that the younger officials will gradu-

ally change their views, becoming more ''elitist' as they age. 

A different explanation might be that age masks the importa.."lce of 

social characteristics. If, for instance, officials differed in 

tlleir attitudes to the proposition according to their occupational origin, 

their level of formal education or whether or not their parents were 

active in politics, then, because, as >•le saw in the last chapter, 

these factors were relat.ed to age, they would also be reflected in any 

simple correlation between age and the dependent variable. 

Put methodologically, the exercise is to carry out another 

f.iul tiple Classification Analysis, this time controlling simultaneously 

for age and likely social background factors. After some initial '· 

prior exploration we c-:ntered age, occupational origin, educa·tional attendance 

and parental political activity. If the relationship be·tween age and 

the responses of officials to the proposition disappear, then it v;ill 

indicate .that age was functioning simply as a mask for t:hese factors. 

The analysis shows that social background fa.ctors do not affect 

the age differences in the responses i:o t:he statement. In fact, the 

age differences increase slightly, as can be seen in the adjusted per-

centage column in Table 8.12. Whether this reflects simply the 

gre.::lter 1democratic idealismt of 'youth', or is related to other factors 

which 1;.;e have not assessed, v.1e are unable to say. 
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Conclusion 

Given that the relationship with members is problematic, a close 

liaison with rank and file can only be maintained through energy and 

hard work by officials at the grass-roots. Some unionists try hard to 

achieve this end. They frequently bre~c the 'enclosed circle' to drink 

. .A"iid mix with the rank and file, and put themselves up for election on 

a regular basis. The typical union official does not, however. Their 

occupational roles conform in most respects to the middle class and 

'independent' sectors of the workforce. 

This is somewhat more so, our data would seem to suggest, for those 

active in national level FOL affairs. They tend to participate more 

in mainstream 'non-voluntary' organisations, rate their oHn status 

relatively highly and main·tain a slightly more 'elitist' orientation 

to the membership. The data can be taken cautiously to support the .view 

that normative integration amongst. those in more important: t.mion leader

ship positions is greater than it is amongst t.hose at 'lower' levels. , 

• 
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Chapter 9. 

Orientations to Meritocratic Norms 

rl 
There is a major contradiction between the traditional aims of 

unionism as an agency of collective working class advance and ·the pre-

ssures to adapt to a society where expertise and specialisation of 

role function increasingly are demanded. This chapter will explicate 

the nature of this contradiction, clarify the issues surrounding the 

acceptance or rejection of meritocratic norms and present the attitudes 

of officials towards meritocratic norms. 

Meritocracy 

'Merit.ocracy' is one of a number of terms that often are employed 

to describe contemporary industrial societies. It usually goes hand in 

hand with others such as 'technocratic', 'managerial', 'organisational'. 

These terms all are supposed to give us 'snapshots' of the dominant mode 

of organisation in capitalist societies. In a general sense they are 

all concepts which depict. a societ.y that is rationally directed and 

aciministrated. More specifically, however, the concept 'merit.ocracy' 

refers to the normative quality or emphasis of a mode of organisation. 

As H ~T. vJilson puts it 'the meri tocratic bias' means 'adt--rtinistration on 

the basis of knowledge with its obsession with technical qualifications 

and formal_ certification . The type of organisation to which merito-

cratic crLteria apply most directly is bureaucracy. Bureaucracy consti-

tutes (in both its ideal and ideal-typical role) a mode of organisation 

which aims to function by impersonal r:ules and regulations and to recn1i t 

on the basis of technical credentials. In t.his sense the ascendency of 

bureaucra.cy based on meritocrat.ic norms and ·the widespread influence of 
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such norms in the twentieth century are largely the result of (a) 

demands for equality (the demand that recruitment criteria should be 

impersonal and sta~dardised m1d that arbitrariness should be expunged); 

and (b) demands for efficiency. Both ideas were prominent in Weber's 

explanation for the ascendency of legal-rationalism and the ever increa-

sing role of technical qualifications in bureaucratic employment and 

2 
advm1cement. 

The relationship between meri tocratic norms and equali t:l should not 

lead us to believe that the equality spoken of was ever a threat to the 

capitalist organisation of industry. As H.T. Wilson argues, the demands 

for equality were also quite consistent with the con·tinum1ce of capita-

l
. . 3 
lSm. In addition, as Michael Young maintains in The Rise of the Herit.o-

crac~, while demands for merit selection were made by the working class 

(the unions, the Labour Party, for instance) they were also made by 

business which saw meri tocratic norms a.s necessary for t~1e efficient 

development of capitalism and the ab.ili ty of British capi t.alists to com-

t . h f . . . 4 
pe .e Wlt oreJ.gn compet:.ltlon. The demands for equal rights were always, 

in this sense, those of an 'equal start in the race', of an equal chance 

to become unequal or to consu.'ne endlessly. As Hilson puts it, 

The meritocratic bias and legal--rat.ional authority itself 
become the instn.m1ents for administra·tlng a society governed 
by capitalism with its concept of man as infinite consmner and 
appropriator . This meri·tocratic bias is the central pro-
blematic ·.vhich explains ho\<1 1 administration on the basis of 
know1edge . . ·' could favour a narrow rai:ionalism which has 
succeeded in distorting both equality and rat.ionali t.y q.lmost 
beyorid. recognition. Eg-alitarianism, at first a necessary 
rationalization for capita.i.ism, becomes the instrument of a 
meri tocratic bias devoted ultimately t:o serving the life process 
of the social metabolism under bureaucratic administration. 
Such 'knowledge 1 can only be a means to something else, a.nd 
that something else is a vision of man as infinite consumer 
where private appropriation mus·t be made subject. to efficiency 
canons in the service of endless desire.S 
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The relationship between meritocratic norms and efficiency suggests 

that the application of knowledge and technical competence and skills to 

administration ;.,rill, while at the same time as it discriminates 'fairly' 

between competing individuals, also ensure efficiency and minimise socie-

tal conflicts. Such conflicts, it is assumed, arise out of ignorance 

anq can be 'solved' by enlightened administration based on exper~ise. 

This triumphant article of faith that a procedural concern with legal-

rational authority will serve substantive social ends has formed the 

mainstay for many of the liberal theories ~o emerge in the post-war era -

theories of the 'affluent society', the 'withering away of class', the 

'end of ideology 1 , and the vim·l that all problems can be solved by the 

application of intelligence to all aspects of life.. Such a premise is 

present in Burnham's thesis regarding the 'managerial revolution'. It 

could be after the 'transition phase of this revolut.ion', said Burnham, 

that 'managers will have achieved social dominance and will be the ruling 

1 • • I 6 c ass 1n soc1ety . Even some radical sociologists sh~red this view. 

Veblen, for instance, held that 'the expert men, or whatever name may 

best suit them, make up the indispensible general staff of the industrial 

I 7 system . 

In more recent years Michael Young has argued the same thinc;r although 

whereas Veblen and Burnhcu:l were clearly enthusiastic about the march of 

meritocracy, Young is clearly negative and believes that meri t.ocracy and 

the concern for technical competence, expertise and effic:i_ency const.i tute, 

in fact, a new ideology which actively serves to cloak special interests. 
8 

In relation to trade unionism, Young compa:r:·es the careers of Ernest. 

Bevin and the f:Lcti tious Lord Wif:fen (born 1957-· ) to shov,r how ascendGni: 

meri tocratic norms are likely t.o a.ffc:.ct~ the recruitment and role of the 
• 
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unions in the meritocratic age. Lord Wiffen is an 'expert' and a 'spec-

ialist' with 'high I.Q. credentials' and a Harvard background- qualities 

only surpassed in Young's view by his uncanny ability to manage workforce 

discontent in the interests of the powers that be. As he humorously 

puts it, with tongue firmly in cheek, 

Union and management cadets work happily together on the factory 
floor. The unions have incorporated into their top echelons 
graduates who if not the first rank are still good second-
raters in the 115-120 (I.Q.) range . men like Lord Wiffen. 
To appreciate the excellence of his qualifications one need no 
more than compare his ca:r:eer with that of Ernest. Bevin who has 
no education worth the name.9 

Anumber of writers have joined Michael Young in highlighting the 

dysfunctional consequences of meritocratic norms and values. Even liberal 

writers such as Bernard Crick have been moved to 'defend politics' from 

those who see all problems as purely 'technical' ,
10 

while Suleiman has 

pres<2nted a case in more detail, sununarising much of t~he literature in 

the area. 
11 

1'his case has obvious consequences for trade unionism and 

working class politics in that. the acceptance of the norms of ascendent 

meritocracy also implies an acceptance of the 'i nstrun·tentalist' as sump-

tions which underlie such norms. 

Inner-Union Recruitment 

Central to the meritocratic 'contradictio::1' is whether union recruit-

ment poli<?Y should be based primarily upon class criteria or upon merit 

selectionr§illd whether they should recruit according to the political quali-

ties or technical credentials of the aspirants. 

Meri tocratic norms, vJhen applied to recruitment (i.e. recruitment 

according to merit) , conflict with class-based norrn.s, and, if adhered to, 

may serve to undermine the cJ.ass-·exclusi vi ty of unionism as a proletarian 
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response t.o capitalism. In addition, in that selection of officials by 

merit (i.e. formal credentials) may widen the division between leaders 

and led, adherence to meritocratic norms conflicts with the democratis 

aspirations and goals of unionism. 

In his article Leadership among Social Classes, Alvin Gouldner notes 

that 'certain normative attitudes need to be maintained if the group goals 

and democratic functioning of lli~ions are not to be eroded•. 12 One of 

these attitudes is what Gouldner calls 'inner-union recruitment' whici1 

holds that the recruitment criteria adopted by unions should continue to 

be class-based rather than meritocratic. Meritocratic recruitment entails, 

in this context, that people be selected for positions according to qual

ifications and objectively identifiable expertise, whereas class-based 

criteria entails selection from \·li thin the rank and file. 
13 

In speaking of rneritocratic and class-based criteria we are, of 

course, speaking of which should be given priority, for this is the only 

sense in which the two options are mutually exclusive. If merit is given 

priority then the pool of recruitment will be the entire society; if 

class exclusivity is given priority then the best Hill be selected from 

within the rank and file. In t.'lis sense, when class criteria a:r·e stressed, 

merit selection is still possible, but only if it is given subordinate 

status. 

The Official's' Views 

To assess officials' attitudes to 1 inner-union recruitment' vs 1 class-

based recruitment 1 we put to them the following stat.ement: 1 Trade unions 

should recruit officials according to merit irrespective of whether they 

come from within the workforce or outside of it.' 
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To this 60.9 9a agreed, 10.2% were 'not sure' and 28.9% disagreed, 

making the overall distribution a moderate consensus in support of 

meritocratic recruitment criteria [Table 9.1]. 

The response set of this question (the direction in which the state-

mentis 'loaded') may have affected the proportion who agreed and in 

this sense it may be claimed that the responses were 'forced'. In rela-

tion to this particular statement, we would claim, however, that the 

statement contains within itself a contradiction which necessitates a 

'choice'. In addition to this we would claim that (a) union officials 

are all highly sensitive and aware about issues concerning recruitment, 

and (b) as a key group of societal leaders they are unlikely to fall prey 

to the metJ10dological orientation of the qu·2stion to the same extent as 

people in non-leadership positions might be. They make up t:heir minds 

quickly, frequently facilitated by a deep understanding of basic issues 

as they affect unions and the ¥Torkforce. For them decision making is a 

. 14 
dally occurrence. 

In addition to these points it is worth noting that unionism is 'in 

the business of opposition' and if officials are to resist the constraints 

of the dominant culture it is up to them to disagree. In other words, 

the response set here does no more than parallel the response set of the 

dominant culture which emphasises meritocratic recruitment norms and 

which operates in the normal course of decision-making affecting recruit-

rnent policy. Put negatively, if they are unlikely to resist. the substance 

of the message as stated, they are unlikely t.o resist. it. in practice. 

While there is no one to one con:espondenc2 bet.ween beliefs and behaviour 

ce:>:tainly the absence of an exclusive rec::-.:.-ui tmeni.: policy is in the long 

term likely to have consequences of a fundamental kind . 
.. 
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Table 9.1 

Sta·tement 

Trade unions should recruit 

officials according to merit 

irrespective of whether t.hey 

come from within ·the work-

force or outside it 

(Q.88.57) 

N 

N 

% 

Number of missing observations = 5 

Attitudes To Inner Union Recruitment 

Strongly 
agree 

16 

12.5 

(60.9) 

Agree 

62 

48.4 

Not 
Sure 

13 

10.2 

Disagree 

32 

25.0 

Strongly 
disagree 

5 

3.9 

(28.9) 

Total 

128 

100.0 

Classif
ication 

Moderate 
consensus 

N 
f-' 
(}\ 
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In the interviews a majority (16/30) took the view that 'unions 

should professionalise' and generally stressed that union officials 

should be recruited irrespective of where they come from. 

Six officials expressed a qualified view that if 'experts' are 

recruited then they should, as one official put ..... 
1.!... ( 'be on tap, but not 

on top'; that is, that specialists 'irrespective of where they come 

from' should be hired only into 'staff' positions (as research officers, 

organisers, etc.) but not as 'official' personnel. V..1hile this is, in 

one way, an eminently reasonable view, it ignores the fact that there is, 

in the union career structure, a flui~ relationship existing between 

the 'staff' and 'line' sections (i.e. between 'hired' e~d 'official' per-

sonnel) and as many officials pointed out, it. is possible to start your 

career in the staff position ('on tap') and move across to the 'line' 

(be appointed or elected as a 'secretary') at an oppon:.une moment. 

The remaining interviewees (8) rejected rneritocratic recruitment 

criteria, claiming that all union positions (bar those of ancillary 

personnel such as typists) should be filled f:t·om within the union ranks. 

They claimed that recruiting experts is not something that happened in 

'their' unions. 

Officials who endorsed meritocratic criteria normally claimed that 

unions must be 'up v1ith the times' and 'be progressive' in order to com-

pete with bu::::d.ness. Officials who took this view often took an opti-

mistic and entl!usia;:>tic approach t:o the issue. As one said, 'I've got 

two lawyers and three accountants in those offices out there' - an 

unquestioned endorsement of the fact that his union was 'up with the times'. 

Officials who rejected me:r::i t cr.·i teria normally st.ressed the facts 



that working people would lose control over union administration; and 

that it would ultimately lead to the development of a rnore tenuous 

relationship between leaders and led. Thus one official said, 

I can see the day 
have never worked 
now . . • look at 

workers -----

when nearly all unions are run by people who 
a day in their lives. I can see it happening 
this lawyer lady who's been appointed to the 

She's got nothing in co~~on with the 
people in that industry. 

Another who rejected meritocratic criteria emphasised that 'his' 

union was not like some others he could mention. 

Respondent: It's definitely a bad thing in my view but you'll 
find that these people are confined mostly to a fe·w selected 
unions. 

Interviewer: But many of them can then participat.e in the 
Trades Councils and on t.he FOL and the various inter-union 
bodies. 

Responden_!:_: That's probably true. For that matter they can be 
active in the Labour Party too because u.nions have various 
comrni ttees in common with the Labour Party. I don't knovl . . . 
I've argued about this issue and it seems to me that although 
many of the chaps (around here) are aware of what~'s going on, 
there is no overall policy. And many don't w2~t a policy. I 
agree with you though. I think that many of them take positions 
to get involved in the cut and thrust of politics and for reasons 
of personal gain. I think to some extent this is reflected in 
the FOL itself. 
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Some officials tended to take the attitude that union leadership is 

'an art born of experience' and not as one anti -meri t.ocrat said 'gleaned 

from manuals'. Pro-meritocrats tended to see skill and expertise as 

important ·cmnponents of the job, although frequently they kept this i:o 

themselves··; 'You've got to understand' as one younger official pu'c it, 

'that many of the older chaps see those with high qualifications as some 

sort of threa'c . . . they're scared that if they let t~hem in they vJill 

lose control'. 

The ambivalence of the officials was often expressed in their attitudes 



to education. One official told us, for instance, that he knew of one 

union official who had been sent to university by a union only to be 
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told that he was not 'tlanted after he had obtained the degree. 'I think 

it's a case with many officials that they support education in theory, 

but not in practice', he said. Of those officials interviewed, who held 

a university degree, there was a marked lack of uniformity as to how 

much their qualifications helped in obtaining their full-time positions. 

Some took the view that they did, while others took the vie\•/ that they did 

not. Many officials were also unsure and perhaps the most accurate gloss 

on the advantages of credentials caine from one official who app1:eciated 

both the positive and negative advantages of having a degree: 'I think 

(my qualifications) helped in getting the position in the first place. 

Now I'm here, I'm equally sure that it pays not to talk about the fact; 

Does that make sense?' 

Which officials tend to agree and vlhich to disagree t.hat unior1s 

should recruit on merit criteria? 'rhe ans\.;ers to this question are pre

sented in Table 9.2, a Multiple Classification Analysis which breaks down 

the responses in terms of social background and career related factors. 

The table shows in marked fashion which officials 'puncture' the 'hennstic 

seal' of 'traditional' class-based recrui·tment policy. 
15 

The most important 

factor is the officials' pre-union occupation. Hhereas 1"7% of officials 

previously in non-manual occupations agreed with the stat.ement:, only 5"2.?o 

of officials previously in manual occupations did. And wnereas 79.0% of 

lateral entrants agreed, only 49. Q?;; of vertica.ls did. 

To some extent., of course, agreement. with t.he sta·ternent in 'I'able 9. 1 

serves as an ex-post facto rationali.sation of officials' career backgra~nds, 

in that lat:era1 entrants 1.;ho have come in via appointment. from the outsid~~ 



Table 9.2 Nultiple Classification Analysis: Attitudes to 

Inner Union Recruitment By Social Background 

and Career Related Factors (% agreeing with 

Independent variable 

Pre--union occupation 

non manual 

manual 

Occupational origin 

non-manual 

manual 

Educa·tional qualifications 

No qualification 

School Certificate 

U.E. 

Degree 

Parents in politics 

Active 

Non active 

Mode of entry 

Lat.eral 

Vertical 

, 
.L 

Also controlled for age 

statement) ------

Unadjusted % 

81.0 

50.0 

62.0 

58.0 

60.0 

50.0 

56.0 

80.0 

59.0 

61.0 

80.0 

58.0 

Adjusted 

77.0 

52.0 

59.0 

61.0 

63.0 

47.0 

56.0 

70.0 

60.0 

60.0 

79.0 

49.0 

l 
% Eta 

0.29 

0.04 

0.17 

0.02 

0.32 

R2 
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Beta 

0.28 

0.02 

0.14 

0.00 

0.29 

-·-----

0.18 
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tend to take the view that officials should be recruited according ·to 

merit. The relationship with the officials' previous occupations would 

suggest that it is not simply an ex-post facto rationalisation, however, 

for the majority of officials from non-manual occupations agreed with 

merit entry irrespective of whether they entered laterally or vertically. 

That is, as the Betas show, the officials' occupations are independent 

of the mode of entry. What would also seem clear is that if the proportion 

of lateral entrants and officials from non-manual occupations increases, 

so too the homogeneity of the group with respect to this attitude will be 

further undermined. 

Politics and Professionalism 

Heritocratic norms may conflict Hith class-based norms in a different 

sense. As applied t.o the functioning of unions the emphasis on expertise, 

efficiency E'.nd specialisab.on of rol·~ function also conflict wi.th the 

democratic aims and aspirations of unions. This fact was recognised by 

Weber in seeing bureaucratic administration as 'non-responsive' in a 

democratic sense.
16 

1\lhile it is 'efficient', it tends to promote effi-

ciency as an end-in-itself; it permi·ts easy control by leaders over the 

led and minimises accountahility. As Suleima...-1 has put it, for instance, 

vJhen instrumental problems are seen as the most important ones 
in a society, then not only are social conflicts negated but mass 
participation becomes superfluous. Technocracy and elitism are 
fundaf£lentally nonpa:ct:Lcipatory. It is hardly surprising that: 
those who believe in participatory democ.racy are among the 
staur.c;J~est critics of technocracy. And one can well understand 
the belief that perhaps the mosi.: serious conflict in t.he second 

17 
half of the bventieth century is between democracy and bureaucracy. 

T'ne adherence to meri.tocratic norms is problematic for unions, too, 

in that meri tocratic ideology is not simply anti-democratic, but act.ively 

assists in the disorganisation of working class frames of reference. 
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Part and par:cei of the meritocratic ideology is the inference that 

through the application of expertise, political conflicts over values 

will simply 'wither away'. Hence questions that are political are reduced 

to questions of pure administrative efficiency whereby social conflicts 

will be processed and corrected 'empirically'. Meri t.ocratic norms t.hus 

act as 'solvents' for conflict stressing the mutuality of interests 

bet\veen the parties involved and ignoring the sense in which a power 

conflict is involved. On this vie;v, as Blumer has put it, 

Opposition, strike and conflict in industrial relations are 
regarded as information deficiencies that can and will give 
\vay before enlightened attitudes, technical knowledge, and the 
application of scientific method.18 

As well as treating issues of value and politics as issues of infonna-

tion and technique, the ideological impact of meritocracy as an 'operating 

ideal' also lies in the fact that it maintains a facade of ethical neu-

trali ty and fairmindedness. As \<J.ilson has put, 'combined wj_th the ideal 

of technical competence . is the dominance of a spirit of formalistic 

impersonality, sine ira e·t s·tudio, without hatred or passion, and hence 

without affection or enthusiasm'. In the language of the meri tocra.t, 

this, sc:.ys ~<Jilson 1 'is the ope::::ative principl<~ in the correct conduct of 

I ff' I 19 one s o 1ce . 

On epistemological grounds, of course, there can be no justificatL)n 

for the latter t.vJO claims for the rejection of 'ideology' simply masks 

an ideology: ~ that of 'instru,T.entalism' which is closely lin}ced wi t:.--J. G'.;.e 

view that all interest.s are shared and that conflict~~ arise only from a 

'misunderstanding' rather than from a structural relationship to the 

rev,rard structure of society. Hence t:he ascendancy of meri tocratic criteria. 

brings with it a preference for the values of 'efficiency' and 'profession-
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alism', and a corresponding decline in the ·traditional values and norms 

of unionism which see it as a 'social and moral cause' bent on reform 

or change. 

In one sense, proposals for union amalg·amation are integral to the 

general concerns to make unions more efficient organisations. Table 9:3 

indicates that 76.9% of the group support the FOL policy, although even 

here 10.8% detracted fro1n the generally accepted view and 12.3% were 'not 

sure'. One who did not accept amalgamation believed that 'such a policy 

will further widen the gap between officials and members' r while another 

claimed, similarly, that 'it will lead to inadequate representation of 

ordinary members' . !vlany of those who ru>swered 'not sure' also had· ques-·· 

tions about the success of the policy and in some cases officials could 

foresee both negative as well as positive consequences. Invariably, 

the negative consequences related in some \·lay to the fact that a..rnalgama--

tion will result in a more tenuous relationship between 'leaders and led' 

although one told u.s he 'N"as against it on the grounds that it would provide 

'fewer opportunities for ordinary workers to get into leadership positions'. 

Invariably too, from those we interviewed, positive ansHers reflected an 

appreciation of the fact that unions Hould be bigger, more financially 

secure orgai1isations, with more resources available to hire trained and 

specialist staff personnel. ~.rnalgamation, implying as it does rationa-

lisation, is integrally linked to the move to administ.rati 'le professiona-

lisation. As a concrete policy amalga.mation entails thai: New Zealand's 

270-odd tr-ade unions be formed into a small nu..fi1.ber of much larger unions 

organised on industry lines. Also notable here is the fact that union 

officials who agree are in general agreement with those on the right and 

middle of t.he political spectrum, of t.hose in business and government who 

as matters of policy generally see 'benefits' from amalgamation . Given 
• 



rrable 9. 3 Attitudes to Union Amalga.'1lation 

Statement 

If the policy of union 

a111algarnation succeeds 

Trade unions should 

become more effective 

organisations 

(Q.88.62) 

N 

N 

% 

Strongly 
agree 

31 

23.8 

(76.9) 

Agree 

69 

53.1 

-----------·------------------· 

Nun1ber of missing observations = 3 

Not 
sure 

16 

12.3 

Disagree 

10 

7.7 

Strongly 
disagree 

4 

3.1 

Total 

130 

100.0 

Classification 

Strong 

consensus 

tv 
1-J 
>!'> 



that so many agJ~ee, in fact, the only question remaining is 'what' or 

'who' will unions, as bigger organisations, become more effective for? 

Union officials' attitudes to 'amalgamation' constitute at best 

indirect evidence of their commitment to ascendant norms of 'exper-
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tise' and 'professionalism'. The historical roots of amalgamation are 

complex and it may be seen in some quarters as a method of advancing 

working class collectivisrn (and lessening inter-union rivalry) . Many 

officials who support amalgamation may do so, also, because the FOL advo

cate it. Others see the dangers of w·idening the gap between 'leaders and 

led' but think that, so long as one is aware of this danger, it can be 

prevented. 

To gain a more direct (i.e. less ambiguous) insight into the offi-

cials' orientations to meri.tocratic norms three Likert-type statements 

were included in the questionnaire: (l) ''l'he moral pl~ogramme of a union 

is more important than the efficiency of its administration'; (2) 'Trade 

unions should become less of a social cause and more of a professionally 

orientated pressure group'; and (3) 'There are too many social reformers 

and not enough experts in trade unions today'. 

To statement (l) 38.0% 'agreed', 13.0% were 'not sure', and 49.0% 

disagreed, constitut.ing a marked dissensus [Table 9.4]. 

'l'o st.atement (2) just over one-quarter (26.2%) agreed, 9.2% were 

I not sure'?,_ and nearly two-·thirds (64. G9o) disagreed. The pattern of 

responses on this statement const.itutes a moderate consensus against 

t.he meritocra_tic view that unions should ' .... become less of a social 

cause . . . ' [Table 9 .4] . 

To stateemc::nt (3) t_here vlas a complet.e dissensus - 41.0% agreed, 15.0 96 
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•.rable 9. 4 Attitudes Towards Professionalism, Efficiency and Expertise 

Statement 

l. The moral programme of a 
union is more important 
than the efficiency of 
its administration. 
(Q.88.30) 

2. Trade unions should 
become less of a social 
cause and more of a pro-
fessionally orientated 
pressure group. (Q.88.22) 

3. There are too many soci.al 
reformers and not enoug-h 
experts in unionism 
today. (Q.88.50 

Number of missing observations 

Strongly 
Agree 

Not 
N 

agree Sure 

N 10 3'1 16 

% 8.1 30 .l 13.0 

(38.2) 

N, 7 27 12 

% 5.4 20.8 9.2 

(26.2) 

N 7 45 19 
o . ., 5.5 35.4 14.9 

(40.9) 

l ( 10) i 2 ( 3) ; 3 ( 6) . 

Disagree 
Strongly 
disagree 

53 7 

43.1 5.7 

(48. 8) 

54 30 

41.5 23.1 

(64.6) 

52 4 

40.9 ·3.1 

(44.0) 

Total 

123 

100.0 

130 

100.0 

127 

99.8 

Classification 

Dis sensus 

Moderate 
consensus 

Dis sensus 

N 
N 
01 
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were not sure and 44.0% disagreed [Table 9.4]. 

Exploring which officials tended to be most cornmi tted to meri tocratic 

norms, and which least, Table 9.5 breaks down the data by social back

groQnd, career and various union-related variables. To create a single 

dependent variable (The Index of Commitment. to Meritocratic Norms), the 

answers from the three questions were added t.ogethe1:· after assigning a 

score to each response, following the normal procedure for Likert-type 

index creation. The Alpha inter-item reliability coefficient (0.59) 

suggests a reasonably strong consistency in terms of their answers to 

20 
each statement. 

Table 9.5 suggest.s that officials w:Lt.h an overall corrunit.ment to 

meritocracy tended to come from non-manual occupations or t.he skilled 

strata of manual wage workers 1 v-rhile those with a low comrnitment to 

meritocracy tended to have been semi- or unskilled workers before becoming 

full-time officials. In addition, officials weJ~e much less lH~ely to 

display a strong commitment to professionalism if their parents were 

involved in politics and much more likely if their parents wel·e not 

active. Only 27.0% of officials with parents in politics fell in the 

top half of the index scoreboard (i.e. indicated a positive commitment) 1 

whereas 57% of those without politically active parer::ts did. 

Lateral entrants were, independen-tly of other characteris-tics 1 more 

likely to endorse meri·tocratic norms. 56% of all lateral entrants scored 

highly on the index while only 39% of verticals did. ~·rnile this is not 

marked, the finding is consistent across each of the sta·tements taken 

individually and consistent as well with the earlier evidence concerning 

'inner-union :r-ecruitment' [Table 9. 5]. 
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Table 9.5 Multiple Classification Analysis: Cor~~itment 

to Norms of Meritocracy by Social Background, 

Career and Structural Variables 

(ct. for age) 

(%'s indicate commitment to meritocratic norms) 

Independent Variable N Unadjusted Adjusted Eta Beta 

Pre-union occupation 

Non-manual 39 59.0 57.0 

Hanual 88 42.0 42.0 0.15 0.14 

Occupational origin 

Non-manual 53 53.0 50.0 

Manual 74 43.0 45.0 0.09 0.05 

Educational qualification 

No qualification 70 47.0 49.0 

School Certificate 19 52.0 51.0 

U.E. 23 35 .o 32.0 

Degree 15 60.0 57.0 0.14 0.14 

Parents in politics 

Active 42 28.0 27.0 

Non--active 85 56.0 57.0 0.25 0.26 

Mode of entry 

Vertical 80 42.0 39.0 

Lateral ~- 47 55.0 56.0 0.12 0.15 

Colour-type 

Black 38 41.0 41.0 

Blue 90 47.0 47.0 0.09 0.05 

------·-------------------·-----------~------.. 

• 2 
=0.164 R 
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Other relationships in the table are not marked. While there is 

some evidence that officials with university degrees were also more 

coiTmitted to meritocratic norms, apart from this rarity there is no con

sistent pattern in terms of their educational credentials. In addition, 

while several sub-group differences are apparent, the overall amount of 

variance explained is small, suggesting that social background and career 

factors are not of marked importance. This, however, is not surprising, 

for in that traditional no.'t'mative patterns are being changed through 

'socialisation from below' (in families etc.), they are also undoubtedly 

being changed by 'socialisation from above' as a consequence of general 

cultural, social and institu·tional demands being made upon the leadership 

group and being disseminated throughout society via the various cultural 

apparatuses. 

Table 9.5 is chiefly interesting then in that it shows, in simple form, 

which officials are more, and which are less, corn.rni.tted to meritocratic 

norms. .IUthough most of the relationships are not marked the table offers 

consistent support that 'chose sub-groups that are 'emergent' more fre-

quently support meritocratic norms, althow::;h only to a slight extent:. 

Conclusion 

The group as a whole is characterised by its ma.rked dis sensus, or 

het.erogenei ty, in terms of its orientation to the norms of expertise: 

to administrative efficiency, and on the issue of 'social reformers vs. 

experts'. 'rhe two issues on which there was a moderate consensus were 

the issues of 'inner union recruitment' and that concerning whether unions 

should be 'less of a social cause and more of a professionally orientated 

pressure group • . 
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'!'he lack of a shared perspective amongst the group m1..1.st be seen to 

have important. consequences for the ability of working class institutions 

to preserve themselves as distinct 'hermetically sealed' cultural groups 

which can present a consistent oppositional response to dominant cultural 

forms and counter dominant strains of thought which are 'refracted down

wards' via the various cultural apparatus. 

The lack of group cohesion also reflects the absence of any theoretical 

understanding about the pros and cons of meritocratic processes in the 

context of a distinctively working class approach. 

Those that rejected meritocratic norms did so, frequently, on the 

basis of an 'anti-intellectualism', more, it seemed to us, out of a per-

sonal grudge than a thought-out theoretically informed opinion. In t.his 

·context, the rationalisation most frequently adopted by those who support 

meritocratic trends is in terms of 'progressive' vs 'non-progressi·...re' 

unions or between 'with it, up-tempo' unions, and those that a.re. 'stuck 

in the past'. This tendency to locate the issue in terms of 'time'again 

suggests to us the absence of any adequate theoretical understanding of 

the issues involved. 

In that recruiting 'technical competence' is something ·;.1hich, as Weber 

pointed out, goes hand iri hand with ot·ganisational 1 rationalisation 1 and 

trends to 'bureaucratization', unions need to clearly think out the sort: 

of policy that should be taken. Obviously to simply embrace mer:J tocratic 

criteria for effective organisational functioning, while it may promote 

'efficiency' (although to what ends ·is ano·ther question), it may also be 

costly in terms of democratic participation. Unions need to a.sk, then, for 

vlhat: purposes is expertise needed? Is the high cul-tural value placed upon 

it, and upon other qua.li ties (such as 'efficiency' , 'training' 'skill' , 



etc.) warranted? In what sense do they need to be 'efficient', and is 

the sense of efficiency as best applied to union organisation the same 

sort of 1 efficiency' t.hat could be applied to business organisation? •ro 

what ends are efficiency and technical competence needed, and how best 

can these be effected? 

.. 
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Part III: 

Industrial and Political Attitudes 
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~haoter 10. 

Industrial Orientations 

It surprises me when I hear 'collective bargaining' spoken of .. 

as the 'first principle of trade unionism'. You may search the objects 

of the older unions for this precious 'first principle' but you will not 

find it .. Collective bargaining is an after-thought, forced on 

capital and labour alike because of the straining after industrial peace. 
1 

This chapter examines how the officials interpret industrial conflict 

and the degree of their commi'cment t.o the norms and structures of the indus-

trial relations system. It is at this level of everyday industrial acti
( 

vit.y that the union official asserts his expertise in the negotiation of 

contracts, the evaluation of risks, and in the initiatives he takes aDd 

the advice he gives. 

It was in the cont.ext of the possible responses to industrial norms 

and structures that Hills called the union official a 'manager of discon-

2 
tent'. vlhile Mills meant by this phrase the idea that union officials 

play an important role in containing industrial conflict he was also aNare 

that depending on their attitudes some would be 'managers of discontent' 

to a greater extent than oU1.ers. Some may be veritable 'wards of capita-

lism', 'fanning the flames' of industrial upheaval, while others may inter-

pret their· role more militantly as agents in the collective advance o£ the 

working class. 

Com.rnitment to the norms and structures of collective bargaining is 

also discussed by Hyman who points out that 'commitment to stable and cor-

dial bargaining is particularly s t:.rong c.t the level of t:hc full--time offi-

cial' . Hyman goes on to note that: t.he 'interpretation of trade unionism 



as a source of social stability has become ce;1tral to most academic 

theories•.
3 

Thus, Dubin, in his article 'Constructive Aspects of Industrial 

Conflict' notes 

That there are conflicts of interest in industry today seems 
scarcely questionnable. That we have institutionalized the 
mode of this conflict through collective bargaining is also 
clear. We have thus built, in the institutional practise of 
collective bargaining, a social device for bringing conflict 
to a successful resolution.4 

A similar point has been made by Daniel Bell. 

In the evolution of the labor contract the union becomes part 
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of the 'control system of management' 
takes over the task of disciplining the 

the union often 
5 

men when management cannot. 

To some extent, however, to simply see unions as 'safety valves' 

channelling animosities into institutionally acceptc~le and controllable 

avenues is to over-simplify and distort the explanation of the union's 

role in relation to industrial relations. As Hyman notes, 'the "management 

of discontent" . . is a highly precarious enterprise: a union which 

damps down workers' discontents too far destroys its own reason for 

existence' .
6 

And we might add, an official who does so may find himself 

out of a job. In this sense, there are some limits to incorporation and 

institutionalisation irrespective of the degree of conciliation in the 

official's outlook and attitudes. 

The commitment of unions to the institutional processes of bargaining 

in industry and the stabilising role that unions would assume as a conse-

quence was also noted by Gramsci and is implicit in the notion of 'indus-

trial legality'. It vJas the comrni tment to 1 legalism' that rendered the 

unionist 1 s role 'ambiguous' for vlhile many, at that time, supported ideo--

logies of syrWicalism, they effect.i.vely worked to resolve dissensions 
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legalistically. For Gramsci 'industrial legality' implied the acceptance 

by unions of the 'rules of the game' but, as he pointed out, it is no 

more than a compromise • • • It is not an ultimate and final victory•. 7 

In this chapter data will be presented on three orientations: (1) 

the degree of commitment to the norms of cooperation, (2) the extent to 

which officials support or reject worker participation in industry, and 

(3) the extent to which they are committed to the norms of compromise. 

Consensus is operationalised, here, as stated in Chapter 3. To 

repeat, if 75% or more (vs. 25.0% or less) agree or disagree, this is taken 

to constitute 'strong consensus'; if between 6l.0 9o and 74.0% (vs. 26.0%-

39.0 9a) agree or disagree, this is taken to constitute a 'moderate consen

sus'; and if 60.0% or less (vs. 40.0% or more) agree or disagree, this is 

taken to constitute 'dissensus'. In that either consensus or dissensus 

may result in a majority possessing either supportive or oppositional orien-

tations, the following possible classifications exist: (1) strong supper-

tive consensus, (2) moderate supportive consensus, (3) strong oppositional 

consensus, (4) moderate oppositional consensus, (5) supportive dissensus, 

(6) oppositional dissensus. 

Attitudes to Cooperation 

The norm of cooperation, as implied in the euphemisms 'mature 

collective bargaining' and 'responsible t:r·ade unionism' , is a fundamental 

component .. of 'industrial legality'. 

In his study of P...merican union leaders C. Hright Mills wrote sca

thingly concerning the com..rnitment of American unions to policies based on 

cooperation and mutual trust, noting that the hegemonic ideology of t:he 

'sophisticated conservatives' essentially 'sold' the line to o:r·ganised 
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labour as part and 'parcel of the idea that their interests were the same. 

Thus, Mills savv the thesis that trade unions and business must cooperate 

as something of a catechism; as part of the 'liberal rhetoric' 

Business and labor must cooperate because of our mutual inter
ests in the welfare of the nation, say a dozen spokesmen all 
at once . . . the only successful formula for industrial peace 
is closer human relationships and greater mutual understanding 
between those who speak for capital and labour. 8 

The 'pact' sealed, the benefits are established, 

To ensure peaceful plants and profitable enterprises in a 
stable economy the leaders of labor \vill deliver a responsi
ble, \\'hich is to say, a well-disciplined union of contented 
workers in return for a junior partnership in the productive 
process, security for the union, and hig-her wages for the 
workers of the industry. 9 

It was at both the industrial and national political levels that 

Hills saw this process developing. At the national level business-union 

cooperation, irrespective of whether it was media. ted by the government, 

meant that major officials would become 'trouble shooters' whose main 

function it was to resolve conflict. At the workplace level 'business·-

labor cooperation means', said Mills, 'the partial integration of company 

and union bureaucracy • 'rhe union takes over much of the company's 

person ell work, becoming the disciplining agent of the rank and file 

compcu1y and union . . . are disciplinj_ng agents for each ot.her, and both 

I lQ 
discipline the malcontent elements among the unionized employees . 

To ascertain to what degree the officials supported cooperativist 

policies we phrased three Likert-type statements. These read: (1) 

'Bet.t.er hu1nan relationships and greater cooperation between employers and 

workers is the best way to solve the basic problem of industrial relations; 

(2) The only successful formula for indusLr:ial peace is closer huinan rela-

tionships and greater mutual unders·l:anding betv1een those who speak for 
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labour and capital' and (3) 'With respect to solving the major problems 

of this country today there is much greater scope for union-management 

cooperation than exists at present'. 

In their responses to these statements there was a s·trong commit

ment to the norm of cooperation. On statement 1, 76.2% supported the 

statement. It is also of interest that nearly a quarter of the group 

(23.1%) 'agreed strongly'. In addition, only 17.5% (23 officials) 

rejected the statement, although a further 6.2% (8 officials) were 'not 

sure 1 • 

On statement 2 there is a moderat:e consensus although it is very 

close to being a strong one, 74.0% supporting the view that 'the only 

successful formula for industrial peace is closer huma..D 1:elationships and 

greater mutual understanding between those who speak for labour and 

capital'. In addition, 22.J.9o supported it 'strongly'; 20.696 disa.gre.;:d, 

and 4.6% were 'not sure'. 

On statement 3 there was a strong supportive consensus once again, 

81.6% of the group supporting a 'greater scope' for 'ur:ion-rnanagement 

cooperation' as a remedy for the country's long-tc~rm proble.ms; 20.0% 

supported it· 'strongly', and only 18.4% of officials were either 'not 

sure' or disagreed [Table 10.1]. 

In the interviews, the officials' attitudes 1:o cooperation in indus

trial relations were explored in depth. In order to relate their 

comments to their answers to the questionnaire statements above, He con--

structed a. 1 cooperati vism index' (expressed as indicating the degree of 

support for the norms of cooperation and mutual trust) consist:ing of the 

sum of scores on all three st.at:emerits. The. hiqhest possible score is 15 
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Table 10.1 Attitudes to the Norms of Cooperation and Mutual Trust 

Statement 

1. Better human relationships 
and greater cooperation 
between employees and workers 
is the best way to solve the 
basic problems of industrial 
relations (Q.88.10) 

2. The only successful formula 
for industrial peace is 
closer huma.n relationships 
and greater mutual under-
standing between those who 
spea.k for labour and ca.pi
t.al (Q.88.54) 

3. 'Y'Ji th respect to solving the 
major problems of this coun
try today there is r.mch 
greater scope for union
management cooperation than 
exists at presen'c (Q.88.69) 

Number of missing observations 

N 

% 

N 

% 

N 

9,' 
0 

N 

9o 

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree 

30 69 

23.1 53.1 

(76.2) 

29 69 

22.1 52.7 

25 

20.0 

(74.0) 

(81.6) 

77 

61.6 

1 (3); 2 (2); 3 (8). 

Not 
Sure 

8 

6.2 

6 

4.6 

9 

7.2 

Disagree 

13 

10.0 

15 

11.4 

6 

4.8 

Strongly 
Disagree 

10 

7.5 

12 

9.2 

8 

6.4 

Total 

130 

99.9 

131 

100.0 

125 

100.0 

Classification 

Strong 
supportive 
consensus 

Moderate 
supportive 
consensus 

Strong 
supportive 
consensus 

tv 
(N 
.._J 
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('strongly agree' to each item) and the lowest is 3 ('strongly disagree' 

to each i tern) . 

Typical of a high cooperativist who scored 14 was the following 

response 

I don't see any obstacle to working together. The worker gains 
nothing from not cqoperating with the management of the factory. 
I see our role as trying to increase the happiness of the members 
and this cannot be achieved by inciting antagonism and opposition 
all the time. Industry is a partnership and our role is as 
vital as that of management. And they are mutually supportive. 

Another who scored 13 stated, 

... He're all stuck here in the same boat ... and we have all 
got to learn to live together. In my view there is far too much 
divisiveness not just in industry but in society . (various 
negative references to "militants" "communists" and the "Prime 
Minister"). 

Another who scored 12, simply 'agreeing' to each statement said, 

• . . Well in the long term we are all striving for the same 
future and this is the common goal of employer and employee 
alike. 

Another who scored the maximum possible - 15 points - said, 

Too many union secretaries concentrate on conflict rather than on 
reaching agreement in my view. They are um.rilling to compromise 
because they hold to t.he antiquated view that whatever management. 
is willing to give must be bad for the worker. 

One official who scored 9 took a much more 'cautious' view, 

It's possible [to base industrial relations on cooperation and 
mutual trust] but there az·e serious limits to it because the 
whole system is designed for the profit of comparatively few. 
If you look at the thing widely, we pay a fantastic price nation
ally just for the privilege of selection or preference. 

While one who scored 4 put the view, 
"-.. 

In my experience any real effort on our part. to cooperate with 
management, and any trust tha-t has been built up has never lasted. 



It always ends up that the workers are screwed. Everything's 
fine and dandy while t.hings are going- well but as soon as he 
sees a quick quid somewhere else, or when the going ge·ts tough, 
then i~s the workers who cop it. 

Another who simply 'disagreed' on each item (score 6) said, 
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Cooperation usually means that the union is in the pocket of the 
employer. There can be no equality in the relationship bet>-1een 
capital and labour for the interests of the parties are basically 
set apart. You can't make a profit when you exploit something 
or someone. 

Support for Worker Participation 

As well as seeking to ascertain the degree of commitment to coopera--

tion as an abstract and fairly general ideal, we also examined officials' 

responses to specific issues frequently refered to under the general 

rubric 'worker participation'. The first item related to 'employee share-

holding'. It read, '\vorkers should be encouraged to buy shares .Ln the 

company they work for'. 'l'he second related to 'job satisfaction in 

industry' and read, 'Unions and managern<~nt should work together to improve 

t.he level of job satisfaction in industry', and a third referr:edto 'board 

representation' and read, 'All major business enterprises should have a 

worker representa.ti ve on the board' . 

There was a marked dis sensus on the issue of share--buying. Only 

about one-third (35.8%) 'agreed' o~- 'strongly agreed' with the statement, 

20.9% indicated 'not sure' and 43.4% rejected it. From the comments made 

beside the ___ statement it was quite clear that many saw shareb.uy.ing as a 

'sop' i even as an out and out 'con' [Table 10. 2] . 

The officials were favourably or:Lented, however, t.o both 'job satis-

faction' and 'board representation'. Nearly all (90.7%) supported the 

notion that unions and management sho-...:~ld wo!:k together to improve job satis-
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'I' able 10. 2 Attitudes to Snecific Worker Participation Proposals: Share-holding, Job 

satisfaction, and Board Renresentation 

Statement 

l. Workers should be 
encouraged to buy shares 
in the company they work 
for (Q.88.23) 

2. Unions and management 
should work together to 
improve the level of job
satisfaction in industry 
(Q.88.29) 

3. All major business enter
prises should have a worker 
representative on the board 
(Q.88.38) 

N 
% 

N 

% 

N 

%' 

N 

% 

Strongly 
Agree 

5 

3.9 

41 

31.5 

25 

19.4 

(35.8) 

(90. 7) 

(65.9) 

Agree 

41 

31.9 

77 

59.2 

60 

46.5 

Number of missing observations = l (4); 2 (3); 3 (4). 

Not 
Sure 

27 

20.9 

3 

2.3 

14 

10.8 

Disagree 

42 

32.6 

6 

4.6 

18 

13.9 

Strongly 
Disagree 

14 

10.8 

(43.4) 

3 

2.3 

12 

9.3 

Total 

129 

100.1 

130 

99.9 

129 

99.9 

Classification 

St.rong 
dis sensus 

Strong 
supportive 
consensus 

Moderate 
supportive 
consensus 

tv 
~ 
0 
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faction, only 9.2";; disagreeing or being 'not su.re'. Nost, as well (65.9%), 

supported the view that 'all major business enterprises should have a worker 

representative on the board'. The dissenting minority, here, was 22.5% 

(30 officials) who disagreed, and a further 10.5% (14 officials) who were 

'not sure'. In addition, of those who disagreed, twelve officials mani-

fested 'strong disagreement' with the expressed sentiment [Table 10.2]. 

Those who rejected these schemes were largely the same officials who 

rejected cooperativism as a general strategy, and largely saw schemes such 

as these in the same light that a much greater number saw share-buying -

in rather cynical ·terms. As one Hrote beside the statement about' job 

satisfaction' , 

painting the walls yellow does not alter the fact that workers 
will still get laid off when the pinch comes. 

In addition to the above questions we asked a number of mor2 general 

questions about 'worker participation'. As a general concept 'worker 

participation' can be taken to refer not just to the three strategies 

listed above but. also to a variety of others, for example, 'autonomous 

work groups', 'joint consultation', 'profit sharing', and the provision 

of company recreational facilities. 

While some of these te:rms are self--explanatory ot:hers need clarifi-

cation. The term 'aut.onornous work group' refers to the process of creating 

small groups ·.of workers to carry out particular ·tasks and involves an 
\ 

increase in the amount of discretion and decision-making in respect to the 

particular jobs in question, or at least, a.s to how such jobs should be 

carried out. 

The notion of 'joint consultation 1 is a terrrt applie?.d to the p:t:ocess 

whereby workers or their representatives sit on ~joint worke:c--ma.nagement. 
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committees to discuss matters of mutual concern, the purpose being, as 

David Smith has put it, 'to provide two-way communication between manage-

ment and workforce over and above that ·,..;hich takes place informally in 

, I ll the normal course of wo.rxday even·ts . 

Profit sharing schemes essentially seek to 'link employee effort to 

the performance of, and well-being of, the enterprise' and while they tie 

employees to the profitability of the company they do not involve decision-

- ' 12 maklng rlghts. 

There \vas a moderate consensus in support of worker participation as 

a general strategy. This was evident in relation to two Likert-type 

statements and a question put to the officials. These were (1) 'Worker 

Participation Schemes are likely to be of greater benefit to management 

than t.o l·m.r.kers', (2) 'From t.he standpoint of value to v<m:k:Lng peopJe, 

Worker Participation Schemes are likely to be more heneficial than detri-

mental', and (3) 'From what you have n;oad or experienced about. "V1orker: 

Participation in industry" would you say that your attituC:e tmvaras it 

To the first, t.wo-thirds (65. 9%) did not agree that such schemes 

would be of greater benefit to management than to workers [Table 10.3]. 

To the second, 69. l% accepted {'agreed' or 'st.rongly agreed') that 

worker participation would be more beneficial than detrimental to workers 

[Table 10._.3]' and to the third, 67.9% were favourable disposed towards 

1 worker participation' ; one third ( 35. 196) being 'very favourably 1 and 

one-third (32. 8%) being 'somewhat' so ['rable 10 .4] .. 

\ In response to these results it may be asked: Does 'worker partici--

pation' mean the same to all officials? 'I'o this question we were sor:-teHhat 
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Table 10.3 Attitudes to Worker Participation as a General Issue (1) 

S ta temel~_!:- '. 

• 

l. Worker Participation 
Schemes are likely to be of 
grea·ter benefit to manage-
ment than to workers 
(Q.88.56) 

2. From ·the standpoint of 
value to working people 
Worker Participation 
Schemes should be more 
beneficial than detri
mental (Q.88.78) 

Nwllber of missing observations 

N 
% 

N 

% 

N 

% 

Strongly 
Agree 

2 

1.6 

24 

18.5 

( 73.1) 

Agree 

26 

20.2 

71 

54.6 

1 (4); 2 (3). 

Not 
Sure 

16 

12.4 

14 

10.8 

Disagree 
Strongly 
Disagree 

66 19 

51.2 14.7 

(65.9) 

12 

9.2 

9 

6.9 

Total 

129 

100.1 

130 

100.0 

Classification 

Moderate 
supportive 
consensus 

Hoderate 
supportive 
consensus 

N 
~ 
w 
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Table 10.4 Attitudes to Worker Participation as 

a General Issue (2) 

Question: 'From what you have read or experienced about worker 
participation in industry would you say that your 
attitude towards it was generally favourable or 
generally unfavourable' (Q.51) 

Attitude to Worker Participation N % Classification 

Generally very favourable 46 35 .1) Node rate 
) (67.9) supportive 

Generally somewhat favourable 43 32. 8) consensus 

Generally somewhat unfavourable 12 9.2 

Generally very unfavourable 22 16.8 

Undecided 8 6.1 

Total 131 100.0 

Number of missing observations - 2 

/ 
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sensitive before our fieldwork began, as if the very idea of 'worker 

participation' was understood differently by officials then the validity 

of the index would be affected. 

As it is usually defined, the central defining characteristic of 

worker participation is that it permits involvement of workers in deci-

sion-making without effectively challenging authority relations within 

industry. Put another way, it offers workers no executive authority in 

the management: of enterprises but simply ena,~les union, or worker repre-

• " " • 1 1 • • o I 13 sentatlves, to partlclpate ln a consu tatlve advlsory capaclty . 

Our belief that officials understood it in this light was supported 

by three factors. 

One vlas the fact that vlOrker participation had been a subject of 

widespread debate and had featured as a controversial topic at seminars, 

training sessions, and in union journals. In addition, various worker 

participation schemes had been introduced in New Zealand. In 1975 ·the 

New Zealand Department of Labour conducted a postal survey of 2236 employ-

ment units inmanufacturing industries and of the 2027 respondents, 253 

(12.5%) indicated that they operated one or more of the abovementioned 

worker participation schemes, most involving 'joint consultation' of one 

' 14 form or another. 

A second fact which enhanced our confidence in the validity of the 

index, ho\>Jever, was that there was a high correlation (Gamma 0. 88) between 

their attitudes to worker participation and their attitudes to coopera-

tion, supporting the fact that most see worker par'cicipation as a coopera

/ 
tivist striitegy. 

Yet a third factor validating the index was the interview data, 



which was largely consistent with what we expected from our knowledge 

of the officials' orientations to cooperation, and to specific aspects 

of worker participation. Thus, one who supported it said, 

Where people genuinely feel that they have some control 
over their conditions of work, and some say in their own 
destiny, you are more likely to get better job satisfaction. 

Or another, 

Every worker should feel as though he has some control 
over his working life and has a chance to lead as ful
filled a life as possible. 

Or another, 

If workers have some say then they \"ill be 
happier. 

The one-third who took a negative view were clearly suspicious of 

management good faith and of the ability to reconcile conflict through 

cooperativist st.rategies. As one put i'c, 

Not on the basis of having capitalism become more 
efficient in exploiting workers. 

Or another, 

Most of what I have read is an insult; to worke!.·s 1 intelligence 
because it fails to relate the concept to the objective process 
of reproduction. 

Or another, 

)),t no stage does management really give up their traditional 
role of having the last say. 

Yet a.nother, 
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It's a fraud; there 1 s no way to base industrial relations on trus·t; 
m&'1agers might be alright. as people but that doesn 1 t count at all 
if t.h~y start. losing money, or even Lind more attractive invest
ment opportunities elsewhere . 

.. 
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The difference between officials in their support for worker parti-

cipation parallels the debate in the academic literature ·.vi th some· 

reports taking an enthusiastic line seeing 'vlOrker participation' as an 

important supplement to 'mature' collective bargaining and some taking a 

more cynical stance. As David Smith, reviewing worker participation in 

New Zealand has written, 

Schemes of this nature (autonomous vmrk groups, profit sharing 
schemes, worker representation on the board, job satisfaction 
schemes, joint consultation schemes) may hold benefits for 
management in giving workers the feeling of greater involvement 
in the enterprise even if they do not offer t.he reality of it. 
In terms of participation in decision-making very little involve
ment, if any, is provided for and management continues to exercize 
the power to take decisions unilaterally.15 

Cormni tment to Compromise 

The norms of collective bargaining and 'codes of conduct' \•Jhich 

provide the normative underpinnings of the delicate mo.chinery of conflict 

resolution ar1d avoidance constitute essential supports to the operation 

and persistence of the capitalist system. In this sense, the cooperati-

vist strategies endorsed by the officials are of fundamental importance. 

Also important is a cormnitment to the norms of compromise, for it is in 

the process of 1 give and take 1 
, and of trading concessions, that differ:-

ences are avoided and conflicts are resolved. 

To ascertain the extent to which the officials were oriented to com-

-
promise five statements were presented for agreement or disagreement. 

These statements were: (l) 'Generally speaking in industrial controver-

sies extreme positions should be avoided for the proper approach usually 

lies somewhere in the midd.le'; (2) ''l'o compromise with your opponent in 

a situation of conflict is dangerous because it usually 1ea.ds to the 

bet.rayal of those you represent.'; (3) 'Many industrial disputes end up '~lith 
j 
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a compromise: and this is the way it should be'; (4) 'What is practical 

or feasible often has to take precedence over what is ideally desirable 

in industrial relations'; (5) 'In a situation of conflict where you are 

right and your opponent is \<7rong it is normally better to "stick to one '·s 

guns" rather than accept a compromise'. 

The basic response pattern to these questions is one of consensus, 

the majority of officials being conuni tted to the 'compromise' position. 

On statement l there is a moderate supportive consensus, nearly 

three-quarters agreeing that ' . . extreme positions should be a.vo.:i.ded 

for the proper approach usually lies somewhere in the middle' [Table 

10.5] • 

On statement 2 there is also a moderate supportive consensus, seven-

tenths rejecting the view that ' compromise i.s dangerous, because 

it usually leads to the betrayal of those you represent' (summary only) 

[Table 10.5]. 

On statement 3 there is a supportive dissensus just over half (51.1%) , 

agreeing and just over one-third disagreeing that ' . . . industrial con-·· 

flicts do and should end in compromise' (summary only) [Table 10.5]. 

On statement 4 there is a strong supportive consensus, some 90.0% 

agreeing that ' . . . what is practical and feasible has to tc.k.e precedence 

over what is·. ideally desirable 

Only on statement 5 do a majority tc.k.e the non-compromise position, 

the pattern here being one of 1 opposit.:ional dissensus' : 55. 9% agreeing 

and 33.9% disagreeing with the statement 1
• whe:ce you are right. and 

your opponent is wrong it is normally bet.ter to "stick to one's guns" 

,t 
~/ 



Table 10.5 : Comrni tment to Compromise --------

,....,..-"'/ 
N Strongly Not 

Disagree 
Strongly 

Total Classification Statement 
% Agree 

Agree 
Sure Disagree 

l. Generally speaking in industrial 
N 20 76 4 25 5 130 Moderate 

controversies extreme positions 
supportive 

•should be avoided for the proper 9o 15.4 58.5 3.1 19.2 3.8 100.0 
approach usually lies somewhere 

consensus 

in the middle (Q.88.2) (73. 9) 

2. To compromise wit:h your poli t.ical N 
5 25 7 79 12 128 Moderate 

opponent in a situation of con- · 
suppC?rtive 

flict is dangerous because it us- % 3.9 19.5 5.5 61.7 9.4 100.0 
ually leads to the betrayal of 

consensus 

those you represent (Q.88.8) (71.1) 

3. Many industrial disputes end up N 3 63 16 40 7 129 
Supportive 

with a compromise: and 'chis is 
% ') ? 4.8.8 12.4 31.0 5.4 99.9 dis sensus 

the way it should be (Q.88.ll) "-•-' 

(51.1) (36.4) 

4. Wh<:rt .is a.ct~ually practical or 
N ' .., 101 6 6 1 131 Strong 

feasible often has to take pre-
l.i 

cedence over what is ideally c,_ 13.0 77.1 4.4 4.6 0.8 99.9 
supportive 

·o 

desirable in industrial 
consensus 

relations (Q.88.14) (90.1) 

5. In a si t~uation of conflict, where 
you are right and your opponent N 14 57 13 41 2 127 

Oppositional 
is wrong it is normally better to % ll.O 44.9 10.2 32.3 1.6 100.0 dis sensus 
'stick to one's g·uns' rather than 
to accept a compromise (Q.88.37) (55.9) (33.9) 

Number of missing observations "" 1 ( 3) ; 2 ( 5) i 3 ( 4) i 4 (2) ; 5 (6) . 

~.) 

II'> 
1.0 
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rather than accept a compromise'. Given that this is the only statement 

in Which a maj0ri ty take the I non-COmpromiSe POSi ti0n I it WOUld Seem t.O 

suggest that, although most are committed to compromise as an abstract 

formula· (e.g. 'not taking extreme positions' , 'betraying those you repre

sent' , 'what is prac·tical and feasible') , fewer are willing to compromise 

'their principles' as against a 'willingness to give them up'. It is 

highly probable that the phrase 'when you are right and your opponent is 

wrong' lead to this interpretation [Table 10.5]. 

While most of the group agreed with the compromise dimension implied 

in the statements presented above, the degree of consensus is not strong. 

If the responses on the five statements are added and averaged, the overall 

response pattern is a. moderate supportive consensus (64.0%). This also 

means that there is a fairly large minority who reject many of the norms 

of compromise. On average, the percentage across the five statements is 

28.9%. 

Sub-Group Variations 

To what extent do group orientations to industrial relations vary 

across organisation and demographic sub-groups? To ascertain this we 

explored variations in terms of (1) the participatory role of the offi··· 

cials in movement affairs [comparing response patterns for officials in 

movement and non-movement positions], (2) the colour-type of union [cern

paring offic'ials in black unions with those in blue unions] 1 and (3) by 

age cohort [comparing younger (<40) 1 middle (40-51) and older (>51) offi

cials]. 

By participato:ry role the major differences v7ere between movement 

\ 
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officials (i.e. those on either the FOL National Council or the Trades 

Councils) and non-movement officials, although none of the differences 

were particularly great. The most marked variation was in the officials' 

orientations to cooperation where the garrma coefficient is 0.4. In per

centages, whereas 29.0% of movement officials scored 'low', 15.9% of 

non-movement officials did, and whereas 40. 6 9a of movement officials 

scored 'high', 63.5% of non--movement officials were in this category 

[Table 10.6]. 

Other differences within the movement. were less marked, although 

they consistently showed that movement officials were proportionately 

less likely to be supportively orientated to industrial structures and 

norms than non-movement officials. Concerning worker participation, 

whereas 20.3% of movement officials scored 'lmv' only 7.9% of non-movement 

officials did, and >vhereas 39.1% of movement officials scored 'high', 42.9 9.; 

of non-movement officials were in this category [rrable 10.6]. 

In terms of the officials' atti t.udes to compromise, 

whi1e consistent in terms of the overall direction, such small differences 

are reflected as to he largely inconsequential. 

Although we explored differences between FOL National Couricill.ors and 

Trades Councillors these were wi thou'c exception sr.:lall and failed to pn:sent 

any consistent picture across var:Lables. 

Colour-Type of Union 

Comparing industrial orientations among.st officials in black and blue 

tmions again only small differences ·were apparent. 'l'he general pa·tte:?::n 

suggest.ed that slightly less of the officials in blue tmions manifested 

supportive orientations. Thus, vih.ile not quite half (47.3%) of blue unim~ 
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Table 10.6 Industrial Orientations by Partic:Spatory 'Role in Movement l>.ffairs 

Attitudinal 
dimension 

~ 

l. Cooperati vism 

Low 

l>ledium 

High 

2. Support for Worker Participation 

Low 

1'1edimn 

High 

3. Cowmitment to Compromise 

Low 

Medi lli'1l 

High 

Novement 
Officials 

N 

20 

19 

28 

14 

27 

27 

23 

25 

19 

?6 

29.0 

27.5 

40.6 

20.3 

39.1 

39.1 

33.3 

36.2 

27.5 

Non-Movement 
Officials 

N 

10 

13 

40 

5 

31 

27 

18 

27 

18 

% 

15.9 

20.6 

63.5 

7.9 

49.2 

42.9 

28.6 

42.9 

28.6 

Nurrber of missing observations 1 (3); 2 (3)i 3 (2); 4 (3). 

Notes: 

N 

30 

32 

68· 

19 

58 

54 

41 

52 

37 

Total 

% 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

Gamma 

0.40 

0.18 

0.10 

1. Questions 88.10, 88.54 and 88.69 as presented in Table 10.1 of this chapter were combined to form a 'Cooperation 
Index'. Alpha reliability= 0. 88. Maximum score possible 15. 'LovT' defined to include scores 3-8 (incl.); 'medium' 
9-11 (incl.); 'high', 12-15 (incl). 

2. 

3. 

Questions 88.2 3 1 88.29 1 88.38 1 88.56 1 and 88.78 as presented in Tables .10. 3 and 10.4 of this chapter were combined 
to form a 'Support for Worker Participation Index'. Alpha inter-item reliability coefficient= 0.79. Maximum 
score possible 15. 'Low' defined to j_nclude scores 1-8 (incl.); 'medium' 9-ll (incl.); 'high' 12-15 (incl.). 
Quest.ions 88.2, 88.8 1 88.11 and 88.14, as presented in Table 10.5 of this chapter 1 were combined to form the 
'Com.'1li tmen·t to Compromise Index'. Alpha :r:e.liabi1ity = 0 .50. Maximum score possible was 20. 'Low' defined to include 
scores 4--11 (incl.); 'medium' 12-14 (incl.); 'high' 15-20 incl.). Q.88.37 left out of index as it lowered overall 
A1pha reliab:[ 1i ty. 

~} 

Vi 
[\.) 
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officials were high on cooperation, bet.ween three-fifths and two-thirds 

(62.5 9.;) of officials in black unions were; and whereas one-quarter of 

blue officials were 'low', only 17.5 9.; of black officials were [Table 10. 7]. 

The same pattern occurs, although to an even smaller extent, in rela

tion to other variables. Thus, fewer blue officials than black officials 

were as committed to compromise (26.4% compared to 30.0%) and fewer were 

as supportive of \<Jorker participation (37.4% compared to 47.5%), although 

in none of these cases, and especially in relation to commitment to com

promise, are these differences large [Table 10.7]. 

Age Cohort 

Analysis in terms of age showed that younger cohort officials were 

slightly less supportive t.han were old8r cohor'.: officials, although, 

once again, differences were without exception small. 

The major difference was in relation to the officials' commitment 

to cooperation, one-third (32. 6%) of the younger cohort officials; one-

quarter (25.0%) of the middle cohort; and just over one-tenth (11.6%) of 

the older cohort manifesting 'lov.r' commitment. 

In terms of those that scored 'high' t.he opposite pattern exists: 

of the younger cohort the proportion was 43. 5%, of the middle cohort., 

50.0%, and of the older cohort 60.5%. In this sense, whereas there is a 

dissensus amongst younger and middle cohorts in respect to the norms of 

cooperation, there is a moderate consensus amongst the older cohort 

[Table 10. 8]. 

A similar pati:ern exists in relation t.o their attitudes tovvards 

'worker participation', alt.hough in this case the pattern i.s technically 
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Table 10.7 Industrial Orientations by Colour-Type of Union 

Atti tudina.l Black Blue 
dimension 
-

N 96 N % 

l. Cooperativism 

Low 7 17.5 24 26.4 

Mediu..'1l 8 20.0 22 24.2 

High 25 62.5 43 47.3 

2. Support for Worker Participation 

Lo\'1 4 10.0 16 17.6 

Medium 17 42.5 40 44.0 

High 19 47.5 34 37.4 

3. Commitment to Compromise 

Low 13 32.5 29 31.9 

Medium 15 37.5 36 39.6 

High 12 30.0 24 26.4 

Number of missing observations = 1 (4); 2 {4); 3 (3); 4 (4). 

Total 

N % 

31 100.0 

30 100.0 

68 100.0 

20 100.0 

57 100.0 

53 100.0 

42 100.0 

51 100.0 

36 100.0 

Gamma 

0.28 

0.22 

0.06 

tv 
V1 
If:> 
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Table 10.8 Industrial Orientations by Age Cohort 

Attitudinal I Younger Cohort Middle Cohort Older Cohort I 

.dimension (<40 years) (40-51 years) (>51 years) 
---

N % N % N % 

1. Cooperativism 

Low 15 32.6 11 25.0 5 11.6 

Medium 11 23.9 10 22.7 11 25.6 

High 20 43.5 22 50.0 26 60.5 

2. Support for Worker Participation 

Low 10 21.7 8 18.2 2 4.7 

Medium 20 43.5 17 38.6 21 48.8 

High 16 34.8 19 43.2 19 44.2 

3. Com..rni tmeP..t to Compromise 

Low 21 45.7 10 22.7 11 25.6 

Medium 13 28.3 20 45.5 19 44.2 

I-Iigh 12 26.1 13 29.5 12 27.9 

---------

Number of missing observations = 1 (2) ' 2 ( 2) i 3 (1) i 4 ( 2) . 

Total 

N % 

31 100.0 

32 100.0 

68 100.0 

20 100.0 

58 100.0 

54 100.0 

42 100.0 

52 100.0 

37 100.0 

Gamma 

0.22 

0.17 

0.13 

N 
Ln 
Ln 
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a dissensus in relation to all three age cohorts and the gamma coefficient 

is slightly lower (0.17). A greater number of younger officials are 

consistently less supportive, however, 21.7% scoring 'low' compared to 

18.2% of the middle cohort and only 4.7% of the older cohort. Of those 

who scored 'high' the reverse pattern holds: 34.8% of the younger; 43.2% 

of the middle; and 44.2% of the older cohort officials being in this cate

gory [Table 10.8]. 

In relation to their attitudes to compromise 45.7% of the younger 

officials scored 'low', only 22.7% of the middle cohort officials and 25.6% 

of the older cohort officials did so. In relation to ·those that scored 

'high' the three cohorts were all roughly similar, the major difference 

being in terms of those who scored in the 'medium' score range. Here 

the respective figures were 28.3% for the younger cohort, 45.5% for the 

middle cohort and 44.2% for the older cohort [Table 10.8]. 

As He have observed before, the questi.on ;o;.s to what age-cohort 

differences in attitudes and beliefs can be taken to mean is somewhat 

problematic. On the one hand, it may be indicative of a life-cycle effec-t 

in which case the younger officials would change their attitudes as they 

aged. On the other hand, it may be indicative of change in the ideological 

character of the group in vlhich case the balance of attitudes vli thin ·the 

group would change, as younger officials replaced older. As we see no way 

of distinguishing between these explanations we do not believe t.he data 

particular-ly useful for indicat.ing trends in ideological composition. It 

does, however, signal a slight generational cleavage wi·thin the group. 

Conclusion 

On most of the orientations considered in this chapter there is a 



consensus amongst the group in support of the norms and structures of 

industrial legality. 
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The officials manifested a sepportive consensus on the fundamental 

normative underpinnings of the industrial relations system, i.e. to the 

norms of cooperation and compromise and to the structure of worker parti

cipation. 

On the issue of 'share buying' by v.rorkers there was a marked dissen

sus, however, shm1ing that while committed in general, oppositional 

sentiment may manifest itself in specific instances. 

In addition to this, there was slightly less support for industrial 

norms and structures among movement participants and among younger offi~ 

cials. 

Generally, the data p:cesented in this chapter are much as we would 

have expected: a majority are committed to t:he normative strcctures of 

industrial relations. 
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Chapter 11. 

Political Orientations 

This chapter will examine the political orientations of the officials 

to elicit the degree of support or opposition towards state structures, 

values and personnel. Data on six types of orientation are presented, 

all of which are important in the political psychology of actors seeking 

political and/or economic change in the structures of society. 

-The-six types _of orientation_ c_omprise_ (_1) P~-r~p:t:_icms c:;onc_e:rnillg_ the 

distribution of power; (2) orientations concerning the legal 'rules of 

the game'; (3) normative beliefs regarding the operation of the legal 

system; (4) orientations to politicians and to the 'openness' of. the 

political system; (5) perceptions regarding the legitimacy of the reward 

structure; and (6) beliefs concerning 'citizen duty': designed specifi-

cally to ascertain the degree of normative allegiance to th8 institution 

of voting. 

The method v<e adopted was to present the officials with a series of 

questions or statements for their agreement or disagreement. Most of the 

statements included in the questionnaire and used in this chapt.er were 

dravm from attitudinal indexes, developed overseas, and designed to examine 

1 
'legitimacy orientations'.-

Because all statements presented in this chapter were designed to 

elicit either supportive or oppositional responses, it is relatively easy 

to classify the officials' ansv1ers in terms of consenf;us as either 'supper-

tive' or 'oppositional' . 

• 
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The Distribution of Power 

The first issue we will deal with concerns the officials' percep

tions and beliefs about the distribution or 'spread' of influence amongst 

those responsible for making the major decisions within the political 

system. The theoretical rationale behind the question we asked was based 

on a distinction between bm types of decision-making. Within political 

science literature these two types are usually referred to as th~ 'ruling 

elite' model, which holds that influence and decision-making on key issues 

are exercised by a small group or 'cabal', and the pluralist model which 

holds that influence and decision-making are made in a 'give and take' 

2 
process, amongst a large nw~er of groups. 

Based on these two types vle put the following two statements to the 

officials and asked them to check which they thought v7as more accurate. 

Statement A. 'Almost a.ll important decisions in New Zealand are 

made by a small group who wield a great deal of influence and who are 

not very interested in the opinions of other groups and individuals.' 

Statement B. 'Almost all important decisions in New Zealand are made 

in a process of give and take amongst a large number of groups with differ

ent interests. ' 

The response frame permitted the officials to check one of four 

mutually exclusive options: that A is much more accurate than B; that 

A is somewhat more accurate than B; that B is sornewhat more accurate than 

A; or finally, that B is much mo:r:e accurat.e than ·A. Some 91 of the 127 

respondents to this question (71.7%) checked the first option, and a fur

t.her 27 officials (21. 3%) checked the second. If we combine these two 

categories, more tha.n 90 9s of the respondents believe t:hat stat.ernent A is 
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a more accurate characterisation of decision--making in New Zealand society 

than is statement B. In fact, only nine officials dissented from this 

view [Table 11.1]. 

This strong consensus is further shown, almost as impressively, in 

responses to further questions asked and on the same theme [Table 11.2]. 

For economy of expression we will refer to the officials' responses on 

all four items simply as their 'attitudes to cabalism'. On each state

ment there is a strong oppositonal consensus ranging from 82.0% to 93.0%. 

The Legal Rules of the Game 

The officials' responses to the legal rules of the game also shm1 

an oppositional consensus. To tap the officials' orientations on this 

dimension two Likert-type statements were included for agreement or dis

agreement. There was a moderate oppositional consensus in support of the 

view that 'It is sometimes necessary to break the law in order to achieve 

a worthwhile end', 73.8% 'agreeing' or 'strongly agreeing'. In addition 

there was a strong oppositional consensus on the view that 'Even a bad 

law should be obeyed', only 17.0% -(22/130) agr·eeing [Table 11.3]. 

While responses on these two statements show a pervasive distrust 

of the legal rules of the game, what must be taken into consideration here 

is that this issue is one of immediate concern in day-to-day industrial 

affairs in.-.that the officials' role brings them into constant contact '\'Ji th 

the law designed to regulate conflict on the industrial relations exchange. 

Their attitudes in relation to 'breaking the law' are also rela·ted to 

a more general orientation concerning the normative legitimacy of the legal 

syst.em. Further analysis showed that most officials see the law as serving 
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Table 11.1 Perceptions Concerning the Distribution of Power: Officials' Responses 

to Q.77 Concerning the Accuracy of the Following 2 Statements: 

'• 

Statement A: Almost all important decisions in New Zealand are made by a small group who wield a great deal 
of influence and who are no·t very interested in the opinions of other groups and individuals. • 

Statement B: Almost all important decisions in New Zealand are made in a process of give and take amongst a 
large nwnber of groups with different interests. (Q.77) 

N % 
Combined 

% 
Classification 

A is much more accurate than B 91 71.7 ) strong 
93.0 

A is so::.newhat more accurate than B "'"' .,: I 21.3 ) oppositional 

B is somewhat more accurate than A 6 4.7 consensus 

B is much more accurate than A 3 2.4 

Total 127 100.0 

Number of missing observations = 6. 

N 
()'\ 

f-' 
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Table ll. 2 Attitudes to Cabalism 

N Strongly Not 
Disagree 

Strongly 
Total Classification Statement 

% Agree 
Agree 

Sure Disagree 

1. Most decisions in business and N 42 73 6 7 3 131 Strong 
government are made by a small 

% 32.1 55.7 4.6 5.3 2.3 100.0 
oppositional 

group who pretty well run consensus 
things (Q. 88.24) (87. 8) 

2 .. The people with the real power 
N 35 7l 8 12 4 130 s·trong 

in New Zealand operate behind 
oppositional 

the scenes and do not even % 26.9 54.6 6.2 9.2 3.1 100.0 
bother abo)J.t electi.o:1s and 

consensus 

parliament (Q.88.44) (81.5) 

3. The people who really run N 40 70 8 13 0 131 Strong 
the co,Jntry are not even 

% 30.5 53.4 6.1 9.9 0.0 100.0 
oppositional 

knm·m to the voters consensus 
(Q.88.48) (83.9 

4. Pm·:er in New Zealand is being N 56 66 4 4 1 131 Strong 
concentrated more and more into 

% 42.7 50.4 3.1 ., ~ 0.8 100.0 
oppositional 

fewer and fe\•ler hands 
.J • .L 

consensus 
(Q.88.53) (93.1) 

NWTh~er of missing observations = 1 (2) ; 2 ( 3) ; .., 
( 2) i 4 ( 2) . .j 

N 
(l) 
N 



Table 11.3 

Statement 

l. It is sometimes necessary 
to break the law in order 
i.:o achieve a worthwhile 
end (Q.88.16) 

2. Even a bad law should 
be obeyed 
(Q.88. 77) 

N 
% 

N 

% 

N 

% 

Number of missing observations 

Attitudes to the Legal 'Rules of the Game 

Strongly 
Agree 

26 

20.0 

( 7 3. 8) 

3 

2.3 

Agree 

70 

53.8 

19 

14.7 

1 (3); 2 (4). 

Not 
Sure 

12 

9.2 

7 

5.4 

Disagree 

19 

14.6 

64 

49.6 

Strongly 
Disagree 

3 

2.3 

36 

27.9 

(77.5) 

Total 

130 

99.95 

129 

99.9 

Classification 

Moderate 
oppositional 
consensus 

St:;:·ong 
oppositional 
consensus 

N 
(j\ 

t0 



the interests of the 'rich' rather than the general interests of all. 

Thus, 74.6% 'disagreed' or 'strongly disagreed' with the proposition 

that 'the decisions of the courts are just as fair to the poor man as 

to the wealthy man' and 80.7% agreed (plainly or strongly) that 'The 
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laws of this country are supposed to benefit all of us equally but the fact 

is most of them are 'rich man's laws' [Table 11.4]. 

Attitudes Towards Politicians and Politics 

There was less consensus amongst the group in terms of their attitudes 

towards politicians, although a clear majority still took an opposi ·tional 

position indicating a marked lack of trust in politicians. Thus, 74.0% 

(moderate consensus) disagreed with the proposition that 'most politicians 

can be trust.ed to do what is right for the country'; 62.6% disagreed that 

'politicians represent the general interest more frequently than they 

represent the special interests'. On the third item there was an oppo

sitional dissensus with only 56.2% disagreeing that 'people who go into 

public office usually think of the good of the country more than t.heir 

own'. w'hile the pattern of responses on this item technically constitutes 

a dissensus the main reason for this is i:he large number checking the 

'not sure' category. The fact that union.officials are themselves 'people 

who go into public office' may well have influenced this response pattern 

as many no doc:tl1t perceived the 'relevance' of this statement to their own 

situation. If those checking 'not sure' on item 3 were to be grouped 

with those--who disagreed then the overall response pattern would consti

tute a 'strong oppositional consensus'. Perhaps a more accurate represen

tation of responser,; on this i tern, then, is provided by noting that only 

19. 29o agreed (plainly or strongly) wi t.h the proposition [Table ll, 5]. 
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Teble 11.4 

Statement 
N 
96 

l. The decisions of the N 
Courts are just as fair 

% 
to the poor man as to the 
wealthy man (Q.88.20) 

2. The laws of this country N 
are supposed to benefit. all 
of us equally but the fact 96 

is that most of them are 
'rich man's laws' (Q.88.46) 

Attitudes to the Legal System 

Strongly 
Agree 

6 

4.6 

35 

26.9 

Agree 

13 

10.0 

70 

53.8 

(80. 7) 

Not 
Sure 

14 

10.8 

8 

6.2 

Disagree 

62 

47.7 

Strongly 
Disagree 

35 

26.9 

(74.6) 

15 2 

11.5 1.5 

NQ~~er of missing observations= 1 (3)i 2 (3). 

Total 

130 

100.0 

130 

99.9 

Classification 

Strong 
oppositional 
consensus 

Strong 
oppositional 
consensus 

N 
0'\ 
Vl 



Table ll.5 

N 
Statement . --

% 

1. Most politicians can be N 
trusted to do what is 
:t·ight for the country % 

(Q.88.18) 

2. Politicians represent 
N 

the general interest more 
frequently than they rep- % 

J~esent special interes-ts 
(Q.88.26) 

3. People who go into public 
N 

office usually think of 
the good of ·the coun·try % 

more than their own 
(Q.88.43) 

Number of missing observations = 

Attitudes Towards Politicians 

Strongly Not 
Agree Disagree 

Agree Sure 

3 13 18 71 

2.3 9.9 13.7 54.2 

(74.0) 

3 32 14 67 

2.3 24.4 10.7 51.1 

(62.6) 

0 25 32 65 

0.0 19.2 24.6 50.0 

(56.2) 

1 (2) i 2 ( 2) i 3 ( 3) . 

Strongly 
Total 

Disagree 

26 131 

19.8 99.9 

15 131 

ll.5 100.0 

8 130 

6.2 100.0 

Classification 

~1oderate 

oppositional 
consensus 

Moderate 
oppositional 
consensus 

oppositional 
dis sensus 

IV 

a' 
01 
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The Openness of the Political System 

While the officials are generally distrustful of political actors 

there is a d{ssensus on the question of how 'open' the political system 

is. The statement put to the officials was 'P~yone in this country who 

wants to has a chance to have a say about important issues'. To this, 

54.3% disagreed, 38.7% 9-greed and 7.0% said 'not sure'. \\Teare unable to 

say exactly what the officials took this question to mean for clearly 

there is a difference between 'a chance to have a say' and whether 'having 

a say' entails any real influence. In a general sense, however:, the dis-

sensus here seemed to us partly a consequence of the fact that officials 

were more reluctant to 'condemn' the political system as such, and \vere, 

in this context, more consensually oppositional in response to the per-

sonnel charged with running things, and to specific 'aspects' of the poli-

tical system, than they were to the actual political system itself. Fur-· 

ther support for this claim will be presented below. 

Reward Structure Cynicism 

There was a dissensus too in relation to the extent to which the offi-

cials were cynical as regards basic norms of the reward structure. 'I'o 

tap their orientations to the reward structure we put the following three 

statements to them: (1) 'Success in a society like ours depends more.on 

luck than real ability'; (2) 'It is an unfortuna.te fact that getting on 

in a society. like ours depends not on what you are but on vlho you a.re' ; 

and (3) 'There is little chance of advancement in industry unless a man 

has "unfair pull" ' 

The responses presented in 'l'a,J.:)le ll. 7 show that the group is charac-

terised by a supportive dis sensus on stat.ements 1 and 3 and a moderate 

• 
oppositional consensus on statement 2. In explanation of this we would 



Table 11.6 

Statement 

Anyone in this com1try 
who wants to has a 
chance to have a say 
about important issues 
(Q.88.19) 

N 
% 

N 

% 

Attitudes Towards the Openness of the Political System 

Strongly 
agree 

3 

2.3 

Agree 

47 

36.4 

(38. 7) 

Not 
Sure 

9 

7.0 

Disagree 

53 

41.1 

(54.3) 

Strongly 
disagree 

17 

13.2 

Number of missing obse:r:vations = 4. 

Total 

129 

100.0 

Classification 

Oppositional 
dis sensus 

l\..) 
()', 
(X) 



Table 11.7 Cynicism in the Reward Structure 

N Strongly 
Agree 

Not 
Disagree Statement ---

% agree sure 

1. Success in a society N 6 38 16 67 
like ours depends more s, 

on luck than real o 
4.6 29.2 12.3 51.2 

ability (Q.88.33) 
(33.8) (53.8) 

2. It is an unfortunate 
N 21 67 7 29 fac·t that getting on 

in our society ·today % 16.7 53.2 5.6 23.0 
depends more on luck 
than real ability (69.9) 
(Q.88.59) 

3. There is little chance N 4 32 31 57 
of advancement in indus-
try un1ess a man has <> •6 3.2 25.6 24.8 45.6 
unfair "pull" ----------
(Q.88.65) (28.8) (46.4) 

Nt.unber of missing observations l (3); 2 (7); 3 (8). 

Strongly 
Total 

disagree 

3 130 

2.3 100.0 

2 126 

1.6. 100.0 

1 125 

0.8 100.0 

Classification 

Supportive 
dis sensus 

Moderate 
oppositional 
consensus 

Supportive 
dis sensus 

N 
()I 
\,() 
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point out that sta·tement 2 is less strongly oppositional than are state-

ments l and 3. Also noteworthy about the responses to statements l and 

3 is that. the 'dis sensus' was 1 supportive' : that is, a majority 

(albeit, by definition, not a large one) were supportive of dominant 

societal norms regarding meritocratic criteria for mobility. There was 

a greater reluctance to reject the normative basis upon which recruit..T(lent 

in society proceeds and in terms of which scarce positions are allocated. 

Citizen Duty and the Vote 

Another fundamental norm of the political system is the 'duty' of 

citizens to vote in elections. This norm is substantially stronger con-

cerning national triennial elections tha.."'1 it is concerning local elections. 

'I'o examine the extent to which officials were committed to the norms of 

citizen duty as it is expressed in the normative obligations to vote we 

presented them with three statements. Item l concerned local body elec-

tions and read 'A good many local elections in this country are not really 
I 

important enough to bother vli th'. Items 2 and 3 concerned voting in nat-

ional elections: Item 2 read 'The difference between the parties is so 

little that it doesn't really matter \vhether people vote or not', and 

' item 3 read 'People who do not vote are falling down on their duty as New 

Zealanders'. 

There is a supportive consensus in rela·tion to all tln:ee items, as 

can be seen .iri Table 11.8. In relation to item 1 the level of consensus 

is moderate (71. 2 96 disagreeing or strongly disagreeing). In relation to 

items 2 and 3 there is a strong consensus, 84.7% •disagreeing'or 'strongly 

disagreeing'to item 2, and 85.4% 'agreeing' or 'strongly agreeing' to 

item 3. 

• 



Table ll.8 Attitudes to Citizen Duty and the Vote 

N 
-...] 

!-• 



Quite clearly union officials think that voting is important, a 

fact which further suggests that on issues of fundamental structural 

importance the officials are supportively orientated to the political 

system, a fact which also reflects their high sense of efficacy in the 

political process. 

Sub-Group Variations 
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In spite of the fact that on most dimensions examined in this chapter 

the orientations of the officials have been characterised by consensus 

we explored variations in response according to age, the colour-type of 

union that the official was in, and according to the officials' partici

patory role in movement affairs. 

With only one exception the extent t:o which responses varied across 

sub-groups was negligible. The gamma coefficients presented in Table 11.9 

show that all, bar one, were under 0.3 and there is no consistency in the 

'direction' of the correlations across the variety of political orienta7 

tions. 

The highest coefficient in Table 11.9 concerns the relationship b,e

tween the officials' perceptions concerning thE: distribution of power and 

their participatory role in movement affairs. In that they differed on 

this dimension according to their participatory role, ho~t;ever, no one sub-· 

group contradicted the picture of the group as a whole. Rather, in that 

there was .a difference it was only as a ma'ct~r of degree or:· emphasis con

cerning the extent to which officials thought that statement l'l., as pre-

sented in Table 11.1, was a 'much more' or a 'somewhat more' accurate 

characterisation of New Zealand society. Thus 90 96 of the POL Council offi

cials, compared to 81.4% of the 'l'rades Council officiai_s and GO. 39;; of 
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Table 11.9 Ganuna Coefficients Beb;een Colour- T~ 

of Union , Participatory Role, Age 

and Political Orientations 

Political Colour-Type Participatory 
Role in Orientations of Union A.ge 

Movement 

Distribution of 1· -0.12 0.51 -0.21 power 

Rules of the 
2 

0.11 0.20 0.01 game 

Attitudes t.o the legal system 
3 

0.15 0.07 -0.17 

Trust in politicians 
4 

-0.10 -0.05 0.29 

Belief in the openness of -0.07 -0.03 0.12 
the political systemS 

Reward cynicism 
6 

0.24 -0.13 0.00 structure 

Citizen duty and the vote 
7 

-0.03 0.00 0.01 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

Q.77, as in Table 11.1 of this chapter. 

Q.88.16 and Q.88.77, as presented in Table 11.3 of this chapter, r . .;ere 
combined to form a single 'Rules of the Game Index'. Item 1 reverse scor·ecL 
Alpha = 0. 6 7. 

Q.88.20 and Q.88.46, as presented in 'l'able 11.3 of this chapter, were 
combined to form a single 'Attitudes to the Legal Syst:em I:c1dex'. Item 1 
reverse scored. Alpha = 0.42. 

Q.88.18, Q.88.26 and Q.88.43, as presented in Table ll.S of this chapter, 
were combined to form a single 'Trust in Politicians Index'. Alpha= 0.50. 

Q.88.19, as in Table 11.6 of this chapter. 

Q.88.33_~_ Q.88.59 and Q.88.65, as presented in Table 11.7 of this chapter, 
were combined to form a 'Reward Structure Cynicism Index' . Alpha :..= 0. 6 7. 

Q.88.6l, Q.B8.73 and Q.88.75, as presented in Table 11.8 of this chapter, 
were corrbined to form a 'Citizen Duty Index'. Alpha c-= 0.53. 
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non-movement officials thought that the 'ruling elite' model (as put 

forward in statement A: 'Almost all impo~·tant decisions in New Zealand 

are made by a small group who wield a great deal of influence and who 

are not very interested in the opinions of other groups or individuals)' 

was 'much more' accurate, whereas 10% of the FOL Council officials, 14% 

of the Trades Council officials and 28. 6 9.; of the non-movement officials 

thought that it was 'somewhat more accurate'. 

The fact that this was by far the largest relationship in all those 

presented in Table 11.9 is of especial interest given that those officials 

on the FOL Council constitute the 'eLite nucleus' of union officialdom, 

that they are much closer to the corridors of power than are the rest:: of 

the group. 

At this level too, the officials displayed a marked air of authori-

tativeness when talking about national influence and decision-making, <.-ls 

one put it, in response to a follow·-up intervie\v question 'How many would 

be in this group?' 

There would be no more than five men who really count in 
this country as far as economic matters go, and Huldoon is 
not one of them. 

Although vle followed up on several o'cher correlations there 't.'aS 

almost nothing that merited further analysis. The gamma of 0. 29 bet.ween 

age and t!ust in politicians was the next most marked, yet the degree of 

variationr!'aS not large. Whereas 39.1% of the younger cohort officials 

scored 'low' on the trust in politicians index, 32.6% of ·the middle cohort 

officials did, and 21.4% of the older cohort officials Gid. Conversely, 

whereas 17.4% of younger officials scored 'high', 25 9o of middle cohort 

officials did, and 40.5% of older cohor~ officials did. Full details 

are presented in Table 11.11. 
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Table 11.10: Beliefs about Decision-Making by Participatory Role 

in Movement Affairs 

• 

Statement FOL Council Trades Council 

N 9o N % 

A is much more accurate than B 18 90.0 35 81.4 

A is somewhat more accurate than B 2 10.0 6 14.0 

B is some1.<.1hat more accurate than A 0 0.0 1 2.3 

B is much more accurate than A 0 0.0 1 2.3 

'l'otal 20 100.0 43 100.0 

Gamma= 0.51 Nurnber of missing observations = 7 

Non-movement 

N % 

38 60.3 

18 28.6 

5 7.9 

2 3.2 

63 100.0 

tv 
.....:; 
t..• 
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Table 11.11 Trust in Politicians b~ 

Age Cohm~t 

Trust in Politicians 
Age Cohort 

Younger Middle 
Index 1 Older 

N % N % N % 

Low 18 39.1 14 32.6 g 21.4 

Middle 20 43.5 18 41.9 16 38.1 

High 8 17.4 ll 25.6 17 40.5 

Total 46 100.0 43 100.0 42 100.0 

Garmna 0.29 Number of missing observations 2 

l 
Responses to each Likert-type statement are scored out of 5, Thus 
by adding 3 L.ikert statements together (see Not.es to 'ra':lle 11.9) 
the maximum score possible was 15. •ro fac.ilitate cross-tabular 
analysis 'low' was defined as being 'less than 8'; 'middle' was 
defined to include all scores between 9 and 11; and 'high' included 
all those scores 12 or above. The basis fo:c classification is --------· 
arbitrary and was selected to represent a roughly equal spread of 
scores across all three categories . 

.. 
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Perhaps the main fact to be stressed from the analysis of variation 

in orientations across the various sub-groups is their smallness: 

there is surprising uniformity throughout the group. 

Conclusion 

On most of the orientations considered in this chapter there is a 

consensus amongst the group, either in support or opposition to salient 

norms and institutions concerned with the political system. The only 

dimensions on which 'dissensus' occurred was in relation to orientations 

to the openness of the political system [Table 11.6] and in their cyni

cism towards the reward structure [Table 11. 7]. 

'I'he officials manifested a strong oppositional consensus on issues 

concerning the distribution of power·' the rules of the game and the legal 

system and a strong supportive consensus t.owards 'citizen duty and the 

vote'. 

In explaining why officials should be oppositional on some .. and 

supportive on others is a difficult matter and one that >vill be dealt 

with rno.re thoroughly in the concluding chapter when we can look at the 

results of several chapters together. It would seem, however, that the 

issues on which there is a clear consensus in support of dominant norms 

are more fundamental for the persistence of the existing political system 

than are those issues on which they are consensually opposi t.ional. But 

even if thls was disputed it would not really mattei· fo:c t.he issues on 

which they are supportive are fundamental enough and being supportive on 

key issues is really all that coun·ts. So long as one is supportive on 

key questions one ca'1 be opposi tiona.l on any num."J.:)er of specific issues. 

In this sense, even the 'law' is viewed by the officia.ls as simply a 
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specific 'dimension' or 'aspect' or 'issue' which can be resolved through 

the existing political process. Their opposition to the legal system 

and to the legal rules of the game cannot thus be seen as an opposition 

or rejection of the system itself. 
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Chapter 12. 

Proletarian Consciousness 

The question to be decided is 'Shall labour or capital be uppermost?' 

1 
Allen Hutt 

Having examined the officials' orientations to the structures, 

values and norms of the dominant order the central objective of this 

chapter is to ascertain the degree of adherence to proletarian cultural 

forms. 

It Cill1 be argued that if the working class are to be a radical force 

for change in the future then its 'organised capacity' and those that 

constitute, as Gramsci might put it, its 'technical and directive capa-

cities' must reject dominant ideological forms. That is, a radical 

potential requires a rejection of the ideologies of 'no ideology', of 

. d f l' . . 2 
pragmat1sm an o ega 1tar1an1sm. Further, class consciousness is 

important and has been historically, in that, more than anything 1 it. 

demonstrates the ability to 'transcend the particularisms' of local work-

place industrial relations and maintain an interpretive response to 

industrial conflict which forges links with the '.Vider social structure. 

In seeking to establish the degree of adherence to traditional prole--

tarian cultural thought we have been influenced by writers such as Frank 

Parkin, Goldthorpe and Lockwood, Richard Haggart and contemporary marx-

., . • - c: 3 ists such as Raymond vnllla.ttL .. According to Williams, whereas bourgeois 

culture is characterised by the 'basic individua.list idea', proletarian 

culture is characterised by the 'basic collectivist idea' and the insti-

. . 4 
tutions, manners , habits of thought ana action v:hich spring from thlS . 

.. 
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In this chapter, adherence to proletarian cultural forms will be 

adjudged evident when the ideas of the group indicate: 

(1) Self-identification in class terms, that is, identification as 

being a member of the working class and a belief in the efficacy and rele-

vance of class. 

(2) A belief in a structure where capital and labour have objec

tively competing interests and where the different interests are seen as 

outweighing the common interests. 

(3) A belief in militancy and strike efficacy in specifically 

class terms. 

A further point v1hich should be made is that in relation to the 

marxist theory of 'class consciousness' the three beliefs stated above 

represent only a restricted form. In this sense, it is pertinent to dis

tinguish, as Phizacklea and Miles have done, between 'restricted class 

consciousne,ss' and 1 radical class consciousness' . 
5 

Whereas the latter 

refers to a complete world. view entailincJ not simply a rejection of bour

geois forms but also a commitment to an alternative socialist future state 

of society, the former refers simply to a structural orientation to the 

social structure and constitutes a distinctive mode of perception. vfuile 

both senses of class consciousness are relevant to this study the offi

cials 1 orientat.ion to change and to the role of the U.'1ion as an agency 

involved in change will be investigated in the next chapter. In this, we 

will confin~ our attention to 'restricted' class consciousness, as speci

fically operationalised above. 

Simply as a convenience we vrill refer to those who adhere to these 

beliefs as being 'class conscious' as a short hand for 'proletarian' or 

'working' class consciousness. vJithin the socialist tradition work.ing class 
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consciousness caYJ. be seen to refer to beliefs concerning the nature of 

particularised conflicts at the economic and political level. To be 

class conscious, in this sense, is to maintain a particular orientation 

to the social structure arising from a shared perception of role and an 

awareness of the relationship of individuals to the objective processes 

and relations of capitalist society. A proletarian orientation is, in 

this sense, a structural rather than an individualist orientation. 'Class', 

thus, becomes an abstraction by which the structural foundations under-

lying the surface reality of economic and social life can be indicated 

and made significant in general political terms. 

Images of Class 

To ascertain t.he importance that the idea of class held for the offi-

cials vJe asked a number of questions. One stated 'Do you think that the 

idea of New Zealand as a society characterised by social and economic 

classes is import.ant today?' In their responses the group were split. 

almost equally into three groups: 38.2 9.; answered 'Yes, very much so'; 

29.0% answered 'Yes, but only to a limited extent'; and 32.8% answered 

'No, not really important at all'_. [Table 12.1]. 

If we combine the categories 'Yes, very much so' and 'Yes, t.o a limi

ted extent' to produce a single 'Yes' category, then, of course, we pro

duce a two-thirds consensus in support of the view that class maintaircs 

some importance in New Zealand society, yet it would be just as legitimate 

for us to combine categories 2 and 3 in which case there would be a 

'consensus' that class was of 'limited or no importance'. 

In this si t.uation, the answers to the question on class identificaU.o.:l 

are, perhaps, m.ors revealing. We asked a question that. has been used fre--



Table 12.1 Attitudes to the Importance of Class 

Question: 'Do you think that the idea of New Zealand as a society 
characterised by social and economic classes is important 
today?' (Q. 71) 
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Importance of idea 
of class today 

N % Classification 

Yes, very much so 50 38.2 Dis sensus 

Yes, to a limited extent 38 29.0 

No, not very important 43 32.8 

Total 131 100.0 

----·----·---------------------·-----

Nt®ber of missing observations = 2 
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quently in overseas research: ''!'here's quite a bit of t.alk these days 

about different social classes. Most people say that they belong to the 

middle class or the working class. Do you ever think of yourself as 

being in one of these classes?' Choices given were 'upper middle', 

'middle', 'working' or 'no, never think in terms of social class'. 

The largest subgroup, comprising 45.4% of the group, said that they 

never think in terms of class, while almost as many, 43.1%, identified as 

'working class', 9.2 96 (12 ·officials) as 'middle class' and 2.3% (3 offi

cials) as 'upper middle class'. Again, as Table 12.2 summarises in detail, 

the group pict.ure was one of marked dis sensus with less than half the 

group identifying in 'proletarian' terms. 

Apart from the absence of consensus in relation to class identifica-

tion there were a nun1ber of other interesting facts. It became evident 

that the meaning of 'class' to the officials c:.nd the phenomenon of 'class 

identification' did not necessarily correlate with political values. 

This was even more marked in the interviews. When some officials 

talked of 'class', it transpired that. the process of identification was 

traditionally based and that identification in class terms was compat:.ible 

vlith almost any generally labourist position of political values. In 

this sense, we found amongst many of the officials what Theo. Nichols 

found in his study of the 'class ideology' of a group of foremen: that 

the rhetoric,of class 'speaks volumes for their culture' but not much for 

their substantive political orientations. 
6 

Thus one official, when he ccune 

to the questions of 'class' within the questionnai:ce, remarked 'my faL'ler 

always said that • and promp·tly indicated agreement with the idea of social 

classes being 'very importe:mt' toda'(· In this sense, for many, the icen-

tification in 'class' terms was based on custom rather than calc~lation. 



Table 12.2 

Question: 

Class Identification 

'There's quite a bit of talk these days about different 
social classes. Most people say they belong to the 
middle class or the working class. Do you ever think 
of yourself as being in one of these classes?' (Q.70) 
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Class identification N % Classification 

Yes, the upper middle class . 3 2.3 

Yes, the middle class 12 9.2 Dis sensus 

Yes, the working class 56 43.1 

No, never think in terms of class 59 45.4 

-----------·---· 

'rotal 130 100.0 

-----·----------------------~ 

Number of missing observations 3. 
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What it denotes is a tradit.ionally based attachment to working class 

culture. 

Within this context, the fact that nearly half of the group (45. 49o) 

'never think in terms of social class' shows the extent to which the 

'ideology of classlessness' manifests itself amongst the union leadership 

fraction. The fragmented nature of the response to the questions on 

'class' throws doubt on the extent to which union officials see unions as 

an 'organised class capacity'; on the extent they collectively reflect 

a distinct 'hermetically sealed 1 culture, distinct. from bourgeois cul

tural forms; and on the extent that they can articulate a consistent 

proletarian ideology to counter dominant botn:geois strains 1 refracted 

downwards' (~.g. ideologies of egalitarianism). 

The interview data and ·the cormnents officials wrote on their ques-

tionnaires present valuable insights into the variations in the officials' 

images of the 'class structure'. It became apparent that a variety of 

conceptions of 'class' 1:1ere present (i.e. that different officials rrcean'c 

different things by 'class', and by 'workiny class' etc.). 

The most common conceptions can be characterised as: (l) the 

dichotomous 01~ two-class model. •rhis conception simply posits two main 

class blocs and is consistent ..... ,ith a marxist conceptualisatior: of class 

structure; (2) a multi-class model, where officials saw a variety of 

classes, oft.en accompanied by corn...'11ents such as 'stratification is much 

more complex today ·than it was in the past' or 1 occasionally 1 by criti-

cisms of our questionnaire items (i.e. questions); and (3) a 1 contir1-

uous' or 'hierarchical' model. 

Of those who did not identify in cJ .. ass terms there were a. numl::er of 
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reasons given. In broad terms these can be categorised: 

(l) in terms of a view which clearly did not see things in social 

terms at all. As one said, 

Affective personal relationships are what are important. 

Another, 

People only say that they belong to a social class because it 
is in their minds. I do not have it in my mind. 

Interesting about this view from the standpoint of 'traditional 

proletarianism' is the 'idealistic' basis of such a view; the assumption 

that social structures and 'wholes' are not real, but exist only in 

people's minds; and the acceptance of the notion (not re8ognised by those 

\vho sUbscribe to it, as a 'notion') that only 'individuals' are real and 

that 'society' in its 'real' basis is no more than the individuals that 

comprise it, i.e. who alone, constitute its 'real' basis. 

(2) Another view stressed social harmony as opposed t.o class 

divisions: As one put it, 

Class is a division; therefore a tool of the 
villain. 

Another, 

Putting people into classes is designed to heighten differences 
and speed up social conflict. All people should be equal. 

(3) Another view thought that to identify in class terms or to 

recognise 'classes' meant to make a personal normative judgement. They 

found this ·distasteful. As one put it, 

To judge a person irrespective of job or wealth, and refer to 
a 'top-class person' as one that fits the criteria of my personal 
code of ethics - necessary to be a good citizen. 

Another, 

I do not like to classify myself as better or worse than my 
fellow men. 
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Another simply said 'I consider all people equal'. 

Clearly, in relation to (2) and (3) above there is a confusion 

between actual and normative analysis. In relation to (2), to believe 

in 'class' is to promote conflict, again with the presumption that the 

social order is 'in reality' a harmonious entity and that conflict only 

exists in the beliefs that people project onto it. In relation to (3), 

t.~ere is a straightforward confusion, which again presupposes the accep-

t~~ce of the 'individualist idea' and the belief that to see society as 

a 'class order' implies a negative normative evaluation of ot.her indivi-

duals. 

Images of class were examined separately in the interviews (see 

Appendix 7) . Of the thirty interviewees twenty indicated a belief in 

, 
ff . f l ' ' . d 7 

tne e- 1cacy o c ass ana ten a1 not. Of those who believed in t.hc 

'efficacy of class', five (25%) saw it in dichotomous terms, ten (50 9.;) 

saw three classes, three (15.0<:>&) four classes and two (l0.0 9o) listed five 

classes. Those who saw class in dichotomous terms in all cases distin-

guished betvleen a working and an 'owning' or 'middle' class. Those who 

saw three classes normally saw a _'working' class, a 'middle' class and 

an 'upper middle' class, or an 'elite' middle class. Tv1o officials who 

saw three classes, however, sa1t1 a 'middle' class, a 'working' class and a 

'lower working' class. The three who saw four classes saw 'upper' and 

'lower' middle and working classes and of the two who saw five, in addi-

tion to the upper and lower middle and upper and lower working classes, 

one added a 'lumpen proletaria.·t' and ·the other a. group of 'down and outs' 

who constitute, af; he put it, 'the dregs of society' . 

The main difference in the substance of the intervie\vees' conceptions 

of class r.;.1a.s bebveen the five who saw class in terms of a dichotomous 
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model and the remaining twenty-five. 

The image of the five who saw it in dichotomous terms was essentially 

8 
what Goldthorpe et al. call a 'power model' of the class structure. 'I'hat 

is, class differences were viewed as distinctions within production rela-

tions distinguishing owners/employers <md non-owners/workers. As one 

put it, 

If you're a worker you're a worker. If you're an employer you're 
an employer. That's the main difference. It doesn't matter whether 
you work in overallsor in a collar and tie. You are still dependent 
on the employer. In the end it's the employer that has the power. 

Officials who saw class relations in these terms saw class as a 

structural concept and saw the two classes as mvners or non-ov.rners as 

most fundamental, interpreting all other forms of stratification as s;Jb-

sidiary. Another, when asked how he accounted for the 'white collar' 

groups in society in terms of the basic dichotomous model of class struc-

ture, told us that 'they [the white collar] were an affluent sector of 

the working class'. 

Such explicit theorizing was relatively rare, ho,.,.;ever, and most 

interviewees did not hold to a 'power model' but rather to what Goldtr10rpe 

Q 

et al. call a 'money model'.~ That is, they saw class distinctiors in 

terms of market distribution, in terms of the allocation of symbolic and 

material rewards within the economy - in terms of rich and poor, in t.erms 

of incomes, or of status. It was this conception of class differences as 

a function of imperfections in the market mechanism, and of the resul-cing 

distributional inequalities, that underpinned the view of the social 

structure as a 'mult.i-class' order, cr as a 'continuous hierarchy'. 
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The Interests of Labour and Capital 

In the 'traditional proletarian' image of the social structure, in 

David Lockwood's ideal-typical formulation, 'chere is a conflict of 

interests between labour and capital. That is, this image posits a 

'dichotomous model' where two groups are seen in terms of a 'relationship 

of opposition'. The more 'developed forms' of this view, says Lockwood, 

exist in small isolated communities, such as amongst watersiders, coal

miners and the like.
10 

The group of officials we are studying are not drawn only from such 

working communities. Geographically they are spread throughout the coun-

try and their work-situation is characterised by a higher degree of inde--

pendence and autonomy than their members. Yet the view that the interests 

of labour and capital are fundamentally opposed has been a com.rrton one 

amongst union activists , and examples from the historical li terat.urc on 

unionism, and from the larger body of li tera·ture on the woJ~king ·class, 

are relatively easy to find. 

Thus, to illustrate the point, in 1897 at a Royal Commission enquiry 

into 'trade union practices' in England , the following dialogue between 

the commissioners and William Allen took place. 

Question: Is it not in the interests of employers and employed to 
work together? 

Answer: I scarcely see how that can be while we are ir:. a state of 
society which recognises the principle of buying in the 

~-cheapest market. It is in the employer's jn'cerest to g·et 
labour at as low a rate as possible and it is in our:·s to 
get as high a rate as possible and you can never reconcile 
these two things.ll 

Expressions concerning the nature of the relationship betv1een labour 

and capital can also be seen in Ne\v Zealand sources. 'Elms the assumption 
• 
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of an opposition of interests can be seen evident in Bill Martin's 

foreword to Conrad Bollinger's book on the history of the seamen's union: 

. . • like all history, the saga of our own tmion teaches 
that nothing worth having was ever won without struggle; nothing 
was ever handed out by the employers' class from the generosity 
of its heart. Every penny added to ·wages, every square foot 
ofcrew accommodation and every egg on the menu had to be argued, 
haggled)and fought for.12 

The notion of opposed interests also underpins accusations of class 

collaboration frequently made against unionists who had been deemed to 

have 'sold out'. Such accusations can be seen in the writings of the 

Vlebbs, in the Fabian Tracts, and even in the songs and poems that reflec·ted 

a union viewpoint. Thus, to cite a verse that appeared in The New Zealand 

Monthly Review: 

As for the Company Union 
it was a tired thing 
The Secretary and Manager 
each wore a wealthy ring. 
They \·JOuld often walk together 
picking crocuses in spring.l3 

Or another, heavily satirical verse, from an old boilermakers' song: 

Now 'tis true that capi t.al 
all the risks must. run 
Like a ship exposed to all 
Winds beneath the sun 
Feels the first trades ebb and flow 
r-1ust keen compet.i tion know 
So 'tis just and meet 
Labour should cooperate 
And to help with all their might 
Masters to compete.l4 

The view that common interests characterised the rela·tionship 

between labour and capital also has a long history. According to 

C. Hright Hills, in his own study of trade union leaders, the notion of 

a common interest was an 'article of faith d.r:awn from 18th century 
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• I 15 h • economlcs T.e vlew was certainly present in the writings of Adam 

Smith, and Smith's emphasis on the COlTh.!IOn interests between 'the various 

t f th I • ft f d I s • 1. • • • I 16 sec ors o .. e economy lS o en re. erre to as .. mJ.tulan Optlmlsm . 

The view is also argued for polemically in the works of the French eco-

nomist Eduard Bastiat and in the writings of the American businessman 

Henry Charles Carey. The latter, in fact, sub-titled one of his articles 

in which he argued for a common interest 'The Harmony of Nature as Exhi-

bi ted in the Laws Which Regulate the Increase of Population and the 1:>1eans 

of Subsistence and the Identity of Interest of the Sovereign and the 

Subject, the Landlord and the Tenant, the Capitalist and the Workman, 

- 17 
and the Planter and the State'. 

Recent analysis on this issue of the nature of the relationship 

between capital and la}:l.our at the level of the individual factory, has 

been carried out by Alan Fox in his Royal Cor:unission Report on Trade 

. " - . . 18 . . Un1ons ana Emp.Loyers AssocJ.atlons. Fox distingu1shes between 'un1·tary' 

and 'pluralist' ideologies which constitute 'frameworks of reference' in 

terms of which actors perceive the work relations in the firm. 'I'he uni-

tary ideology assumes a unity of interest between the various segments of 

the firm whereas the pluralist conception assumes divergent in·terests. 

According to Fox, the w1i tary pe:r:spec1:i ve is the image of work :r·ela tions 

19 
held almost universally by those involved in managem>:mt. 

It i~ highly debatable whether the issue of common or opposed inte-

rests cou;L_d ·be resolved simply by appeal to t_he facts alone as behind the 

issue as to t.he nature of the interes·ts of the 'two sides of industry' 

are normative assumptions concerning ·the beneficence of capital ism and 

whether the structures of capitalism should be maintained or changed. In 

this sense, it is the a'ctitudesof the actors i_nvolved that become importan·t. 
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As Kornhauser has put it, 

The reality of opposed interests as seen by the parties is 
of course the decisive fact and the perceived relationship 
obviously depends not only on the economic facts of life but 
also on the social interpretations current among the people 
involved.20 

The Officials' Views 

To examine whether the officials were of unitary or pluralist orien-

tations three Likert-type statements were presented for agreement or dis-

agreement: (1) ''I'he conunon interests of employers and workers are 

greater than the differences that divide them'; (2) 'The interests of 

employers and workers are so diffe:r·ent that any attempt to base indus-

trial relations policy on cooperation and mutual trust is likely to 

fail'; (3) 'Hhen you consider the long term interests of New Zealand 

societ.y as a whole the overall interests of workers ;;>.nd employers would 

seem to be very similar'. 

In our initial explanatory interviews it became obvious to us that 

many officials would not accept that the interests o£ labour and capital 

were 'all common' or 'all opposed' but saw the issue in terms of predom-

inance (i.e. mosi: saw both common and opposed interests but differed as 

to which predominated) . In constructing the statements listed above, 

then, we sought to avoid categorical distinctions and 'black ar.d white' 

statements. (Even so this did not suit everyone for one official respon-

ded that 'There are no conunon interests at all in terms of economic 

'futures' and refused to mark any of t.he cat.egories. In this instance, 

however, as the position of the respondent was clear we coded him as 

having indicated 'stJ~ong disagreement' with the sta·tement.) 

In overall terms, a majority of the officials took the 'unitary' 
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alternative on all three statements. However, the majority in support 

of cormnon interests was in all cases a small one and, in fact, on 

statements 2 and 3 actually constituted a dissensus. On statement 2 

nearly three-fifths (58.0%) took the'unitary'position while one-third 

(32.8%) took the 'pluralist' view. On statement. 3 the degree of dissen

sus was slightly more marked with just over half (54.2%) taking the 

'unitary' position and over a third ( 36. 79o) accepting the opposing 

pluralist view [Table 12.3]. 

The response pattern on statement 1 was technically a moderate 

supportive consensus with 60% 'agreeing' or 'strongly agreeing' that 

'the cormnon interests ..• are greater than the differences that divide 

them' and 35.3% 'disagreeing' or 'disagreeing strongly'. It is note-

worthy, though, t.hat this percentage is on the boundary (albeit only an • 

arbitrary one) at which we distinguish 'moderate consensus' from 'dis sen-· 

sus' (Table 12 . 3]. 

The clearest v1ay to represent the pattern of responses in overall 

terms is to combine all responses, averaging them in terms of their 

support of 'unitary' or 'pluralist' int.erests. If we do this, then the 

overall picture is one of dissensus, 57.4% took ·the 'unitary' view (that 

the common interests are greater) and 34.9% - just over one-third - took. 

the 'pluralist' view (that different interest.s predominated) [Table 12.4]. 

The interview data provided insightful in-depth information concerning 

the officials' a·tti tudes. As in the questionnaire mosi: of the thirty 

officials interviewed held that cormnon interests predominat:ed. 'I'hose 

who did emphasised 'working together'; they emphasised the importance 

of 'peace' , and placed a high priority on 'consensus' . As one, who 

endorsed common interests, put it, 



Table 12.3 Attitu?es to Co~~on vs. o~)OSed Intere~ts 

N Strongly Not Stron:;rly 
"- agree 

Agree Disagree 
disagree """ 

sure 

l. The co~mon interests of 
workers and employers is 

N 19 59 6 28 18 

greater than ·the differences 9o 14.6 45.4 4.6 21.5 13.8 
that divide them (Q.88.5) 

(60. 0) 

2. 'I'he interests of employers 
and workers a:r:e so diffen;nt N 14 29 12 63 13 
that any attempt to base indus-. 
trial relations policy on !:'c:; 10.7 22.1 9.2 48.1 9.9 

cooperation and mutual trust ----------------
is likely to fail (Q.88.28) ( 32. 8) (58.0) 

3. Vlh.en you consider the long 
term interests of New Zealand N 4 68 11 33 15 
as a whole the overall inter-
est.s of workers and employers % 3.1 51.1 8.4 25.2 ll.S 

seem to be very simila:r: 
(Q.88.51) (54. 2) ( 36. 7) 

Number of mis-sing observations = 1 (3); 2 (2); 3 (2). 

Total 

130 

99.9 

131 

100.0 

131 

99.3 

Classification 

Moderate 
consensus 

Dis sensus 

Dis sensus 

!'-..) 
1,0 

""' 
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Table 12.4 
1 

~ttitudes to Co~~on v~posed Interests (Avera~e~) 

. 2 
Co~~on lnterests supported N 

(unitary view) 
% 

Number of missing observations = 2 

Strongly 
agree 

1.2 

9.2 

(.57.4) 

Agree 

63 

48.2 

Not 
Sure 

10 

7.4 

1 
N's and %'s on all three items simply added and divided by 3. 

2 
Statement 2 reverse scored. 

Disagree 

30 

22.9 

Strongly 
disagree 

16 

12.0 

(34.9) 

Total 

130 

99.7 

Classification 

Dis sensus 

N 
\.0 
Ul 



I don't see society as characterized by conflict. We're all 
stuck here in the same boat . . . and we have all got to 
learn to live together. In my view there is far too much 
divisiveness not just in industry but in society. That's 
really what is wrong with our present Prime Minister - he 
encourages divisiveness and conflict- but I'm sure things 
will improve when we boot him out. 

Another, 

vfuen you consider that employers and workers are all human 
beings and all have basically the same needs and aspirations 
then you realise that the common ground is far greater, much 
greater. 
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Some officials held that there was a conflict of interests but that 

it did not outweigh the common interests and that it thereby presented 

no insurmountable problems. As one put it, 

Yeah (there is a conflict of interests), but it is not all 
necessarily negative, it's just the way things are. It's 
very difficult, when you have a look ai: it the trade unions 
virtually have only got t.heir lo.bour to sell. Outside that 
we're at the mercy of everything. The whole establishment is 
designed and orientated to preserve the status quo. That pre
serves the power, the privilege, the prestige and all the perks 
that go to the socially advantaged. Now we're blind as bats 
if we can't see that! 

Another said, 

I think that the opposed int.erests are greater bu'c. it • s not 
clearcut: sometimes individual capitalists won't act in the 
interests of capital nor in the interests of the community 
and workers won 1 t alv1ays act in their interests or the 
community's either. 

Some of those who saw a. conflict of interests presented the 'tra-

ditional l?!oletarian' view in almost stereotyped form, 

Objectively the tvm parties have conflicting interests and 
they cannot be resolved while'there is private ownership of 
·the means of production. People build and run factories ·to 
do one thing - make a profit. 

Another, less systematised, and less stereotyped, 



When I was your age (talking to an int.erviewer of 28 years) we 
took it as given that there was a cleavage or divergence in the 
types of goals, and in the purposes and aspirations of workers 
and capitalists. I've changed my attitude a bit, although not 
completely. Employers and owners are people too and we all have 
the same interests in matters such as good health and welfare 
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and enlightened government and so on. As regards economic issues, 
however, there is not much common ground. Take wages, for exam
ple. The Employer sees these as a cost and wants to minimize tlJ.em, 
or even get rid of them by displacing it (sic) with technology. 
The worker sees them as an income and aims to maximize them in 
line with what it costs him to live, taking inflation and so on 
into account. Now between these two competing views you can 
drive a bloody bulldozer. 

Another saw it as right wing ideology, 

The view that all interests are common interest.s is just right 
wing ideology. I really just don't know ho•tl people can believe 
it given the vast and enormously costly machinery that has been 
established to contain it. 

Another distinguished between short and long term interests and between 

'actual' and 'ideal', 

In t.he long term, it is .in management's interests to pay its 
Horkers decent wages, o::::- at least wages which enable the workers 
to survive. 'l'his was the principle that Henry Ford v10rked on -
Do yo'..l know the story of Henry Ford? (Yes) Well, he gave his 
workers er"ough so t.hat they could purchase model T. Fords an.d 
to some extent. this is the necessary logic of economic develop
ment in its idea.l form. Unfortunately, it does not follow this 
ideal pattern all the time. Hhen there is a recession the 
employer.· does not fol.lo''l this logic but one much close:r: to his 
accountant's heart. He is wont to try to cut wages, or cut. the 
wages bill, by making \>rorkers :r:edundant and his own ircunediate 
interests st:art to dictate the run of play. Interests diverge 
in other Hays as well. It could always be claimed, even if 
there v.Jas no unemployTnent and no poverty, that worki.ng people -
which is everyone - would be better off if profit was put back 
into the conununi t.y. Like t.he 'l'rust. hotels and the Trust.ee Savings 
Ba.nk~ -. they put millions back in to the community each year. 

A senior (;":fficial put the view: 

It would be nice to believe that our interests were the same as 
t~hose of the employer and in fact they are convinced t.hat t.hey 
are,. Every year they keep telling the FOL, and even my union, 
how we should be assisting to raise productivity so that . 
then . . there wiJ.]. be more for all. But we've increased pro-
ductivity 500% in ·this particular industry in jusi: 5 years, and 
what's happened'? The company's facing a crisis for other reasons, 



redundancies are being negotiated right now! It keeps claiming 
it's broke. There's always some reason why it is inopportune 
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and why the payout point doesn't arrive. It never seems to be 
quite the right time - someone should make that a law of economics. 

Conflict in Issues: Militancy and the Strike 

In addition to their class consciousness we sought to ascertain the 

officials' attitudes to a series of more specific and more concrete 

dimensions of conflict and cooperation in industrial life. 

A number of questions in both the interviews and the questionnaire 

covered the officials' attitudes towards the strike. 

In the interviews it was fotmd that on issues such as militancy 

nearly all officials took a similar position irrespective of their gene-

ral political line, and of the ·extent to •.vhich they were unita:r:isJcs or 

pluralists, or to which they manifested class-based images of the 

social order. With one exception officials wanted t.o be seen· as 'militant'-. 

Thus some officials protested at being 'put on the right'. As one, who 

did not identify in class terms, or see a conflict of interest said, 

Well I reckon that I'm just as militant as those buggers . 
This union's just as militant as theirs are but those buggers 
don't know when to stop. They're bloody syndicalists . . wreck 
every fuckin' thing. 

In that nearly a1l the officials want to be tl1ought. of as 'militant' 

their idea of what militancy means is very much as a method of procedure. 

There arer_slight clifferences in the meaning attached t.o the concept, how-

ever. Some equate militancy with 'aggressiveness' and non-militancy as 

'slackness'. For some i·t also has 'class' connotations and symbolises 

not just a method of proc~dure, but a set of political goals to be achieved 

and a distinctive style of approach. In this sense the concept of 

• 
'militancy' 1s like that of 'class': it covers a variety of 'positions' 
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and may take on slightly different meanings according to the interests 

of the incU111.bent. Within the union leadership group it has become a 

general positive symbol. Not to be militant is 'not to be doing one's 

job'. 

This general identification as being 'militant' showed that on 

some issues there is a nigh degree of consensus amongst the group. Yet 

such consensus is more apparent than real for, in that it exists, it 

does so in relation to concepts and beliefs that mean slightly different 

things to different people. 

On more specific issues where the idea formulated was reasonably 

precise and where the respondents could not 'read in what~ they liked' 

their attitudes towards issues concerning concrete instances of conflict 

showed marked dissensus. One statement we presented to the officials 

sought to ascertain whether they perceived conflict in industrial rela-

tions in individualist~ or structura]_ tel':ms: 'Conflict in industrial 

relations is mainly caused by forces beyond the immediate cont.rol of 

the people directly involved and hence has little to do '.vith individual 

personalities'. 

Responses to this statement showed a high degree of dissensus: in 
~ .. 

fact~ the group were split - some 52.3% agreeing (aqreeing or strongly 

agreeing) and 40.7% disagreeing {disagreeing or stJ:ongly disagreeing·) , a 

pattern Of reSpOnSeS indicating a fragment~ed reSpOnSe in the OfficialS I 

fundamental perception concerning the nature of conflict at the industrial 

level [T.3.ble 12.5]. 

To who.t extent i>lc<S there a dissensus in the normative orien·tations 

of the officials to the st.rike? To examine t.hei.r attitudes to this, 
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Table 12.5 Belief in Conflict as a Structural or Individual Phenomenon: Officials' 

~nswers to the Question, 'Conflict in Industrial Relations is Mainly 

Caused_Ey Factors Beyond the Immediate Control of the People Directly 

• 
Involved and Hence Has Little to Do With Individual· Personalities 

(Q.88.31) 

Stat.ement 
N Strongly Not 

Disagree 
Strongly 

% Agree 
Agree 

Su:r:-e Disagree 
Total 

N 14 54 9 44 9 130 

% 10.8 41.5 6.9 33.8 6.9 99.9 

(52.3) ( 40. 7) 

Nurtlber of missing observa·tions = 3. 

Classification 

Dis sensus 

Lv 
0 
0 
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three Likert-type statements were presented. These. read: (l) 'History 

shows that the strike is the most effective means by which workers can 

improve their wages'; (2) 'A union can make satisfactory progress with

out striking'; and (3) 'The ability of unions to get a fair deal for 

workers in the future will depend more and more on their willingness to 

use the strike weapon'. 

The degree of dissensus is not as marked on these issues as it was 

concerning their perceptions and beliefs concerning the nature of con

flict, as either structural or individual. There is a consensus on the 

first two statements although it is only moderate and in both cases 

there is a relatively large 'dissenting' minority - 38.9% failed to 

agree (24.4% disagreeing and 14.5'~ checking 'not sure') -that 'Historyshows 

that the strike is the most effective means by '.vhich workers ca.n improve 

their wages' and 40?6 did not reject the proposition (29. 2% agreeing with 

it o.nd 10.8% being 'not sure') that 'A u.r1ion could make satisfactory pro-

gress without striking'. In addition there was ~ dissensus on statement 3 

with more than one-third (34.4%) uisagreeing wit:h the proposition, and a 

further 10.7% being 'not sure'. In all, then, some 45. 0 9o did not accept 

that 'The ability of unions to get a fair deal for workers in the future 

vlill depend more and mo.re on their willingness to use the strike \veapon' 

[Table 12.6]. 

'rhe absence of a strong consensus is partly a consequence of ·the 

fact that .there was no common percept.i.on of the st.rike as a ·•weapon' 

and many officials felt. tha·t it was of-ten ineffective in contemporary con

d:L t.ions. Amongst some of the comments on the subject of t.he strike we1·e 

'Hany people think that going on strike is all we do'; 'The strike is les;;:; 

effective today than it used to be'; 'We ~JC.~t very lit·tle choice; i·t. lS 

just not possible for workers to be on strike today'. 



Table 12 ;6 Sense of Strike Efficacy 

N Strongly Not 
Statement ' Agree I % agree sure 

... 

l. History shows tha-t the strike is 
N 27 53 19 

the most effective means by 
which workers can improve t.heir ~0 20.6 40.5 14.5 
wages (Q.88.66) 

(61.1) 

2. A union could make satisfactory N 5 33 14 
· progress without striking 

% 3.8 25.4 10.8 
(Q.88.2l) 

? Tbe ability of unions to get a -'· 

fair deal for workers in the N 17 55 14 
fu-ture will depend more and 

9.;; 13.0 42.0 10.7 more on their willingness to use 
the strike vmapon (Q.88.27) 

(55.0) 

NwT.ber of missing observations = 1 (3); 2 (2); 3 (2). 

Disagree 
Strongly 
disagree 

29 3 

22.1 2.3 

55 23 

42.3 17.7 

(60. 0) 

45 0 

34.4 0.0 

(34.4) 

Total 

131 

100.0 

130 

100.0 

131 

100.1 

Classification 

Hoderate 

consensus 

Hoderate 

consensus 

Dissensus 

w 
0 
N 
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Several officials also stressed that as a weapon the strike is 

'double-edged', that is, it is no longer simply a union weapon but could 

be effectively provoked by management in its ovm interests. As one 

official from a union in t.he manufacturing sector said, 

I think very carefully about any sit.uation where actual conflict, 
strike action, looks as though it is on and I wait and see . 
who's provoking the situation and why? The management at (name of 
company) are frequently starting strikes, every time they run 
out of raw materials. The materials in our own industry have to 
come from (name of country) and if there is a shipping bottleneck, 
or some rnistake somewhere then production stops and they find 
that they have 500 men doing nothing. Then they're itching for 
a fight. 

In the food processing sector the view that management provoke strikes 

when it suits them is widespread. One official told us, 

That (the management provocation of disputes) happens ever';l',vhere; 
that's the oldest dodge in the world. I have a lett.er here fFnn 
the (name of country) head office of (name of company) . Now 
listen to this. 'On a nat::ional basis steps a.re being taken to 
slow up shipments \-.'hich we hope will strengthen the i:tarket. ' NO\·l 

what does that mean? That means congest.ion in storage areas, 
which in t.urn means reduction of daily kilJ. or cessation of kill 
until relief shipping is provided . . the employer then knows 
he's going to have to go into a serious reduction in time. It's 
purely a question of saving money. We used to say -::.o the guys: 
once you start 'backing out' you let us know and wa.tch the boss 
like crazy because he'll try to do anything to cause a dispute. 
Don't take any notice of him! 

One official in a union in the service sector in the context of a 

general discussion on 'conflict' said, 

It's not only the union that promotes strikes you know. Sometimes 
management do, although it's often hard to know when they do and 
when _i~hey don't. I was having c, drink with the ex-manager of the 
(company) the other day . (and) we got talking about a strike 
we'd been involved in over three years a.go. He said to me that 
the interesting thing <tbout t.hat. strike was tha:t they had foisted 
it on us. At the time they were under price-.. control regulations 
and ueren 't allowed t.o increase t.heir prices unless, of course, 
they'd had to pay out more in wages. So they pushed for a strike, 
sett.led, and then applied for a price increase. 
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These observations given by officials (in the first and third cases 

without being asked) are not intended ·to convey the impression that t.he 

strike is as much a management weapon as it is a union \'Jeapon. Any such 

impression would be false, yet, what is clearly the case is that in some 

instances, the strike is an ambiguous v;eapon and variations in st.ruc-

tural circumstances may make its use a.s effective against unions in 

some circumstances, as it does for unions in others. Because officials 

recognise this, they also recognise t.hat t.o be effec·tive it must be 

strategically implemented if used at all. As one official expressed, 

Over the years business has become remarkably efficient with 
coping with labour problems and in t:urning them t.o thei.r advc.ntage. 
Because of this it is necessary to keep thinking and re-thinking 
what effective pressure is and how it can be realised. 

Another stated bluntly, 

Well, I don't like strikes and it's nothing to do with being 
soft-headed or not being militant, or anything like that. 
Wnen members stop work they don't get paid . . In my view 
it's better to use 'selective bans' or various other tactics 
which I won't name. There's a hundred and one ways to straighten 
out a crooked employer . . If both sider;; are on the level 
with each other these situations shouldn't arise. 

vfuiJ.e this interview material shows that 'che officials' attitudes~ 

to the strike must take into accow1t the context-bound nature in ·.1hich 

specific decisions about industrial action are ma.de, the gem:ral sense of 

efficacy in the strike a.s assessed by questionnaire items, and as presented 

in 'L'able 1.2.6, is also important. In fact, our ·theoretical position is 

that: the g:"_neral attitudes, as assessed by the questionnaire., vlill have a 

determinate effect on how 't.he context' Hill be interpreted. In turn, 

depending on the degree of attitudinal constraint, their sense of efficacy 

concerning the strike should be related to ot:her more fundamental beliefs 

about conflict. 'This is in fact: so. Exploring t.he relationship beb1een 

the officials' perceptions of interests and their sense of efficacy in the 
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strike, there is a ·moderately strong gamma coefficient of +0. 77 indi-· 

eating that a higher proportion of officials who emphasised a conflict 

of interests were also more likely to score 'high' in terms of t.heir 

sense of strike efficacy. Also not.eworthy is that 79% of those who 

scored 'low' in terms of s·trik.e efficacy also scored 'low' in terms of 

their perception of interests as conflicting [Table 12.7]. 

Sub-Group Variations 

Do group perspectives of conflict and cooperation vary in terms of 

organisational and demographic factors? To ascertain this we explored 

variations in the group's perspectives in te~-ms of (l) the participatory 

role of the officials in movement affairs (comparing response patterns 

for officials at the FOL National Council, the Trades Counci1s, and 

those not active in movement affairs); (2) t.he colour-type of union 

(comparin9 officials in black unions with those from blue unions); and 

(3) by age cohort (comparing younger (<40), middle (40-51) and older 

(>51) ) • 

Participatory Role 

There were no marked differences in perspective accordin9 to the 

participatory role of the official. 'l'his can be seen, expx·essed statis

tically, in the low gamma coefficients in 'I' able 12. 8, all of which are. 

below 0.3, 

With reference to the importance of class in New Zealand socie'qr, 

whereas 47.6% of officials on the FOL Council. saw class as 'very impor-

tant', only 41.3% of Trades Councillors and 31.7% of non-movement off.i-

cials di.d so [ 'rable 12 . 8 J . 
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Table 12.7: Perceived Conflict of Interest~ 

and Strike Efficacy 

Strike efficacy 
2 

Perceived conflict 
l Low Medium High Total 

of interests 

High 0 0.0 2 4.8 17 33.3 19 100.0 

Medium 8 21.1 18 42.9 27 52.9 53 100.0 

Low 30 78.9 22 52.4 7 13.7 59 100.0 

Gamma = +0. 77 

l 

2 

Q.88.5, Q.88.28 and Q.88.5l, as presented in Table 12.3 of this 
chapter, were combined to form the 'Perception of a Conflict of 
Interests Index' . Alpha= 0. 89. !1ax.:i_mum possible score 15. 'Lovl' 
defined to include scores l-8 (incl.); 'medium' 9-12 (incl.); and 
'high' 12-15 (incl.). 

Q.88.66, Q.88.2l and Q.88.27, as presented in Table 12.6 of this 
chapter, were combined to form the 'Sense of Strike Efficacy Index'. 
Alpha= 0. 69. Haximum possible score 15. 'Low' defined to include 
scores 4-8 (incl.); 'medium' 9-11 (incl.); 'high' 12-15 (incl.). 



Table 12.8 Pe:cspectives on Conflict and Cooperation by Participatory Role in Movement Affairs 

Attitudinal Movement officials Non-movement 
Total Gamma 

dimension FOL Trades Council officials 
' I 

Belief in importance of 
N 96 N % N % N % 

class 

Very much so 10 47.6 19 £11 ") ... .1... _.. 20 31.7 49 100.0 

To a limited extent 5 23.8 12 26.-1 21 33.3 38 100.0 

Not very important: 6 28.6 . 15 32.6 22 34.9 43 100.0 0.14 

Perceived conflict of 
interesi::.s 1 

I. ow 4 19 .o 9 19.6 5 7.9 18 100.0 

Hedium 8 38.1 21 4.5. 7 24 38.1 53 100.0 

High 9 42.9 16 34.8 34 54.0 59 100.0 0.24 

Strike efficacy 
2 

Low 4 18.2 11 23.4 23 36.5 38 100.0 

Medium 6 27.3 15 31.9 21 33.3 42 100.0 

High. 11 50.0 20 42.6 19 30.2 50 100.0 0.22 

Number of missing observations (ordered from top) = 1 ( 3) i 2 ( 3) i 3 ( 3) • 
, 
-'- For details of the Perceived Conflict of Interests Index see note 1, Table 12.7. 

2 For dct.::d.ls of the S·td.J.~c Efficacy Ind<.:!X sec note 2, ·rable 12.7 w 
0 
-...) 
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With reference to the belief in opposed interests, a slightly 

larger percentage of movement officials (taking FOL and Trades Council 

categories together) scored 'lovl' compared to non-movement officials. 

lmerec:ls 19.0% of FOL officials and 19.6% of Trades Council officials 

scored 'low', only 7.9% of non-movement officials did. Conversely, 

whereas 42.9% of FOL officials and 34.8% of Trades Council officials 

scored 'high', some 54% of non-movement offici<lls were in this category 

[Table 12.8 ]. 

The. only other noteworthy feature concerned their sense of strike 

efficacy. ~~1ereas 50% of FOL officials scored 'high' on this index, the 

corresponding percentage amongst Trades Councillors was 42.6% a.nd .a..uongst 

non-movement officials ( 301>) [Tal:)le 12.8] . 

Wtlile these differences are not by any means marked, it lS noteworthy 

that what variation exists forms a consistent pat·tern. This pattern 

suggests that officials higher in the hierarchy are slightly more. 

inclined to be orientated in terms of conflict rather than coopc,ra-t:ion, 

1.e. a slightly higher proportion consistently check the categories posi

ting a conflict of interests betv,'een capital and l.abom:, perceive class 

as an important factor, and score high on strike efficacy. 

~olour-·Type of Union and Age Cohort 

Although we explored differences in perspectives amongst officia1s 

in blue and black unions and amons;st young, middle and older age cohorts, 

vi'hat differences that existed were smalle:r· than those repOJ::ted, according 

to participatory role. Because of this, Table 12.9 simply sumr,arises the 

gamma c:or:r:e1a.tion coefficients. As can be seen, they are in all cases 

smalJ.. 



Table 12.9 

Attitudinal 
dimension 

Gamma Coefficients Bet.ween 

Colour-'l'ype of Union, Age 

Cohort, and Class 

Consciousness Indicators 

Colour-Type 

Belief in the importance 
1 

of class 
0.01 

Perceived conflict of 
. 2 
J.nterest 

0.19 

. k f~· 3 
Strl e e Ilcacy 0.14 

l Using question as presented in Table 12.1 of t.his chapter. 

2 Usinq questions as presented in 'l'able 12.3 of this chapter.* 

Age 
Cohort 

0.10 

0.19 

0.08 

3 Using questions as asked in Table 12.6 of this chapter. Fo::::· index 
construction see notes to Table 12.7. 

* For i.ndex construction see notes to Table 12.7 . 

• 
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Conclusion 

vli th one or two marked exceptions this chapter reveals the fraginented 

nature of group cohesion concerning their adherence to proletarian class 

consciousness. There was a marked dissensus on the question of class, 

both in terms of its importance and in terms of .identification. 

There was also a dissensus in terms of whether officials saw a con

flict or harmony of interests between capital and labour, although a 

majority took the view that com..'Tlon interests predominated. 



S::hapter 13. 

Orientations to Change and The Role of Unionism 

To trade unionists, I desire to make a special appeal. How 
long, how long will you be content with the present half 
hearted policy of your unions? I readily grant that good 
work has been done in the past by the unions, but in Heaven's 
name, what good purpose are they serving now? 

l 
Tom Mann 

Trade unions may have originated as organizations of working 
people dedicated to militantly representing the interests and 
in some important cases directed ul tima·tely towards trans
forming capitalist society. Today, however, the unions can 
be seen to exert constantly a restraining influence upon the 
workers and seem to have lost sight of any vision of an 
alternative society. 

2 
Tom Clarke 
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This chapter will investigate the orientations of the officials to 

change in terms of (l) their visions of a future society; (2) the goals 

of unions; and ( 3) the preferred means of achieving those goals. 

In their capacity as union spokespeople, one of the major functions 

of t.he officials is the articulation of union goals and objectives. Thus, 

attention will focus on such questions as how much change do officials 

want? For what are they prepared to settle? What ends do they seek and 

what: do they judge to be the best means of achieving them? 

The Involvement of 1/lorkers in Industry 

In the questionnaire various questions were asked to as·certain the 

ex·tent to which officials favour radical social change and manifest visions 

of an alternative social order. One question concerned Jche involvement of 

workers in the management of industry. 

Defined generally, the notion of 'involvement', used in this context, 
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implies, as Carole Pateman has put it, 'a modification, to a greater or 

lesser degree, of the orthodox authority structure, namely one whe:r-e 

decision-rraking is the prerogative ofmanagement to one in which workers 

3 
play some part' . 

Given this general definition, we conceptualised the issue of 

'worker involvement' as·a continuum starting, at the bottom end, with no 

worker involvement in the management of industry at all, progressing to a 

situation of minimal participation at the lower levels of industry, to a 

situation of participation at the higher (i.e. board) levels of industry, 

to a situation of 'co-management', and ultimately, to a situation of 

full-·worker control over the management process. 

Based on t.his conceptualisation, officials were asked: 'How far do 

you think that ;·mrkers should become involved in the management of indus

try today?' The options presented were (l) 'Full worker control over man

agement'; {2) 'Co-management wit:h workers and employers taking an equal 

role'; ( 3) 'E1nployers dominant: but wi·th some v1orker representation on 

the board'; (4) 'Employers dominant: but with participation by workers in 

profit--sharing and job--satisfaction schemes'; or (5) 'No worker involve-

ment in t.he m<:.:.nagement of industry at all'. 

The group response is characterised by overall dissensus. ~1ore sig-

nificant, perhaps, is the relatively small proportion (20.3%) who suppor

ted 'full worker control over management'. A larger group (40.6~o) suppor-

ted 'co~management'; 13. 3% supported 'employers dominant , wi t.h board 

representation'; aJmost a qua:cter of the group (24.2%) supported option 4 

('employers dominant but vii th participation by workers in profit-sharing 

and :job··-satisfact.ion schemes=) i and only two officials (l.G%) supported 

'no worker irfvolvement at all' [~rable 13.1]. 
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Table 13.1 Attitudes to Worker Involvement in the 

Management of Industry 

Question: 'How far do you think that workers should become involved 
in the management of industry today?' (Q.46) 

Level of Involvement 

Full worker control over management 

Co-management with workers and employers 
taking an equal role 

Employers dominant: but with some repre
sentation on the board 

~nployers dominant: but with participat-

N 

26 

52 

17 

ion by workers in profit sharing and job 31 
satisfaction schemes 

No worker involvement at all 2 

Total 128 

Number of missing observations == 5 

% Classification 

20.3 

40.6 

13.3 Dissensus 

24.2 

1.6 

100.0 
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Vlliile many officials quite clearly fa_vou:r.- a fairly high degree of 

worker involvement in the management of industry their answers on this 

question suggest that the vast majority do not want to do away with the 

labour-capital, worker-employer distinction as is implied in option l -

full worker control over the management process. 

At the same time some 60.0% favour quite major extension of worker 

involvement, although some 39.1% ideally would prefer 'employers domin-

ant' or 'no worker involvement at all'. 

The Goals of the Union 

.~other question concerned with the officials' orientations to the 

future related to their views concerning long-term trade union goals. 

In Questions 52 and 53 we had asked officials their views on a nw-nber 

of specific issues with which unions are concerned. In Question 54 we 

asked: 'Over and above the issues listed above, do you consider that 

unions should or .should not have a policy or programme to achieve long 

term goals?' All bar five officials answered that they should. 

Question 55 then asked: 'If you t_hink that unions should have a 

long term policy or programme, vlhat should the goals of such a programme 

be? 

While Question 55, like the question on the level of involvement of 

workers in the management of industry, also calls for 'ideal.ised con-

ceptions', apart from the obvious difference in subject matter, '+- , J_,_ B . ..LSO 

differed in that: it called for an open-ended response. Categories were, 

thus, not mu·tually exclusive and many respondents specified several goals. 

In their responses only four officials identified union goals 
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directly with maximising worker control over management: three of 

these wrote 'industrial democracy' and one wrote 'worker contJ:ol over 

the means of production' . 

A further eighteen officials identified the long range goals of 

unionism as being concerned with a structural change in productive forces, 

expressed either negatively ('the abolition of the capitalist system') 

or positively ('socialism'). 

Host of this group referred explicitly to the concept 'socialism' 

or its negative 'capitalism'. Some were coded in this category, however, 

where the idea of a socialis·t society was implied rather than referred 

to directly. As one put it, 

To organize along the lines of class and industry. 
To work for a more equitable share of the national 
wealth and ultimately all production for social use, 
not private profit. 

Or another, 

Being able to win greater economic and political control 
for workers over capital. To introduce greater opportunity 
for democratic participation by workers. To forge working 
class strength. To achieve lasting world peace. Even
tually to ensure the use of all wealth for the needs of 
labour. 

Or another, 

Security and prosperity for all i'?i thin a classless society 
where the results of all production effort. are used for all 
to progress within a world of peace. 

In addition, a further eight officials saw long term goals as being 

concerned with political education 

to increase class consciousness and maximize awa:r:eness i 
ultimately a socialist society. 

'l'his was""' the limit of o.t.-ien tations v.ri t.hin the group that viewed the 
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union as an 'historic agency' for the 'emancipation of labour' and the 

eventual realisation of a socialist societ.y. In all, only 25 officials, 

constituting 22.9% of the group, saw the union as working in this sense. 

The remaining 77. Po do not maintain visions of a socialist society but 

viewed the union role as concerned with either reform of the system or 

simply battling for the members. 

Fifty-four (48.6%) officials specified long term goals as being con-

cerned with the distribution or redistribution of material andjor cultu-

ral resources in society. Thus, there were frequent calls for 'higher 

wages and better coridi tions' ; 'a fair distribution of wealth th.roughout 

the country'; a 'living wage'; 'income stabilisation'; 'higher producti-

vity'; 'equal access to education'; 'equality of opportunity'; and so on. 

Some went to greater lengths, 

To secure wage rates adequate to provide a good living 
standard for self and family. To secure through award and 
political means full employment, first class heal t:h care, 
educational and recreational facilities, improved vmrking 
conditions and cultural availability. 

Or, as another said, 

Equal distribution of wealth, equal access to education, adequa.te 
social services, civil liberties, and equal opportunity for a1l 
to develop. 

Forty··five (40.5%) officials cited goals concerned with the promotion 

of unionism and in marked contrast to the 'programmatic' terms of those 

linking the union's role with socialism, the goals specifie(i here had a 

tinctly 'instrumentalist' ring. Thus there were calls for the developrr.ent 

of 'long term trade union -:,.,elfare and social activities'; 'stronger more 

effective unionism'; 'amalgamation'; 'improved union educational fa.cili-

ties' and so on. As one put it, 



There is an urgent need for unions to develop educational 
facilities for informing members as to the advantages and 
functions of trade unions in society. 

Twenty-two (19.896) officials saw long term objectives as being 

concerned with improving industrial relations. Thus, there were calls 

ranging from simple calls for 'better industrial relations', to calls 

for 'more worker participation', 'better union-management relations', 

to more detailed and lengthier lists. As one put it, 

Maximizing union organisation, getting better job satisfaction 
and achieving better conditions. Achieving worker participation 
in industry. Long term planning brought about by unions and 
employers cooperating in retraining and relocating of people 
who are phased out of a particular industry. 

In addition seven officials (6.3%) specified a mode of operating 

rather than substantive goals as such, seeing the union as a 'pressure 

group'. As one put it, 

the union should function as an adaptive mechanism for change 
and as a constant source of pressure on whichever government 
is in pov;er. 
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'l'hree officials ( 2. 79,;) listed idi osyncratic goals. Thus one expressed 

the view that unions should be concerned with 'spiritual and moral revi-

talization of the population', while anotJ-ter saw it as being concerned with 

'the promotion of nationalism and patriotism' and another 'as an agency to 

protect the environmer:t' . 

The over'all distribution of responses is summarised in Table 13.2. 

For the sake of completion, the table summarises not just the numbers and 

percentages of officials w~o specified goals in each categ·ory, but also the 

number of goals mentioned. 'I'he fact that the number of 'mentioned goals' 

is in all cases higher than ti:1e number of officials (for each category) is 

a consequence •of t.he fact: that some officials specified more than one goal. 
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Table 13.2 Long 'l'erm Goal Specifications
1 

Question: 'If you t.hink that unions should have a long term policy or 
programme what should the goals of such a programme be?' (Q.SS) 

Goals calling for: 
. 2 

Hent:L.Ons 
% of 111 
officials 

l. (socialism) 

Structural change in 
production forces 

Industrial democracy 

Political education 
p~eparatory for socialism 

sub-total 

2. (economic and cultural 
distribution) 

Greater productivity 

Fairer distribution of wealth 

22 

4 

8 

34 

1 

11 

Better wages and conditions; a 
'living wage'; job protection 26 

~ncome stabilization, coordina-
ted national policies 2 

General Social Welfare pro-
visions 7 

Educational reform, public 
awareness 10 

Equality of opportunity, equal 
access to institutions 6 

Civil liberties 2 

sub-total 

3. (promotion of unionism) 

Union welfare activities 

Greater union unity, cohesion 

Stronger, m0re effective 
unionism 

Improved union organisation 

65 

ll 

11 

3 

6 

---

19.8 

3.6 

7.2 

30.6 

0.9 

9.9 

23.4 

1.8 

6.3 

9.0 

5.4 

1.8 

58.6 

9.9 

9.9 

2.7 

5.4 

Union education, research 

sub-tot.al 

23 20.7 -----
54 48.6 

Officials
3 

in 
category 

25 

54 

45 

% of lll 
respondents 

22.5 

48.6 

40.5 

(Continued overleaf) 



(Table 13.2 continued) 

Goals calling for: 

4. (promotion of industrial 
relations) 

Greater cooperation between 
union and management 

More worker participation 

sub-total 

5. (pressure group function) 

Mentions 
N % 

11 9.9 

13 ll. 7 

24 21.6 

Specify pressure group function 7 6.3 ______ _;:__;_ 

sub-total 

6. (ideosyncratic) 

Moral revitalization 

Increase nationalism, 
patriotism 

Protection of environment 

sub-total 

Total 

-----------

Missing observations 22 

7 

1 

l 

l 

3 

187 

l 
those answering 'no' to Q.54 = 5. 

2 
did not answer question 10. 

6.3 

0.9 

0.9 

0.9 

2.7. 

Officials 
N % 

22 19.8 

7 6.3 

3 2.7 

3 
answered but could not be understood by codes = 7. 

4 
represents total number of respondents who answered question. 

(Continued overleaf) 
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Notes 

1. Officials' responses were coded by both research assistant and author. 
Error rate was 40% between individual categories which means that 
not too much store can be placed in the reliability of the fine 
coding categories, as this means that the two codes differed on 4 out 
of every 10 responses coded. However, most of the differences of 
opinion between the coders were resolved through discussion and ended 
with one coder admitting error. It was frequently difficult to dis
tinguish, however, between categories such as 'stronger more 
effective unionism' and 'improved or changed union organisation', 
or, in (2), between 'fairer distribution of wealth', 'living wage' 
and 'income stabilization'. 

Inter-coder reliability vias much higher on the broad coding categories, 
numbered from l to 6 in the table. Here the two coders differed on 
only 19 occasions (10.2%) out of the total of 187 categorisable 
responses. On 7 of these it \vas decided that responses were so con
fusing that they were discarded from the analysis of this question. 

The main types of differences that occurred between coders in assigning 
respondents to the broad coding categories are also of some inte.rest 
as these were invariably between categories 4 and 5. Coders did not 
in fact differ at all on whether a response was or was not socialist 
in nature (i.e. category l). 

2. This colurw'l refers to goals speci.fied and percentages are calculated 
on total ntmber of officials (lll). 

3. 'J'his column refers to the number of officials· in each sub·-category. 
'J.'hus, it should be reau: e.g. 25 officials being 22.5 96 of all 
answering officials mentioned 34 goals of a socialist character. 
%'s calculated on total nuwber of respondents (lll). 
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Neither the 'mentions' column, nor the 'officials' column constitute 

mutually exclusive categories. In coding 'mentions' we coded up to three 

for each official and, thus, the 'mentions column' represents the overall 

distribution of goals expressed by the group. 

The 'officials' column is not mutually exclusive in that some of 

those who specified goal·s in one category also specified goals in another 

(e.g. some of the tv:enty-fi ve who are coded in category 1 may also be 

coded in categories 2, 3, 4). 

While most methodological primers stress the advantage of mutually 

exclusive categories for the presentation of data, in this instance the 

absence of such categories does not detract from the profile of union 

long term goals. In fact, in a situation where different response options 

or possibilities are not logically inconsistent, the simple presentation 

of all (non-mutually exclusive) values could be claimed to represent the 

group view more a.ccurately than if we had to render it mutually exclusive 

on t:.he basis of sorne 'forced' criteria. In addition, of course, any sub-

category can be compared to the group distribution as a whole (either 

'officials' or 'mentions'). Thus, for instance, we can say that t.wenty-five 

officials - no more and no less - specified socialist type goals, and simi-

·", lar statements ca.!1 be rnade a_bou·t t.he other sub-groupings .. 

Distinguishing Role-Type~ 

Havin~f present:ed an overview of the extent of support for different 

operative ideals within the group our intention now is to distinguish 

role-types on the basis of the data above and on the basis of some data 

yet to be presented, in order to distinguish the officials' orientations 

to the union as an agency of change. 
~ 
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To classify officials systematically, according to their views of 

the union as an agency of change, we posited the following role-types. 

l. Transformati ve orientations. This type of orientation views 

the union as an agency of transformation of capitalist economic relations 

and as a means of collective working class advance. We will refer to 

this group as 'transformers'. 

2. Reformist orientations. This type of orientation views the 

union as an agency of reform of the capitalist system. It does not posit 

change in the basic structures of society, or the complete reorganisation 

of the economy, but instead seeks to modify, through 'piecemeal' means, 

and to 'correct' imbalances through a redistribution of material and 

cultural resources. We will refer to this group as 'reformers'. 

3. Instrumental orientations. This type of orientation views the 

union as an agency concerned primarily with industrial and economic issues 

in as far as they affect the membership directly. We \vill refer to this 

group as 'instrumentals'. 

Each role-type can be classified in terms of the basic ideological 

position. Thus the position corresponding to 'transformative orientations' 

is socialis!_; that corresponding to 'reformist orientations' could be 

labelled as 'welfare-state liberal' or 1 social democrat 1 ; and that corres--

ponding to 'instrumental orientations' could be labelled 'pure and simple', 

1 limited function', 'bread and butter', • job-conscious unionism 1 
, or any 

other term which conveys the sense of a 'pragmatic' de-politicised ori.en-

tation to change. Irrespective of what the ideology is called, the sub-

stc:mtive content and potency of the position is integral to the orienta-

tion as defined: 'che name adds nothing 1 except, of course, in symbolic 

terms. 
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Within the role type categories defined there are, of course, 

various sub-groupings. Thus, within the transfocmati.ve role-type there· 

may be both marxist and non-marxist socialists, and within the other 

role categories there may be variations as well. vJhile we will corrunent 

later on the marxist/non-marxist distinction briefly, it is not of central 

interest to our task here to distinguish finer categories within the basic 

role-type orientations distinguished. 

Officials were coded as adhering to the role-types above according 

to their goal specifications as given in Question 55 and according to 

their response to Question 54. 

Que~tion 54 read: 'What issues should unions be concerned with 

today? (1) Unions should confine their attentions primarily to industrial 

and economic issues; (2) Unions should be prepared to take a st:and on 

social, moral and political issues as they affect the cmnmunity'. 

'Transformers' were coded solely on the basis of their goal speci-

fications (in Q.55), the basis being largely self--evident: officials who 

linked union goals to the realisation of a socialist society being classi-

fied in this category. 

Officials v!ere coded as 1 reformers' (1) their goal specifications 

viere not codab1e as 'transformative' or (2) they checked category '2 1 

to Question .54. 

Officials \-!ere coded as maintaining instnunen·tal orientations if 

they checked category '1' in their responses to Question 54. 

'l'hus r at one end of the spectrum we have transformers who see trade 

unions as aaencies for the realisation of socialism. -. 



At the other end, vle have those officials who think that unions 

should confine their attention to 'industrial issues'. 
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And in between, we have those who think unions should be prepared 

to take a stand en social, moral and political issues as they affec·t the 

community. 

The distribution of role-types within the group should be largely 

apparent from data on 'union goals' presented above: 22. 29o of the offi

cials were coded as transformatives; 55.6% were coded as reformists, 

and 22.2% were coded as instrumentals [Table 13.3]. 

Also important in this distribution is the fact that if we combine 

categories 1 and 2 then there is a strong non-instrumental consensus 

within the group. In addition, if we combine categories 2 and 3 then 

there is a. strong non-transformative consensus. Quite clearly, though, 

as apparent in Table 13. 3, the predominant orientation v!i thin New Zealand 

unionism today is 'reformist'. 

Role Orientations: some stylistic correlates 

Apparent from their specifications of long-term union goals, offi

cials with different role orientations differed in a number of stylistic 

senses. 

After c_oding the goals officials specified, we went back over the 

questionnaires and coded each response to Question 55 in terms of the 

object o:r group of references intended as the beneficiary of long--term 

union goals. Goals intended to benefit 1 society 1 
, 

1 the community' , o:r:· 

the 1 international comrnuni t.y' were coded as 'non-partisan societal' 'Hhile 

those which referred to the 'union member', 'the union' or the 'employers 
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Table 13.3 Role Orientations to Unions as Agents 

in Change 

(A composite index constructed from officials' responses to Questions 54 
and 55.) 

Role Orientation N Classification Sub-classifications 

Transformative 26 22.2 
) 

strong non-instrumental 
) 

) 
conser.~.sus 

) 
(77.8%) 

Reformist 65 55.6 dis sensus ) 
strong non-trans formative 

consensus 
(77. 8) 

Instrumental 26 22.2 

Total 117 lOO .0 

Number of missing observations 16. 
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and unions' were coded as 'partisan-sectional' (see Code Book) . 

Officials with different role orientations differed in this stylistic 

sense, 'transformers' more frequently specifying goals in 'non-partisan 

societal' terms whereas 'reformers' and 'instrumental's' more frequently 

couched their responses in 'partisan-sectional' terms. 

Agamma of -0.75 indicates a strong relationship between role orienta

tions and the nature of the referrant mentioned by the respondents. Whereas 

84.6% of those with transformative orientations specified non-partisan 

societal referents, only 32.3% of those with refOJ..'!llist and 16. 7 9o of those 

with instrumental orientations did so. Conversely, 'tlhereas 15.4% of 

those with transformative orientations specified partisan-sectional 

referents, 67.7% of those with reformist and 83.3~& of those with instru

mental orientations did so [Table 13.4]. 

Proletarian Political Style 

A second sense in which they differed was in their use of proletarian 

concepts and percepts. Throughout the quest~ionnaire we coded the number 

of times officials used 'named ideological concepts or percepts s•1ggesti ve 

of a proletarian political style' in their responses to all ten open-ended 

questions in the questionnaire. Because •,;e constructed this variable 

initially as an indicator of proletarian style we counted only concepts 

'employed 'in use' but not those 'employed in criticism' of a proletarian 

poli·tical stance. 'l'hus we coded favourable references to: communism, 

marxism, socialism, classless societ.y 1 industrial democracy, overthrow 1 

revolution, solidarity and de~ogator:y references to capitalism, class, 

right: \ving dictatorship, fascism, totalitarianism, exploitation [see T2J:;le 

13.5 and Code Book]. 
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Table 13.4 Nature of Group Reference: Partisan-

Sectional or Non-oartisan-Societal - ~ 

by Role Orientations 

(Coders were instructed to code the respondent as Partisan-Sectional if 
response was intended to benefit or referred to a sectional, partisan 
grouping such as 1 union 1 , 

1 mernbers 1 and as non-partisan-societal if 
response referred to intended to benefit the society or community as a 
whole) [see Code Book]. 

Object. or Group of 
Reference 

Partisan-sectional 

Non-partisan-societal 

'l'otal 

Gamma -0.75 

Transformative Reformist 

N % N % 

4 15.4 44 67.7 

22 84.6 21 32.3 

26 100.0 65 100.0 

Number of missing observations 

Table 13.5 ~eferences to Named Ideological Concepts 

or Phrases Indicating a Proletarian 

Political Style by Role Orientation 

Instrumental 

N 

15 

3 

18 

24. 

% 

83.3 

16.7 

100.0 

(Named Ideological Concepts included: corrununism, mq.rxism, socialism, 
capitq.lism, fascism, totalitarianism, exploitation, class, classless 
society, bourgeois, right wing dictatorship, overthrovl, revolution, 
solidarity, industrial democracy. Data collected from Q1 s 47, 49, 55, 
69, 82, 83) [see Code Book]. 

Number of References Trans forma·ti ve Reformist. Instrumental 

N % N % N % 

0 2 7.7 28 43.1 18 69.2 

3 11.5 21 32.3 1:: 19.2 -' 1 - 2 

3 or more 21 80.8 16 24.6 3 11.5 

Total 26 100.0 65 100.0 26 99 .9 

----·---·---------
Gamma -0.6~ Number of missing observations 16. 
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The relationship between role orientations and the expression of 

proletarian concepts and percepts is strong (ganu.'lla 0. 69) . Whereas 80. 8 96 

of officials who -;.;ere transformatively orientated to unionism used more 

than three named concepts or phrases, only 24.6% of those with reformist 

orientations did, and only 11.5% of those with instrmnental orientations 

did. Conversely, whereas only two (7. 796) of those with transformative 

orientations used no such concepts, some 43.1% of officials with reform

ist orientations and 69.2% of officials with instrumental orientations 

were in this category [Table 13.5]. 

Heans to Ends 

How then will the operative ideals of the officials be achieved? 

In the questionnai:ce we asked 'What in the long term do you consider to 

be the best means of achieving industrial labour's ends?' The options 

presented were: (l) industrial, (2) arbitration and conciliation, and 

(3) party political means. 

Within the group there was a strong dissensus: 28.9% checked 'indus

trial'; 19.3% checked 'arbitration and conciliation'; 24.6% checked 'party 

political means'; and 27.2% checked a combination of two or more of the 

above [Table 13.6]. 

Officials with different role orientations differed considerably in 

the types-of 'means' endorsed. A higher percentage of instrumentals 

(56.0%) checked arbitration c.nd conciliation than did reformers (12.5%) 

or transformers (0.0%). 

A higher percentage of 'cransformers endorsed party political means 

(52. O?o) than did no~ formers (21. 9%) or inst:rumentals (4. 0%). 
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Table 13.6 Mea.ns .to Ends by Role Orientations 

Question: 'What in the long run do you consider to be the best means of achieving industrial labour's 
end~?' . (Q.58) 

I 

Role Orientations Industrial 
Arbitration, 
Conciliation 

N % N % 

Transformative 6 24.0 0 0.0 

Reformist 20 31.3 '8 12.5 

Ins·trumental .., 28.0 1.4 56.0 I 

Total group 33 28.9 22 19.3 

Number of missing observations = 19 

Party 
A Combination 

Political 

N 96 N % 

l3 52.0 6 24.0 

14 21.9 22 311.4 

l 4.0 3 4.8 

28 24.6 31 27.2 

N 

25 

64 

25 

114 

Total 

% 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

Classification 

Dissensus 

Strong 
Dissensus 

Dissensus 

Strong 
Dis sensus 

lv 
1\..) 

1.0 
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In addition, the greatest dissensus was amongst reformers, although 

other sub-groups, and the group as a whole as well, o;,.;ere also charac-

terised by dissensus. The nearest. to a consensus is the sub-g-roup with 

instrumental orientations (56.0% emphasising arbitration and concilia-

tion) and, then, the sub-group with transformative orientations (52.0% 

emphasising party political means) [Table 13.6]. 

In spite of the differences amongst role-types in the types of 'means 

to ends' endorsed, the validity of this question is flawed in a nurnber 

of senses. In the intervie\·ls, it transpired that the category 'industrial' 

was somewhat ambiguous cmd different officials may well have read differ-

ent things into it. ~~ile 'transformers' tended to see it as a kind of 

'syndicalist' option, 'instruraentals' and 'reformers' saw it in terms of 

an 'indus trial pressure group' option whereby t.he union would seek to 

realise goals only through t.ypes of action prescribed by the accepted 

'rules of the game' (via collective ba!:'gaining, etc.). 

In addition, it became evident in the interviews tl-..at the range of 

options presented in fixed format in the questionnaire, did not exhaust 

all the possibilitie~. 

it, 

Many transformers emphasised educational means. As one put 

The only way ·the worker will ever be emancipated - and I do 
not want to sound as if I am citing from books - is when he 
understands the system in which he works. You kr.ov1 Reople 
use the te:r:'I!IS capitalism and socialism - and again I d6n' t 
want~ to sound as though I'm prea.ching - but until the vlorke!:' 
realises that the system of capitalism is designed to make 
him give surplus value, then there will be no change. It's 
a long term programme of education. In this sense, unions 
are i:he me;?.ns, for in a socialist society the:ce \viLt be no 
need fo:.- un.icns .. 

In additior: t.o a fairly ,.,ide spread emphasis amongst 'transforme:r·s' 
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on educa·tion (usually referred to as 'understanding', 'awareness' or 

'class consciousness'), our questionnaire question did not manage to 

ascertain whether officials thought unions should take a more active or 

militant stance. Yet this was something else mentioned in the interviews. 

As one put it, 

You've got this ba~ic problem which is a philosophical one. 
That is: where is the trade union movement going? I think 
a criticism I would make is that we have reacted, we have not 
acted, and you're always on your back foot when you're doing 
that. I think basically what we've got to try and develop 
is a philosophy of activism. Now some people would call it 
militancy. I don't care for the term myself and I don't care 
what you call it but it's got to be a progressive thing. It's 
got to be positive. Rather than letting the government and 
the employers belt us around and then we react, we should be 
doing something about it. 

Only four of the 28 officials asked the question on 'best means' in 

the interviews supported a policy of activism, however. For the vast 

majorit.::y, activism of this type is not seen as a possible strategy. 

Experiences (either direct or second hand) of 'the 1951 ~·laterfront Dis-

pute' and the fact of perceived union powerlessness militate against any 

simple-minded syndicalist view of the union's role. In defending the 

present role of unions, most of the officials linked union action and 

conduct to membership aspirations, even if some sa·11 these aspirations 

as unduly limited at the present time. 

One final 'means to ends' mentioned in the interviews concerned the 

view that, in the final analysis, the goals of labour would only be achie-

ved through violent action: overthro"'' or revolution. This view was 

volunteered by only one corrummist official in relation to a more general 

question concerning 'the best means to ends' of union goals. Although it 

is possible others took a similar vie"', while we lack precise information, 

-v.;e can say thj:J.t -~ t '..;rould not involve many. 
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As reported in Chapter 4, only eight officials were known to be 

members of communist parties (although as the communist option was not 

asked in the question on party identification we cannot say that this 

figure exhausts all cases). Of the eight we knew of, five were members 

of the Socialist Unity Party (SUP), one was a member of the Socialist 

Action League (SAL) and two were members of the Chinese oriented Communist 

Party of New Zealand (CP) . 

In this century, however, in this country as well as in Britain, 

the mainstay of unionism has not been committed to violent (i.e. revolu-

tionary} means. The major strategy, as far as achieving major social 

and economic change is concerned, has been, to use a term coined by 

Thea. Nichols, 1 Labourist 1 
; that is, they have pursued goals - bot.h 

4 
radical transformist, and reformist - through t.he Labour Party. The 

historic alliance between t.m.ions and the Labour Party dates from 1916, 

and, as many officials pointed out, ;it was the unions that created the 

party'. They created it to pursue collect.i ve viorking class gains at the 

political level. 

Labour and the Labour Party: politics as usual 

A higher percentage of 'reformers' (61.5%) were members of the Labour 

Party ·than 'instrumentals' (48.0%) or 'transformers' (38.5%). The fact 

that all role-types are represented in the Party shows the degree of 

ideological diversity in membership attachment [Table 13.7]. 

In terms of the predominance of party merr~ership amongst role-type 

orientations, the greatest degree of consensus is amongst reformers with 

both transformers and instru:nentals being characterised by dissensus. 

Given tbat party alignment is a serious business amongst those with 



Table 13.7 Party Membership by Role Orientation 

[Party membership ascertained by question: 'Nhich party, if any, do you belong to?' 

Hember of 
Member of 

Member of 'Other' Not Member 
Social Credit, 

Category Labour 
Values, Natio-

Political of Politi-
Pa.rty 

nal Parties 
Party cal Party 

N % N 9o N % N 9o 

(Role orientations) 

Trans formative 10 38.5 '0 0.0 7 26.9 9 34.6 

Refo:cmist 40 61.5 1 1.5 l 1.5 23 35.4 

Instrumental 12 48.0 3 12.0 0 0.0 10 40.0 

N1;.1nber of missing observations = 17 

(Q.53)] 

Total 

N % 

26 100 .o 

65 100.0 

25 100.0 

Classification 

St:cong 
Dis sensus 

Moderate 
Consensus 

Strong 
Dissensus 

w 
w 
w 
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transformative orientations, this is a source of endless feuding within 

this sub-group [Table 13.7]. 

Despite its working class origins, as we observed in Chapter l, the 

charac·ter of the Labour Party has undergone substantial change. 

The changes have been of two related kinds: (l) a change in class 

composition; specifically a decline in manual workers and unionists in 

the Parliamentary Labour Party, a fact documented by Webber in his study 

Trade unions and the Labour Party: The decline of working class politics 

. l 5 ln New Zea. and. 

(2) A change or shift in ideology; specifically the fact that, as 

claimE::d by EunS¢11.. and Templeton, the party has 'turned its back on class 
r 

politics' and no longer cormnits itself to socialist goals.
0 

In the interviews it was evident that some officials were disillus-

ioned with the course that the Labour Pa:::·ty was taking and there '.Ve:r:e 

several references to the change in class composition and the shift in 

ideological position as referred to above. Several officials mentioned 

other factors too: the fact that. the Party conll'Ui tment t.o 'socialism' had 

been debated ai1d 'rejected' at several Labour Party branches and the fact 

that, just before the fieldwork for the study be<Jan, t.hen Party leader 

Bill P.owling vras reported as saying that 'profit is not a dirty 1t1ord',. 

a vievl that ~nany saw as symbolically contradicting all that Labour stood 

for at a fundamental philosophical level. 

1\ series of questions was asked to ascertain the officials' norma.tive 

attitudc:s to the Labour Party and the future of the 'historic alliance'. 

Initial. concern was to ascC::rt.ain the extent to '.vhich officials vie,.;ed the 

Labour Party as 'a working class' party. 



IVhile the group as a \vhole was characterised by a dissensus, a 

majority (56.3%) accepted the proposition that 'The Labour Party is no 

longer a working class party', and only just over one-third (34.4%) 

rejected it [Table 13.8). 
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As expected, Labour Party merr.bers were less inclined to accept the pro

position, 40% accepting and 47.7% rejecting it (12.3% being 'not sure') 

[Table 13. 8] . 

A..TUongst those with transformative orientations, however, there was a 

strong consensus that the Labour Party was no longer a working class party; 

75.0% accepted the proposition and 21.5% rejected it [Table 13.8]. 

Amongst those with reformist orientations, 56.6% accepted and 36.7% 

rejected the proposition, being almost identical to the group distribu-tion .. 

Arnongst instrumentals, 48.0% accepted it and 40.0% rejected it [Table 

13. 8] . 

'Transformers' who did net belong to the Labour Party manifested the 

most consensus, 94. Po accepting tJ1e proposition. By comparison, 78. 3% 

of non-Labour Party-member-reformers accepted it, and 61.5% of non-Labour 

Party-mem.,'Jer- instrumentals did [Table 13.8]. Hence, while non-Labour 

,, Party members are more agreed on the non-working-class nature of the 

Labour Party, those with transformati\le orientations are more agreed than 

those with 're:formis'c, and those with reformist more so than those with 

.i.nst:rumer(tal orientations to the union role. 

It may be, of course, tha·t officials with different party affiJ.ia-

'cions and orientation~; to the union role will manifest different evaluative 

respon!'~es ·to the perceived fact that the Labour Party is no longer a work-

ing class party. One group may see it as 'something to be regretted' while 



Table 13.8 Belief in the Labour Party as a 

'\>7orking Class Party' 

Question: ''l'he Labour Party is no longer a working class party' 
(Q.88.55) 

Category 
% Agree- % Not % Dis- Total Classifi-

ing Sure agreeing (N) cation 

Total group 56.3 9.4 34.4 (131) Dis sensus 

Labour Party membex·s 40.0 12.3 47.7 ( 130) 
Strong 
Dis sensus 

Trans formative 75.0 3.6 21.5 (24) Strong 
Dissensus 

Reformist 56.6 6.7 36.7 (64) Dis sensus 

Instrumental 48.0 12.0 40.0 (25) 
Strong 
Dis sensus 

Trans formative - not 
94.1 

Strong 
Labour Party members 

0.0 5.9 (15) 
Consensus 

Re fm::uis t - not Labour Streng 
78.3 4.3 17.4 {25) 

Party members Consensus 

Instrumental - not Labour 
61.5 ( 13) 

Hoderate 
7.7 30.8 

Party members Consensus 

Trans formative - Labour 
(9) 

Strong 
44.4 11.2 44.4 

Pax·ty members Dis sensus 

Reformist - Labour Party Strong 
merrbers 

43.6 7.7 48.7 ( 39) 
Dis sensus 

Instrumental - Labour Party 
(lli 

Strong 
members 

36.4 18.1 45.5 
Dis sensus 

--------------------· 
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another may see it as 'the best that could have happened'. 

To ascertain the officials' evaluative orientations to the Labour 

Party more directly, then, we asked another question: 'With regard to 

the two major parties which of the following statements do you agree with? 

(1) there is no real difference between them; (2) they are becoming mo~e 

alike every day; and (3) there are real differences between them.' 

In group terms there was again a \·!ec:tk dis sensus, 57.5% taking the 

view that there are 'real differences'; 25.2% believing that the 'two 

parties are growing more alike every day' ; and 17. 3% seeing 'no real differ

ences'. In that categories 2 and 3 represent some 42.5% of the group, and 

in that both constitute 'cynical' responses, the degree of faith in the 

Labour Party co.nnot be said to be high [Table l3. 9]. 

lmalysis of the distribution of responses to this question by role 

orientation-type and party membership shows that overall distribution is 

much the same as it was on the previous question on the 'working class' 

character of the Labour Party [see Table 13.8]. A much higher proportion 

of Labour Party mewbers saw real differences than did the c_:rroup as a whole 

(80.3% compared to 57.5?o) [Table 13.9]. 

Amongst role-types there were not great differences although fewer 

'transformers' (50.0%) than reformers {63.5%) or instrumentals (56.0%) 

saw 'real differences' [Table 13.9]. 

Party membership is clec:trly of greater importance here than a.re role 

orientations in accounting for the differences in the officials' attitudes. 

Viewing party membership in con:junction wi t~h role orientation, however, 

there is slightly greater agreement between t:r.:ansformative pa:r.ty rr.embers 

( 88. 9%) than a..<'nongst reformist party members (82 .1%) or amongst bo-t:i:-1 groups 
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Table 13.9 Perceptions of Differences Bebveen the 

Two Maj9r Political Parties 

Question: 'With respect to the two major parties which of the following 
statements do you agree with: (1) there is no real difference 
between them; (2) they are becoming more alike every day i 
(3) there are real differences between them'. (Q.60) 

No real 
alike 

Real 
Category differ-

More 
differ- Total Classification 

ences 
every day 

ences 

% % % (N) 

Total group 17.3 25.2 57.5 (127) Dis sensus 

Labour Party members 4.5 15.2 80.3 (56) Stron.g 
Consensus 

Transformative 20.8 29.2 50.0 (24) 
Strong 
Dissensus 

:qeformist 12.7 23.8 63.5 (63) 
Moderate 
Consensus 

Instrumental 28.0 16.0 56.0 (25) Dissensus 

Transformative: not 
33.3 40.0 26.7 (15) 

Strong 
Labour Party members Dissensus 

Reformist: not Labour 
29.2 37.5 33.3 (24) 

Strong 
Party members Dissensus 

Instrumental: not 41.7 25.0 33.3 (12) StrOW=J 
Labour Party members Dis sensus 

'rransformative: 
0.0 11.1 88.9 (9) 

Strong 
IJabour Party members Consensus 

Reformist: Labour 
2.6 15.4 8.2.0 (39) 

Strong 
Party members Consensus 

InstrumeHtal: 
16.7 8.3 75.0 (12) 

Strong 
Labour Party mernbers Consensus 
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than amongst instrumentals (75.0 9o) [Table 13.9]. 

To ascertain their attitudes concerning the future of trade unions 

and the Labour Party we asked 'In your view should unions become: (1) less 

involved in party politics; (2) more involved in party politics; or (3) 

become neither less involved nor more involved but remain just as they are 

at the moment?' 

Three-fifths (61.7%) of the group checked option '2': that unions 

should become 'more involved'. Less that one in five (17.2%) checked 

option '1': that unions should become 'less involved'; and fractionally 

more than one in five (2l.l9.s) checked option '3', believing ·that unions 

should become 'neither more nor less involved but remain as they are at 

present' [Table 13.10] . 

\'ihile the group response '.Has a moderate consensus, looking at party 

members and role-type orientations we get largely predictable variations. 

A slightly higher proportion of part:y members (72 .1%) took the view that 

unions should become more involved and amongst officials with transfGrma.-

t_i_ve o.rientations there was a strong consensus (84.0%) supporting more 

involvement [rrable 13.10]. 

Role orientations would appear to be a more important discriminator 

than party membership in relation to the officials' view as to what should 

he-ppen in the union-Labour Party relationship. This is supported by the 

fact that the difference between role-types is greater than the difference 

between party members and non-party members. Thus 1 if we compare 'trans-

formers who are not party members' with 'transformers who are party members' 

there is very li.ttle difference, there being a strong consensus in each 

case. In support of the same point, there is a strong dissensus amongst 
• 
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Table 13.10 Normat:i vc Vie\\'S Towards Union-

Labour Party Involvement 

Question: 'In your viev·l should unions become (l) less involved in party 
politics; (2) more involved in party politics; (3) become 
neither less involved nor more involved but remain just as 
they are at the moment'. (Q.61) 

Less More 
Neither 

Category 
Involved Involved less nor Total Classification 

more ... 

% % % N 

Total 17.2 61.7 21.1 (128) Moderate group 
Consensus 

Labour Party merobers 8.8 72.1 19.1 (68) 
Moderate 
Consensus 

Transformative 12.0 84.0 4.0 (25) 
Strong 
Consensus 

Reformist 10.9 70.3 18.8 (64) 
Node rate 
Consensus 

Ins trumen t.al 40.0 28.0 32.0 (25) 
Strong 
Dissensus 

'fransformative: not 
20.0 73.3 6.7 (15) 

Moderate 
Labo>Jr Party members Consensus 

Reformist: not Labour 
20.8 54.2 25.0 (24) 

St:;rong 
Party members Dis sensus 

Instrumental: not 
50.0 16.7 33.3 (12) 

st_rong 
Labour Party members Dissensus 

Transformc..tive: Laljour 
0.0 100.0 0.0 (10) 

Strong 
Party members Consensus 

Reformist: Labour Party 
5.0 80.0 15.0 (40) 

Strong 
members Consensus 

Instrumental: Labour 
33.3 41.7 25.0 (12) 

Strong 
Party members Dis sensus 

-~---
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i!1strumentals whether they are party members or not. In short it is the 

role-type, not the question of party membership, which makes the differ

ence [Table 13.10]. 

The final question we asked the officials concerning the relationship 

between trade unions and the Labour Party was: 'Regardless of what you 

would like to happen, what do you actually think will happen over the 

next 10 years? Do you think that there will be: (1) a divergence between 

the trade unions and the Labour Party; (2) a mainte!1ance of existing rela

tionships with "ups" and "downs"; or (3) closer cooperation between them'. 

The predominant response pattern for the group and the various sub

groups we have been considering is one of strong dissensus. Tll.e only 

exceptions to this are for party members ;.,rh1:!r8 the pattern constituted a 

simple dissensus; for transformative party merrbers where there vias a 

strong consensus in support of the view that 'closer cooperation' would 

result; and for instrumental party merr,!)ers v1here there was a moderate 

consensus in support of 'closer cooperation'. Apart from these variations, 

the overall pattern is one of marked fragmentation in outlook [Table 13.11]. 

Summarising responses to the questions on the Labour Part.y and on the 

union-Labour Party relationship, what is apparent is that a majority (56.7%) 

agree that the 'Labour Pa.rty is not a working class party' (al t.hough the 

group pattern is characterised by a dissensus); a majority agr:ee (57. 5%) 

that there are 'real differences 1 between the two major parties 1 (o.l though 

the pattern is a dissensus again); a majority (61. 7%) Hould like unions to 

become 'more involved in party politics' (the group pattern being a moderate 

consensus in this case) ; although in t:.erms of whai: is actualJ.y expecteri. to 

happen there is much less certainty (o!11y 42. 5~, act.ual1y expecting closer 

_ cooperation) ar.d there is a strong dif;sensus amongst the grcup< 



Table 13.11 Ac!_:ual Expectations Concerning Trade Union-Labour Party 

Relationshil2_- Next 10 Years 

Question: 'Rega.:r.:~Hes-s of what you \'iould like to see happen, what do you actually think will happen over the 
next '10 years? Do you think there will be (1) a divergence between trade unions and the Labour 
Party; (2) maintenance of existing relationships with "ups" a.nd "downs"; (3) closer cooperation 
between them.' (Q.62) 

A diver-
!'-1aintenance 

Closer co-Category existing Total Classification 
gence 

relations 
operation 

o. % 90 N ·o 

Total group 19.7 37.8 42.5 ( 127) Strong Dissensus 

Labour Party members 11.9 31.3 56.8 (6 7) Dis sensus 

Trans formative 28.0 32.0 40.0 (25) Strong Dissensus 

Reformist 18.8 40.6 40.6 (64) Strong Dissensus 

Instrumental 20.0 32.0 48.0 (25) Strong Dissensus 

Transformat:ive: not Labour Party members 46.7 . 40.0 13.3 (15) Strong Dissensus 

Reformist: not Labour Party members 20.0 48.0 32.0 (25) Strong Dissensus 

Inst:cumental: no·t Labour Par·ty members 33.3 33.3 33.3 ( 12) Strong Dissensus 

Transformative: Party members 0.0 20.0 80.0 (10) Strong Consensus 

Reformist: Party members 17.9 35.9 46.2 (39) Strong Dissensus 

Ins t.rumen tal: Party members 8.3 25.0 66.7 (12) Moderate Consensus 
------------·'--·-

w 
~r.:-. 
N 
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As we would expect Labour Party members are more supportive of the 

party than non-members: they are more likely to see it as a 'working class' 

party; more likely to see real differences; to favour more involvement and 

to be more optimistic about the future union-Labour Party relationship. 

Transformers have a slightly different pattern: they are more likely 

to believe that 'the ]:;abour Party is no longer a working class party'; 

fewer of them see 'real differences' between the parties; and more of them 

see the two major parties as becoming 'more alike every day'. 

In terms of wanting more involvement, however, a higher percentage 

of transformers clearly demonstra-ted that they would like this. Perhaps 

they think that more involvement might put the Labour Party on the 'right 

track'. 

Sub-Group Variations 

Our final task in this chapt.er is to examine officials' attit.udes 

across organisational and demographic sub-groups to see to what extent 

they are equally represented or concentrated in particular places. 

We explored variations in role orientation, in the officials' estima

tions of 'best means', and in their attitudes towards the Labour Party 

according to the participatory role of the official in ·the movement, the 

colour-type of w1ion that the official was in, and the age cohort. 

With all but a few exceptions the relationships obtaim~d suggested no 

marked variations. Of ·the fifteen gamma coefficients only one was above 

0.3 and only two above 0.2 ['I'able 13.12]. 

'rhe major findi!lg was between the distr:Lbution of role orienta·tions 

and the participatory role of the officials in movement affairs ( g::mrrna 
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'rable 13. 12 Gamma Coefficients Between Participatory Role 

(FOL National Council, Trac~es Council, or 

non-movement representative); Colour-Type 

of Union; Age Cohort; and attitudes to 

Orientations to 
Ends and Means 

Orientations to normative 
role of the unionl 

Belief in Labour Party as 
vlorking Class2 

ends and means 

Participatory 
role in 

Movement 

0.43 

0.02 

Perceptions of differences between 
two major parties3 0.07 

Normative views to u.11ion-Labour 
Party movement4 

Actual expectations to union
Labour Party involvementS 

1 
l>.s in Table 13 .. 3 of ·this chapter·. 

0.04 

0.1 

2 
Q.88.55, as in Table 13.8 of this chapt.er. 

3 
Q.60, as in Table 13.9 of this chapter. 

4 
Q.61, as-in Table 13.10 of this chapter. 

5 
Q.62, as in Table 13.11 of this chapter. 

Colour-Type 
of Union 

0.15 

0.01 

0.03 

0.09 

0.11 

Age 
Cohort 

0.27 

0.01 

0.01 

0.02 

0.20 

344 
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0.43). Those with transformative orientat.ions r..·Jere, proportionately, 

somewhat more numerous in the FOL National Council and the Trades Council 

and somewhat less numerol:1s in the non-movement group. Whereas 35.0% of 

those on the FOL National Council maintained transforrnative views of the 

union role, 26. 2 9.s of those on the Trades Councils did and 14.:5% of non-

movement officials did. 

Whereas 50% of FOL officials are reformists, 66. 7 9o of those at the 

'l'rades Council level and 49 .l% of non-movement officials are. 

And whereas only 15.0% (3) of FOL Councillors maint:ained instrumen-

tal orientat.ions to the union role and only 7. 7% of Trades Councillors 

did, over one-third (36.4%) of non-movement officials did [Table 13.13]. 

The garn.'11a coefficient between role orientation and age was 0. 2 7, 

indicating that there is a slight relationship: more younger officials 

than older officials manifesting transfonnative oriento.tions. Whereas 

34.2% of younger cohort officials rnain'cained trans formative orierltations, 

only 17.9% of middle cohort officials and 15.0% of older cohort officials 

did (Table 13.14]. 

Like.vise, slightly fewer younger officials are 'reformers' and slightly 

more older officials are • instrumentals', although the differences are not 

marked. 

Conclusion 

'l"ne leadership fraction is not predominantly orientated to the capita-

list order in terms of a transformation of its structures and it does not 

predomina.n tly manifest instru::nental-·type orientations. The vast majority 

are 1.-eformists. 'Ehey seek modification and cha'lge withi11 the ~>tructure of 
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Table 13.13 Role Orientation by Participatory_Role 

in Hovement Affairs 

Role Orientation FOL Trades Council Non-Movement 

N % N % N % 

Transformative. 7 35.0 11 26.2 8 14.5 

Reformist 10 50.0 28 66.7 27 49.1 

Instrumental 3 15.0 3 7.1 20 36.4 

Total 20 100.0 42 100.0 55 100.0 

Gamma = 0.43 Number of missing observations 16 

Table .13 .14 Role Orientations by Age-Cohort 

-----· 
Role Orientation Younger Midd1e Older 

(<40) (40-51) (>51) 
-----

N % N % N % 

Trcmsformative l3 34.2 7 17.9 6 15.0 

Reformist 18 47.4 25 64.1 22 55.0 

Instrumental 7 18.4 7 17.9 12 30.0 

·-------

Total 38 100.0 39 100.0 .40 100 .o 
-------· ...... 

Gamma = 0.27 Number of missing observations = 16 



the private ownership of the means of production. 

Most officials do not see the unions as being particularly well 

equipped to shape up to a progressive rule today, hmvever. There is a 

consensus amongst the group on the view that most unions do not have 

long-term policies or programmes and many officials see an absence of 

social concern and idealism within the movement. 

347 

In many senses, too, there is a clear absence of shared vision. The 

officials are fragmented in their views as to the Labour Party. V.1hile 

there is a moderate consensus on wanting 'more involvement' between the 

unions and the Labour Party, many are clearly apprehensive as to the 

future, at least as judged from their views as to 'what will happen' to 

the union-Labour Party relationship over the next 10 years . 

• 
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Chapter 14. 

Social Correlates of Radicalism 

This chapter briefly explores social demographic correlates of 

radicalism. As an index of radicalism we will use the role-type classi-

fication- distinguishing 'transformers', 'reformers' and 'instrumentals' 

- as used in the last chapter. 

A su..rmnary of the gamma relationships between social characteristics 

and radicalism is presented in Table 14 .1. 'rhe most significant relation-

ship exists between radicalism and religious affiliation (gamma 0.66). 

\'l'hereas 80.0% of 'transformers' were of 'no religion', 31.3% of 'reformers' 

and only 19.2% of 'instrumentals' were. Although differences within par-

ticular religious denominations were explored none of any consequence 

existed ['l'able 14. 2] . 

Anothe:t" way to view this is 'with religion as the dependent variable 

- 'religious' officials were far less radical. Religious influence in 

some unions has long been im.t1ortant and our evidence suggests that it func-

tions as a moderating influence. 

Sex and Radicalism 

A major difference also exists in the distribution of radical orienta-

tions amongst men and women (ganma 0.54). In fact, none of the women in 

the group !:la.intained transformative orientations and a higher percentage 

(although the number is only four) main-tained instrumentalist orientations 

[Table 14.3]. 

Given the small nmnbers of womer. in. the overull group, generalisations 

based upon this distinction are of doubtful validity. It is interesting to 
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'rable 14.1 Ganuna Coefficients: Radicalism and 

Social-Demographic Factors 

Reli- Pre- Father's Parents 
gious 

Sex 
union Educa- National 

in 
affilia-

occupa-
tion origin occupa-

tion politics tion tion 

Radicalism 0.66 0.54 0.32 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.29 

Table 14.2 Radicalism by Religious Affiliation 

Religious 
Transformers Reformers Ir::.s tru:.rnen tal.s 

affiliation 

N % N % N % 

No religion 20 80.0 20 3L3 5 19.2 

Religion 5 20.0 44 68.8 21 80.8 

•rotal 25 100.0 64 100.1 26 100.0 

·-------------·-----
Number of missing observations 18 

Table 14.3 Radicalism ~Y Sex 

Sex 

l·1ale 

Female 

'l'ransformers 

N % 

26 

0 

100.0 

0.0 

--·----- --------
Total 26 100.0 

------.. ·----------·-------

Nmaber of missing observations 16 

Reformers Instrumentals 

N % N % 

58 89.2 22 84.6 

7 10.8 4 15.4 

(,5 100.0 26 100.0 
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speculate, however, about possible future trends 2md of the consequences 

for ideological coherence.. Given the increasing nlh'Uber of women in the 

labour force in the post-war period and other chc>..nges such as the growth 

of feminist consciousness, the likely implication is that women will 

become more active in union affairs in the future.
1 

If this does in 

fact happen, and given a maintenance of sex-based differences in beliefs 

and values, ·the overall consequence for trade union ideology may be far-

reaching. Not only will it affect the ideological makeup of the group 

but given the particular pattern of beliefs and values held by women, it 

is likely to contaminate the proletarian character in relation to the 

aims and· goals at a socio·-poli tical level. l'~ll this r the reader should 

be reminded, however, is a lot to stake on the attitudes of just eleven 

women. 

Other Social Differences 

A reasonably marked difference exists in radical orientations and 

the officials' pre-union occupational level (ga.rnma 0. 32) . 84.6% of 'trans-

formers' were in manual occupations before becoming trade union officials, 

whereas only 15.4% were in non--manual occupa'c.ions. One inference which 

may be drawn from this is that as the process of proletarian class decom-

posit.ion sets in as recruits from non-manual backgrounds take up an 

increasing proportion of positions in union leadership, the ideological 

orientations amongst the group will also be affected [Table 14.4]. 

rrhe:ce was no markeQ. -relationship betvl~en radicalism and place of 

birth (ga:m.t.la 0 .00). Yet the det.:ails of the distr:i.buU.o-::1 are nevertheless 

in·te:r·estin<] fol" a smaller proport.ion of the overseas--.oc;rn union officials 

maintained 'trr:ms:f.c.:nnat.i ve' orientat.ions ( 14 .. 7'~) than did the New Zealand-

born officials (25.3~6) [Table 14.5]. 
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Table 14.4 Radicalism by Pre-Union Occupation 

Pre-Union 
Transformers Reformers Instrumentals 

Occupation 

N % N % N % 

Manual 4 15.4 21 32.8 10 38.5 

Non-manual 22 84.6 43 67.2 16 61.5 

Total 26 100.0 64 100.0 26 100.0 

----------------··--------------

Number of missing observations 16 

'I' able 14.5 Radicalism and National Origins 

National 
Transformers Reformers Instrumentals 

origins 

N % N % N 9o 

New Zealand born 21 80.8 41 63.1 21 80.8 

Foreign born 5 19.2 24 36.9 5 19.2 
" 

Total 26 100.0 65 100.0 26 100.0 

----------

Nu..'l1ber of missing observations l6 
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Other social background characteristics did not relate with radica

lism in any important sense, yet this fact is itself not unimportant. 

'l'he absence of any relationship betvreen radicalism and education (gamma 

0.00), for instance, supports an inference that recruits coming into 

union leadership with a university education does not affect the overall 

radicalism of the leadership fraction [Table 14.6]. 
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Table 14.6 Radicalism and Level of Educational 

Attendance 

Level of attendance Transformers Reformers Instrumentals 

N % N % N % 

Primary only 5 19.2 11 17.2 4 15.4 

Primary and Secondary 13 50.0 37 57.8 15 57.7 

University 8 30.8 16 25.0 7 26.9 

Totals 26 100.0 64 100.0 26 100.0 

-----------------------

Number of missing observations == 17 

• 
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Chapter 15. 

Conclusion 

This study has been concerned with the composition and ideology 

of the full-time New Zealand trade union leadership fraction: its 

distinctive social and ideological features and cohesion in terms of 

these. In this brief concluding chapter it is the intention to restate 

certain points and develop certain ideas which are of major importance 

to our theoretical purpose. 

To 'optimists' the idea of unionism as a social and as a cohesive 

working class movement is based. on the co-existence of several inter

related features - the existence of a unified social and ideological 

group with distinctively working class origins, sentiments and ideologies. 

\'ihile this may have been once true, it is not so today. As we have 

docwnented, the homogeneity of L'"le group, in both a social and ideological 

sense, has been, and still is being, affected by emergent structural 

features and changes in the practi~e of recruitment. 

Although this study WetS undertaken at a single point in time, differ

ences between age-cohorts suggest that the group may be changing, and 

provide some predictive value for the future composition of the fraction. 

Thus, the growth of black unions since 1936, the consequen+ increase in the 

number of officials from middle class backrJrounds, and the fact t.hat the 

new younger officials 'llho are taking their place "V7i thin t.he group are less 

likely t.o come from families v.?here politics was a vocation and consequently 

less likely to experience early patterns o E political socialisation vli thin 

t:he fo.mily, are all likely to affec-t the compos:i .. tion of the group. In 
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addition, changes in the career structure facilitate, and also reflect 

the changes across successive generations, that we documented in Chapter 

7. The increasing phenomenon of lateral entry enables aspirants for office 

to proceed into their positions 'from the outside' x:ather than 'up from 

the rank and file'. 

The 'pessimistic' school which expects incorporation, cites a number 

of socio-historical factors as important in accounting for these changes. 

One arises from the result of the legal and institutional incorporation of 

unions and the growing need for expertise and specialised skills as indus

trial relations becomes more complex. ~~other arises from the interests 

of aspirants themselves and from employment related pressures r,vi thin the 

social structure. As the leadership group becomes more stable and secure 

it becomes a more attractive option for career-minded aspirants from the 

middle class. 'rhis is especia.lly so as economic recession sets in and as 

jobs for those with formal skills and training become more difficult to find. 

Analysis appears to support the 'pessimistic' orient.ation to the role 

of organised labour as a force for change. Tl:1e unity and cohesion of the 

movement, a sine qua non for the performance of its role in the 'optimistic' 

view, is clearly lacking. In adcli tion, the majority of the fraction do not: 

see trade unionism as a broad-based social opposition to capitalism and 

are, thus, not radical in any historically meaningful sense of that term. 

In a more general sense, the majority also clearly lacked a 'class' ideo

logy. Accm::ding to Thea. Nicholls one of ~:he qualifying criteria for a 

'class analysis' of society is a realisation of the conflict of interests 

that separates labour and capital. 
1 

In terms of this classifica.t.ion, the 

evidence presented in Chap-ter 12 (Proletaria.n Consciousness) does not 

support t:he view ·that most union officials think in such terms. A 
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majority do not see a conflict of interests and they are not transfo:r:ma-

tively orientated to the existing capitalist order. Most, in this sense, 

are quite content 'getting what they can out of capitalism' rather than 

seeking to change it. In short, there appears to be very little amongst 

the current crop, either in terms of the substance of their thinking or 

in the degree of shared conviction, that would suggest that they could 

make any coherent reponse of a radical nature to the 'main drift' of New 

Zealand's development. 

In addition to this, there appeared to be little in the vvay of an 

'organic' potential amongst the group. In Gramsci's terms, the 'organic 

intellectuals' are those who function to bring a class an awareness of 

its own identity and future.
2 

Although several of the officials v1ere 

well-known as orators and although several had written for publication, 

there was no sense in ,,rhich any of these could be seen to consti·tute a 

theoretical elaboration of labour's position (or Labour's position) in 

the class structure, or of its future role in New Zealru1d society. The 

relatively smallnurnber of self-styled, self-taught 'organic intellec-

tuals' who carried and disseminated the proletal.-ian ideology and who could 

communicate the radical viewpoint, drawing on traditional and contemporary 

precepts and concepts,indicated that this group could not function as a 

'counte1~-hegemonic' force vlhich could effectively challenge ti1e legi tirnacy 

and authoritativeness of dominant meanings and values and vievlSof the 

world, thus pi:J.ving the way for a substantial alteration in the balance of 

3 
power. 

In this sense, it. became clear that the union leadership group we 

studied cor:stit.uted, in Gramsci's terms, a 'corporate' rather thar~ a 'hege-

men i.e' leade.1:·ship fraction. As Anderson has conveniently summarised this 
.. 
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distinction, 'ahegemonic class leadership is a leadership which imposes 

its own ends and its own vision of society as a whole, while a corporate 

class leadership is one which pursues its own ends within a single 

totality v1hose global determination lies outside of it • Whereas 

hegemonic leadership seeks to transform society in its own image, invent-

ing afresh its economic system, its political institutions, its cultural 

values, its whole mode of insertion into the world, a corporate class 

seeks to defend and improve its own position within a social order accepted 

. ,4 as glven. 

While these paragraphs directly above describe the group as a whole, 

a minority of about one-quarter of the total group were orientated to 

the social order in terms of a ftmdamental change in the productive for-

ces. As we have seen, these officials were likely to invoke ideological 

concepts and phrases of traditional proletarian collectivism and differ 

from other officials in terms of a range of stylistic characteristics. 

h'hile these officials maintained consist.ent :r·i val intellectual f:r·a.mes, 

they, like the rest, could not be called 'organic intellectuals' for their 

intellectual orientation was adopted rather than creat.ed afresh and shmved 

no signs at all of creative elaboration based on contemporary experiences. 

Although in terms of the majoritarian view, the officials we studied 

could not be described as a counter-hegemonic or .radical force, neither 

can they be described as deferential or straightforwardly accorrunodative 

to the structures and values of the society. As we saw in Chapter 11 

(Political Orientations) there is a marked distrust towards the state and 

the structures and values of the regime .. 'rhus, there is an almost total 

rejection of the plul:·a1ist c:~mception of power distribution a.nd a pe:rvasi ve 

cynicism concerning the responsiveness of dominant elites to the interests 
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of labour in particular and society in general. 

This raises the question as to how we account for the overall distri

bution of beliefs. As it stands there is the following general pattern. 

l. The vast majority of officials support cooperation between 

capital and labour and are committed to compromise as the best means of 

resolving conflicts between then1 (Chapter 10) • 

2. Most are oppositional+y orientated towards specific aspects of 

state structure - on issues such as the concentration of power, ·the law, 

the openness of the political system and the equity of the :r·eward struc

ture (Chapter 11) • 

3. The vast majority also manifest a high sense of citizen duty 

·as regards voting and party politics however (Chapt.er 11) . 

4. Host do not think in terms of a conflict of interests or identify 

as 'working class' (Chapter 12). 

5. Most do not favour structural changes in the productive forces 

or their m.;nership but opt for reformist measures (Chapter 13) .• 

Apart from widespread opposition on specific issues, then, there is a 

fairly widespread acceptance of core dominant values. 

There·is nothing logically contradictory, of course, with the fact 

t.hat officials recognise exploitation in some areas and adopt. reformist 

orientat~ions as a response to how to solve or overcome exist.ing problems 

in others. What is, perhaps, interesting, however, is how so. many can 

adopt an oppositional stance to some features of their environraent aP..d , 

yet, at the same time endorse cooperation -and compromise as normative 
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responses to existing conflicts. 

Various writers on working class beliefs and values have noted simi--

lar patterns. Thus, in his study of the political consciousness amongst 

the western working class Michael Mann refers to 'dual consciousness' 

which describes much the same pattern. According to Mann 'dual conscious-

ness' describes a situat·ion where 'harmonistic views of industry coexist 

with a consciousness of elements of coercion and exploitation in (the) 

J 1 . h' 5 emp.oyment re atlons lp'. 

Much the same phenomenon is implied by the notion of 'value-stretch', 

a theoretical concept of considerable value to understanding union offi-

cials' beliefs and values. According to Entwistle the ability to 'stretch 

values' in this sense enables social movement actors to adopt a 'bi-value' 

orientation; that is, to maintain a traditional oppositional stance on sorne 

issues and yet to resolve these in ways that do not substantially challenge 

G 
things the way they presently operate. 

Frank Parkin, in his own consideration of 'value-stretch', has 

likened the ability ·to stret.ch values to his own notion by which working 

class actors are able to 'negotiate the dominant value system', a process 

of 'modificat.ion 1 \vhich enables act.o:r:s to maintain a balance between 

rejection and acceptance of the dominant order by appealing variously to 

a variety of value systems in order to explain their 1position(s)' 
7 

As wel-l as t.he coexistence of cooperative and oppositional values 

there were other instances of stretched values encountered. 'l'hus, many of 

those who identified as 'working class 1 also sm·; the interests of labour 

and capital as harmon.i.s·t.ic and :::trongly endorsed cooperative policies. 

While it may be claimed that t:her:e is no necessary contradict:ion he:r:e there 
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is one sense in which there can be only to the extent that one's belief 

in class identification is simply a vacuous lexical syrclJol. For to 

identify in class terms without seeing divergent class interests is to 

empty the concept of its original meaning and potency. It is through 

such a process of attachment to concepts and notions '\<Jhich symbolise 

important historical processes and movements, and yet which imply nothing 

in terms of action, that such belief patterns are possible. It is through 

the same process that radical politics can maintain an 'acceptable face', 

for although the attachment remains, the symbol rendered vacuous no longer 

threatens the capitalist order. 

This is not to claim that the concept of 'class' must be vacuous. 

For some officials it clearly maintained a traditional radical import, 

yet other officials who clearly were not' radical also iden·tified in class 

terms, and in the sease that officials of varying political persuasions 

can all pay lip-service to this concept, the concept can obviously mean 

different things to different people. It. is the degree of. 'stre-tch' that 

makes this possible. 

One possible explanation of these phenomena is t.he officials' work 

situation. The ability to stretch values may be viewed as the response of 

a group who· must on the one hand maintain an oppositional stance to capi-

talism, in order to adequately satisfy the interests of the rank and file, 

but at the same time must play it strictly by t.he rules set out, to ensure 

their own continued existence and relatively p:r·ivileged position within the 

reward structure. It could be said, in fact, as t.he early 'vmbblies' did 

in opposing full-time leadership positions, that such a pattern of beliefs 

cynical and oppositional on some issues yet. conciliatory and alP-.ost devoid 

of transformative in·t.ent - is the type of pattern which ena:'Jles the leader--
.. 
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ship fraction to 'have its cak.e and eat. it too'; to manifest an opposi-

tion yet ensure that things remain the way they presently are. In this 

sense the consciousness of the leadership reflects the structural contra-

diction inherent in their position as leaders of the working class's 

organised capacity within the struc·ture of a welfare-capit:alist state. 

Similar arguments which also see the work situation as important in 

transforming the value system of unionism were developed by Michels and 

\'Ieber. According to both of these vlriters, as institutional incorporation 

proceeds, the style of the leadership undergoes change and a general 

acconunodation to society occurs at the ideological and cultural levels. 

Moreover, as both maintained, the fundamental goal of the movement becomes 

'the preservation of the organisation' and this shift is always in the 

direction of a greater accommodation to the dominant societal consensus. 

Both took the vieH that, as t.he movement becomes perrnanently set, and yet 

finds that opposition is stronger than it is itself, it '"ill modify its 

interests to preserve its privileged position within the structure of 

. 8 SOClety. 

Apart from the work situation and the institutional context, social 

and cultural factors must also be considered as important in affecting the 

charac·ter of the leadership group. As lU vin Gouldner has pointed out, it 

is these external elements 'in social and cultural structures . . the 

various ti-es. of the individual to outside claims, pressures, ideologies' 

that are neglected in Ivlichels' thesis (and to some extent in Weber's argu-

ment too) and yet which play such an impo:r:tant part in moulding and modi-

fying a leadership fraction's attitudes. 9 

In his article 'The Attitudes of "Progressi'.Je" Trade Union Leaders' 

Gouldner :Ldent.ifies several normat.ive conflicts bet.<11een the value systems 
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that unions support (emphasising collectivism, egalitarianism, self 

denial,indifference to personal gain etc.) and the values of the dominant 

order (emphasising possessive individualism, competition, acquisitiveness, 

and personal achievement). All of these conflicts, says Gouldner, work 

to undermine the 'progressive' orientations of union officials. They 

are transmitted via a variety of cultural institutions - including the 

family, the school, the institutions of the local community and the work 

situation itself where the leaders may adopt 'standard dominant defini-

tions as guides to action' under the pressure of 'day to day frustrations 

d . ' 10 an tensJ..ons . 

One dimension of social and cultural pressure, which Gouldner 

doesnotmention, is the negative imagery of unions transmitted through 

the mass media. Studies in New Zealand by Cordery, Innes and Haharey 

have all documented the systematic negativism in t.he media structuring 

. 11 . b of un1on news. The reason for an ant1-union explanatory mode must e 

seen not simply as media bias (although this should not be discounted 

completely, especially amongst the privately owned press) but a.lso because 

of the control exercised by dominant institutional elites over access to 

the means of com1nunication. 
12 

Anti-unionism may take a variety of forms. First, it may involve 

direct hostility towards trade unions, as frequently occurs in relation 

to a whol~ range of issues. Some of the more significant points to emerge 

in L.J. C9rdery's study, for instance, are that the media (a) O.ispropor-

. . . . . 13 (' ) th . t1onately apply nega·tlve adJeCtlves to un1ons; n portray 1 e unlons as 

selfish sectional interest groups only concerned in specific strike situa-

' ' 1 ' .:J ' 14 ' ) ' 'k I ' t' ]_ I t.lons w1.t.1 monetary conslueratlons; \C Vlew si:rl es as 1:r:ra l.ona. , 

'bl 15 1 i:mmora1' and 'chaos-causing events' for which trade unions are r·esponsJ .. e. 
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In addition, (d) there is a marked tendency for the media to focus on 

the consequences rather than the causes or background to industrial con

flict ('The strike left the wharves idle and several ships were delayed' )/
6 

(e) a generalised view that the legitimacy of unions is suspect compared 

17 
with the legitimacy of other groups and (f) a reification of the union 

organisation as an entity distinct from its members which 'instructs' 

h k d I d I • d • l • 18 t e wor ers an or ers 1n ustr1a act1on. 

Secondly, anti-unionism may be indirectly expressed in the denigra-

tion or negative promotion of normative symbols and values which are 

associated with unionism. The fact that a great deal of news in the 

west.ern media is structured around the ideological divide bebveen the 

so-called 'free' capitalist world and the communist \vorld is not unrelated, 

and neither is the denigration of the concepts of 'socialism' or the values 

of 'collectivism' etc., and the positive promotion of property rights, 

notions of individual liberty and compet.ition. 

'l'he major effects of the anti-union imagery disseminated by the 

various agencies of the mass media can be stated as follo\'7S. Firstly it 

functions to undermine public and meniliership confidence in unions. To 

what extent it is actually effective is perhaps more debatable, yet public 

opinion research tends to suggest that a majority of both t.he public and 

lO 
the membership m.J.intain negative images of unions in general. -' In c.ddi-

tion, in his. study, Cordery documents the continuous and consistent volume 

of industrial relations news and says that 'sufficiently large amounts of 

industrial relations news reaches the general public daily for such i:nforma-

tion to be regarded as an important factor in shaping public conscioEs-

' 20 ness . 

Thirdly, anti-union imagery effectively functions to promote alJ.egia.I1ce 
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to dominant institutions and values. By defining what it means to be 

'reliable' and 'responsible' union officials, ~~d everyone else, are 

able to place themselves (and suffer the consequences) in relation to 

unambiguous standards of normative reference. In essence it is made 

abundantly clear that 'being reliable and responsible' means not 'rocking 

the boat' or, in positive terms, 'supporting the status quo'. 

Fourthly, anti-unionism encourages the view of the social system as 

a 'corrunonweal' whereby the interests of those in power who monopolise 

access to the means of cultural amplification are r~allY- the interests 

of all, whereas those the unions represent are only sectional, partisan 

interests. 

Recent at.tention by writers in the neo-marxist tradition to the 

importance of cultural factors in diffusing radical oposition have led 

them to consider the media and its effects in terms of Gramsci's concept 

of hegemony whereby dominant institutional interests control access to 

h f 
. . 21 

t e means o cmnmunlcatlon. Hegemony, they point out, functions in 

two inter-related senses: (1) by positively promoting bourgeois values 

such as individualism, acquisitiveness etc., and (2) by excluding, or 

failing· to carry the socialist paradigms which offer alt.ernati ve inter-

pretative responses to inequality through the major institutions of 

ideological articulation. 

While these social and cultural factors can be seen to act a.s con-

straints upon the officials they are not, in themselves, sufficient to 

explain the lack of radical consciousness arnongst. the group. While it was 

clear to us that some officials craved respectability from the establish-

ment and emulated ·bourgeois models of dress and condl!ct (as Hichels fore-

told) there are addi t:ional constraints v1hich operate in the opposite 
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direction, amongst which can be included such things as the constitu-

tional rights of the membership and executive through which officials 

can be removed, and the social pressure from other officials and acti-

vists to remain loyal to original movement principles. In addition, the 

cultural hegemony, as referred to above, cannot be conceived as a 

blanket form of 'socialisation from above' or as simple ideological 

indoctrination for, as Gramsci himself went to pains to point out, 

hegemony as an automatic adherence to dominant social norms exists, '.C l.L 

at all, only as a class ideal. In actual practice, hegemony always implies 

resistance and opposition, and amongst the officials various forms and 

expressions of opposit.ional mentality have already been noted. 

A hegemony of dominant values is likely only to have an effect in 

the absence of ri va.l intellectual frames which can offer an alternative 

interpretative response t.o inequality and challenge the legitimacy and 

authoritativeness of dominant definitions. 

It is the absence of such rival frames of reference that charac-

terised the vast majority of union officials and which underlies our 

pessimism of unionism as a force for change. The importance of such rival 

frames has been noted by a number of authors. Thus Hichael Mann has 

argued that the absence of 'consistent deviant ideologies' effectively 

prevents the working class from 'interpreting the reality of their own 

experiences'. thus reinforcing allegiance to market principles and to the 

existing system as 
22 

'given' and beyond debate. Raymond Hilliams makes a 

similar point when he notes that 'once the institutions and ideologies 

(of capitalism) are not perceived as ratifying the domination of a parti-

cular class, and crlci:; their claims t.o universa.l validity or legitimacy 

are not denied or fought., then the class characte:c of the society can no 
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longer be seen' 
23 

In his elaboration of meaning systems in industrial societies Parkin 

also emphasises the importance of value systems as elaborated theoretical 

traditions or paradigms which enable a particular interpretative response 

to the institutions of capitalism 1 as we pointed out in Chapter 2.
24 

Characteristic of the radical value system is that it draws on a set of 

precepts and concepts, typically of a marxist or socialist variety 1 . 

offering an oppositional response to inequality. Noting that the source 

of this value system is the mass party based on the working class 1 Parkin 

also expresses the 'fear' that it may be 'drying up' and notes that if 

it ceases to exist as a source of meanings, then 'the general structure 

of attitudes towards inequality is likely to undergo significant change 

in that the radical value systemwill cease to be a part of the overall 

' I 
25 ' ' l ' h ' ' f normat1.ve complex . vJhat .ls essent1.a ly at J.ssue, ere, 1.s tne act 

that political consciousness does not emerge spontaneously as a result of 

oppression or of general dissatisfaction with one's material life situa-

tion but requires complex iDtellectual elabo:cation and the appeal to rival 

paxadigms which explicate t:he significance of exis·ting life circumstances 

and posit .solutions of alternative fut.ures together with t.he reasons a.'1d 

strategies for achieving them. Simple dissatisfaction, by itself, is just 

as likely to lead to non-socialist explanations as it is to lead to them, 

and it may well lead to putting the blaine fo:c social problems on 'the 

victim' or an 'human nature', as the interpretative response of the dominant 

value system would have it, as it would to the identification of the struc-

tures of the economic system itself. 

If the radical value system no longer functions as a major source of 

normati-.re refe.rence, the likely consequence, "'.~ays Pctrkin, 



is that the subordinate value system would increasingly 
provide the framework of social meaning among the vmrking 
class. That is, interpretations of, and responses to, 
class inequalities would probably be weighted more heavily 
in the direction of adaptation and accomodation . . . . 
This would promote an image of the reward structure in 
terms of a division between 'them' and 'us' in which certain 
limited gains could be made through bargaining techniques; 
but it would not promote an alternative moral view of soci
ety, nor principled opposition to the subordinate status of 
the working class.26 
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The absence of consistent rival societal frames was particularly evi-

dent with regard to issues and problems regarding which the precepts of 

traditional socialist ideologies had nothing to say. 
27 

'I'hus, in relation 

to the issues of 'expertise' and 'specialised knowledge' a.s recruitmEmt 

criteria., ru"1d to other meritocratic values as considered in Chapter 9, 

even those who invoked the use of traditional ideological concepts were 

unsure as to what their response should be, a.nd seemed to share the view 

that the application of specialist skills to industrial 'problems' will 

help resolve what are essentially political a.nd ethical conflicts. Some 

officials were aware that there was a major cultural contradiction involved 

between the meritocratic and class theoretics, but were unable to articu·-

late their concerns in terms of the precise significance of this for the 

future of unions. They knew that to recruit experts \vou.ld undermine the 

class composi t.ion of the movement. On the other hand, not to recruit 

experts w<:ruld, they thought, leave unions unable to talk with business 

and government in the various structures of compromise by which class 

conflict is 'cooled out'. 

If union officials do not appeal to radical ideologies then not only 

will they not. be able to offer an alternative interpretative response to 

inequality, b1.1t, as 1iJilliams has said, they will not be able to 'see' the 

class character of the society, and they will begin to interpret events in 
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terms of the rhetoric and asslli-nptions of the dominant value system. 

What is central here, is the fact that the various value systems which 

constitute frameworks of analysis are not simply defined by a content of 

beliefs, or by a set of conflicting normative preferences, but also by a 

set of epistemological premises and assuw~tions. That is, as well as a 

particular content, each value system implies a particular way of think-

ing, a distinctive mode of perceiving, which structures the way that 

events are interpreted and the way that arguments can proceed. Thus once 

actors' orientations to the normative order are no longer informed by 

radical socialist values their orientations will be informed by recourse 

to some other value system. It was this realisation that prompted Herbert 

Marcuse to maintain that it was the mode and context of analysis that 

'defeated the logic of protest' (emphasis added) in western capitalist 

societies
28 

and it is essr::mtially the same realisation which lies behind 

Rachael Sharp's view that political consciousness \vhich merely articu-

lates opposition in terms of the 'thought and style of the dominant value 

. 29 
system' is inadequate from a radical working class standpo:Lnt. 

What are these structuring epistemological premises which distinguish 

value systems and which have such an important impact on political con-

sciousness? Broadly stated they can be characterised as follows. 

The dominant value system in New Zealand, as in oi::her western cap.i-

talist so'cieties today, is characterised by (a) empiricism and (b) me\:hod-· 

ological individualism. As an epistemological position empiricism holds 

tha·t only the \·mrld of sense appearance is real and that all phenomena 

should be s·tudied in a world which is accepted as given. What methode-

logical indi ·vidualism adds to this, is the philosophical axioro. that t21e 

individual 'par·t' constitutes the basic uni·t of analysis cmd that the part 
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or component under study should be treated as discrete, independent and 

separate. The fundamental methodological axiom becomes, then, to describe 

the part with exactness and this is all that. is necessary to explicate 

. f ll . . f. d . 30 
1ts u s1gn1 1cance an mean1ng. The thorough-going, and over-

whelmingly successful, political defence of this position is advanced 

31 
by Popper. 

By contrast, socialist ideologies of the 19th century and neo-marxist 

analysis in the 20th century reject both empiricism and methodological 

individualism as approaches to the study of phenomena. Having their ori-

gins in German idealism via Kant and He9el, and methodologically inverted 

by Harx, their distinctive orientations have emphasised (a) a dialectical 

approach to social reality based on the supposition that the present is 

meaningful only in relation to a past or possible future state of affairs, 

and (b) holism, an epistemological orientation which maintains that the 
l 

'part' is meaningful and can be understood only in terms of its relation-

ship to the \vhole, or, to borrow Lukacs's terminology, the component: of a 

system can be understood, and its significance explicated, only in relation 

"2 to 'the ·totality'. J 

To a large extent the stylis·tic differences that we noted in Chapter 

13 (Orientations to Change and rrhe Role of Unionism) correlate with these 

fundamental epistemological orien-tations. Those in the socialist tradition 

are more likely to be generalisers, to argue deductively from first prin-

ciples, to--invoke utopian references, to reject the present as constituted, 

and to make references to named ideological concepts, whereas those who 

accept ·the dominant value system, either by choice or by default of not 

'carrying' the radical system, will adopt stylistic tJ~ai ts more akin to 

the empiricist and positivist emphasis of the dominant paradigm. They wiJ.l 
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. 33 be 'part.icularisers' , as Robert Putnam has put 1 t. They will tend to 

argue inductively from instances and to start ·their analyses from a 

present which is accepted rather than from one. which is rejected. 

Some of the social and political implications can also be listed. 

Whereas in the dominant value system individual problems are seen as dis-

crete phenomena each of·which can be resolved individually, the socialist 

is likely to see the whole range of problems as manifestations of an 

underlying malfunction - the capitalist system. In terms of the implica-

tions for policy, according to Popper, whereas the epistemological holism 

of the socialist paradig111s gives rise to 'wholistic engineering', the 

empiricist approach t.o policy formulation and implementation, seeing pro-

blems as discrete, gives rise to what Popper calls 'piecemeal social 

• k • I 34 t.1.n er.1.n9 . 

"A similar analysis, orientated more direct.ly to social policy issues, 
,.. 

has been put forward by Charles E. Lindblom in his book :_rhe _l_ll"t~:l:_:!.ige_n_£c_:: o~ 

35 
Dem~~Eacy_. Lindblom furnishes two models of policy analysis which have 

a direct rese;nblance to Pepper's model stated a.bove. The first is called 

'synoptic problem solving' ' . .;hich he does not recommend, while .the second, 

favoured moC.e1, is termed 'disjointed incrementalism' which involves a 

'muddling-through' approach to policy formation and implementation. 

These t'f?O types of policy analysis can be distinguished more fully 

as follows. ·_synoptic problem-solving assumes; 

l. the a priori determination of objectives and values which t.hen 

governs the choice of t.he. solution to the problemi 

2. a comp1:ehens.i v,:; survey of a.ll possibJe means of achieving these 

va.lues; 

.. 
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3. an exhaustive examination of the probable consequences of 

employing each possible means; and 

4. the choice of a means - i.e. a particular policy - that \vill 

h . . f h l 'f' d 36 
ac 1eve a max1mum o t.e va.ues spec1 1e . 

'Disjointed incrementalism' on the other hand, involves: 

1. the comparison· and evaluation of marginal cases only; 

2. t.he consideration of only a limited number of policy alter-

natives; 

3. the adjustment of objectives and values to available policy 

alternatives; and 

4. a surgical and remedial rather than comprehensive orientation 

l . l . 37 to po 1cy ana ys1s. 

It is not our intention here to argue the relative merits of these 

t.wo approaches 111 any det.ail although our own vie\-J is that both Popper 

and Lindblom have exaggerated the extent of logical entailment between 

one's fundamental orientation and the model of policy analysis or irnple-

mentation. It seems ·to m:; thu:t socialists co·uld be 'piecemeal ·tinkerers' 

or 'disjointed incrementalists' in that while they may well have an overall 

blueprint for reconstruction, the achievement of t.he prog:r·amme could be 

fashioned over a period of time in a way in ~,o1hich the consequ.ences of 

individual policy components could be taken into account. 

ltihat is more important, here, ln terms of this study, is, as Anderson 

has argued, that empiricism has been the 'ascendent' epistemological mode 

in the pos'c-war era, 
38 

and given this, if one is to resist the structured 

assu.'l1ptions of the dominant value system a rival explanatory mode or frame 

is all the more import2.nt. h'hile the ascendcncy of e.mpiri.cis1: and posi-

tivist modes of perceiving haxe been lesrit~ii:nab2d to some extent by the 
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writings of 'organic' intellectuals like Popper and Lindblom, in a more 

fundamental sense they must be seen as related to the advance of science 

and technology and with the ~p::owth in influence of scientific ideology -

as Habermas has put it, 'the scientization of everyday life•. 39 This 

ascendency has also been related to the grov1th in the division of labour 

within intellectual activity and in society in general and is integrally 

related to the process of increasing specialisation and fragmentation 

at the social and policy levels. It is by such a method, as Alan 

S\vin<;Pwood has put it, that connections between 'part' and 'whole' are 

blurred, that history and process are 'denied' and that 'real problems 

40 
are obscured'. In that 'the exact description of the part takes over 

f h l . •41 h ~ d 1 h d l . 1 . .~ rom t e tota_ l ty t e run amenta met o o oglca consequence lS t.uat 

questions about the inter--connections between part and whole and about 

the totality itself will simply just not. arise. They are in effect 

defined out of court by epistr:~mological fiat .. 
42 

The fact that the vast majority of the leadership group do not carry 

radical values gives rise to the question: If union officials do not 

who will? Will the rank and file? Not in our estimation. If the majo-

rity of the leadership group lack rival frames we would hardly expect the 

rank and file to. Hichael Hann's study of the consciousness of the work-

ing class supports this view. Pointing out the intellectual complexity of 

political consciousness Harm argues that general dissatisfaction and 

43 
a•..vareness of· exploitation are unable to lead to their development. 

Can the Labour Party? Increasingly, as we have noted in Chapters 1 

and 13, the industrial and political wings of the labour movement are 

growing apart.. In addition, s:Lrice its formation, tl1e L.:.illour Party has 

moved progressively to the 'right' in a pol..i tical sense, having long since 
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given up its orig·inal progranrrnes of socialisation of the means of production 

and adopting increasingly reformist policies. Whe:t:·eas, in the past, 

Left and Right fought over different political programmes with different 

ends or goals in view, today both parties essentially accept the same ends 

and quarrel only about the means of achieving them. The parties, no longer 

divided on que.stions concerning alternative futures, fight endlessly over 

day to day issues. 

It is this concern with 'issues' rather than 'programmes' that increa-

singly characterises union officials. The more they remain allegiant to 

the Labour Party, as so many do, t.he more they are likely to conce.rn tb.em-

selves only with specific issues and not with broad-based programmes of 

44 
social change. 

In that this study concludes pessimistically, our argument is in 

accord wit.h theorists such as Herbert Ma:::.·cuse who \•Jas also pessimi.stic 

about the capacity of the working class to bring about significant social 

change in the last quarter of the twentieth century. It is not simply a 
\ 

matter of individuals who comprise the union leadership fraction but 

' 
of the epistemological, cultural and social forms which make opposition 

possible. In addition, as Marcuse has said, the decline of radical con-

sciousness and the lack of faith in alternative political fu·tures was 

inextricably linked to the extension and centralisation of the mecms of 

com1nunicatiem and the ability of the capitalist system to sustain obundance 

' 45 
and entertainment, and maintain control over the. means of mental product.lcm. 

As we have pointed out above, we do not believe that arguments which 

seek to account for the absence of radicalism amongst the working class 

solely as a consequence of dominant group cont.rol over mental production 

(the hegemony thesis) are adequate, for it is also necessary to look at 
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specific concrete factors within the vmrking class itself and the nature 

of the relationships between the working class institutions and the 

wider society. It would seem to us, in fact, that the working class has 

never been an autonomous source of ideology in that even the radical value 

systems of the nineteenth century constituted intellectual traditions 

developed outside the context of working class politics. In the last cen-

tury, as E.P. Thompson makes clear in his classic study The Making of the 

46 
English Working Class, there existed a variety of institutional links, 

of both informal and formal kinds, between radical intellectuals who ela-

borated theoretically a systematised critique of capitalism, as well as a 

whole variety of roads to socialism (gradualistic, syndicalist, parlia-

mentary, revolutionary) and working class activists who used these theore-

tical systems, articulated them and translated them into slogans and 

magic-ritual formulas which enabled the working class to interpret the 

significance of their experience. ~here was 21. constant int.er·-change between 

theory and practice, between intellect and action, which helped account 

for the growth of the working class as both an industrial and political 

force. 

What would appear lacking in part toCiay, is the existence of institu-

tional support for unionism in the outside community in the form of links 

between intellectual and trade union fractions. As a conseqeence of the 

absence of any constantly regenerative , continually growing intellectual 

elaboration of working class political options the officials lacl.;:ed the 

necessary frameworks of analysis by which the complex fragmentation of their 

environment could be given meaning. 

~ve say 'lacking in part' for it is possible that the entrance of middle 

class recruits, through lateral career routes, while it may affect the 
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overall nature of the composition of the leadership gl·oup may also, 

paradoxically, provide some form of entry, or 'penetration' bridging the 

gap between the radical intellectual and industrial communities. This is 

certainly a possibility. 

In speaking of 'rival frames' and 'radical value systems' we do not 

necessarily mean to refer to marxist or conununist groupings but to more 

fundamental paradigms (i.e.· socialist) which support a whole variety of 

oppositional programmes. In fact, while they certainly have an alterna-

tive paradigm, the members of the various communist groupings within the 

group tended to suffer a similar problem tc those who lacked a rival 

framev;ork altogether. Hhile the latter invariably fall back on the domi

nant; value system, the former can only dra·..v on the antiquated concepts and 

precepts of the nineteent.h century and these may be seen as having a 

limited applicability to conterr,porary affairs. Bot.h groups, it could be 

argued, lack the intellectual frameworks which perrni t oppositional th.i.nk-

ing. 

It is difficult to explain the absence of a contemporary intellectual 

tradition vihich practically informs 'tlOrking class organisations·. Partly 

it has been because there has been a decline in faith in the working clc..ss 

as a political force; partly it has been as a consequence of role soeciali

sation and role professionalisation which has broken dovm the common iden

tity of actors as being 'outside society' as part of a social movement; 

partly it is because of changes in the nature of the leadership rcl.e related 

especially to t.he fact that they novJ i:end to define ·their ro1e as 'prcfes-

sionals' and as 'industrial', rather than as political actors; partly, too, 

it is bE::c<:mse of specialisation within the .intellectual community and the 

fact that those few academ:i.cs elaborating radical political models have 
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become 'privatised' within a narrow professional world of conference 

attending academia with the consequence that there is li tt.le social 

support for working class political action of the sort that existed in 

the nineteenth century. As Frank Parkin has noted, for instance, 'pro-

fessional marxism, in the manner of all exclusive bodies (now) carries 

out its discourse through the medium of an arcane language not readily 

accessible to the uninstructed. Certainly no-one could accuse the marxist 

professoriate of spreading the kind of ideas likely to cause a stampede 

t . h b • h • k l' I 
47 

. o t e arrlcades or t e plc et 1.nes . 

Finally, it is partly as Gramsci, Marcuse, Williams and Parkin have 

all pointed out, to do with the fact of bourgeois hegemony, and changes 

in t.he nature of hegemony, consequent upon the extension and centrali-

sation of nev1 forms of cultural communication and persuasion having pro-

gressively and systematically undermined the authoritativeness and legi-

timacy of radical socialist alternatives, of •:Jays of thinking and looking 

h • ' r ' • f d h • - 0 • • 48 at 'c, 1ngs ana. o:r tne mlasma o concepts an precepts t at J.nJ:orme(~ -c.nem. 

is for this reason that the concept of 'socialism' itself, for instance, 

novi has such negative connotations arnongst such a large proportion of the 
\ 

population, a fact already acknowledged by the Labour Par-ty who have, over 

the last five years, made several moves to abandon this ccncep·t, thus 

' • h • I • h l f • ' 49 
conceding tne v1ctory of t .e 'r1.ght 1n t e batt e o 1aeas. 

In conclusion to this study, then, we can say the followir:g. T.C 
..i..L 

unions are .. to 'function as viable, generative sources of radical opposi-

tion then they must first legitimate that opposition and 'insert' their 

leadership over working class cultm::·al life and consciousness. What is 

needed, more than anything, is t.he r:ecruitment of professional ideologists 

into staff positions tc work not just. on 'current issues' but on loftier 
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conceptions and long term goals. In addition to this what is needed, 

also, is the re-creation of institutional links between unionism as a 

poli·tical movement and the radical intellectual tradition in order to 

translate the important concepts and precepts of twentieth century radi

cal intellectual elaboration as guides for working class ac·tion. 

Finally, from the perspectives of capital a union leadership group 

who do not manifest opposition to capital the way it presently operates 

is obviously much more preferable to having no unions at. all. Unions, 

committed to the norms of collective bargaining, make demands on capital 

predictable and they permit the orderly and safe resolution of conflict. 

It is the officials' function to stabilise the potentially violen'c con-· 

flicts on t:he industrial relations exchange. They are not simply the 

servants of capital though, but brokers on an exchange of conflicting 

interests. They are, as C. Wright Hills said, 't.he managers of discon-

50 
t.ent.' . 
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Notes 

Chapter 1 . - ------

l. 'I'hi s is an adequate but oversimplified definition of what consti 
tutes a ' fraction '. Marxists speak of ' fractions ' in different 
sen ses : thus , for instance , the working c l ass is often represented 
as a ' fraction ' in relation to other classes . Poulantzas makes 
the p oint , however, that 'nothing prevents us f rom distinguishing 
b et• .. •een fractions of one and the same class'. And he points out 
that ' fractions are distinct fr om simple strata since the y coincide 
with import.a.nt economic differentiations and , as such , can even 
t ake en an important role as social forces, a role relatively 
distinct from tha t of other fractions of their class '. See 
Poulantzas (l973),pp . 37 - 39 . 

2. Bottomore (1979), p. 41-44. 

3. The on ly previous New Zealand study which incluJed data on trade 
union officials is Sulong (1965). A study on th e attitudes of 
New Zea l and Workers has been carried out by Seidman (19 75 ). Ove r
seas studies have also ne glected leade rship. The only complete 
survey studies relevant at all to the research we have undertaken , 
are Mills ( 1948) and Cl egg et a l. (19 61 ) . 

4 . See Helsh (1979), p.l5 . 

5. See Pilrcto (1965), (l9 72) i Nasca (l939 )i and tlichels (1962 ). 
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see \·lebh.(:: r ( 1976) , p :C~.ssim . Reference s to changes in O'J'tlook can 
b G seen in \· 2r i ous S•.)Urce s . See, for in:::; t<:mc e , Terrp1eton and Eunson 
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2 . The index of r e presentation surnmarises the deg r e e of representati on 
on the basis that i f the figure is l es s than l on a part icul ar value 
the l e a d e rship group is unde r - r epr e s e nte d and if it is more t han 1 
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urb a n c e n tre s wi th in e 0ch b r o ader regio n speci fie d . 

l. Eulau (19 68 ) , p p . 219 -2 20 . 
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membc:rs of the tmio ns the y ·,·Je r e in p rio r to becoming fu}.l - time o f fi 
cials (Q. l 3 ) . In five cas~s . whe re inconsis tenc i es a rose , clari f i 
cati o n v:as sough t b y reapp r oaching the o ff i cials c o n cerne d . 

3. These rule b ooks we r e ob t ai n e d f r rn n Associate Profes sor John Howells , 
Departmen t of Economics , Un i versi ty o f Otago . 
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2 . H~w Zea l anc1 FeGcrati o21 o f La..l:Jour ( J9 7cJa ) p . 8. 

3 . Rot h (19 73 ) , p . 1 37. 
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Marlborough Trade Union Conuni ttee. 
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also r isk breaching the guarantee of anonymity given to the FOL . 
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3. Gouldner (1947) , pp . 389-410. 
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5 . Michels (1962) , p. 280. 

6 . Gouldner (194'7) , pp. 389 ··410 . 

7. Kirkpatrick (1976 ) 

8 . Putnam (1973), chp. 5. 

9. For a criti c al view of age-cohort an a lysis in relation to beJ.iefs 
and attitude s, s e e Parkin (196 8 ). 

10. The only d eparture from t~his cla.ssi f icatic;1 of age is when it i s 
n e c essary to compare union officials to Census dat~a . In those 
instances we v-.rill r ecode the age divis i ons o f i:lle officials to ma.~e 
them comparab l e. 

11. Path analysis provide s an inst.n.1ctive and conveni e nt ·-Na y of pr.esentin9 
a set of qL-:.anti.tativc dat.a rele v ant t.o inferences about. pote ntial 
caus al. rel0.t io;1ship s b e tvJeen v a riables 1·1nere it ap::x~ ars reasonable 
to lil. i:l.k f; as s1.HltlJ tj or:s about: the c ausa l o rdc:ring c'f t iH:: ,,... 6.r i cib l es " 1~he 

t echnique of p a th anaJ ysis assu~es that the direction o f c au5ality 
betv/8'-'ll t he indcp2ndent . and dc:pe nden ·t \To r i ables h a ;-; b E:e n es tc; blished, 
or is cbvious, and t.l"H3 rclati.onsl1_j ps bctvtecn \rari al')les arc a :.:.~ surncd 

to b e li1~<::a.r and additive . Trlc der:; :::nc1:c:n t. 'Ja.ria::'J J. e mus·t he rncasur c.b1e 
at the in terva. l levc:: .L and the arr m:·s ooi::t in the direction of 



influe nce . Al l i ndependent variables are assua1ed to be measured 
also as interva l - l e ve l scales or as dichotomies although , the 
consequences of violations against this requirement often appo3. r 
to he r e l ative ly small (see Labovitz 1967, 1970; Mayer , 1972). 
In the pat.h diagram representing Uw cau~3Cll system assumed to 
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operate in the population the tv10-beaded curvi linear arro'dS connect
ing the i ndependent va ri ables indicate that the r elationships 
betwe en thes e f ac tors are taken as given and remain unana lysed. 
The correlo.tions b e t\veen them are indicated. The coefficients 
given are s t a ndar dise d regression coefficients and on the straight 
one -headed arrows the y indicate the relative size of the direct 
effects. A path coe ffic ient therefore denotes the fraction of the 
standard deviation in the dependent variable for which the independent 
variable is directly respons ible . It therefore :cepresent:s the net 
worth of that:. factor 's con tribution to explaining variation in t he 
dependent variable . 

12. As ' Nat i onal Origin ' , as assessed , i s not. an ordinal scale, ge...luma 
coefficients \·JO ul d b e neaningle~-:s . \vhilc Cramers V. would 
provide a rne2ningful coe fficient it would not Le comparable with 
the ga1Tt1'11as us f' d e lsc·,·:here , c:nd so rr.ay simply mislead . As t.he pattern 
in the table is e as ily t=tpparcnt , h oweve r , He considered it best 
no t to seek to provide any statistic at al l. 

1 3 . Se e Levine (1978) , p . 182. 

1. Woods (19G3) , p. 199. 

2. 1-:ichels (196 2) , p . 

3 . 'i'1right. (1979 ), pp . 61--63. 

4. Edwards et al. ( 19 75) . 
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6 . Gold thorpe et a l. (l9G 8 ) , chp . 7. 

7. As at Apr il 1979 f or all wage and s alary ea rne rs . 
n!ent of Sta ti s ti cs . Pe rsonal c crlt!.t~u nicati on. 

Source : Depar;:.--

8 . 'l'hc rr.ean is not: i.n fact a good rne asu.rc in that it become s j nfJ. a tcd 
due to e xtremG casCo's at the: top . Unfort:cm.:l t:e ly, the medi an is 
not availc:h l e , h owe ver . In thi s sen se t he puL pose in citing t~e 
'ave rage' is s i mp l y in o r d..-::r jjJ set the conte x t: ruc1ghly, J.·at.L c:c 
tha 11 to provide a J:Jrec i s e cornpar~i son . 

9. Sour ce : Uni ve r sj ty of Otago Sal c.ry S c a l cc~s a.nd P.anges for i\cc;ds mi.::: 
St a ff Othe r TI 1m1 Medica l ly and Dental l y Qual i f j.e d. Staff Shee t ~ , 
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13. Host offici a ls gave their salaries r ounded to the n earest dollar 
and where differences occurred they were sma ll enough to be accounted 
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16 . Smith (1974), pp. 43-44 . 
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( 19 71) f pp . [q2-880 . 
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22. Only one official , pj~esentl~/ hectd of a big blur; collar un.lon , acJ.~nO\·I·

l edged being a rnerrher of Eotary in an in terv:i_e\·i . 

~3 . The re is evidence that sport and religion 2re both stratifi8d 
according t.o social class . Infc:nnation on :; l:X-!Cific spo:cting acti vi
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t.hat further resnarch i::: necessa.:r.·y. 

sport i.s Ute great equaliser 
Pitt. He concJudcs, bo\·iever, 
(See P.arrt,:;ay (1975) , p . ?.74.) 

Our concern here , ho•.·.'t.~V:c?r , is siwply to note :-)w extent o:f gen<"ral 
r.:·a.rticirJat.ion. 
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based on their experience of relationships (Blaikie (19 77) , pp. 102-
115). For a reply to Blaikie , defending the use of such scales, 
see F . Lancast.er- Jones a.nd Patrick HcDonncll ' s article ' On Bubb l e 
Gtun and Bla.i.kie' (La n caster-Jone s ct. a l. (1978 ), pp. 76 -··78). 
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in-· fi~;hting 1·/i chin a si.JJglc union , s e c; Eol l inqer ( 1968 ) 1 passim 
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2 . Weber (19 47) 1 passim . 

3 . ~·iiJ.son ~P· c:i."t:_· pp . 204-/.ll. 
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Contact address: 
c/- M.E.Olssen, 
Dept. of Political 
Studies, University 
of Otago, P.O.Box 
_56, Dunedin ,N. Z. 

The following questionnaire is designed to provide accurate 
information about trade union officials which, together 
with information from interviews, s'wuld help to create a 
more balanced and informed public opinion. All informat.ion 
about individuals will be kept ~trictly confidential.:_ and 
the final report will simply contain a statistical summary 
of the answers, from which it will be impossible to identify 
the answers of any individual. 

* * * * * * * * * * * 

The researchers are grateful for the official support given 
the project by the F.O.L. at their National Executive 
meeting of the 13th July, 1977. A statistical summary of 
the results obtained from this survey will be forwarded to 
the Research Department of the F.O.L. Trades Councils will 

-also be supplied with a summary of results on request. 

0 0 A research project undertaken by the Departments 
of Political Studies and Economics at the 
University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand 
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SECTION 1:------------------------------------------------~ 

1. Are you a full-tine or part-tine 
union official? 

2. How many different unions do 
you act as an officer for? 

3. What is your main union? 
(state the largest union that 
you serve) 

4. What is your official title? 
(state the title of the official 
fX)si tion you hold in your main 
union) 

5. In what tov.'Yl or district do you 
live? 

6. Wh:J.t type of employer do rrost 
of your members v1ork for? 
(tick appropriate box) 

7. Is your union affiliated to the 
F.O.L., the c.s.s.o., or is it 
independent? 
(tick appropriate box) 

Government 
Local Body 
Private Enterprise 

~ F.O.L. I ~ c.s.s.o. 
~-1~-n~d~e~pe~n~d~e-n~t---------r-

SECTION 2: SOCIAL AND CAREER BACKGROUNDS,--------------------

8. What is your age? 

9. What is your sex? 
(tick appropriate box) 

10. What is your ma.ri tal status? 
· (tick appropriate box) 

Male 
Ferrale 

Married 
Never married 
Widowed/Divorced 



11. Were you brought up in a city, 
a town, or a cmmtry area? 
(tick appropriate box) 

12. At what age did you leave school? 

13. For how many years have you been 
a merrber of your present union? 

14. If full-tine, what was your major 
occupation before you becarre a 
trade ur~on officer? 

15. V.lhat was the .fi-rst post you ever 
held in any trade union? 

16. How old were you when you started 
your first u1lion post? 

17. Was your first union post part
time or full-t.irre? 

lS. wnat, if any, full-tine posts have 
you had? Please give ap1:.roxima.te 
date of appointment or election to 

I A city (over 20,000 I people) 
A town (between 1-20 
OOOpeople) 
A countrJ · area (under 
1000 people 

each office. If none, state 'none'., •..........••..............•. 

19. If you are nod full-tirre,what 
voluntary or unpaid posts did 
you hold immediately prior to 
b~rning a full-tDte official? 

20. Have you ever served on the executive 
of a reqional Trades Council? 
(tick appropriate box) 

If 'YES' would you give the 
starting year and finishing 
year of your service? ................................. 
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21. Have you ever served on the F .O.L. 
National Council or F .O.L. 
National Executive? 
{tick appropriate box) 

If 'YES' "WOuld you give the starting 
year and finishing year of your 
service? 

tt· 
22. How did the person who held your 

union post before you came to 
leave the position? 

He died 

He retired (Read list and tick appropriate 
box) He was defeated 

an election 
in 

He was removed by 
the executive 
He resigned to take 
another union post 
He resigned to take 
a job with business 

*If he took a job elsewhere 
"WOuld you state where? 

He resigned to take 
a job elsewhere* 

Don't know 

23. If full-time, since you have been 
a trade union officer, have you 
ever rroved out to take a different 
type of job which was nothing to 
do with u1Lions? 
(tick appropriate box) 

If· 'YES' 1 how many t.irres? 

If 'YES' 1 to do what sort 
of job (or jobs) ................................ 

24. How many t.irres have 
you ever (a) contested 
and (b) been successful 
in an election for any 
of~the following posts? 
(state number of times 
in each column) 

- -

For a post at the 
national level of 
_your union 
For a Trades 
Council post 
For a National 
F.O.L. post 
For any other post 
in union rroverrent 
For nomination as 
candidate for a 
political party 
For a seat in 
Parliarrent 
For a administrat-
ive or official 
post within a 
political party 

No. times No. tilres 
contested successful 

25. If you had to select someone to replace you as a union official 
tarorrov1 what do you think are the three rrost :irnp::>rtant qualities 
he should have? (please list them) 

l. (most importont ~Jality) 

2. (second most important) 

3. (third rrost important) 
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26. h'hat are t11c ..,.,urst qualities a trade u;uon officer could have? 
(List as m:my as you like 1 up to 3. ) 

................................................................... ·• . 

27. If you had a son 1 v.uuld you be pleased if 
he recarre a trade union official? 
(please tick box) 

-· 
Give reasons for your ansY.~ 

.28. Roug..11ly ha.v rrany times has your union 
been an strike in the last five years? 

29. rlhat is the gross v.'eekly wage of your 
average member? 

30. From the pJint of vi0t1 of what is 
fair and just, what do you think his 
grass weekly wage should b2 today? 

31. Have you ever thought seriously about 
rroking a rea.l effort to enter a new 
a.'1d different ty1::.c of occupation? 
(tick appropriate box) 

Yes 

No 

Very often 

Once in a 
while 

Hardly ever 

Never 

32. Would you take a lcok at 
the list oppJsite and 
indicate \·ihich is nearest 
to your total inca.'Te for 
the year 1978 before 

gross incorre 

any tax or other 
deductions. 
(tick appropriate box) 

under $1000 per year 

$1000 - $2999 p:;r year -
$3000 - $4999 p:;r year 

$5000 - $6999 rer year 

$7000 - $8999 p:;r year 
----

$9000 - $10999 p:;r year 

$11000 - $12999 :per year 
---

$13000 - $1.5999 per year 

.$16000 -· $18999 per year 
--·-~---

$19000 - or over 
----j 
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33. Would you lc:ok at the list 
o~~site and indicate all 
the levels of formal 
education that you have 
canpleted. 
{tick as many as 
necessm:y) 

I 
·-

Prina..ry school 

2 years secondary sd1ool 
-

S~ool cex-tificate 

University Entrance 

AttendE--d University 

Trade or technical qualification 

34. h'hat is your religion, if 
any? 
(tick appropriate box) 

University degree 

Professional (la\.;, accountancy 

no religion 

Rara.n catholic 

A.'1glican 

Presbyterian 

I>lcthodist 
1---

funron 

Other 
'---· 

etc 

-1----

35. To what cltlbs and organisations do yot,J. l:::elong? Would you read the 
list l:::elo.-: and tick for each of the organisations listed i.'1 the 
box or boxes v:hich best descril:::es your pa.._'ticipation. 

active 
member member Official 

Veterans or R.S.A. -
I P. 'l' .A. (or other school 

organisation) 

I.odge or fraten1al society 

Athletic or sports club 

V..brking t-ian' s club I 
I 

Se:i:vice club (e.g. Lions, Jaycees) I -. -
Nationality or E:th.r1ic Assoc. 

Church or church group 
---r-

Ne.ighbourhcxxljRatepayers Assoc. --+ 
r 0.1ltural (e.q. !·~,~i~, l\1:.-ts etc.-)----t-· -, 

-~ 

Recreatio~, ~abby, or-garden cl~ I - l==:j ~- j Natoional Association with political 
or social airr.s (e.g. HXRT,CAP£,SPUC.etc. 

!--· -
Political Party 

-- -- -----r =r 
1 ~-~------L_. ___ _ 

Charitable or vielfure organisation 
(e.g. St. Jorms, Corso, etc.) 
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36. Would you indicate 
whether you have D:;en 
involved in non-tmion 
activities of the 
kinds listed opposite 
over the last 5 years? 
(tick as many as 
necessary 

Statutory Corrmi ttees, Boards, etc. 
(e.g. :Metric Advisory Board, 
Equal Pay Comni ttee etc.) 

Company Directorships 
in Business 

City, Borough, County, Tovm or 
Corrmuni ty Councils 

other Elected Local Authorities 
(e.g. Catchm2nt, Harbour or 
Hospital Boards etc. 

Public Corporations (e.g. 
Broadcasting, Shipping, etc.) 

/.:,,_:fl11.i1.{ 
I}, v ,. 

37. Was your father ever active in 
trade union affairs Yes 

38. 

(tick appropriate box) 

If 'YES' what was the 
most important post he held? 

If 'YES' in what ta.-m 
or country? 

/ 

1 
lilt/;..;/ 

Was your father ever active 
in politics? 
(tick appropriate box) 

If 'YES', what was the 
most important post he held? 

If 'YES', in what town 
or country? 

No 

Yes 

No 

I I 

I I 

39. WoUld you indicate the race 
and national origin of l:oth 
yourself and your father? 
(tick appropriate ~xes) 

Self Father 

40. What was your father's 
nain occ:upation in his 
working career? 

41. If born overseas, for 
ho\v lonq have vou lived 
.in New Zealand? 

European, born in N.Z. I 

European, born in U.K. 

European, born elsewhere 

Maori or part !-1aori 

Pacific Islander 
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.42. Here is a list of occupations rated according to the generally 
accepted view of their social stand.i~1g. Please examine this list 
and then answer the questions belo.v: 

l. Judge of the Supreme Court 16. Chef 
2. Public Accountant 17. F'it·ter 
3. Lawyer 18. carpenter 
4. Medical Officer of health 19. Electrician 
5. Company Director 20. Shop Assistant 
6. Personnel 11anager 21. Coal Hewer 
7. Business 11-Kmager 22. Bricklayer 
8. Journalist 23. Car Painter 
9. 1-'Iinister of religion 24. Barman 

10. Farmer 25. Railway Porter 
11. Foreman 26. Cle&~er/Ca.retaker 
12. Insurance Agent 27. Lift Attendant 
13. Aircraft Mechanic 28. Ditchdigger 
14. Cormercial Traveller 29. Road 
15. Policeman 

(a} By stating t11e appropriate number in the box 
opr:osi te, where on the list do you think the 
general public v;ould place the full-tii1le 
union official? 

(b) By statiJ1g the appropriate number in the 
box opposite where on the list would you 
place your avn r:ost? 

43. How Dktny hours do you normally spend on 
union \vork in a week? 

44. How wany evenb1gs do you normally 
spend on union work in a week? 

45. How many weekends do you nornally 
spend on Q~on work in a month? 

'.-
\ 

SWeeper 

· list number 

list m.1rrfr:ler 

c~ 
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SECI'I<N 3 : OPINIONS 

Please feel free to ccnment on any question you like. 
provided. use the margin or the back of the p:tge. 

If no 5p3.ce is 

46. H<M far do you think 
that "MJrkers should 
l::>eca"re involved. in 
the management of 
industry today? 
(Tick appropriate 
box) 

Full "MJrker control over managerrent 

Co-management, with workers and 
employers taking an equal role 
Employers dominant, but with 
SO.'Ue "MJrker representation 
on the board 
Employers dominant: but with 
participation·by workers in profit 
sharing and job satisfaction schemes 
No worker involvement in the 
m:ma.gement of industry at all 

I 

Corrmen t if you like . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

(continue on back of p:tge if necessary) 

47. What in your view are the r:ajor causes of industrial conflict today? 

48. 

List as many as you like in order of their importance • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . 

OVerall, do you think tb.at 
the balance of conflict 
and cooperation in 
industrial relations has 
changed. much in t.~e last 
20 years? (Tick 
appropriate box) 

(continue on back of p:tge if necessary) 

Conflict much more common 
today 
Conflict slightly more 
camon today 
There has been no change 
either way 
Coop=>-ration slightly more 
camon today 
Cooperation much more 
camon today 

Couldn't say 

Carrnent if you like .•..••.•••.•.••.•..•...••. ',· ••.••.•••••..•.•.••..•..• 

• • • .. • • • • • • .. Q ............................................................ . 

{continue on back of page if necessary) 
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49. W.nat in your view is the best way to solve existing industrial 
relations problems? 

50. Should public ownership 
of the econany be increasoo, 
reduced, or is the present 
balance between public 
and private ownership 
adequate? (Tick appropriate 
box) 

Should be increased 
a lot 
Should be increased 
slightly 
Present balance is 
adequate 
Should be reduced 
slightly 
~hould be reduced 
a lot 

· CamE:rlt if you like ................................................... . 

51. From what you have read 
or experienced about 'Worker 
Participation in Industry' 
WJuld you say that your 
attitude ta:.·.erds it was 
generally favourable or 
generally unfavourable? 
(Tick appropriate box) 

Generally very favourable 
Generally sanewhat 
favourable 
Generally sanewhat 
unfavourable 
Generally very 
unfavourable 
Undecided 

"Fl 
I 
i 

Came.n.t if you like ...... • ............................................. . 

51. a When in your view is a 
union justified in 
striking? 

In cases where industrial 
agree.rrents have been broken 
In sympathy with another 
union 

1 As a political protest 

Under no circumstances 

Add other, or comment if you like ••.....••...•.•••••••.•••.•.•••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • 0 ............................................................ . 
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52. Here is a list of trade 
union aims. Which do you 
t.lri.nk should be given 
priority? Please mark 
up to four (mark 1,2,3,4,) 
in order of preference 

Helping raembers with their 
individual problems 
Higher wages and better 
workino conditions 
A better relationship ivi th 
management at all levels 
Creating political con-
sciousness amongst ~~s 
100 per cent union 
organisation 
Getting \\Drkers a larger 
say in management 
Getting workers better job 
satisfaction 
Creating ur>.it".t between 
all w::Jrkers 

~t if you like . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ................ , . . . . . . . . . 

.......................................................................... 

53. What issues should unions 
be concerned with tcday? 
Do you think that: 

(tick one box only) 

Unions should confine their 
attentions prlirarily to 
industrial and economic issues 

OR THAT, IN ADDITICN 

Unions should lB prepared to 
take a stand on social, rroral 
and political issues ·as they 
affect the ccnrnunit:y_ 

I 
i 

carrre.t1t if you like ................. "" ........... ·· ....................... . 

54. OVer and above the types 
of issues listed above, 
do you think that unions 
should or should not 
have a policy or programme 
to achieve long term goals? 
(tick appropriate~?ax> 

Yes 1 there should be a 
long tenn policy 
No 1 there should not be 
a long term policy 

55. If you think that unions should have a long term policy or programme 
what should the goals of such a programme be? 

.................... · .................................................... . 

............................................................................... 

I 

... ~ .................... ~........ .. . . . (contjnue on :back of page if nec:essar.f) 
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56. And further, if you think that 
ur~ons should have a long term 
policy or prOJra'ffile whan should 
it aim to be..11efit rrost? (Tick 
one only) 

[ The people of New I Zealand as a whole 

The working class 

The union members 

Add other, or carnent if you like •••••••••••.•.•••••..••••••.•••••••••• 

57. In a general sense, do you think 
that rrost unions in this country 
actually do, or actually do not 
have any long term policy or 
prOJramme? (Tick appropriate 
box) 

MJst do 

Ab:Jut half do 

MJst do not 

Add other, or comment if you like ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• 

58. What in the long run 
do you consider to be 
the best rreans of 
achieving industrial 
labour's ends? (Tick 
as m:my as necessary} 

Through industrial means 

Through arbitration and 
conciliation 
Through party political 
rreans 

Add ot.~er, or c:ament if you like 

........................................................................ 

59. Is your union affiliated 
to the Labour Party? 

60. With regard to the two 
major political parties 
which of the following 
staterrents do you agree 
with? 

Comment if you like 

I I 

There is no real difference 
between then 
They are becaning more 
alike every day 
There are real differences 
between them 

....................................................................... 
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In your view 
should unions 
becare: 

'------------·-----,~-415 

I 

,62. Regardless of what 
you would like to 
har.pen, what do 
you actuarry-think. 
will happen over 
the next 10 years? 
Do you think that 
there will be: 

63. Which party, if any, 
do you belong to? 

* If 'other' specify if you like 

. . . . . . . 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

Less involved in Part<.! Politics 

!<lore involved in pa_--ty Politics 

Becorre ne.i.. ther less inwl ved 
nor rrore i11vol ved but remain 
just as they are at the rrcrrent 

A divergence betweo....n Trade 
Unions and the labour Pm"ty 

A maintenance of existi•·1g 
relationship wit.'ll 'ups' 
and 1 downs' 

Closer cooperation between 
them 

' 
None 

Labour 

National 

Social Credit 

Values 

Other* 

SECTION 4: ----------------------------

64. Both 'Business' and 
'Trade Unions' seek to 
influence national 
affairs. Which group 
do you think has rrore 
influence over national 
affairs in today's 
econcmic and political 
conditions? (tick 
appropriate box) 

Cartrent 

Business has a lot more 
influence 
Business has slightly more 
influence 
Business and unions have 
about the same influence 
Unions have slightly more 
influence 
Unions have a lot more 
influence 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • e • • • e • • • e • • e e • • • • ., • 

65. Supposing the Labour Party 
were the government for 
the next 10 years. 
Whic..l':l grot.'P do you then 
think M:>uld be likely to 
have rrore influence? (tick 
appropriate box) 

Business would be likely to 
have a lot more influence 
Business v;ould be likely to 
have slightly more influence 
Business and unions wculd be 
likely to have about t.l':le sarre 
amount of inflUEmce 
U:nio~1s Yvvu.ld k likc::ly t.o have 
slightly more influence 
Unions would be likely to have 
a lot more influence 

ca.ment if you like 
~~,==~~············································· 

......................... , .............................................. . 
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66. O~er the last 40-50 years do 
yOU W..ink, generally 1 tl>.at 

increased a lot 

the influence Trade unions have 
had on national affairs has 
increased, decreased, or 
renained about the sane? 
(tick appropriate box) 

increased slightly 

remained about the same 

decreased slighUy 

decreased a lot 

couldn't say 

canrent if you like ..••.•••••••••••.•••••.•••••.••••••••••••••.•••.... 

67. Do you believe that on the 
whole most businesses in 
New Zealand today: 

A. Accept the principle of 
collective bargajrdng 
and deal with unions in 

68. 

(tick appropriate box) 
good faith 

B. 'lblerate the unions and 
deal with them only as 
far as they have to 

c. Are trying to break the 
power of unions and would if 
they could get away with it 

canrent if you like ................................................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Do you think that there is 
a,threat or serious threat 
to derrocracy within tlus 
country in the next 20 
years? 
(tick appropriate ~x) 

There is a definite and serious 
threat 

There is sane threat and it is 
likely to becorre more serious 

There is same threat, but it 
is not likely to became serious 

There is no real threat at all 

If. you .think there is a threat, what sort of w.reat? .....•...••.•.•..•• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

........ -.............. ~~~::----~~ ... -·--------································· 

............................................................ " " ......... . 
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69. If you think there is a threat, what, if anyt.lllng, can be done to avoid 

it? • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a • • • • • • • • • 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• (continue on back of page if necessary) 

SECI'ICN 5: 

10. There's quite a bit 
of talk these days 
about different social 
classes. M:Jst people 
say they belong to the 
middle class or the 
v.urking class. 
Do you ever think of 
yourself as being in 
one of these classes? 
(Tick appropriate box) 

Co'ment if you like 

71. Do you think that the 
idea of New Zealand 
as a society charac
terized by social and 
economic classes is 
important today? 
(Tick appropriate box) 

Cotnent if you like 

Yes, the upper middle 
class 

Yes, the middle class 

Yes, the v.urking class 

No, never tltink in tenus 
of social class 

Yes, very much so 

Yes, but only to a 
limited extent 
No, not really 
irrportant at all 

... -....... .................................................................. . 

,. 
\ 

72. Do you think that:'it 
is nore relevant or 
less relevant to 
describe N. Z. as a 
"class" society today 
tlJan it was 30-40 years 
ago? (Tick appropriate 
box) 

CCi:<m?.l1t if you like 

Much more relevant 

Slightly nore 
relevant 

About as relevant 

Slightly less 
relevant 

Mnro:b TAC:C! rolo:t.r.::an-1- I 

Couldn't say I I 

........................................................................ 
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73. Soire people talk of 
'class conflict' while 
others say that the idea 
of 'class conflict' is 
'old hat.' Do yo~ think 
that it is relevant to 
talk of 'class conflict' 
in New Zealand today? 
(tick appropriate box) 

Yes, very much so 

Yes, but only to a 
l.LTUi ted extent 
No, not really 
relevant at all 

418 
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Catinent if you like •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.••• 

74. IX> you think that 
the idea of 'class 
conflict' is more 
relevant or less 
relevant to N.Z. 
society today than 
it was 30-40 years 
ago? (tick 
appropriate box) 

Ccmnent if you like 

Much rnore relevant 

Slightly rnore 
relevant 

About as relevant 

Slightly less 
relevant 

Much less relevant 

Couldn't say 

.......................................................................... 

75. Sorce people talk of 
'the class struggle' • 
Is this important 
today? 

Ccmrent if you like 

Yes, very much so 

Yes, to a limited 
atent only 
No, not really 
relevant at all 

.......................................................................... 
' .......................................................................... 

76. IX> you think that the 
'class struggle' is' 
more relevant or'iess 
relevant to New Zealand 
today than it was 
30-40 years ago. 
(tick appropriate box) 

Much rnore relevant 

Sllghtly rrore 
relevant 

About as relevant 

Slightly less 
relevant 

Much less relevant 

' 
-..- .. ~, ~-. L ---

Comre'1t if you like ...................................................... 
. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ,. ... ;. ...................................................... . 
. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 



77. Would you read 
the following 
two statements 
and answer the 
question set 
out below. 

(tick appropriate box) 

419 
STATEMENT 1\: alrrost all import.ant decisions in. 
New Zealand are made by a small group of people 
who wield a great deal of i.'1fluence and \vho are 
not very interested in the opinions of other 
groups and individuals. 

STA'I'EMEl'?r B: alrrost all important decisions in 
New Zealand are made in a process of give and 
take arrongst a larger number of groups with 
different interests. 

A is much more accurate 
I than B 

A lS sanewhat rrore T accurate t..han B 
B is somewhat rrore I 
accurate than P. ; 

'13Is"much more accurate ! 
than A ; 

78. OVer the last 25 years do you think that things have improved, got worse, 
or remained about the same in relation to each of the following items? 
(tick appropriate box for each of the five groups listed t.elow) 

. i . remained I got 
lltlproved jlltlJ?roved about the slightly got a lot don't 
a lot sliqhtlv same I worse worse know 

N.z•s Econany 
in general 

p:'he econcmic 
[position of 
workers 
The economic 

I position of 
profe$sionals I 

The prosperity 
of small 
businesses 
The prosperity 
of large 
businesses -

79. If ,a labour Party were the government: Do you think that t,orithin the next 
5-10 years things are likely to get better, get worse, or remain about the 
same in relation to these issues? {tick appropriate box for each of t.'le 
five groups listed below) 

\ --
-~ likely to likely to likely to 

get get retnain about don't 
better worse t..he same know 

'l'. Z 's economy in 
general 
II'he economic position 
pf workers 
~e economic position 
pf professionals ·' 
rrh8 prccpc=ity cf 

I I I 
~11 busL~esses 
~rosperity of 
~arge businesses 



80. If a National Party v.'P...re the governrrent: do you think that within the 
next 5-10 years things are likely to get better, get worse, or remain 
about the san-e in relation to these issues'? (tick appropriate oox for 
eacl1 of the five g:roups listed below) 

N.Z's economy in 
oeneral 
The economic position 
or v.Drkers 
Tne economic position 
of professionals 
The prosperity of 
small businesses 
The prosperity of 
large businesses 

81. Which of the two rrajor 
political parties do 
you actually expect 
will be in pc:wer for 
nost of the titre in 
the next 15 years 
(tick appropriate box) 

likely to 
get 
better 

likely to likely to 
get remain about ___ don't 
worse the same know 

National for nost of 
the t:irre 
Labour for rrost of 
the t:irre 
National and Labour for 
about equal periods 

82. What in your opinion are the three rrajor problems in this country today? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

83. Who, if anyone, do you think is largely to blame for these problems: 

" ......................................................................... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

, . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • i. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
(continue on back of page if necessary) 

84. What in your opinion is t."'le best solution to these problems: 

.......................................................................... 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • ., • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

................................... (~;t:fu~~- ;;: ~~· ;f· ~g~. if:. ,;~~~;;_cy) 



85. How much chance of these 
problems being solved do 
you think is realistically 
lilcel y wi. thin the next 5 
to 10 years? 

86. How much chance of these 
problems being solved do 
you think is realistically 
likely within the long 
term? 

87. If you had to m:tke a choice 
would you opt for faster 
economic growth or nore 
equal distribution of 
wealth and incorre? 
(tick appropriate box) 

SECI'ICN 6: FJNAL SEcriON 

~eis an excellent 
chance 
There is sorre chance 
-and it is likely 
There is sorre chance 
- but it is unlikely 
There is very little 
chance at all 

There is an excellent 
chance 
There is sorre chance 
- and it is likely 
There is sorre chance 
- but it is unlikely 
There is very little 
chance at all 

faster economic 
qrawth 
nore equal 
distribution 

421 

88. The following is a list of views held by different people in the cc:mnunity. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Please read each one and then tick the response which best expresses your 
feelings about.it.'i'le are not interested in whether the staterrent is right 
or wrong - we are simply interested in your opinions about them. Please 
work quickly - it is your first impression that we want. 

I strongly Agree Not lo,sagree Strongly 
Agree DisagreE 

r 
Sure··. 

' 
Any government that wants to help the pool 
will have to take sorrething away frcm the 
rich in order to do it. 

Generally speaking'in industrial contro-
versies extreme positions should be 
avoided for the proper approach usually 
lies sorrewhere in the middle. 

If you're honest with people they will 
usually be honest with you. 

\men one particular section of the 
ccmnuni ty gains it usually rreans . 
that another section loses I I 

I 

I The corrmon interests of workers and I errployers are greater than the 
I differences that divide them. I !. I I - ! ,, I 

6. Those that get ahead L~ business usually 
get ahead at the expense of others. 
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Strongtvf ' Not I . 
Agree, Agree Sure l Disagree 

S~rorgly 1 
01sagree 

7. Even in a country such as ours there is a 
great danger that there will soon not be 
enough wealth to go around. 

' 
To carpranise with your opponent in 

I 
8. 

I I 
situation of conflict is dangerous 
because it usually leads to the 
betrayal of those you represent. 

9. Hum:m nature is fu.'ldaroentally 
cooperative. 

10. Better human relationships and 
greater cooperation between enployers 
and w::>rkers is the best way to solve 
the basic problem of industrial relations. 

11. Many industrial disputes end up with 
a ccmpromise: and this is the \vay it 
should be. 

12. What businessmen say in public and what 
they actually do in practise are fre-
quently two entirely different things. 

13. Trade muons have a fair say in 
influencing public policy and in getting 
gove:rnrrent to do the things they care 
about. 

14. What is actually practical or feasible 
often has to take precedence over what 
is ideally desirable in industrial 
relations. 

15. In spite of what many people say, the 
lot of the average man is getting 
w::>rse. 

16. It is sometimes necessary to break 
the law in order to achieve a 
"WOrthwhile end. 

17. Most employers take a reasonable 
interest in their enployees 
welfare. -

18. Most politicians can be trusted 
to do what is right for the 
conntry. 

19. Anyone in this country that \vants to 
has a chance to have a say about 
important issues. 

20. The decisions of---the courts are 
just as fair to the poor man as 
to the wealthy man. 

21. A union could make satisfactory 
'progress without striking. 

22. Trade unionism should becc:me less of 
a "social cause" and rrore of a . 

\ professionally orientated pressure group. I 

23 •. Workers should be encouraged to 
buy shares in the corrpany they 
'WOrk for. 

' 
__ " __ I ! ! 

r.bst decisions in business and I ll 
gove.rnrrent are made by a small group 

_____ wh~o_p_re_t_ty __ w_e __ il __ D_~_. __ tlU __ 'n_g_s_. __________ ~----L---.J---~IL- . 

24. 
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Strongly 
.b{:Jrre Not Oisagrre I Strorgly Agree sure . Olsagrre 

25. Very few errployers seriously abuse 
their power in Nev Zealand today. 

26. Politicians represent the general 
interest rrore frequently ti'.an they 
repr~~t special interests. 

27. The ability of unions to get a fair 
deal for workers in the future will 
depend rrore and rrore on their 
willingness to use the strike weapon. 

28. The interests of errployers and workers 
are so different that any atterrpt to 
base industrial relations policy on 
cooperation and mutual trust is likely 
to fail. 

29. Unions and management should work 
together to improve the level of 
job satisfaction i."'l industry. 

30. The m::>ral progranme of a union is 
rrore important than the efficiency 
of its administration. 

31. Conflict in industrial relations is 
mainly caused by forces beyond the 
imnediate control of the people 
directly involved, and hence has 
little to do with individual 
personalities. 

32. People can still be divided basically 
into those that are sympathetic to 
the working class and those who are 
against them. 

33. Success in a society like ours depends 
rrore on luck than real ability. 

-34. M::lst workers appreciate what 
trade unions do for them. 

35. M::lst employers don't care what trade 
unions think: they only respond to 
threats. -

' 

36. If we could return to the religious, 
rroral, and family values of the past, 
we ·could solve rrost of today' s problems. 

37. In a situation of conflict where you 
are right and your opponent is wrong 
it is normally better to 'stick to one's 
guns' rather tha:o._ to accept a -

se. 

38. All major busjness enterprises 
should have a v.,rorker 
representative on the board. 

39. For anyone who thinks, the future of 
this country is predictable. 

40. trusiness should be encuLLLd.'::Jw L0 Si'.tCi.LI2 ' 

some of their profits amongst the - I employees who work for tl1em. 

41. If our economic system were restructured I I properly there w-ould be plenty of v:ealt..'l l I I 

I I ' for ev~ryone in the community. 

42. If people v,urk too hard they 1 re merely 
likely to w-ork therr.selves out of a job. I i 



43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

58. 

People Who go into public office 
usually think of the good of the 
country rrore than their own. .. 

The people with the real power in 
N. z. operate behind the scenes and 
do not even bother about elections 
or parliarrent. 

~ern education is resulting in 
the loss of New Zealand's rroral 
values. 

The laws of this country are 
supposed to benefit all of us 
equally but the fact is that rrost 
of then are 'rich man's' laws. 

When farm exports rise everybody 
in the ccmnuni ty stands to gain. 

The people vlho really 'run' this 
country are not even known to 
the voters. 

In spite of what many people say 
there has bee_n no general 
breakdown of rroral standards in 
our country. 

There are too many social refonners, 
and not enough experts in trade 
unions today. 

When you consider the long tenn 
interests of Ne>v Zealand society 
as a whole, the overall interests 
or workers and employers would 
seem to be very similar. 

The rrore labour saving devices 
that are invented, the fewer 
jobs there are available. 

Power in New Zealand is being 
concentrated rrore and rrore into 
fewer and fewer hands. 

The only successful formula for 
industrial peace is closer 
human relationships and 
greater mutual understanding 
between those who speak for 
labour and capital •. 

The Labour Party .i.s no longer 
a working class Party. 

Worker participation schemes 
are likely to be of greater 
benefit to management tha.TJ. 
to workers. 

Trade Unions should recruit officials 
accordino to merit reqardless of 
vlhether they come from within the 
workforce or outside of it. 

Although accidents will occur 
from tirne to tirre it is a 
basic fact that man has the 
ability to control his own 
destiny. 
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Strmgly! I Not . Strorgfy! 
hgree 1 Agree I Sure 01sagree DisagreE 

59. It."s an unfortunate fact that getting I I 1 on .in our society today depends not on 
what you are but on who you are. I 

60. The goverrurent gets too involved 
in collective bargaining in New 
Zealand. 

61. A g;ocx1 many local elections in this 
country are not really _imp::)rtant 
enough to bother with. 

62. If t:he policy of union amalgamation 
succeeds unions should become rrore 
effec-tive organisations. 

63. Vol.untary unionism should lead 
to llrore effective unionism. 

64. Direct collective bargaining 
beftli;;een employers and unions 
is preferable to crnpulsory 
arbitration. 

65. Ther:e is little chance of 
advancement in industry 
unl.ess a man has unfair 'pull'. 

66. History shows that the strike 
is t:he rrost effective means 
by 1Which \'.Drkers can improve 
their wages. 

67. The general welfare of the 
co~ is seriously 
enda:ngered by the 
continual clash of 
sectional interests. 

68. If m:n work and think together 
they can build a good world 
without the help of religion. 

69. Witl:!. respect to solving the major 
pr:ob"lems of this country today there is 
much greater scope for union-management-
c:ooreration than exists at present. 

70. When politicians interfere 
they usually make industrial 
conflicts worse. 

71. Basically it is not the 
parties and parliament, but 
the unions which guarantee the 
existing wages P9~icy for this 
COUI:l\t.cy~ 

72. The old saying that employers 
never give away anything out 
of the generosity of their 
hearts is still basically 
true today. 

73. The difference between the 
major parties is so little 

I that It doesn't really 
matter whether people vote 
or IJOt. 

I I 

74. The royal family is no I ,.... longex relev~~t for 
New zealand today. I 

75. People who don't vote are falling I 
down on their dut.'.f as New Zealanders . I ,_ ___ 



76. MJst workers don't know -G'1eir 
own real interests today. 

77. Even a bad law should be 
obeyed. 

---" 
78. From the standpoint of value to 

working people, Worker Participation 
Schemes should be more beneficial 
than detrimental. 

79. All in all, we are closer 
to the ideal state in 
New Zealand today thc:m we 
were 50 years ago. 

'30. People with oppoSL!g ideologies 
have aJnost nothing at all in 
conm:m. 

89. Do you think that there 
is a need for change ill 
the economic system of 
this country? (Tick 
appropriate box) 
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Strcngly I r I Not I · _ rea Strongly 
Agree Ag eel Sure Dlsa;J Dis:grre 

No, keep it as it is 

Yes, minor refonns 

Yes, major refonns 

Yes, whole new systEm 

Explain your answer if you like ••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.••••••••••• 

90. Finally, do we need a change 
in the political system of 
this country? (Tick 
appropriate box) 

', 

Explain your answ'er if you like 

" 

No, 

Yes, 

Yes, 

Yes, 

keep it as it is 

minor refonns 

major refonns 

whole new system 

'IHANK YOU VERY r-IDCH 
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~endix 2 

Description of the Field Work 

Three field workers were involved in the field work and in the organ
isation of the research. These were Mark Olssen, the author of the study, 
Ms Christine Meade and Mr Paddy Rainsford. 

Ms Meade,at the time of her employment as a research worker for this 
study, was a B.A. (Hons.) graduate in Political Studies at the University 
of Otago. Her interests were in union history and politics. She worked 
on the study from November 1978 until July 1979, taking time off :from 
her M.A. in order to assist. She was employed under the government's 
Temporary Employment Progra.."1llne (T.E.P.) scheme. 

Patrick ('Paddy') Rainsford was employed specifically to assist in 
administrating the questionnaire in the Wellington and Auckland areas in 
July 1979 using research funds provided for this study by the University 
Grants Com.rnittee. He was at the time a delegate to the Otago Trades 
Council as a representative of the General Labourers Union, and a student 
studying law at the University of Otago. 

The following trips were made in carrying out the field work. Chris 
Meade visited Invercargill; Chris Meade visited Christchurch twice; Chris 

·Meade and Paddy Rainsford visited Wellington and Auckland; Mark Olssen 
visited Christchurch, Wellington, Auckland, Napier, Hamilton, Hastin']S 
and New Plymouth. Thus Invercargill was covered by one visit (one resear
cher); Christchurch was visited three times (one researcher each t.ime); 
Wellington was visited twice (three researchers); and l-mckland twice {three 
researchers). Other centres listed above were visited once only by the 
aut.hor. 

The West Coast, Nelson, Blenheim, the Central North Island (except 
the centres already na..-ned) and North Auckland were covered by postal dis
tribution. 

The list of full-time officials was constructed as the field work pro
ceeded, by telephone communication and by personal enquiry. We initially 
sought to establish, for every union, whether their officials ;,.;ere 'full' 
or 'part'-time. Because some unions had more than one full-time official 
in a single area office, however, this task was not completed accurately 
until we had visited the unions concerned. During the field work it proved 
a relatively simple matter to complete the lists and document the full or 
part-time sta·tus of the officials for each union office. Not only did 
union officials in most cases know each other (or of each other) in a spe
cific area, but for the most part several union offices were located in a 
single building. The most extreme instance of this was in Christchurch 
where 90.0% of all full-time union officials are located in the Trade Union 
Centre 1 a modern five-storeyed office complex built and managed by a Trade 
Union Corr.pany established solely for the purpm3e. In \17ellington 1 many 
unions (although a rapidly declining number) are located in the old ram
shackle Trades Hall in Vivian Street 1 and in Auckland t:here are similar 
concentrates in Edgar and Queen Streets . 

• 
Various union 'research' and 'education' personnel in Christchurch, Wellj_ngton 
and Auckland were also of assistance in providing information. 



Appendix 3 

List of r.iain Unionised Occupational Gr<?upings 

(omitting locational references in Union titles) 
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The following list includes all unionised groups stated in the 
officials' answers to the question 'What is your main union? (State the 
largest union you serve)' (Q.3). 

Abbattoir Workers' 
Actors Equity and Performing Artists' 
Airline Hostesses' and Stewards' 
Allied Liquor Trades Employees' 
Bakers and Pastrycooks' 
Bank Officers' 
Boilermakers' , Structural Engineers' 
Brewers', Bottlers', Bottle-washers' and Aerated Water Employees 
Butchers' and Related Trades 

+ Caretakers', Cleaners', Lift Attendants' and Watchmen's 
Carpenters' m1d Related Trades 
Coach and Motor Body Workers' 

+ Clerical and Office Staff Employees' 
+_Clothing Trades Employees' 

Cooks' and Stewards' 
Dairy Factories and Related Trades Employees' 

+ Electrical Workers' 
Engine Drivers', Firemen, Greasers' and Assistants' 
Engineering, Coachbuilding, Aircraf·t, Hotor and Related Trades 
Entertainment Trades' Employees 
Food Processing, Chemical and Related Employees' 

+ Footwear Workers' 
Freezing Industry and Related Trades Clerical Officers' 

+ Furniture and Related Trades 
+ Grocers' 

Harbour Board Employees' 
+ Hotel, Hospital, Restaurant and Related Trades Employees' 

Ice Cream 1\forkers ' 
Insurance Guild Employees' 
Journalists' 
Labourers, General \<Jorkers and Related Trades 
Locomotive Engineers, Firemen, and Cleaners 
Meat Proces-sors' , Packers', Preservers', Freezing Workers and Related Trades 
l-ierchant. Service Guild 
Nurses' 
Painters' and Decorators' 
Plurrtbers' and Gasfit.ters' 
Printers' 
Railways Workers' 
Railway •rradesmen' s Association 
Road Transport and Motor and Horse Drivers' and their Assistants 
Rubber Workers' 
Saddlers' and Harness Nakers' 
Seamen's 



+Shop Employees' 
+ Storemen and Packers' (other than in retail shops) and Warehouse 

Employees' (other than Drivers and Clerks) 
Timber Workers' 
Tramways and Public Passenger Transport Authorities Employees' 

+Waterfront Workers' 
1\Toollen Workers' 

i 

Woodpulp, Paper and Paper Products Workers' 

+ Federated association, comprising more than one union. 
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Appendix 4 

Unionized Gro~Classified by Industrial Sector 

Transport and Communication 

Road Transport and Motor Horse Drivers and their Assistants 
Waterfront Workers 
Seamen 
Engine Drivers, Boiler attendants, Firemen and Greasers 
Merchant Service 
Tramways and Public Passenger Transport Authorities Employees 
Airline Hostesses and Stewards 
Federated Cooks and Stewards 
Habour Board Employees 
National Union of Railwaymen 

Conunerce 

Bank Officers 
Insurance Guild Employees 
Shop Employees 
Butchers and Related Trades 
Grocers 

Clerical and Service 

Actors Equity 
Musicians 
Entertainments Trades Union 
Caretakers and Cleaners 
Clerical Workers 
Journalists 
Hotel, Hospital, Restaurant and Related Trades Employees 
Printers 
Storemen and Packers 
Nurses 

Manufacturing (non-durable) 

Abattoir Workers· 
Allied Liquor,Trades 
Bakers and Pastrycooks 
Food Processing, Chemical and Related Employees 
Ice Cream Harkers 
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Meat Processors, Packers, Preservers, Freezing Workers and Related Trades 
Dairy, Factories and Related Trades Employees 

• 



Hanufacturing (durable) 

Boilermakers, Structural Engineers 
Coach and Motor Body Workers 
Engineering, Coachbuilding, Aircraft, Hotor and Related 'l'rades 
Footwear Workers 
Furniture and Relat:ed Trades Workers 
Woodpulp, Paper and Paper Products Workers 
Rubber Workers 
Woollen Workers 
Saddlers and Harness Makers 
Clothing Trades Employees 

Building and Construction 

Carpenters and Related Trades 
Electrical Workers 
Painters and Decorators 
Plumbers and Gasfitters 

Forestry, Agriculture, General Labour 

Timber viorkers 
Shearers 
Labourers (General) 
Workers (Rural and M.O.W.) 
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Appendix 5 

Scale of Occupational Ranking 

The detailed occupational classification scheme employed to code occu
pations in this study is reproduced in Table A.S.l. 

The theoretical rationale for the scale is based on a distinction 
between manual and non-manual, which Frank Parkin has called the most crucial 
distinction in occupational stratification in western capitalist societies 
(Parkin, 1971, Chptr 1). By 'manual' workers here we refer to wage labour 
engaged predominantly or exclusively in physical-type work of a 'non
directive' kind. By 'non-manual' we refer to those -;,rho are in predominantly 
non-physical \·mrk. Although we will stick with these terms 'manual' and 
'non-manual', the distinction is equivalent to the 'blue collar', 'white 
collar' distinction often used by authors discussing stratification. 

Within the broad categories manual and non-manual we have distinguished 
an 'upper' and 'lower' sub-group in each and assigned occupations to each 
on the basis of skill and training. The 'upper non-manual' comprises pro
fessional and semi-professional occupational groups; the lower non-manual 
includes workers in non-physical 'black collar' type jobs requiring much 
less in the way of skill and training (shop assistants, clerks, salesmen etc); 
the 'upper manual' category comprises skilled wage labom:·, namely occupations 
for which formal apprenticeship or some technical credential is necessary; 
while the 'lower manual' includes semi- and unskilled \vorkers. 

In using this scale some explanation is needed as to why we have not 
coded occupational data according to already existing socio-economic scales 
of occupational ranking. T'.vo such scales in popular use are the Elley-Irving 
Socio-Economic Index based on levels of educa·tion and income (see Elley 
and Irving, 1972, 1976), and the Redmond Davies Socio-Economic Classification 
based on levels of skill and training, initially developed in 1940 and modi
fied and updated by the New Zealand Council for Educational Research in 1970 
(see Elley Irving, 1972). 

In our view these scales are theoretically inadequate for failing to 
distinguish between 'manual' and 'non-manual' labour. Both the Elley-Irving 

,,and the Re<1llond Davies thus end up coding occupations such as salesmen, 
policemen, shop assistants and theatre projectionists in the same category 
as carpenters, pllrr~bers, and fitters and turners. In our view this simply 
obscures distinctions which have been historically meaningful. Our classi
fication distinguishes 'manual' from 'non-manual' initially and then cate
gorises occupations according to skill and training wi ~1.in but not: between 
these broader--categories. 

In spite of rejec·ting these scales as complete packages our own scale 
is similar in respect to the Redmond Davies Classification. Like the Eedmond 
Davies scale our scale assigns occupations to categories internal to the 
major divisions on the basis of skill and training. Thus the scales can be 
compared and, in actual fact, are very similar. 'I'he Redmond Davies top two 
cat.egori.es - professional and lower professional. occupation groups -· are 
generally equivalent to our 'upper non-manual'; their category 3 is generally 
equivalent to our lower 'non-manual' (the only exception being that manual 
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occupational groups such as 'electricians' have been 'taken out' of this 
category); their category 4 is generally equivalent to our 'upper manual' 
(with t.he exception that several non-manual occupations e.g. shop assistants, 
salesmen, projectionists, policemen, which appear in Redmond Davies cate
gory 4 do not appear in our 'manual' division); and the Remor-d Davies cate
gories 5 and 6 are equivalent to our category 'lower manual'. 

In distinguishing a priori between 'manual' and 'non-manual' labour 
our scale is similar to many used overseas, especially by Stephen Thernstrom 
in his book The Other Bostonians: Poverty and Progress in The American 
Metropolis, 1970-1970 (see Thernstrom, 1973). Thernstrorn, in his scale of 
occupa·tional ranking, distinguishes between 'blue' and 'white' collar occu
pations and, like us, distinguishes between 'upper' and 'lower' categories 
internal to each. Because Thernstrom was conducting historical research in 
America the specific details of classification are not particularly relevant 
for our study as many of the individual occupations listed no longer exist 
today and as the categorisation scheme he adopts is too finely calibrated to 
be of use given the small size of the enumeration we are studying. In te:r:ms 
of the broader theoretical and conceptual model which distinguishes between 
'white' and 'blue' collar occupational groups and betv1een 'upper' and 'lower' 
sub-categories within each the Thernstrom model is identical to our own, the 
only exception being in the titles. (The only reason we don't employ the 
terms 'white collar' and 'blue collar' is to avoid confusion with our classi-
fication of unions into 'blue' and 'black' according to the types of 
wage \vorking interests they represent.) 

The difficulty vlith New Zealand census data on occupations is tha-t it 
is classified according to industrial criteria and, thus, in order to draw 
comparisons betiveen union officials and the lal:Jour force it is necessary 
to recode individual occupations. This is a time-consuming and complex 
business and to be done properly vmuld cons'ci tute some sort of thesis in 
itself. Partly because of this and also because of the minor significance 
of such comparisons for this study we have simply recoded the individual 
occupations according ·to the broad dis tinction 'manual' , 'non-manual' . 
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Table A.S.l Scale of Occupational Ranking 

Non-Manual (middle class) 

Upper: 

l. higher professional and administrative work: accountant, architect, 
artist, bank manager, clergy, doctor, editor, engineer (profess
ional), scientist, high school teacher, university lecturer. 

2. lower professional, technical work: actor, airplane pilot, 
announcer, armed forces officer, broker, buyer, chiropodist, 
chiropractor, commercial pilot, computer programmer, contractor, 
county or tovm clerk, detective, dietician, draftsman, embalmer, 
government inspector (e.g. health inspector), hotel proprietor, 
journalist, librarian, manager (large, medium), merchant (large, 
medium), meteorologist, musician, nurse, optician, personnel officer, 
photographer, public relations officer, primary school teacher, 
radiographer, secretary, social worker, surveyor, technician. 

3. farmer, farm manager. 

LoHer: 

4. clerical and sales: auctioneer, aud.i tor, bookkeepe:r·, cashier, 
insurance adjustor, real estate agent, salesman, secretary, shop 
assistant, stock and station agent, typist. 

5. petty proprietors, managers, officials: bookseller, businessman (self 
employed), caterer, foreman, harbourmaster, jeweller, rnastermariner, 
manufacturers agent 1 minor government official, policeman, post
master, projectionist, proprietor or mar1ager of small business, 
restaurant keeper, shop proprietor, storekeeper, station manager, 
telegraphist, valuer, watchmaker. 

Manual (working class) 

Upper: 

6. skilled: baker, boilermaker, bookbinder, bootmaker, bricklayer, 
brassfinisher, butcher, cabinet maker, carpenter, clicker, coach
builder, coach painter, confectioner, cook, compositer, dressmaker, 
electrician, engineer (mechanical), engine driver, engraver, fell
monge;r::, fitter, harnessmaker, iron dresser, jeweller, j·oiner, 
lithographer, machinist, maltster, mechanic, metal trades, milliner, 
molder, mortar trades, miller, painter, pattern maker, plasterer, 
plumber, printer, ranger, roofer, saddler, sailmaker, sheetmetal 

. worker, shipwright, shoemaker, stonemason, tailor, tanner, t.:Lnsmi th, 
upholsterer, watchmaker, '.vool classer. 
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Table A.S.l (continued) 

Lower: 

7. semi-skilled: airman, apiarist, barber, brewer, bushman, bus driver, 
carrier, chauffeur, coalminer, cycle repairer, dairy factory worker, 
dairyman, drainlayer, dressmaker, driver, fire brigadesman, fireman 
(not marine), fisherman, ganger, garage attendant, gardener, gas 
works employee, glazier, goldminer and prospector, greenkeeper, 
groom, hairdresser, jockey, laundryman, lighthouse keeper, linesman, 
milkman, newspaper-agent, paperhanger, plasterer, platemaker, 
polisher, postman, railway porter, sawmiller, shearer, soldier 
(ranks), storeman, tally clerk, shearer, tanner, taxi driver, textile 
\'lorker, teamster, tiler, toll booth operator, tractor driver, timber 
mill worker, tradesman's labourer, tunnel worker, warder, warehouse
man, winchman, wireman. 

8. unskilled: barman, bushworker, caretaker, cleaner, deliveryman, 
domestic servant (hotel porter, windo\'1 cleaner) , factory hand, 
farm labourer, freezing works labourer, furna.ceman, hunter, janitor, 
labourer, laundress, liftman, logger, lumper, mariner, miner, navvy, 
rabbiter, railway porter, railway employee, railway ganger, sawmill 
hand, shepherd, seaman, stewart, striker, stocker, seamstress, 
shunter, quarryman, watchman, waterside worker . 

• 



Appendix 6 

The Interview Schedule 

Note: interviews were semi structured and not all interviewees were 
asked all questions in the following schedule. 

Section l. 

l. How did you get your job? 

4
-;,~ 

. ·.JO 

2. What made you interested in unionism? How did you come to get involved? 

3. Is there a career structure in the union movemen·t today? How do 
you succeed'? 

4. Union officials are not portrayed as heros in the popular media. 
Are you conscious of any hostility towards you? 

Does this affect your rQle as a union official? 
Does the public image of union officials worry you? 

5. Have you ever been tempted, for any reason, to throw your job in? 
Have you been offered any other jobs outside of unionism? 
Wnat sort of jobs? 

Section 2. 

Hhere did you go to school? 

vlhat did your father do? 

~;'hat. did your mother do? 

Were they interested in politics? Active? 

Were they interested in unionism? Active? 

Would you say your family was rich or poor? 

Were either of your parents ever unemployed? 

\'That sort of person was your father? Was he religious? wbat sort. of 
philosophy did he have on life? I>Jhat about your mother? 

Section 3. 

Can I ask yo<;~ to elaborate on some of the questions in the questionnaire 

(specific questions on cooperation, trust, the respondent's image of 
business, and adherence to class based ideologies were asked) 

Section 4. 

Is being a union official a demanding job? How many hours do you work a 
week? Is it a strain? How many meetings do you have a week? 
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Section 4 (continued) 

40-50 years ago many people saw the role of trade unions as a vehicle 
of the working class which aimed to advance basic changes in the struc
ture of society. Do you see this as the role unions should be playing 
today? 

• Is it playing this role? 

(if not) How then has the role of trade unions changed in the last 40-50 
years? 

... in your view have unions become more concerned with bread and 
butter issues (wages, hours, conditions) in the last 40-50 years? 

Is this a good thing or a bad thing? 

What is the most vital criticism you would make of trade unions today? 

In the questionnaire there were some questions on viorker Participation in 
Industry. Can you tell me in general what your attitude is to,vards it? 

When is a union justified in striking? Do unions stike too much? 
How would working people fare if they were not allowed t.o strike? 

Many people have observed that working people are less class conscious 
today and are no longer demanding major changes in the econowic system. 

Do you agree? 
(If yes) vmy has this occurred? 

OR 

Is N.Z. a class society or is the idea 'old hat'? 

(If yes) - in what sense is it a class society? 

Do you think that there must be conflict of interests between social 
classes, or can they get along in harmony? 

Section 5. 

wnat is your attitude to union amalgamation? 

Do you think there should be more experts (and less social reformers) in 
unions totlay? 

It. is often said that the problems of modern societies are more technical 
than political in nature. Do you agree with this? 

Is New Zealand a capitalist society? 
In what way? (or) 
Why not? 



Section 5 (continued) 

Why is N.Z. not a socialist society? 

- is socialism inevitable? 

- would you (interviewee) describe yourself as a socialist? 

(If yes) What sort of socialist? 

How does interviewee define socialism? 

• 
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~endix 7 

The Code Book 

This code book provides: 

(1) the precise basis of coding all variables, used in 

this study 

(2) those underlined refer to variable codes not present within 

the questionnaire. These codes were provided t.o classify 

information derived from open-ended questions. 

The format. of the code book is as follows: 

The manual states the question asked in the questionnaire or the 

variable constructed from questionnaire information (underlined). 
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The questionnaire ques·tion being refen:ed to, or from which information 

has been derived, is placed in brackets to the right. In the extreme 

right-hand column, the name given each variable for purposes of com

puter analysis is given. 



Are you a full-time or part-time union official? (l) 

Code: 0. no response 

l. full time 

2. part time 

How many different unions do you act as officer for? (2) 

Code Number to 9. 9 means "9 or more" 

0. no response 

What is your main union? 
(State the largest union that you serve) (3) 

Industrial Sector 

Code: 0. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

no response 

transport and conu·nunications 

wholesale and retail trade 

banking and insurance 

manufacturing - durable goods e.g. steel, 
cars, appliances etc. 

manufacturing non durable goods e.g. food, 
clothing, paper etc. 

building and construction 

clerical and service e.g. entertainments, 
clerical, household services 

8 agriculture, forestry, general labour 

Union Type (3) 

Code: 0. not categorisable 

1. craft union (e.g. printers, carpenters etc.) 

2. occupationally based but not craft (e.g. 
clerical, bankers etc.) 

3. industrial union (e.g. brush and broom, 
. drivers, meatvwrkers) 

4-~ general union 

Colour- Type ( 3) 

0. not categorisable 

l. black collar 

2. blue collar 

3. not categorisable 
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full time 

unonno 

Indsectr 

unontype 

Colcolx 



vihat is your official title? (4) 
(State the title of the official position you hold 
in your main union.) 

Code 0. no response 

l. president 

2. vice president 

3. secretary 

4. assistant secretary/field officer 

Organisational Type (4) 

Code 0. not categorisable 

l. as an officer at head offj_ce of a N.Z. wide 
union or federation of unions. 

2. as an officer at brancJ:~-' sr:ction or E._~gional 
level of a N.Z. wide union or N.Z. federation ---
of unions. 

3. as an officer of a union covering a specific 
district or districts. 

In what tmvn or district do you live'? (5) 

0. no response 

l. Southland/Otago 

2. Canterbury, Westland, Nelson, Narlbo.rough 

3. Wellington-Manawatu 

4. Central Nort."'-1 Island 

5. Auckland or North Auckland 

What type of employer do most of your members work for: (6) 

0. no response 

l. government 

2. local body 

3. priva·te enterprise 

4. government and local body 

5. government and private en·terprise 

6. local body and private enterprise 

7. government, local body and private enterprise 

.. 
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offtitle 

orgtype 

area 

employer 



Is your union affiliated to the FOL, C.S.U. 
or is it independent? 

0. no response 

l. F.O.L. 

2. c.s.u. 
3. F.O.L. and C.S.U. 

4. Independent 

~~at is your age? (8) 

0. no response 

code age 

What is your sex? {9) 

0. no response 

l. male 

2. female 

·h'hat is your marital status? (10) 

0. no response 

1. married 

2. never married 

3. widowed;'divorced;'separated 

Were you brought up in a city, a town, or a 
country area? 

0. no response 

l. city (over 20,000 people) 

2. town (bet·ween l-20 ,000 people) 

3. country area (under 1000 people) 

4. ' city and town 

5. city and country 

6. town and country 

7. city, tovm and country 

At what age did you leave school? 

Code: 0. no response 

l. age in years 

(12) 
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( 7) Affil 

Age 

Sex 

marital 

(11) Raized 

leftschl 



For how many years ·have you been a member of 
your present union: 

Code: 0. no response 

Code number of years. 

If full time, what was your major occupation 
before you came a trade union officer? 

Occupational ranking 

Code: 0. no response, not categorisable 

1. upper non-manual (professional 
semi professional) 

( 13) 

(14) 

and 

' 2. lower non-manual (clerical, sales, service, 
petty proprietors) 

3. upper manual class (skilled) 

4. lower manual (semi or unskilled
1
) 

(N. B. See scale of occupational ra.."lking: 
Appendix 5) 

~bat was the first post you ever held in any 
trade union? 

0. no response 

(15) 

l. delegate, shop steward, Dept. rep. , or equiv. 

2. member of executive 

3. field officer, organiser 

4. clerical assistant. or other stipendary personnel 

5. honorary post: (not otherwise classified) 

6. part time officer (not othen1ise classified) 

7. full time officer 

Hmv old were you when you started your first union 
post? 

Code: age in years 

00. no response 

Code year for starting first union post. (16) 
(do not denote century) 

Code: year (do not denote century) 

00. no response 

(16) 
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Was your first. union post part time or full time? ( 17) fultimel 

0. no response 

1. part time or 'honorary' 

2. full time 

Note to coders: Beware! 12 18 & 19 are interchangeable. Early 
copies to Dunedin and Invercargill have voluntary posts first, 
Christchurch northward have full time posts first. 

What, if any, full time posts have you had? (18) 
Please give approximate date of appointment or election 
to each office. If non~,state none. 

Copy down all jobs individually on separate sheet. 

Code: year for beginning first full-time post. 

00. no response (Do not denote century) 

88. N.A. - part timers 

Code: number of full time oosts including 
J2E._esent post. 

0. no response 

8. NA- part timers 

( 18) 

Code: ~ge for beginning present full-time post 

00. no response 

88. NA - part timers 

Code: age for first full time post. ( 18) 

00. no response 

88. NA - part timers 

If you are now full time, what volunt.ary or unpaid 
posts dia--you hold inunediately prior to becoming a 
full time official? 

Code: 0. no response 

l. did hold voluntary post 

2. did not hold voluntary post 

8. NA - part timers 
• 
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Have you ever served on the execut.i ve of a regional 
Trades Council? 

Code: 0. no response 

1. yes 

2. no 

(20) 

If "yes" would you give the starting year and finishing year 
of your service. 

Code: age starting post (20) 

00. no response 

88. NA - answered 2 to tcouncil 

Code: length of service i.e. no. of years (20) 

00. no response 

88. NA - answered 2 to tcouncil 

Have you ever served on the F.O.L. National Council 
o} F.O.L. National Executive? 

Code: 0. no response 

1. yes 

2. no 

(21) 

If "yes" would you give the starting year and (21) 
finishing year of your service? 

Code: age starting post 

00. no response 

88. NA- fuiswered 2 to 1 fol 1 

Code: length of service i.e. number of 

-
00·. . no response 

'88. NA - answered 2 to 1 fol 1 

Code: 0. no response 

l. still serving 

2. ceased serving 

8. NA - answered 2 to 1 fol 1 

years (21) 

{21) 
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How did the person who held your union post before (22) 
you come to leave the position? 

Code: 0. no response 

l. he died 

2. he retired 

3. he was defeated in an election 

4. he was removed by the executive 

5. he resigned to take another union post 

6. he resigned to take a job Nith business 

7. he resigned to take a job elsewhere 

9. NA - new position 

If full time, since you have been a trade union officer, 
have you ever moved out to take a different type of job 
which was nothing to do with unions? 

Code: 0. no response 

l. yes 

2. no 

8. NA - part time (exclude from analysis) 

Code: number of times ( 23) 

0. no response 

8. NA - answered 2 to 'moveout• 

How many times have you ever contested an election (24) 
for any of the following posts? 

For a post at the national level of your union 

Code: number of times 

00. never 

88 •. not categorisable, no response 

(Using the same code) 

For a Trades Council post 

Fo:c a nat.ional FOL post (24) 

For any other post in union movement (24) 

(24) 

(2 3) 

For a nomination as a candidate for a political party (24) 
For a seat in parliament (24) 

For an administrative or official post vlithin a 
political party (24) 
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How many times have you been successfulin an 
election for any of the following posts 

(Use same code as for 'electntl') 

For a post at the n2tional level of your union 

For a Trades Council post 

For a national FOL post 

For any other post in the union movement 

(24) 

For nomination as a candidate of a poli tic.al party 

For a seat in parliament 

For an administrative or official post within a 
political party 

If you had a son, would be be pleased if he became 

a trade union official? 

Code: 0. no response 

1. yes 

2. no 

9. don't know, coulm1't say 

( 27) 

Have you ever thought seriously about rna.king a real (31) 
effort to enter a new and different type of occupation? 

Would you take a look at the list opposite and indicate 
which is nearest to your to·tal income for the yeaJ::- 1978 (32) 
before any tax o:r· other deductions. 

Code: o. no response 

l. under $1000 per year 

2. $1000 - $2999 

3. $3000 - $4999 
.. 

(continued overleaf) 
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4. $5000 - $6999 

5. $7000 - $8999 

6. $9000 - $10,999 

7. $11,000 - $12,999 

8. $13,000 - $15,999 

9. $16/000 - $18,999 

10. $19,000 - or over 

Would you look at the list opposite and indicate all 
the levels of formal education that you have completed. 

Code: highest level of attendance 

o. no response 

l. primary only 

2. secondary 

3. university 

Code: highest qualification (formal academic) ( 33) 

0. no qualification 

1. school certificate 

2. university entrance 

3. degree 

8. no response 

Code: Trade or technica~1ification ( 33) 

0. no response to q. 33 

l. yes 

2. no 

What is your religion, '+ l.L any? (34) 

-
0. ·.no response 

~ 

r: no religion 

2. Roman Catholic 

3. Anglican 

4. Presbyterian 

5. Methodist 

6. Mormon 

7. Other 
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'I'o what clubs and organisations do you belong? Would 
you read the list, below and tick for each of the 

(35) 
organisations listed in the boxes which best des-
cribes your participation. 

Veterans or RSA 

0. not a member 

1. member 

2. active member 

3. official 

(Using same code) 

PTA or other school organisation 

Lodge or fraternal society ( 35) 

Athletic or sports club {35) 

Workingman's club (35) 

Service club (35) 

Nationality or ethnic Assoc. (35) 

Church or church group (35) 

Neighbourhood, ratepayers Assoc. 

Cultural (e.g. music, arts) (35) 

Recreation, hobby or garden club 

(35) 

{35) 

(35) 

National association with political or 
social aims (35) 

Political party (35) 

Chari table or vlelfare organisation (35) 

Would you indicate whether you have been involved in 
non-union activities of the kinds listed opposite over 
the last 5 years. (36) 

Statutory committees, Boards, etc. (e.g. metric 
advisory board, equal pay Committee, etc.) 

Code: 0-•- no response {not a member) 

1. yes 

Company directo:r·ships in business (36) 

City, Bo:r:ough, County, Town, or Community 
Councils (36) 
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" 

Other elected Local Authorities (e.g. catchment, 
Harbour or Hospital Boards e'cc.) ( 36) 

Public Corporations (e.g. Broadcasting, Shipping 
etc.) (36) 

Was your father ever active in trade union affairs? (37) 

0. no response 

l. yes 

2. no 

3. don't know 

If "yes" in what town or country? (37) 

o. no response 

l. N.Z. 

2. U.K. 

3. Other 

B. not applicable 

9. don't know, didn't say 

Has your father ever active in politics? ( 38) 

0. no response 

1. yes 

2. no 

9. don't know 

If "yes" in \'I hat tm-m or cotmtry? (38) 

0. no response 

1. yes 

2. no 

8. not applicable 

~-· ~don't know 

Would you indicate the race and national origin of 
both yourself ill1d your father? (39) 

Self 0. no response 

l. European, born in N.Z. 

2 . ., European, born in U.K. 

(continued overleaf) 
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3. European, born elsewhere 

4. Maori or part Maori 

5. Pacific Islander 

Father 0. no response 

1. European, born in N.Z. 

2. European, born in U.K. 

3. European, born elsewhere 

4. Maori or part Maori 

5. Pacific Islander 

What v1as. your father's main occupation in his 
working career? (40) 

Occupational !;anking 

Code: 0. no response 

1. upper non-manual (professional and 
semi-professional) 

2. lower non-manual ( clerical, sales, 
service·, petty proprietors) 

3 . upper manual 

4. lower manual 

(semi o:r· unskilled ) 

(semi or unskilled) 

(N .B.: See scale o£ occupational ra.11king -
Appendix 5 . ) 

If born overseas for how long have you lived in N.Z.? (41) 

0. no response 

Code number of years. 

88. not applicable 

Here is a list of occupations rated according to the generally 
accepted v-iew of their social standing. 

By stating-the appropriate nlliT,ber in the box opposite, where 
on the list do you think the general public would place the 
full-time union official? (42a.) 

0. no response 

1. Judge of the Supreme Court 
Public Accountant 
Lawyer 

(continued overleaf) 
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2. Medicai Officer of Health 

Company Director 

Personnel t-1anager 

Business Manager 

Journalist 

l>linister of Religion 

3. Farmer 

Foreman 

Insurance Agent 

Aircraft mechanic 

Commercial traveller 

Policeman 

Chef 

4. Fitter 

Carpenter 

Electrician 

Shop Assistant 

5. Coal Hewer 

Bricklayer 

Car Painter 

Barman 

Railway Porter 

6. Cleaner/caretaker 

Life Attendant 

Ditch digger 

Road sweeper 

9. Couldn't say 

By stating the appropriate number in the box opposite 
where on the ·Jist would you place your own post? (42b) 

Code: 0. no response 
l. 
2. 
3. as in previous questions 
4. 
5. 
6. 
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Code: difference between (a) and (b) of questions. 

0. no difference 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. no response 

8. not categorisable 

Code: value of difference. 

Note to coder: positive value when a is more than b) 
negative value when b is less than a) 

Code: 1. positive 

2. negative 

3. neither positive nor negative (i.e. no difference) 

8. not categorisable 

How many hours do you normally spend on union \·lOrk in 
a week? (43) 

Code: 00. no response 

number of hours 

99. not categorisable 

How many evenings do you normally spend on union work in 
a week? (44) 

o. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
a...._ 'no response 
9. not categorisable 
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How many weekends do you normally spend on union vwrk 
in a month? (45) 

0. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

8. no response 

9. not categorisable 

How far do you think that \-mrkers should become involved 
in the management of industry today? (46) 

0. no response 

l. Full worker control over ma.nagement 

2. Co-management, with workers and employers 
taking an equal role. 

3. Employers dominant, but with some worker 
representation on the board. 

4. Employers dominant: but Vli'Ll1 part.ic.ipation 
by workers in profit sharing and job 
satisfaction schemes. 

5. No worker involvement in the management of 
industry at all. 

Overall, do you think that the balance cf conflict. and 
cooperation in industrial relations has changed much in 
the last 20 years? (48) 

0. no response 

1. conflict much more common today 

2. conflict slightly more corrllion today 

3. there has been no change either way 

4. cooperation slightly more com;.'Uon t:oday 

5. cooperation much more conunon today 

~. couldn't say 

From v!hat you have read or experienced about "Worker Participa
tion in Industry" would you say t.'J.at your attitude towards it 
was generally favourable or generally unfavou_rable? (51) 

0. no response 
l. generally very favourable 
2. generally somewhat lmfavourable 
4. generally very unfavourable 
9. couldn't say, undecided 
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When, in your view, is a union justified in striking? (Sla) 

In cases where industrial agreements have been broken? 

l. Yes 

2. No, no response 

In sympathy with another union? 

l. Yes 

2. No, no response 

As a political protest? 

l. Yes 

2. No, no response 

Under no circumstances? 

l. Yes 

2. No, no response 

Here is a list of trade union aims. Which do you think 
should be given priority? (52) 

Code: 4 responses 

0. 

l. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7 . 

8. 

no response 

helping members with their individu.:J.l problems 

higher wages and better working conditions 

a better relationship with management at. all levels 

creating political consciousness amongst members 

100 per cent union organisation 

getting workers a larger say in management 

getting workers better job satisfaction 

creating unity between all workers 

What issues should unions be concerned with today? (53) 

0~ no response 

1. unions should confine their at"cent.ions primarily 
to industrial and economic issues. 

3. unions should be prepared to ta.lze a stand on social, 
moral and political issues as they affec·t the 
community. 
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Over and above the types of issues listed above, do you think 
that unions should or should not have a policy or programme 
to achieve long term goals? (54) 

0. no response 

1. yes, there should be a long term policy 

2. no, there should not be a long term policy 

If you thir~ that unions should have a long term policy or 
programme what should the goals of such a programme be? (55) 

0. no response 

Svstemic 
-.ICO--

01. 

07. 

09. 

Economic 

03. 

04. 

05. 

06. 

Cultural 

23. 

22. 

24. 

25. 

Structural change in productive forces of 
society, the end of capitalism 

Industrial Democracy 

Political education 

Greater productivity 

Fairer distribution of wealth 

Better wages and conditions, job protection, 
a 'living wage' 

Inco1ne stabilisation, coor.~dinated nationa-l _policies 

General social ;.,rel fare provisions 

Educational reform, public awareness 

Equality of opportunity, equal access to 
institutions 

Civil liberties 

Union- related 

15. Union welfare activities, broader union 
activities 

16: Greater union unity, cohesion 

17. Stronger more effective unionism 

18. Improved union organisation 

19. Union education, knowledge, research 

.. 
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Industrial relations 

8. More worker participation 

20. Greater cooperation between union and management 

Pressure group 

12. Change legislation 

13. Mechanism for change 

Other 

26. Moral revi talisa·tion 

27. Other 

28. As in Q.52 

88. Not categorisable 

Code: 1st choice 

2nd choice 

3rd choice 

Code: type of goals 

l. broad, program.:nat:ic: sta.tement of general 
principles or of goals linked in ·terms of 
a general principle or theme 

2. narrow, particularistic: one or more spe
cific but um:elated proposals lacking an 
integrative framework 

8. N.A. - no response to Q.55. 

And further, if you think that unions should have a long term 
policy or progra.rr.me whom should it aim to benefit most? (56) 

0. no response 

1. the people of N.Z. as a whole 

2. the working class 

3. ·,the union members 
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What in the long run do you consider to be the best means 
of achieving industrial labour's ends: (58} 

Code: o. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

no response 

through industrial means only 

through arbitration and conciliation only 

through party political means 

industrial means and arbitration and 
conciliation 

industrial means and party political means 

arbitration and conciliation and party 
political means 

industrial means, arbitration and conciliation 
and party political means. 

Is your union affiliated to the Labour Party? (59) 

Code: 0. no response 

1. yes 

2. no 

With regard to the two major political polici.es which of 
the following st:atements do you agree with? (60) 

Code: 0. no response 

1. there is no real difference between t.hem 

2. they are becoming more alike every day 

3. there are real differences between them 

In your view should unions become: (61) 

Code: 0. no response 

1. less involved in party politics 

2. more involved in party politics 

3. .become neither less involved nor more involved 
'but remain just as they are at the moment. 

Regardless of what you would like to happen, what do you 
actually think vd.ll happen over the next 10 years? 
Do you think that there will be: (62) 

Code: 0. no response 

1 
~. a divergence be·tween trade unions and the 

Labour Part.y. 
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2. a maintenance of existing relationships with 
"ups" and "downs" 

3. closer cooperation between them. 
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vfuich party t if a.ny 1 dO YOU belong t.O: partymem 

Code: o. no response 

1. none 

2. Labour 

3. National 

4. Social Credit 

5. Values 

6. Other 

Both "Business" and Trade Unions seek to .influence national powerl 
affairs. Vlliich group do _y~~ think has more influence over (64) 
national affairs in today' s economic and poli·tical conditions? 

Code: o. no response 

1. business has a lot more influence 

2. business has slightly more influence 

3. business and unions have about the same 
influence 

4. unions have slightly more influence 

c; 
-' . unions have a lot: more influence. 

Supposing the Labour Party v1ere the government for the next 10 
years. wnich group do you then think would be likely to have POvler2 
more influence? (65) 

Code: 0. no response 

'· 1. business would be likely to have a lot more 
influence 

2. business would be likely to have slightly more 
influence 

3. business and unions would be likely to have c:.bout 
the same amount of influence 

4. unions would be likely to have slightly more 
influence 

5. unions would be likely to have a lot more influence 

.. 



Over the last 40-50 years do you think generally, that 
the influence that trade unions have had on national 
affairs has increased, decreased, or remained e~out 
the same? (66) 

Code: 0. no response 

1. increased a lot 

2. increased slightly 

3. remained about the same 

4. decreased slightly 

5. decreased a lot 

9. couldn't say 

Do you believe that on the whole most business in New 
Zealand today: (67) 

Code: 0. no response 

1. accept the principle of collective bargaining 
and deal with unions in good fa.i th 

2. tolerate ·the u.11ions and deal v,ri th them only as 
far as they have to 

3. are trying to break the pov;er of unions and 
v;ould if they could ge·t away with it. 

(If 2 and 3 are ticked, code for 3.) 

Do you think that there is a threat or serious threat to 
democracy within this country in the next 20 years? (68) 

Code: 0. no response 

1. there is a definite and serious threat 

2. there is some threat and it is likely to 
become more serious 

3. there is some threat, but it is not. likely to 
become serious 

4. there is no real threat at all 

If you thillk there is a threat, what sort of threat? (69) 

Code 2 

00. no response 

88. N.A. ·- answered 3/4 above (Q.68) 

Economic 

01. crisis of economy, decline of present economic 
system, or recession 
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02. dependency: growing control of financial 
institutions and multi nations over government 
and society. 

Political 

3. erosion of living standards, unemployment etc. 

4. other 

5. corporate statism state control and regulation 
by government and business 

6. increasing power of the political executive 
government by regulation 

7. crisis of authority, breakdown of responsible 
leadership, intolerance and lack of unity of 
purpose. 

8. threat from present national party or personalities 
within it. 

9. increasing repression from right, collection of 
entrenched interests, growth of dictatorial powers 
in government 

10. subversion and infiltration by the left 

11. polarisat.ion of political opinions and danger of 
extremism - from either left or right 

12. increasing repression o:r· right; as counter force 
to rise of left 

13. other 

Political and Economic 

14. crisis of economy: repression from ·the right 

15. crisis of economy: subversion from the left 

16. other 

Industrial 

17. wealcening of trade union movemeni: by right 

18. ideological: militant unionism sectional desire 
.to increase their share disproportionately to 
'other groups 

19. other 

Moral-psychological 

20. psychological inert.ia: apathy, lack of will to 
effect power by the people. 

21. psychic manipulation of public: advert.ising, 
propaganda etc. 
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Code: 

22. moral disintegration - loss of values, decline 
of family life 

23. erosion of civil liberties and democrat.ic rights 
of citizens including government control over 

individuals. 

24. other 

88. completely not categorisable/or N.A. - answered 4 
to Q.68 

lst choice 

2nd choice 

If you think there is a threat, what, if anything, can be 
done to avoid it? (69) 

Code: 00. no response 

Systemic 

01. basic structural change in the political and 
economic system 

02. total economic restructuring - socialisation 
of the means of production 

03. nationalisation of multinationals 

04. greater social/public ownership and direction 
of economy 

Production 

05. Strategies of economic self reliance - reform 
terms of trade, trading patterns, reduce dependence 
on international finance 

06. Solve internal economic problems - inflation, 
producti vi·ty 

07. greater indust.rial development - take emphasis 
off agriculture 

08. other 

Distribution 
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Political 

13. improvements in functioning of government -
greater responsiveness, greater democratisation, 
limitations on power of executive, less secrecy 

14. organisational reforms in political structure (minor) 
e.g. longer terms of office for parliamentarians 

15. remove the present government - put a Labour 
government in power 

16. remove specific personalities from politics 

17. limit/remove government interference in industrial 
relations 

18. decentralise government 

19. other 

Industrial 

20. strengthen unions and the labour movement - greater 
union responsiveness, solidarity, unity 

21. greater direct action and protest, wcrker mobilisa
tion, mass political action 

22. worker control - sccia.l and industrial democracy 

23. stop business takeovers 

24. greater business regulation 

25. more worker participation in industry 

26. develop worker consciousness, awareness of t.he 
system - 'worker education' etc. 

27. remove worker repression, exploitation 

28. other 

Social-populist 

29. promote cooperation between all groups in society, 
greater tolerance, unity of purpose, understanding, 
trust 

30. promote public awareness and participation, education 
on rights (if refers to action code 32) 

3L. free access to information 

32. 'more political and civic involvement 

33. other 

Horal ps,ychological 

34. moral revitalisaLion of population 

35. gr.eater national self-reliance 

37. more morality in politics 
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Code: 

38. more respect for work, greater national effort 

39. more common sense 

40. other 

41. there is no solution 

88. N.A. - did not think there was a. threat. 
Answered 4 to Q.68. 

1st choice 

2nd choice 

Nature of solution: How to categorise respondents' ans\·Iers 
to Q.68 

1. programmatic - statement of general principles 

2. particularistic - one or more specific but 
unrelated proposals lacking on:integrative 
framework 

8. N.A. No response to Q.68 

There's quite a bit of talk these days about different. social 
classes. Most people say they belong to the middle class or 
the working class. Do you ever think of yourself as bei.ng 
in one~ of these classes? (70) 

o. no response 

1. yes, the upper: middle class 

2. yes, the middle class 

3. yes, the working class 

4. no, never think. l.n terms of class 

Do you think that the idea of New Zealand as a society charac
terised by social a..11d economic classes is importc;.nt today·? ( 71} 

0. no response 

1. yes, very much so 

2. .yes, but only to a limited extent. 

3-:- no, no·t really important at all 

4. slightly less relevant 

5. much less relevant 

9. couldn't say 
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Do you think that it is more relevant or less relevant to describe 
N.Z. as a "class" society today than it was 30-40 years 
ago? (72) 

0. no response 

1. much more relevant 

2. slightly more relevant 

3. about as relevant 

4. slightly less relevant 

5. much less r·elevant 

9. couldn't say 

Some people talk of "class conflict" while others say that the 
idea of "class conflict" is "old hat". Do you think that it is 
relevant to talk of "class conflict" in New Zealand today? (73) 

0. no response 

l. yes, very much so 

2. yes, but only to a limited extent 

3. no, not really relevant at all 

Do you think that the idea of "class conflict" 
or less relevan.!_ to N .Z. society today than it 
ago? (74) 

o. no response 

l. much more relevant 

2. slightly more relevant 

3. about as relevant 

4. slightly less relevant 

5. much less relevant 

9. couldn't say 

is more relevant 
------~----

vlaS 30-40 years 
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classtg 

0 :- no response 

1. yes, very much so 

2. yes, to a limited extent only 

3. no, not really relevant at a.ll 

• 



Do you think that the "class struggle" is more relevant or 
less relevant to New Zealand than it was 30-40 years 
ago? (76) 

0. no response 

1. much more relevant 

2. slightly more relevant 

4. slightly less relevant 

5. much less relevant 

9. couldn't say 

Nould you read the following two statements and answer the 
question set out below. (77) 

Statement A: Almost all important decisions in New 
Zealand are made by a small group who Hie1d a great 
deal of influence and who are not very interested in 
the opinions of other groups and individuals. 

Statement B: Almost all important decisions in New 
Zealand are made in a process of give and take amongst 
a larger number of groups with different. interes·ts. 

0. no response 

l. A is much more accurate than B 

2. A is somewhat more accurate thai1 B 

3. B is somev1hat rr.ore accurate than A 

4. B is much more accurate than A 

Hhich of the two major political parties do you actually 
expect •11ill be in power for most of the time in the next. 
15 years? (81) 

Code: 0. 

1. 

no response 

National for most of the time 

2. Labour for most of the time 

3. National and Labour for about equal periods. 

What in your opinion are the three major problems in this 
country today? (82) 

(Not coded) 

Who, if anyone, do you think is largely to blame for th(~se 
problems? (83) 

(Not coded) 
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classtgl 

cabalism 

wch party 
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What in your opinion is the best solution to these problems? (84) 

(Not coded) 

How much chance of these problems being solved to you think is 
realistically likely within the next 5-·10 years? (85) optymistl 

Code: 0. no response 

l. there is an excellent chance 

2. there is some chance - cmd it is likely 

3. there is some chance but it is unlikely 

4. there is very little chance at all 

How much chance of these problems be:Lng solved do you think is 
realistically likely within the long term? (86) 

Code: same as for Q.85 

If you had to make a choice would you opt for faster economic 
growth or more equal distribution of wealth and income'? (87} 

Code: 0. no response 

1. faster economic growth 

2. more equal distribution 

optymstz 

The following is a list of views held by different people in the 
community. Please read each one and then tick the response which 
best expresses your feelings about it. VJe are not interest.ed. in 
whether the statement is right or wrong - we are simply interested 
in your opinions about them. Please work quickly - it is your 
first ~mpression that we want. (88) · 

Code: 0. no response 

5. strongly agree 

4. agree 

3. ·.not sure 

2r- disagree 

l. strongly disagree 

(1) Any government that wants to help the poor will have i.~o take 
something away from the rich in order to do it. zerosuml 

(2) Generally speaking in indust:r·ial controversies extreme 
positions should be av<.)ldcd for the proper approach usually 
lies somewhere in ·the middle. compmiz1 



(3) 

(4) 

If you're honest with people they will usually be honest 
with you. 

When one particular section of the community gains it 
usually means that another section loses 
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mithopyl 

zerosum2 

(5) The common interests of workers and employers are greater . 
1 than the differences that divide ·them coop 

(6) 

(7) 

( 8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Those that get ahead in business usually get a~ead at 
the expense of others. 

Even in a country such as ours there is a great danger 
that there will soon not be enough wealth to go around. 

To compromise with your opponent in situation of con
flict is dangerous because it usually leads to the 
betrayal of those you represent. 

Human nature is fundamentally cooperative 

Better human relationships and greater cooperation 
between employers and workers is the best way to solve 
the basic problem of industrial relations. 

Many industrial disputes end up with a cornprimise: and 
this is the way it should be 

1-lhat businessmen say in public and what they actually 
do in practise are frequently txo entirely differen.t 
things. 

Trade unions have a fair say in influencing public 
policy and in getting government to do the ·things 
they care about. 

What is actually practica.l or feasible often has to 
take precedence over what is ideally desirable in 
industrial relations. 

In spite of what many people say, the lot of the average 
man is getting worse. 

It is sometimes necessary to" break the law in order to 
achieve a worthwhile end. 

Most employers take a reasonable interest in their 
employees' welfare 

~-lost politicians can be trusted to do what is right for 
the country. 

Anyone,in this country that wants to has a chance to 
have a say about important issues. 

The decisions of the courts are jus·t as fai:r to the 
poor man as to the wealthy man. 

A union could make satisfacto:r-y p:r.:ogress without 
striking. 

Trade unionism should become less of a "social cause" 
and more of a professionally orientated pressure group. 

\'i'orkers should be encouraged to buy shares in the 
company•they work for. 

zerosum3 

zerosum4 

compmiz2 

mithopy2 

coop2 

compmiz3 

employl 

unonpmvr 

.compmiz4 

indeffyl 

rulesl 

employ2 

poll 

pol2 

legall 

strikel 

unonl 

wkrpartl 



(24) 

(2 5) 

(26) 

(2 7) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

Most decisions in business and government are made by a 
small group who pretty well run things. 

Very few employers seriously abuse their power in New 
Zealand today. 

Politicians represent the general interest more fre
quently than they represent special interests. 

The ability of unions to get a fair deal for workers in 
the future will depend more and more on their willing
ness to use the strike weapon. 

The interests of employers and workers are so different 
that any attempt to base industrial relations policy on 
cooperation and mutual trust is likely to fail. 

Unions and management should work together to improve 
the ·level of job satisfaction in industry. 
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cab all 

employ3 

po13 

strike2 

coop3 

wkrpart2 

The moral prograF~e of a union is more important than the 
unon2 

efficiency of its adrninistration. 

Conflict in industrial relations is mainly caused by 
forces beyond the immediate control of the people 
directly involved, and hence has little to do with 
individual personalities. 

People can still be divided basically into those that are 
sympathetic to the 'iimrking class and those who are 
against them. 

Success in a society like ours depends more on luck than 
real ability. 

Hos·t workers appreciate what trade unions do for them. 

Most employers don't care what t:r:ade unions think: 
only respond to ·threats. 

they 

If we could return to the religious, moral and family 
values of the past, we could solve most of today's 
problems. 

In a. situation of conflict where you are right and your 
opponent is wront it is normally better to "stick to 
one's guns" rather than to accep-t a compromise 

All major business enterprises should have a worker 
representative on the board. 

For anyone •.vho thinks, the future of this country 
is predictable. 

BusinBss should be encouraged to share some of their 
.. profits amongst the employees who work for them. 

If our economic system were restructured properly there 
would be plenty of wealth for everyone in the corr~unity. 

If people work too hard they're merely likely to work 
themselves out of a job. 

People who go into public office usually think of the 
good of the country more than their 0\vn. 

strikes 

claspart 

revmrdl 

elitisml 

employ4 

morall 

compmiz5 

vwrkpart3 

futurel 

'tlkrpart4 

zerosum5 

zerosum6 

Po14 
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(44) The people with the real power in N.Z. operate behind the ab ,r 
scenes and do not even both about elections or parliament.c a~2 

(45) Modern education is resulting in the loss of New Zealand's 
moral2 moral values. 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

(58) 

The laws of this country are supposed to benefit all of 
us equally but the fact is that most of them are "rich 
man's" laws. 

When farm exports rise everybody in the conununity stands 
to gain. 

The people who really 'run' this country are not even 
known to the voters. 

In spite of what many people say there has been no 
general breakdown of moral standards in our count:r:y. 

'rhere are too many social reformers, and not enough 
experts in trade unions today. 

When you consider the long term interests of New 
Zealand society as a whole, the overall interests of 
workers and employers would seem to be very similar. 

The more labour saving devices t.hat are invented, the 
fewer jobs there are available. 

Power in New Zealand is being concentrated more and more 
into fewer and fewer hands. 

The only successful formula for industrial peace is 
closer human relationships and greater mutual under
standing bet1treen those who speak for labour and capital. 

The Labour Party is no longer a working class party. 

Harker participation schemes are likely to be of greater 
benefit to management than to workers. 

Trade Unions should recruit officials according to merit 
regardless of whether they come from within the '~·ark
force or outside of it. 

Although accidents will occur from time to time it is a 
basic fact that man has the ability to control his own 
destiny. 

(59) It's an unfortunate fact that getting on in our society 
today depends not on what you are but \vho you are. 

(60) The government gets too involved in collective bar
gaining in New Zealand. 

(61) A good many local elections in this country are not 
·really important enough to bother with. 

(62) If the policy of union amalgamation succeeds unions 
should become more effective organisations. 

(53) Voluntary unionism should lead to more effective 
unionism 

(64) Direct collective bargaining betv.7e.en employers and 
unions is preferable to compulsory arbitration. 

lega12 

zerosum7 

cabal3 

moral3 

unon3 

coop4 

zerosum8 

caba14 

coopS 

labpart.y 

wkrpart5 

unon4 

destiny 

reward2 

policyl 

citizenl 

policy2 

policy3 

policy4 



(65} 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

(7 3) 

(7 4) 

(75) 

(76) 

( 7 7) 

(78) 

(79) 

(80) 

There is little chance of advancement in industry 
\Jnless a man has unfair "pull". 

History shows that the strike is the most effective 
means by which workers can improve their wages. 

The general welfare of the country is seriously 
endangered by the continual clash of sectional 
interests. 

If the men work and think together they can build a 
good world without the help of religion. 

~ith respect fo solving the major problems of this 
country today there is much greater scope for union
management cooperation than exists at present. 

When politicians interfere they usually mruce indus
trial conflicts worse. 

Basically it is not the parties and parliament., but 
the unions which guarant.ee the existing wages policy 
for this country. 

The old saying that employers never give anything away 
out of the generosity of their hearts is still basi
cally true today. 

The difference between the major parties is so little 
that it doesn't really matter whether people vote or 
not. 

~rhe royal family is no longer relevant for New Zeeland 
today. 

People v1ho don't vote are falling down on their duty 
as New Zealanders. 

Most workers don't know their own real interests today 

Even a bad law should be obeyed. 

From the standpoint of value to working people, worker 
participation schemes should be more beneficial than 
detrimental. 

All in all, we are closer to the ideal state in New 
Zealand today than we were 50 years ago. 

People with opposing ideologies have almost nothing at 
all in common. 

Do you think- that there is a need for change in the economic 
system of this count:ty? (89) 

0. no response 

1. no, keep it a.s it is 

2. yes, minor reforms 

3. yes, major reforms 
.. 

4. yes, whole new sys·tem 
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reward3 

strike3 

plural 

relgeff 

coop6 

polS 

unoneffy 

employS 

citizen2 

royalty 

citizen3 

elitism2 

rules2 

wkrpart6 

future 

partisan 

chan gel 



Adherence to proletarian ideological style. 

Code: negative responses to bourgeois ideology and positive 
responses to proletarian terms. 

Using open-ended questions 25, 26, 47, 48, 55, 69, 82, 83, 84 

00. did not refer to named ideological concept 

·positive references to: 

01. communism, marxism 

02. socialism 

08. classless society, working class consciousness 

ll. overthrow, revolution 

15. industrial democracy 

18. solidarity 

Negative references to: 

03. capitalism 

04. fascism, totalitarianism, police stat.e 

10. right wing dictatorship 

12. bourgeois 

16. exploitation of workers 

Object of Reference to Q.55 

Non-partisan societal (if respondents1 object of 
reference is to 'society', ·'community', class' 
etc.) 

partisan-sectional (if object or reference is 
to 'member', 'union' 'employers' etc.) 

Parents in Politics 

' 0. N.o response 

·- 1. J.l.cti ve 

2. Not Active 
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idology 

unonpols 
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Appendix 8 

A. Multiple Classification Analysis 

Multiple Classification Analysis (Andrews et al., 1973); {Blau and 
Duncan, 1967, pp. 128-140) is a statistical method of s~marising the 
relationship of a set of independent variables as they correlate or 
'affect' a dependent variable when the independent variables are inter
related, and are measured at the nominal or ordinal level. The dependent 
variable must be either dichotomous (i.e. compromise only two categories) 
or measured at the interval or ratio levels. The procedure for coefficient 
computation assigns each value of the independent variable a coefficient 
in terms of how it 'affects' the dependent variable. The strength, or 
degree of the relat.ionship between independent and dependent va:t·iables is 
indicated by the differences between means for each category of the inde
pendent variable. 'l'he difference is expressed firstly as a deviation from 
the mean and secondly as a coefficient. The empirical (unadjus·ted) mean 
on the dependent variable for all individuals in a specific category of 
the independent varia.lJle is complemented with an 'adjusted' mean which 
indicates what the mean of the dependent variable would have been if the 
individuals in this category of 'che independent variable w·ere exactly like 
the total population (enumeration) with respect ·to its distribution on all 
other independent variables . 

. The Eta coefficient technically provides the square root of the proportion 
of variance explained by the unadjust.:ed means; the Beta coefficient gives 
the square root of the proportion of variance explained by the adjusted 
means. The square of the multiple correlation is R2 which indicates the 
tot:al propor·tion of variance in the dependent variable which is account.:ed 
for by all t.he independent vari.ables in the computation. Since tb.e tech
nique assumes that independent variables are measured only at the. nominal 
level, it is not sensitive to the order of the categories of the independent 
variables. 

V.lhen a. dichotomy is used as the depenqent variable the interpretation of 
results is much simpler, as differences between categories can be expressed 
as percentages. 

Likert-type attitudinal statements comprise five-point ordinal scales 
ranging from 'strongly agree' (5 points) thr·ough 'agree' (4 points), 'no·t 
sure' (3 points) , 'disagree' (2 points) , and 's·trongly disagree ( 1 point) . 
A computer )11anipulation can reverse the scores for sta·tements in order to 
fit several statements into a single index. 'l'o create an index several 
statements, tapping the same dimension, are added ·together to form an 
aggregate. 

Alpha inter-it.em reliability coefficients permit a guide t~o the 
'dimensionality of an attitude domain' and at_ the sarne time the overall 
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reliability of the scale. Alpha is the label given by Cronbach in 1951 
to a particular type of coefficient which measures the reliability of a 
test or item battery in the special sense of its internal consistency. 
The fox~ula for interpreting Alpha is 

Alpha = 
n r ij 

1 + (n - I) r ij 

where n = the number of separate items in the test 

r ij the av~rage of all inter-item correlations. 

and Alpha is the reliability of the total score obtained by summing the 
scores on the separate items. 

For further information see McKennell (1970). See also Cronbach (1951). 

It should also be pointed out here that in applying Alpha we are adopting 
HcKennell 's recom.'Tlendation for a 'pragmatic a.pproach' by applying Alpha 
coefficient to ordinal data. For a justification of such an ·approach 
see McKennell op. cit. Also see Levy and Pugh (1969). The author is 
well aware that in doing this the methodological strictures of such 
eminent statiticians as S.S. Stevens and S. Siegal are being contradicted. 
However, as !>lcKennell points out, 'measurement conventions are not immuta
ble'. This particular one, though venerable, has never been universally 
~ccepted, and there is current.1y some react.ion agains'c it (McKennel1 op. 
cit., p.241). Amongst those who have 'reacted' against the 'purist' 
approach are Nunnally (1967) and Adams (1S'65) . 

.. 




